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a I? M M A R Y

The main points in this thesis are as follows:-

Chanter One

There are several reasons for recognizing

a class of stative verbs in Russian, the principal ones

being that stative verbs (e.g. oonimat1 (understand),
r.nat' (know)) have no erfective aspect forms and raay be

accompanied by a subject noun in the dative case. The

non-stative verbs fall into two classes, static and active.

Static verbs have no perfective form- but, unlike stative

verbs, are accompanied by nouns in the nominative case.

Examples of static verbs are stojat' (stand) and sldet'

(sit). Since the distinction between perfective and im-

perfective aspect is .appropriate only to active verbs,

and since the case of accompanying nouns is determined by

the verb-type, it is suggested that a verb-dependency model
is needed to handle aspect in Russian.

In the deep structure of Russian two separate

categories, Verb and Adjective, are not necessary. Instead,
Verbs and Adjectives are treated as purely surface structure

categories deriving from a single underlying category

Predicator. Various pieces of evidence are adduced in

support of the hypothesis that verbs in imperfective aspect

derive from an underlying locative. For example, Ijvan
til sal nis'too (Iv.n was riting a letter) derives from a

structure which can be glossed thus : 'Ivan was In a state;

Ivan write letter'. It is then argued that verbs in per¬

fective aspect derive from a structure which can be glossed

thus : go into, be in, come out of state. For example,



Ivan naplsal nis'mo (Ivan wrote the letter) derives from

a structure 'Ivan went into, was in, came out of state j

Ivan write letter'.

It is suggested that sentences like V goroda

xolodno (It is cold in town), Ivanu skucno (Ivan is bored)
and ponJatha tsarUft (lit. To Ivan understandable the

theory) derive from an underlying locative. This locative

may be realised as a noun in the dative case, or as the

preposition & (at) followed by a noun in the genitive

case, or as the preposition y (in) followed by a noon in

the prepositional case.

Chapter Four

Following Lyons (196^) and Boyd and Thorn®

(1969), it is shown that tense in Russian is best explain¬

ed by postulating a basic distinction between past and

non-pastT and by using mood to distinguish present and

future tense. Past and present tense forms are used

when the speaker is making a statement, future tense forms
when he is making a prediction. The use of 'perfective

V

future' forms in sentences like Zenscinv vsegda na.idut

abscij .lazvfc ('Women will always find a common language')

is explained by postulating a modality which is glossed

as 'without fail'•

Chapter Fjys

The discussion of Aktionsarten takes as its

starting point the account given by Isacenko (1962). In

particular, Isacenko*s label 'resultative Aktionsart' is

unsuitable, since the examples he gives are better describ-



ed as having to do with 'thorough completion'« Isacenko's

account of the inchoative Aktionsart is inadequate, since

he considers only those perfective forms which have the

prefixes za~, voz or ZA and which have no corresponding im¬

perfect ive form# This treatment fails to show that ' in-

choativeness' is an important and widespread phenomenon in

Russian, but does bring out the limitations of the tradit¬

ional notion of 'Aktionsart' and its inanpropriateness

within the framework of a generative grammar.

Chapter

Infinitives are regarded as norainallsed verbs.

The aspect of an infinitive form may be determined by the

same rules which determine aspect in finite forms or by a

completely different set of rules. The latter apply when

an infinitive is dependent on a modal predicator such as

dolzen (ought), nado (must), when the predicator is not

negated, the infinitive may take either aspect, but when

the predicater is negated the infinitive is always In the

imperfective aspect. In a sequence Verb ♦ Reg «• Infinitive,
the infinitive is in the imperfective aspect unless the

verb is one vdiose meaning reflects the speaker's doubt

as to his ability to control events, e.g. starat's^a

(try), boi-it.' s.la (fear).



INTRODUCTION

This thesis is an attempt to give a generative

account of tense and aspect in Russian. Although the

formal mechanism is that of a Chomskyon transformational

generative grammar, the abstract structures postulated

differ from the deep structures of the type proposed by

Chomsky in Aspects of the Theory of ovntax (1965).
As various approaches to aspect were oeing explored

it became clear to mc that an adequate explanation could

not be provided within the framework of a grammar whose

deep structure categories faithfully reflected the super¬

ficial syntactic categories of English - Noun, Verb,

Adjective, Determiner, Preposition. One difference bet¬
ween Russian and English is that Russian has no super¬

ficial morphs corresponding to the English determiners

the and a,. Another difference is that Russian has super¬

ficial case endings, whereas English, except in its pro¬

nouns, has none. Where English has a preposition and a

noun, Russian may have a preposition, a noun stem and a

case ending, or just a noun stem and a case ending, e.g.

s Ivanom (with Ivan, £ = with, jm ~ instrumental case

ending); molotom (with a/the hammer).

ouch obvious facts about the surfact structures of

English and Russian lead one to doubt whether the categor¬

ies PREPOSITION and DETERMINER have any right to be con¬

sidered as basic syntactic categories in the universal

grammar towards which linguists are working. It is also

doubtful whether VEKB and ADJECTIVE are distinct catagor-
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ies in the deep structure of Russian. In Chapter Tvo

evidence is provided in support of the hypothesis that

verbs and adjectives in Russian derive from a single

underlying category - PRKDICATQR. It further became

clear that vhat was required was not simply a deep

structure containing more general syntactic categories

but one in which syntax and semantics were intermingled.

Again in Chapter Two, evidence is adduced in support of
the hypothesis that superficial Russian sentences contain¬

ing verbs or adjectives derive from locatives. In Chapter

Four the secondary grammatical category of tense is handl¬

ed by postulating a basic distinction betveen fast and non-

Past (which can also be thought of in terms of locatives,

i.e. as a there - her§, JtflnaU - proximate distinction,

though this point of view is not argued here) and then

using mood, more specifically the distinction between

statements and predictions, to differentiate between re¬

ference to present time and reference to future time.

In Chapter Five it is argued that the various Aktionsarten

can be adequately treated only by a grammar equipped with

a semantic component which can show how meanings can be

•built up'• In Chapter Six it is shown that aspect in

the infinitive, especially in negative sentences, can be

explained only by taking into account modalities such as

possibility and necessity and by representing these as

features on the Predicator.

From these few remarks it will be seen that I am, in

principle, in sympathy with the aims of such linguists as

McCawley and Lakoff, who have argued that need for a more
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abstract deep structure. However, the theoretical approach

adopted in this thesis is inspired not by the ideas of

McCawley and Lakoff but by the general approach to lin¬

guistic theory current among a group of linguists working

in Edinburgh. This general approach is a hybrid, which has

assimilated on the one hand the ideas of deep and surface

structure and the concept of a grammar as a system of

explicit rules for generating all and only the correct

sentences of a language, but which on the other hand tries
to leaven the necessary, but at times not very enlighten¬

ing, formalism with an infusion of the European intuitive,

notional approach to grammar. At its best the latter

tradition is a valuable source of data and brilliant in¬

sights, many of which remained unrecognised or obscure

because linguists lacked the idea of a grammar as a set

of explicit rules and did not have at their disposal the

concepts of deep and surface structure.

One of the most distinguished scholars of Russian, the

late Andre Mazon, was an exception in that he tried to
draw up a general scheme of semantic criteria for explain¬

ing all uses of aspect. This scheme is not at all ex¬

plicit - in the sense that he provides not a set of rules

but a coll ction of general directions which cannot be

applied without appeal to one's intuitions about Russian -

and the criteria adopted give the impression that speakers

of Russian can use whichever aspect they please, depend¬

ing on how they view the action denoted by the verb,

sometimes, indeed, this is the case, but there are many

instances where the speaker must use a particular aspect,

ill



especially in the infinitive forms. In spite of these

defects, Mason's book, 'Lmplois des Aspects du Verbe

Russe', is a fascinating and heroic attempt to pin down
a multitude of different and sometimes very subtle mean¬

ings and reduce them to a small number of general criter¬

ia.

I acknowledge my debt to Mazon by beginning the

sections on aspect in the finite forms of the verb and in

the infinitive with a summary of his account. The critic¬

isms and alternative proposals which follow each summary

should not be construed as an attempt to show how mistaken

Mazon was but are to be taken as reflecting the advances

made by linguistic theory in the fifty-six years which

have elapsed since the publication of his book. Every

linguist involved in the development and application of

generative grammar should preface his work with Newton's

remark that he saw farther than his predecessors only

because he stood on the shoulders of giants.

This study of tense and aspect in Russian is largely

exploratory in nature. I have not been able to provide

large numbers of rules as did Rosenbaum (1967a). My

aim has been to propose some underlying structures for

certain fiv fnents of Russian, keeping in mind the ultimate

goal of a fully explicit system of formal rules for gener¬

ating sentences of Russian. Where I have teen able to

supply both rules and phrase markers, these are intended

only as memory-aids, not as 'the' deep structure of

Russian. In Chapter Five I have tried simply to bring

some order into the chaos of Aktionsarten, and in Chapter
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Six I have attempted only to determine the various factors

governing the aspect of infinitives. Although the hypo¬

theses have not given rise to sets of rules, this in no

way vitiates them, since the lack of formalisation is
due to inadequacies in the formal system of the Chomskyon

model, not to any vagueness in the hypotheses themselves.
If the latter are valid, they will remain valid no matter
what formal systems may "be use^.

A word of caution needs to be addressed to readers

who may know Russian but be unacquainted with generative

grammar. I have not explained the principles behind this

approach to the study of language because such an exposit¬

ion would take up too much space and because a concise ac¬

count is already available in, e.g. Langendoen's book.

•The Study of Syntax* (Chapters 1-3)*

I wish to thank all those who have helped in the

preparation of this thesis. My supervisors, John Lyons

and Dennis V.ard, painstakingly read and criticised the
draft version, I am indebted to John Lyons for making me

aware of the value of the older notional approach to

grammar, and to Dennis rard for many insightful comments

and suggestions concerning the Russian examples. Any

ideas about hov to combine the notional and generative

approaches I owe to John Anderson (though vre seem to have

arrived intie indently and by different routes at the

conclusion that a vert dependency model is needed to

handle certain phenomena). Many fruitful ideas have

sprung from conversations with John Christie and Keith

Brown. Finally, I must record ray gratitude to the many
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Russian informants vho endured list upon list of sentences,
V

especially Igor' Fomenko and Viktor ovkun, students at

the Moscow State TJniversity, and Mrs. N.V. Bunak and Mrs.
E.F. Mercanskaja, Russian Language Assistants in the

Department of Rus.sian at this university for the periods

1967-69 and 1969-70 respectively.
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CHAPTER CNT

1.1
This chapter deals with the problem of selectional re¬

strictions in a generative grammar of Russian. In "Aspects

of the Theory of Syntax" Chomsky discusses selectional re¬

strictions and subcategorisation rules. The latter ensure

that a verb such as kick which requires both a subject and

an object is inserted into a string consisting of a noun, a

slot for a verb, and a second noun. Conversely, they would

also ensure that a verb such as snore which never takes an

object is inserted into a string consisting of one noun and

a slot for a verb and not into a string containing two nouns.

The selectional restrictions ensure, for instance, that a

verb which requires an animate subject does not occur with

an inanimate subject. In other words, they prevent the gen-

eration of sentences like The rock is thinking or The flover

is masterful.

Selectional rules may be incorporated in a formal gram¬

mar in two ways: either nouns are assigned features such as

[tAnimateJ , j^ConcreteJ etc. independently and verbs selected
with reference to nouns or verbs are assigned features and

nouns selected in terms of verbs. Chomsky demonstrates

that, within the framework available at that time, there

is no alternative to selecting verbs in terms of nouns be¬

cause the selection of nouns in terms of verbs leads to a

considerable complication of the grammar. Chomsky's decision

is based on considerations of formal simplicity, since the

linguistic facts do not appear to force either of the possible

solutions. Implicit in Chomsky's treatment of selectional



restrictions is the assumption that nouns and verbs are of

equal status in the deep structure, that there is no

'governing' constituent.

Chomsky's proposals can be rebutted in two ways.

Either one can devise on alternative formulation in

which the selection of nouns in terms of verbs involves

less complicated rules than the selection of verbs in

terms of nouns, or one can look for phenomena in English
or other languages which can only be explained if the

verb is taken to be the 'governing' element in the sent-

ence. In this pstp-e? it will be argued that the class

of stative verbs in Russian and their syntactic behav¬

iour can be adequately handled only by a theory of gram¬

mar in which the verb is the governing element in the

sentence, determining what types of nouns and adverbial

phrases may occur in a given sentence.

Before the Russian data is presented, the phrase

'types of nouns' requires some explanation. In 'Aspects',

Chomsky maintains that grammatical functions such as

'Subject' - of (a verb)' and 'Object - of (a verb)' can

be defined as respectively the relations between the

Subject - of a Sentence and the Main - Verb of the Pred¬

icate - of the Sentence, and between the Main - Verb of -

and the Direct - Object - of a Verb Phrase. Given a

sentence of the form NP Aux VP 'Subject - of - a -

Sentence' is defined as the relation holding between

the NP and the whole sentence. Given a VP of the form

V NP, 'Object - of is defined as the relation holding

between the NP and the whole VP.
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The inadequacy of these definitions of grammatical

functions purely in terms of syntactic categories is

brought out by a comparison of the sentences The player

kicked the bail and The soldiers saw the tpv-'n stretched

nut before them. It is intuitively obvious that the

relation holding between the noun nlaver and the verb

kicked is different from the relation holding between

the noun soldiers and the verb saw. Plaver Is Agentive ,

ball
referee is non-agentive. Ball is the 'object' of

kicked in the sense that the action denoted by kicked

affects the object denoted by ball. However, the object
denoted by town is not affected by being seen by the

soldiers. These intuitions are supported by the different

syntactic behaviour of verbs like kicked and verbs like

saw, which will be described later.

In an attempt to overcome these inadequacies,

Fillmore has suggested that in the deep structure each

sentence should consist of a verb and one or more cases -

case being used to refer to the kind of syntactico -

semantic relationships described in the previous para¬

graph and case form being used to refer to the expression

of a case relationship in a particular language. Among

others, Fillmore uses the cases Agentive, IflgtrUPrantali

D_ative, and Objective. The various cases are expanded

into a case element ft plus a noun, ft being realised as

a case ending or as a preposition. In Fillmore's case-

grammar the verb is not the governing constituent, since

Fillmore talks explicitly of the lexical entries for

verbs indicating the various 'case frames' into which a

3



given verb may be inserted. (Fillmore, p.27). In this

paper sentences in the deep structure will be assumed to

consist of a verb accompanied by various cases, but it

■will be argued that the verb governs the introduction of

cases into the sentence.1 P'

1.2
What, then, is meant by the term •stative verb'.

CniA-, p-26)
Jesperson notes that some verbs denote actions (mi,

sneak), some denote processes (erov, die), and some

denote states or conditions (sleep, suffer). Jespersen's
ciw,i«0

classification is notional, but Lakoff has recently pro¬

vided syntactic evidence for stative verbs. Lakoff's

main criteria are set out below, with a corresponding

Russian example where appropriate.

1. a. Stative verbs, like most adjectives, do not

occur in the imperative.

Look at the picture - Posmotrite nu kartinu

tbat ... - *znaj•••
*
Don't be tall - *N<? 'vu V Y?lik rostQffl*

b. Stative verbs do not occur in cleft sentences.

T'n doing 1? looking dt tho picture/

kinLA.

I'm doing js knqvjng that BUI Wont

there/Is ftqjng tall..

In Russian there is no construction corresponding

morph for morph to the English cleft-sentence construction,

but there is a related criterion.
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b^ The question Cto on delaet? (What is he doing?)
cannot be answered by On znaet cni.eu (He knows the book)

or On yladggt flomom (He owns a house) or On poniftiaet

resenle (He understands the solution). It can be

answered by On igraet v saxmatv (He is playing chess)

or Qn stoit na uelu (He is standing on the corner).

c. Stative verbs in English, like most adjectives,

do not occur in the progressive form.

I'm looking at tfrq picture/being noisy

knowing that Em wqnt there/frying tail*

There is no construction in Russian corresponding to

the English progressive construction.

d. Stative verbs do not occur with certain kinds of

manner adverbials, e.g. cleverly, with great enth"giasffl,

masterfully, industriously, carefully (These examples

are Lakoff's)

He carefully wrote the letter * Qn ostoroano aisal

pls'flio

He carefully knew the solution* Pn ostorogno anal

resenie.
pCf.M)

During a study of aspect in Russian it became clear

that certain syntactico-semantic phenomena could be

explained only if one assumed that Russian too has stat¬

ive verbs. The particular verbs concerned are ponimat*
Cp.Vh

(understand), verit' (believe), dumat' 3 (think), ?.nat'

(know), l-iubit1 (love), vladet' (own), nraYjt* s.ia (please).
These verbs differ from other verbs in Russian in sev¬

eral ways.

1. They have no perfective aspect forms. This state-
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ment might seem rather implausible at first sight, since

poniat' , tiovcrit1 , ppdufflat' , SLL Ifftvit' sja are usually
described as the perfective forms of ponimat', verit1,

etc. However, there is good evidence that pon.lat* and
ponimat' are not related in the same way as naplsat1

and pisat' in the sentences used above as examples. .Qq
nanisal pis'mo implies a sentence on bol1se ne piset

pls'mo (he is no longer writing the/a letter) or on

K<?h?U Plsat* bAshq (he has finished ... Strictly

speaking, it could also imply on tol'se ne pisal ...

(he was no longer writing ...), since napisal can mean

'had written'. For the sake of simplicity only the

first implication will be discussed.

An interesting feature of verbs like poniat' -

■ onimat' is that a sentence on nonlal knieu (he has

understood the book) cannot imply on bol'se ne ponlmaet

knieu (he no longer understands the book) - even if it

is the case that he no longer understands the book. But,

on pon.ial knieu may definitely imply ah Bffnlfflast Kihlgli*

On nanisal nis'mo cannot imply Oh piset Pls'ffiO (he is

writing the book). The same relations of implication

hold between sentences containing poverit1, etc. and

sentences containing verit', etc. The so-called per¬

fective forms are more accurately described as ingress-

ives, whose meaning may be rendered as 'get to under¬

stand*, 'get to believe', and so on.

Unfortunately, the distinction between statives and

ingressives is not always clear-cut in the surface struct¬

ure. The sentences *on bvstro ponlmaet etot fakt (he
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quickly understands this fact) and on bvstro verlt v

kommunizin (he quickly believes in Communism) are not

acceptable whereas the sentences on bystro oonimaet

PEQblW (he understands problems quickly) and gg bystrg

verit v novve idei (he quickly believes in new ideas)

are acceptable. The explanation of this apparent confus¬

ion lies in the fact that nanimal and veril are sometimes

realisations of underlying statives and sometimes of

underlying ingressives. When veril, for example, is

stative it cannot co-occur with bystro (quickly), cf.
*on vseeda bvstro veril v boga (he always believed

quickly in God.) That the form verit1 represents two

different underlying structures is made clear by its

syntactic behaviour, but for some of the stative verts

the difference between the stative form and the related

pair of ingressives is reflected in the existence of

separate lexical items. The verb 'possess' - vladet' -

has as its ingressive zavladet' - 'to take possession

of'. Zavladet', a perfective form, has an imperfective

form zavladevat'. Znat' (know) has several pairs of in¬

gressives, among them ppanat' - POznaVftV (take cognis¬

ance of something) and uznat' - uznavat' (find out by

making inquiries).

2. On zaniat and on zanlmaets.ia are translated into

English as 'he is engaged (in doing something)'. The

following sentences are acceptable: on zaniat tern, cto

jgraet v saxmatv - he Is busy/engaged in playing chess.

On tem, Piset pJLs'ao - he is busy/engaged in

writing a letter. (Note that while on stoit na uelu is

7



V *
a possible answer to cto on delaet?, the sentence op

£apjat.,tg;ii) Q stbH m 2lg.la is unacceptable. $Qte-
also the sentence: on nicevo ne delaet: on orosto

stoit na uelu (he is not doing anything: he's simply

standing on the corner) which indicates that stoit is

not to be classed with nisei and igraet.

The next examples, however, are completely un¬

acceptable.
V/ y ^
*on aanlat teraT cto ponimaet knigu - he is busy/engaged

in understanding the

book •

U. V y ^
on zaniat tern, cto znaet resenie - he is busy knowing

the solution.

*on zuniat ten, cto vladeet domom -*he is busy/engaged
in owning a house.

At this point the appropriateness of the label

'stative' becomes apparent since the two features ment¬

ioned apply equally well to adjectives,

la. The distinction between perfective and imperfective

aspect is no more relevant to verbs such as onat' than it

is to constructions like on.scastllv (he is happy), on bvl

tolstvi (he was fat), on bvl bednvi (he was poor), and so

on.

2a. * on zaniat tern, cto on tolstv.1 (he is busy being fat)
and *on aanjat Q%Q Qh Mny.i (he is busy being poor)

are unacceptable.

3. A further feature of stative verbs is that they do

not occur in sentences of the type 'HeV x instead of Ving
V

y', where V is a verb and x and y are nouns, e.g. on cital
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kniKU vflggto togQ, fooby igjat' Y gasmaty Che read a book
■*

instead of playing chess), Vmesto togor ctobv means

'instead of'. Also acceptable is on nosel domoi vmesto

togoy ctobv stojat* na uelu (he vent off home instead of

standing on the corner).

Sentences of this form with a stative verb in one

clause and an active verb in the other clause, or with

stative verbs in both clauses are not acceptable. E.g.

*Qh pi sal pls'iflQ vroqstQ tpgo, gtpby g.nat' resenie Che
wrote a letter instead of knowing the solution)s "*on

Uhbil ntugjkp vmepto tOKP, gtoby ppnlpat1 PTOl?U^ (fte
loved music instead of understanding the problems).

W. The most interesting phenomenon involving stative

verbs is the possibility of paraphrasing sentences con¬

taining stative verbs in a way which is not possible for

sentences with other types of verbs. Consider the follow¬

ing pair of sentences:

la. on nonimaet teorl.lu : he understands the theory,

lb. teor 1.1 a emu pon.iatna s (lit) to him the theory

is understandable.

The crucial fact is that the animate noun .on Che)

which is in the nominative case in la, turns up in the

dative case (emu) in the paraphrase lb. The inanimate

noun teori.iu, which is in the accusative case in la.

occurs in the nominative case in lb. The present tense,

3d person singular verb in la. nonimaet turns up in lb.

as the feminine form of an adjective agreeing with

teorija in gender, number, and case. Sentences with
znat1 can be similarly paraphrased:

9



2a. vse znalut, cto on president : everybody knows that

he is the president.

vsem izvestno , cto on president : (lit) to every¬

body is known

that ...

Sentences with dumat' or verit1 followed by a sent¬

ence complement retain the conversion of nominative to

dative in their paraphrases but differ from the above

examples in that the verb which agrees in person and

number with the animate noun in the nominative appears

in the paraphrase as a reflexive verb, third person

singular.

3a. .1a duma.1uf cto tak budet lucse : I think that it

will be better

thus.

3b. fflne duniaets ,1at ctQ taK luc3g * (lit) to me

thinks that ...

^a. ,1ft ne Yer.ju, Qto delQ taK Qbstolt : (I do not be¬

lieve that the

situation is

thus.

^b. mng veritsja, QtQ tak gfrstPit s (lit) to me

not believes

that ...

Sentences with ljubit' can be paraphrased either

by sentences with nravit'sja or by sentences with an

adjective. The nouns change case as above.

5a. on ljufrit Kartinu : he likes the picture.

5b. kartina emu nravitsla : (lit) the picture to him

pleases.

10



6a. ona l.iublt ego : she loves him.6b.: (lit.) he to her dear

Sentences with vladet' can be paraphrased by sent¬

ences with nrinadlezat' (belong) or with an overtly loc

ative construction.

7a. on via dee t doaoa : he owns a house.(Dornom is

7b. QPTO P readies it flom • (lit) to him belongs house.

Although this is concerned mainly with provid¬

ing evidence for stative verbs in Russian, the five points

discussed above Indicate two other classes of verbs. The

stative verbs are not Just those which refer to states

rather than actions but specifically those verbs which

are involved in the paraphrase relations described in

(5) above. Verbs such as stolat' (stand), lezat' (lie,)
sidet' (sit) also refer to states but sentences contain¬

ing these verbs and an animate noun in the nominative

case cannot be paraphrased by sentences in which the

animate noun appears in the dative case. These verbs

may be called 'static'. Note that they are also separ¬

ated from statives by point (b]_) above. The third
class of verbs, which is by far the largest class, are

'active' verbs like pisat' (write), igrat' (play),
citat' (read), and so on. These verbs are separated

instrumental case.)

1.3
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from both static and stative verbs by points (1), (2)
and (U). These three classes correlate with various

classes of adverbs.

An active verb may co-occur with adverbs of

manner referring to speed, e.g. bvstro (quickly),
medlenno (slowly). Neither static nor stative verbs

can co-occur with such adverbs.

on bvstro cital knigu s he quickly read the book,

on medlenno pisal pis'mo : he slowly wrote the

letter.

*on bYstrQ stojaiAeaal/sllel na sthle • *he was

quickly standing/lying/sitting

on the table.

(The Russian sentence has no morph corresponding to the

English was .. ina. Stojal is morphologically comparable

with cital and nlsal. Only its syntactic behaviour

brings out the difference in class.)

on bvstro znal fakt : he quickly knew the fact.

Note also the unacceptabllity of the paraphrase -

fakt bystro byl emu izvesten : (lit) the fact

quickly was to him know.

Active verbs can co-occur with adverbs of manner

like energicno (energetically) but not static or stative

verbs.

On energicno igral v futtol : he clayed football

energetically.

*on energicno lezal na stole : *he lay energetically

on the table.
v v

on energicno vladel domom : he owned a house energet¬

ically.

12



cf. the paraphrase
V V ^.dom enereicno nrlnadlezal emu s a house belonged energ¬

etically to him ...

Adverbs referring to instruments may co-occur vith

active verbs only.

on oisal nis'mo karandasom : he wrote the letter vith a

pencil.

*on sto.ial na uglu odno.1 nogo.1 : *he stood on the corner

vith one leg.

*on nonimal nrollemu mozgami s *he understood the problem

vith his brains.

Note the paraphrase -
* problema bvla emu pon'atna mozgami : (lit)*the problem

was to him under¬

standable vith his

brains.

(The term 'adverb' is being used in the widest sense as

'modifier of a verb'.Mozgami. etc. are nouns in the

instrumental case.)

Some types of manner adverbs (including those

mentioned by Lakoff) can co-occur vith active and static

verbs but not with stative verbs. To one such type belong

lovko (skilfully), nofrroaPQ (carelessly),
on lovko igral v saxmatv : he played chess skilfully,

on nebrezno nlsal pis'mo s he wrote the letter carelessly,

on lovko stojal p* zafroro •• he stood skilfully on the fence.
V V V ^1* on lovko duraal,cto tak lucse s he skilfully thought

that it was better thus.

* emu lovko daaalaal» cio... * (iit.)*to him skilfully

thought that ..

13



Adverbs of place also co-occur vith active and

static verbs but not stative verbs. A short aside is

necessary at this point because two apparent adverbs of

place with the same formal pattern may come from very

different deep structures. Examples of this are provided

by the English sentence 'He lived in Moscow' and 'In

Moscow he believed in Communism'. These sentences seem

to contain occurrences of the adverbial phrase 'in Moscow'.

The difference between the sentences is brought out only

by a consideration of the questions to which they might

be the answers. One can sensibly ask 'where did he live?',

but not 'Where did he believe in Communism?*. However,

one can ask 'Where was he when he believed in Communism?'.

These considerations show that the second example above

means 'When he was in Moscow he believed in Communism',

i.e. it is the reduced form of an adverbial clause of

time. To use a Russian example, this explains why, al-
XL

though one cannot ask ede on znal fakt? (where did he

know the fact?), one can say v biblioteke on esse znal
etot faktT doma ze nze zabvl. (in the library he knew the

fact but at home had already forgotten it - i.e. when he

was in the library....). The following are examples of

acceptable and unacceptable pairs of question and answer.

gde on plsal roman? Qn plgal r?fflan y Loqdcne*

Where did he write the novel? He wrote the novel in

London.

sldgl?

Where was he sitting?

On sidel na vtoro.1 skameike.

He was sitting on the second

bench.

lk



Qd<? on ppnimal teorilu?
%

Qn nQninal tepriju y

blblloteke.

V.

Where did he understand

the theory?

* Gde teori-1a bvla emu

in the library.
* TgorUa fey la gpm ppa'atna

v MblioteKe.

* He understood the theory

pon'atna?
* Where was the theory

understandable to him?

* The theory was understand¬

able to him in the library

The first five phenomena described in this chapter,

together with the various selectional restrictions, just¬

ify the setting up of three classes of verbs - active,

static and stative.The class of active verbs consists

of two sub-types, those verbs which are agentive, e.g.

write, read, and which can co-occur with adverbs like

energetically and vith an instrument, and those verbs

which are non-agentive, e.g. topple, slip, die, and which

do not co-occur with these adverbs.

One last phenomenon should be mentioned involving

the coordination of sentences by JL (and, - the simultan¬

eous, not the sequential, and). This conjunction can co¬

ordinate two sentences containing stative verbs, two sent¬

ences containing active verbs, a sentence with a static

verb and a sentence with an active verb (in that order),
a sentence with a stative verb and a sentence with an act¬

ive verb (in that order). The conjunction cannot coordin¬

ate (a) two sentences containing static verbs (b) a sent¬

ence with a static verb and a sentence with a stative verb,

(c) a sentence with an active verb and a sentence with a

stative verb. The various acceptable and unacceptable com¬

binations are exemplified below.

^Cp.V)J Vh
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On znal eto i veril v novu.iu rolitikn - He knew this and

believed in the new policy.

^K..el j-llvkp 1 knjgu - He was eating an apple and

reading a book.

■'•n st o:1al na si ane.ike i snotrel - He stood on the bench

ne parad and watched the parade.

smatrel na parad i stomal -*He watched the parade

na skamcike and stood on the bench.

')n nonlmal eto i nrisel na - He understood this and came

umae'

* On nrlsel na r,omosct 1

p?p jrqil qfca

* Qh stipjal na stag?ike 1

sijQl na a?rn3.g

* On lezal na krovati i

nonirao.! nrohlcmp

to help.
%

- Te came to help and under¬

stood this.

%-He stood on the bench and

sat on the ground.

- He was lying on the bed and

understood the problem.

l.k
In the Russian data presented above there are cert¬

ain phenomena which not only are handled awkwardly by

'noun-dependency' rules but actually compel one to adopt

'verb-dependency1 rules. The first feature which demands

attention Is the paraphrase relations described in (k).
How can a grammar bring out and explain the equivalence

between teopiju and teorlia emu dot,iat.ua (he

understands the theory/the theory is understandable to

him)? The easiest solution would be to derive both

sentences from the same underlying structure. Quite
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apart from the fact that the members of each pair of

sentences are synonymous, the postulation of a single

underlying structure would simplify the selectional

rules for verbs and adverbs. The same selectional

restrictions vis-a-vis adverbs hold for both members

of each pair of sentences adduced in (*+). If it is

decided that the sentence with the animate noun in the

nominative case and the sentence with the animate noun

in the dative case have different deep structures, then

the same set of selectional restrictions will have to

appear twice in the grammar. If, however, only one deep

structure is postulated the restrictions need be stated

only once. Given the strong syntactic and semantic

evidence (all of which is testable), one can discard the

possibility of two separate underlying structures and

begin considering what the single deep structure might

look like. The choice lies between the underlying

structures of on PQhictagt teorijn and tporija mm DQn.latnat

This choice will not be arbitrary since the evidence

favours the latter. Firstly, there are strong semantic

similarities between stative verbs and the majority of

adjectives, which are said to refer to states. Secondly,
these semantic similarities are accompanied by certain

syntactic similarities, as evidenced by (1), (2) above.

Thirdly, native speakers of the language feel that the

subject of poniraaet is 'inactive' compared with the 'active'

subject of a verb like piset. This would seem to indicate

that the superficial similarity of the subject nouns in

the sentences on nonimaet problemu (he understands the
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problem) and on piset pis'mo (he is writing a letter) is

misleading and that the sentence nroblema emu pon.latna

(lit. the problem to him is understandable), where the

animate noun is in the dative case, reflects more faith¬

fully the underlying relations between the verb and the

nouns. The underlying structure of teori.la emu noniatna

will therefore be taken as basic in this paper.

1.5
The superficial nominative case appears to have

several sources in the deep structure. Within the system

of transitivity relations it is the realisation of under¬

lying Agentives, as in on stroll dom (he was building a

house) and of underlying Nominatives, as in on unal na

Hal (he fell to the floor). Within the theme-rheme

system, as Halliday calls it, or the topicalisation

system, as Fillmore calls it, the superficial nominative

case appears to mark the theme or topic of the sentence.

This explains why the animate noun in the dative case in

the deep structure of teori.la emu pon.latna can appear

in the nominative case in Qfi ponlmaet IT the

inanimate noun is chosen as the topic of the sentence

the animate noun turns up in the surface structure in the

dative case. If the animate noun is chosen as the topic

of the sentence, it turns up in the surface structure in

the nominative case.

This explanation of the nominative case of animate

nouns in sentences like On znaet russki.i iazvk (he knows
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Russian) accords with the derivation of 'have' sent¬

ences discussed recently by Bach, Bendix and Benveniste

among others. Possessive sentences of the type I have a

house, J'ai une matson, Igfr frabe 9 In Hi^g are a compar¬

atively late development in Indo-Euronean. Benveniste

(i960) has this to say about 'have' constructions:

'Avoir a la construction d'un verbe transitif; il n'en

est pas un pour autant. C'est un pseudo-transitif.

Entre le sujet et le regime de avoir il ne peut exister

un rapport de transitivite, tel que la notion soit

suppose© passer sur l'objet et le modifier. Un verbe

avoir n'enonce aucun proces. De fait, avoir comrae
V /

lexeme est, dans le monde, une rarete; la plupart des

langues ne le connaissent pas. Au sein ra^ne des langues

indo-europeennes, c'est une acquisition tardive, qui mit

longtemps a s'imposer et qui reste partielle. L'exoress-

ion la plus courante du rapport indique en nos langues

par avoir s'enonce a 1* inverse, par etre a constituant

en sujet ce qui est l'objet grammatical d'un verbe avoir

. . . On observe souvent que 1'evolution se fait de 'mihi

est' a 'habeo', non a 1'inverse, ce qui signifie que la
A ^

memeou 'habeo' existe, il peut sortir d'un 'mihi est'
anterieur ... Or avoir n'est rien autre qu'un'etre a'

inverse: mihi est uecunla se retourne en .pecualaai»

Dans le rapport de possession indique par mihi est, c'est
la chose possedee qui est posee comne sujet; le possess-

eur n'est signale que par ce cas marginal, le datif, qui
✓ A\ /

le designe comrae celui en qui 1' "etre a" se realise.

Quand la construction devient habeo pecunlam, ce rapport

ne peut devenir 'transitif', le 'ego' pose maintenant
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corame sujet n'est pas pour autant l'agent d'un proces . . .'

Lyons (196^) pp.391-393) states that sentences

such as habeo necuniam may be considered the result of

what was at first an optional, 'stylistic', transformat¬

ion, the effect of which was to put the animate noun in

surface structure subject position and points out that

animate nouns are also usually the 'topics' of sentences,

^he latter fact certainly accounts for the greater fre¬

quency of ,1a zna.1u as opposed to wie JLsvestnP construct¬

ions. It may be objected at this point that in Russian

the Construction which corresponds to 'mihi est' in fact

involves the genitive case, whereas the constructions

being discussed in connection with stative verbs involve

the dative case. A fuller answer to this objection will

be made in Chapter Two, but it may be briefly Indicated

here that both the genitive and dative cases (at least

in Russian) derive diachronically from locatives and

that a synchronic approach gains in semantic insight by

postulating underlying locative constructions as the

source of genitives and datives in the surface structure

of Russian. The differences between these locative

constructions are not as important for this discussion as

the fact that both contrast with the use of the nominat¬

ive to mark agents.

One curious point is that while the mne izvestno.

mne verit'sja type of constructions are much less frequent

than the ja znaju, la veriu type, in which the nominative

marks the topic of the sentence and not an agent, the

original 'have' construction, u men1a (at me) is far more
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frequent than the 'habeo' one, la jpeju

1.6
The preceding discussion of deep structure sources

of superficial nominatives has partly anticipated the

answer to the trickier question as to what the deep

structure of teori.ia emu pon'atna might be. The

problem is providing a derivation for the sentence

which accounts in a natural manner for the dative case

of the animate noun and the nominative case of the

inanimate noun. If one were using rules of the type

proposed by Chomsky in 'Aspects', one would generate

a string NP - V - NP, assign features to the NPs
(whatever these features might be) and then select

an appropriate verb. The lexical entry for izvestnv.i T

for example, might take the following form:

T

combines with two nouns : to the left, an inanimate

nominative noun; to the right, an animate dative noun.

Following the application of this rule, further rules

would have to deal with topicalisation. These rules

would somehow have to change the feature (dative) to

(nominative) and replace izvestnv.i by znat' if the

animate noun were selected as topic. Quite apart from

any questions of complexity or arbitrariness in the

N N
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choice of features, this procedure has one essential de¬

fect in that the choice of verb depends on the features

of the nouns. This is completely counter-intuitive since

the key factor vhich determines and explains all the

phenomena is the stativeness of certain verbs. Any claim

concerning the deep structure of a language must at least

be intuitively satisfying. The 'Aspects' type of approach

which has just been outlined does not do anything to ex¬

plain the 'inactiveness' of the subjects of znat', verit' ,
nonimat' etc. and cannot therefore be accepted. On the

other hand, by classifying verbs as stative or active

one can account for the fact that animate nouns in the

nominative ease are felt to be 'active' or 'inactive'

depending on what is in the sentence, and one can also

explain the various paraphrase relations described in (*+) •
chapter

This paper will attempt to show that a verb-dependency

approach not only explains the intuitions of the native

speaker but will also very probably result in a simpler,

more elegant set of rules - at least for the above data.

1.7

Selectional restrictions apply to verbs and adverbs

as veil as to verbs and nouns. It has been shown that

there are definite co-occurrence relations between verbs

and adverbs and that the possible combinations of verb

and adverb(s) are determined by whether the verb is

active, static or stative. In addition to the adverbs
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mentioned earlier there are various sub-classes of time

adverbs, some of which co-occur with verbs in imperfect-

ive aspect, some with verbs in perfective aspect. Two

considerations lead one to treat the occurrence or non¬

occurrence of adverts as dependent on the aspect of the

verb rather than vice-versa: (1) it seems counter¬

intuitive to make aspect, which is absolutely basic to

the Russian verb system, dependent on the minor surface

structure category of adverbs: (2) since adverbs do not

occur in every superficial sentence the problem remains

of assigning aspect to verbs in sentences without

adverbs. This could be done either by somehow setting

up different systems for sentences with adverbs and

sentences without adverbs, or by postulating adverbs in

the deep structure of every sentence - which adverbs

might be deleted after the aspect of the verb had been

determined. Both methods, apart from seeming implaus¬

ible, could only make the grammar complex and clumsy.

If the choice of verb were made conditional on the

choice of noun features, two dependency systems would

operate in the grammar: adverbs would be dependent on

verbs and verbs would be dependent on nouns. However,

if the choice of noun vera made conditional on the

choice of verb features, the grammar would contain one

single dependency system with both nouns and adverbs

dependent on verbs. (It has already been noted that the

superficial elements classed as adverbs may have diverse

sources in the deep structure. This certainly means

that the dependency rules will be a good deal more complex
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than would appear from the discussion, but does not

invalidate the notion of a single system of depend¬

encies) .

1.8
In this discussion the terms 'stative', 'static'

and 'active' have been applied to verbs and sentences

have teen described as containing a stative or a static

or an active verb. An examination of deep structure

shovs that the difference between sentences containing

stative verbs and sentences containing active verbs in¬

volves more than just a difference of verb type. In the

deep structure of the former there is a verb marked

stative and two nouns. One noun is marked J+animateJ and
j+dative casej, and other £+inanimateJ and ^nominative
case^j (The term 'nominative' will be used rather than
Fillmore's term 'objective'). This combination of cases

and features is peculiar to stative verbs. Other verbs

can be accompanied by nouns in the dative case but

either the noun is inanimate or the verb is like dat*

(give) and is accompanied by three nouns, not by two.

In the deep structure of the latter there is a verb

marked ^active . The verb may be accompanied by one,

two or three nouns depending on whether the sentence

is like He is running. He is reading a book, or He gave

me a present. The noun in the first sentence would be

marked j+AnimateJ and j^-AgentiveJ. The first noun in the
second sentence would be marked jkAnimateJ and j+AgentiveJ,
the second ^Inanimate I and j+Nominative J. In the third

2U
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sentence the first noun vould be marked jfAnimateJ and
jfAgentiveJ, the second [+-AnimateJ and j^-DativeJ, the third
j+lnanimatej and j^NorainativeJ . The crucial point is that
an active vert is never accompanied by two nouns, one of

which is |*Animate^] and £-Dat tve], the other jelnanirnatej
and ^Nominative].

There is also a great difference in the possible

types of adverbs. Active verbs may be accompanied by

any of the manner, place and instrumental adverbs mention¬

ed earlier as well as by various kinds of time adverbs.

Stative verbs can co-occur with time adverbs of the doleo

(for a long time) and vseeda (always) type but not with

adverbs of manner, place or instrument.

Static verts are accompanied by one noun marked

^Animate] and ^Nominative] and may co-occur with adverbs
of place, certain types of time adverb, and certain

types of manner adverb, such as lovko (skilfully).
These facts lead one to speculate whether the

differences exist simply between various types of verbs

or whether the linguist is missing a generalisation. It

seems to the writer that it is equally possible to inter¬

pret the differences as being between whole configurat¬

ions of elements. The configurations look thus (option¬

al elements in brackets):

1. Stative verb + N(Animate, Dative) + N(Inanimate,
Nominative)

(+ Durative time adverbs).

2. Static verb + N(Animate, Objective) (+Time adverb)
(f Manner adverb).
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3. Active verb + N(Animate, Agentive), (+ N(Inanimate,

Nominative)), (+ N(Animate, Dative))
(w Time advert) (+ Place adverb) (+Manner

adverb) (-^Instrumental adverb).

If this second interpretation of the facts is adopt¬

ed, the features 'stative', 'static' and 'active' will
become features of the sentence rather than features of

the verb. Sentences might then be generated as follows.

A sentence would first of all be assigned one of these

three features. One of the appropriate class of verbs

would then be selected. The lexicon could be organised

so that the selection of the feature 'stative', for

example, brings into use a section which contains only

stative verbs. The entry for each verb would show which

combinations of j+AnimateJ / j+lnanimatej and the various
cases could be realised as nouns accompanying the verb

and also which adverbs are permitted. Rules like these

might go some way towards reducing the complexity of the

selectional rules.

Although the co-occurrence relations between verbs

and nouns and verbs and adverbs provided the first impulse

towards the notion of stative, static and active sentences,

the proposal leads to other simplifications. It was

mentioned that stative verbs never occur in perfective

aspect, only in inaperfective aspect. The essential point
is that asDect (cf. the traditional explanation quoted in

the third paragraph of this chapter) is not relevant to

stative verts, so much so that one is tempted to question
the validity of using the term 'imperfective aspect' with
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reference to stative verbs, in spite of the formal

similarities between stative verbs and active verbs in

imperfective aspect. Whatever underlying structures

were postulated for perfective aspect forms, it would

be easy enough to exclude the combination of a stative

verb and perfective aspect by marking the lexical entry

for the vert as ^-Perf. AspIJ . This would certainly
ensure that the grammar generated no incorrect sentences

of Russian but would at the same time fail to capture the

peculiarity which distinguishes stative (and static) verbs

from active ones. On the other hand, if the grammar re¬

cognised a very deep, basic distinction between stative

and active sentences, this peculiarity could be express¬

ed by making the sentence feature Active the key which

switches the grammar into the rules which determine

aspect. If this suggestion turns out to be valid, it

opens up the possibility that the base component includes

various systems of rules, the choice of one system or

another being determined by high-level features, although

in this chapter only very general features such as

'stative', etc. have been discussed, it is very probable
that a particular class of sentences includes sub-classes

of sentences. The class of active sentences for instance,

can be split up into sentences containing transitive verbs

and sentences containing intransitive verbs. 'When this

problem comes to be examined it may be useful to talk of

transitive and intransitive sentences rather than transit¬

ive and intransitive verts.

One last point. However one decides to treat co-



ordination, and in particular the coordination of sent¬

ences, it is simpler to have a rule which allows the co¬

ordination of stative sentences, active sentence, a

static sentence and an active sentence, but excludes the

coordination of static sentences, static and stative

sentences, active and stative sentences. This type of

rule seems much more elegant than a rule which requires

that the underlying structures of two (or more) sentences

be generated so that it may examine them to find out what

tynes of verb they contain.

In conclusion it must be emphasised that the above

proposals are nut forward with reference to a specific

set of data from Russian and should be considered as very

tentative until it is shown that a grammar constructed on

these principles can also handle all the data at present

handled by orthodox generative grammars. By the same

token, orthodox generative models must seek ways of handl¬

ing the above data - which at present they cannot do.

This inadequacy is not just a matter of complexity or

clumsiness but failure to capture the essential features

of transitivity relations in Russian. This would indicate

that at least some radical revision of existing models is

urgently needed.
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Footnotes

1. One objection to Fillmore's theory is that in it

nouns are introduced as the constituents of cases.

Anderson has recently proposed that the constit¬

uency trees used by Fillmore be replaced by depend¬

ency trees in which the categories are hierarchized

in terms of dependency rather than constituency.

For example, V might govern the cases AgentIve and

Objective, which would in turn govern their respect¬

ive nouns. The introduction of each dependent cate¬

gory would presuppose the prior introduction of its

governor, but the presupposition would not involve

constituency.

2. A short outline of what is meant by 'aspect' will be

useful to readers not acquainted with Russian.

Russian verbs typically have two sets of forms, one

set for imperfactive aspect, the other for perfect¬

ive aspect. For example, the iiaperfective infinit¬

ive form of the verb write is pleat', the perfect¬
ive form - nanisat' . IIa- is a prefix which marks

perfective aspect. Many of the forms which are

used as verbal prefixes occur elsewhere as prepos¬

itions with their own more or less definite meaning.

ILa, for example, means '. Frefixation is not

the only way of differentiating between perfective

and imperfective forms. For some verbs a change of

conjugation is used, as exemplified by resat1

(imperfective) - resit' (perfective;. Sometimes

the imperfective stem is derived from the perfective
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stem by the addition of an infix, e.g. onisat'

(perfective) - opisyvat' (imperfective).

3. The verb damat' in this list is the one that

glosses 'think' in He thinks that Joe will win

or Who thinks that linguistics 1" easy? It

does not gloss 'think' in He is thinking about

the race. Compare the acceptability of Think-

hard I and the unacceptability of Think that Joe

will win' Note also He tried t.o think that ling,

uistlcs was a science; He thought that we vera

wrong. Zsl£Z_J15„_so_too„

In other words, one can distinguish between

'think' in the sense of having an idea or opinion

and 'think* in the sense of 'cogitate', (of.

French, nenser de, nenser a). There is no sentence
in Russian Emu domains' o rr^bleme - lit. To him

thought about the problem.

U. 'Adverbs' here refers to surface structure adverbs,

which may not originate as a category 'adverb' in

the deep structure. Lakoff, for instance, has

suggested that, adverbs of manner like 'enthusias¬

tically' derive from deep structure adjectives.

The problem of postulating a plausible underlying

source for adverbs does not crucially affect the

argument in this chapter.

5. Other important candidates for the list of stative

verbs are videt1 (see), slysat' (hear), nenavidet'
(hate). The labelling of these verbs as stative is

justified by the following pairs of paraphrases.
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la. On videl gorod : He saw the tovn.

lb. Gorod bvl emu viden s (lit) The town was

to him visible.

2a. Ja neriavUn etoRQ

qgn^vlstgn

3a. Kto s1vsit zvuk?

3b. Komu slysen zvuk?

I hate that fool.

: (lit) that fool

to me hateful.

: Who hears the sound?

s (lit) To whom aud¬

ible the sound?

Each pair of sentences is subject to the same

select tonal restrictions which apply to stative

verbs already discussed. Slysat1(hear) has an in-
V V /

gressive form uslvsat' , as in Ja r sly sal zvuk (I
heard the sound, i.e. the sound became audible).
TJvidett is usually described as the perfective

form of videt1 but is translated into English as

'catch sight of and is more accurately described

as ingressive. The sentence Ja nvldel eno (I

have caught sight of him) may imply a sentence

Ja vizu eeo (I see him) but cannot imply the sen¬

tence Ja bol'se ne vino er.o (I no longer see him).
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CHAPTER 2

Tra<HUQnal Explanations Aspecfr

2.1
With the exclusion of stative and static verts from

the aspect system of Russian the problem of aspect has

been more clearly defined. Before the question is broach¬

ed as to how aspect might be accounted for in a generative

grammar of Russian, a brief report of previous explanat¬

ions is in order.

Isacenko provides an excellent overview of the

principal lines of approach adopted by earlier scholars.

Some scholars, taking imperfective aspect as their start¬

ing point, put forward the notion of duration as the main

criterion. Among the proponents of this view were such

Western scholars as Brugmann, Leskien, Vondrak and
Meillet and such Russian scholars as Potebnja and

Peskovskij. Their explanation has one serious defect. If

a verb in imperfective aspect refers to an action of some

duration, and if perfective aspect is the opposite of

imperfective aspect, then a verb in perfective aspect

must refer to an action which has no duration at all.

This view is open to two objections : (1) any action or

process, even the shortest, has some duration; (2) A

perfective form like nanisal (wrote/has written) is

simply unmarked with respect to duration. The sentence

Qn napls^l dis?ertagi.1u (He has finally written

his dissertation) is not to be taken as referring to a

rushed job. One possible continuation in a dialogue is
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Naplsal no on 1st pisal 69 (lit. Yes, but he wrote

it for ten years). Aspect is not essentially an oppos¬

ition of duration and non-duration.

Many scholars started out from the notion of per-

fectivity, which they thought has to do with 'completion'.
The classic definition was formulated by Miklosisch in

IRB3 s 'An action is either presented as on-going

jt.c (dauernd) or expressed as completed (Vollendet). This

definition, however, emphasises completion, the final

phase of an action, or its result. But the form poslal

(sent) in On poslal mne knigu (He sent me the book) does

not emphasise completion or result but refers to the

action as a whole.

A number of Russian scholars, among them Buslaev,

Potebnja and Peskovskij, also made use of the concepts

'punctual' and 'linear' in their efforts to explain

aspect. This choice of criteria was probably influenced

by the existence of 'semelfactive' verbs^like kol nut'
(stab) and tolknut' (push) which are usually described

as denoting momentary or punctual actions. Peskovskij

also claimed that by characterizing perfective aspect as

'punctual' one could explain why perfective forms never

occurred with nacat (begin). This characterisation also

fails on several grounds: (1) The above examples of

perfective verbs, nanlsal and poslal, can hardly be appro¬

priately described as 'punctual'. (2) The class of semel-

factive verbs is a particular sub-class of perfective

verbs. In addition to forms like napisal there is another

sub-class of perfective verbs which cannot on any grounds
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be described as referring to 'punctual* actions as

they refer to actions which went on for a short time in

the past, e.g. Pn PQgPYffrll SQ BfflQi, (He spoke for a

short time with me, i.e. chatted), On porabotal sevodnia

(He did some work today). Generalising from the class of

semelfactive verbs to the class of perfective verbs is no

less mistaken than generalizing from the class of 'atten-

uative' verbs such as nogovorit'.

Haaon'g A<?CQunt q£ Aspect

2.1.1.
v

Not mentioned by Isacenko, but nonetheless an extrem¬

ely important contribution to the study of aspect in Russian

is Mazon's book 'Emplois du Verbe Russe'. This book is

important in two respects : it concentrates on explaining

the use of aspect in modern Russian and not on explaining

the historical evolution of the various aspect forms, and

it attempts to find semantic criteria which apply to all

the various verb forms, indicative, infinitive and imper¬

ative. Since one of the theses of this study is that in

certain important cases different derivations of aspect

are required for indicative and infinitive forms, (ef.

Chapter Six) it is clear that I do not accept all Mazon's

proposals. In spite of this, it is worthwhile describ¬

ing the latter in detail, since they contain many valid

comments and insights which will act as a semantic touch¬

stone for whatever underlying structure is eventually set

up.

Mazon defines a perfective verb as one which is not
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capable of combining with bndu (or the other future forms

of the verb 'to be' to form a periphrastic future. One

finds On budet pisat' dissertacliu (He will write the

dissertation) but not On bndet nanlsat' (perf.) diss-

ertacl.1u. He then establishes his semantic criteria by-

examining the infinitive and imperative forms: 'On a

cru remedier a ces deux defauts, ou du moins au second

d'entre eux (substituer des series de faits particul-

iers aux faits generaux) en etudiant tout d'abord, et

a part, les formes non teflWQreilSS du verbe, a savoir

1' infinitif et l'imperatif. C'est en elles en effet

que la notion d'aspect apparait a l'etat pur, exempte de

tout alliage avec la notion de temps, et c'est en elles,

par suite, qu'on est en droit de chercher les divisions

et subdivisions essentielles entre lesquelles peuvent

§tre repartis les divers emplois de l'aspect'.

For the perfective infinitive Mazon sets up the

following criteria : (1) 'Action consideree dans son

achevement integral' ; (2) 'Action reiteree ramenee a

1'unite'. These two criteria are then applied in the

analysis of all types of perfective forms. For the im-

perfective infinitive three main criteria are establish¬

ed : (1) 'Action unique qui se developpe' ; (2) 'Action

reiteree' ; (3) 'Action generalisee'• These three crit¬

eria are then applied in the analysis of all types of

imperfective forms. Each of the main criteria is further

subdivided but each type of perfective or imperfective

form has its own set of subdivisions. Exactly what the

subdivisions are will be made clear in the discussion of
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each type in turn. For the moment attention will be paid

only to the imperfective present tense forms and the

imperfective and perfective past tense forms.

fraperfesUve present tense forms*

(1) 'Action unique qui se developpe'•

A Present de tentative ou d'effort (praesens de conatu)

Pvux SYnoye.11 ttfcez peered v nekrvtty otflal, a teper.1a i

trct'evo otnlmaet - He gave two sons together as recuits

and is now getting rid of (i.e. trying to get rid of) the

third one.

B Action unique simple.
v

v
Cto tv delaes' tut? - What are you doing here?

-A StorQZgffl r4su - lit. As a guard I am sitting, i.e. I'm

keeping watch.

c a<?Uqr usUqye complete.

On segodnla niset nis'ma - He is writing letters today.

(2) Action reiteree.

A Action reiteree proprement dite.

taper' on mne sXq celkQvyx ofrroka platlt - He now pays me

a hundred roubles rent.

B Action reiteree ou coraplexe ramenee a 1'unite,

aa ato nJL Ypz'mats.la, vse iz ruK vaUts.la - Ho matter what

he takes up, it all comes to nought.

Imperfective past tense forms.

(1) Action unique qui se developpe.

A Action tentee.

Ona aanela motiv uesni.■.kotorv1 ona lovlla vs,1u doroeu

1 nakonec pojmala - She began to hum the tune of a song...

which she had been trying to remember all the way there

and had finally remembered.
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B Action unique simple concue dans son developpement et

sa duree.

Pflkft ,1~ qgqe gsobrazalt v Kakgjq atprQnu PQjt.J,-« q - While

I vas still wondering which way to go...

VqIK doig? htnekivalsja, nakQnqq g g3.asns.1a - The wolf

refused for a long time but finally agreed.

V.Y .flalEQn'KQ l93lUg' (lit., You a long time were being

cured, i.e. You took a long time to recover.

The last two sentences are meant to illustrate how

adverbs can bring out and emphasise duration. At this

point Mazon makes the following relevant observations '•

'La conception imperfective de l'action passee prevaut

pour un petit norabre de verbes a repartir entre deux

categories, a savoir verbes de fonctions naturelles, d'
une part : voir, entendre, d^rnur, bsto, 9t mangsr» - et

verbes exprimant un etat physique ou moral, d'autre part :

PQUVQjf et vouloir. La notion de duree justifie la

predominance de 1'aspect imperfect if pour les premiers;

la notion d'etat malaisement limitable dans le temps,
/ ^ /

mais prolongee, just if ie cette tnerae predominance pour les

seconds. Dans 1'un et l'autre cas, le sujet a plus

volontiers en vue 1'action verbale elle-meme que son

resultat, et une action verbale qui, de par sa nature meme,

implique un element de duree...' The last sentence is

repugnant on general theoretical grounds. Does Mazon use

'plus volontiers' because he thinks that native speakers

of Russian can choose freely whether they want to express

the result of seeing or just the action of seeing? And

is the notion of result really appropriate to verbs like
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£££.» ksai., slcauT want. Are bo jr$ and manger similar in

meaning to ypH, ££&£&d£fi> VPUlglr? These questions can

be asked on general grounds and some of the answers are

supplied by the previous discussion of stative verbs

with respect to a particular model of grammar. Sentences

like Ja vizu evo (I see him) and On snit (He is sleeping)

derive from deep structures which differ in certain cruc¬

ial respects from those underlying sentences like On

niset nis'mo (He is writing a letter). (For a discussion

of eat and drink see Chapter Five, pp. i- Tbe status
of mo£ (be able) is examined in (Chapter Six).

Mazon is perfectly correct, of course, in maintaining

that the notion of duration is important in the meaning

of these verbs. His mistake lies in the assumption that

the notion of aspect is in any way relevant to these verbs.

C Action unique complexe.

Mazon uses this phrase to describe 'une action pro-
f / / /

longee decomposable, malgre son apparence d'unite, en ur

certain nombre de mouvements identiques ou varies, en un

mot une action complexe.

lubablla men.la da origovarivala - The woman was beating

me and saying...

(2) Action reiteree.

A Action reiteree proprement dite.

Ferpdpnpy use nesfepl'Kp raz draznil pep - Peredonov had

already teased him several times.

Ja sam ne raz vstrecal etu Akulinu - I myself have met

that Akulina more than once.

Mazon also gives examples involving phrases like mne
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ne raz slvaclos' (it happened to me several times that),

rua sest' PrUpdjlPS' ewu (six times he had to...). These

phrases are certainly not to be placed under the rubric

of 'action reiteree' for the very simple reason that they

do not refer to actions. These objections on semantic

grounds are supported by the form of the sentences, the

animate noun associated vith these verbs always appearing

in the dative case.

B Action reiteree our eomplexe ramenee a l'unite.

Veter ,,t pes no VtUga.fr .PYJ'nye vlxrl - The vind blew

swirls of dust along the streets.

(3) Action generalisee.

Mazon has in mind sentences in which 'Le preterit

imperfectif sert... a 1'expression d'une action passee

degagee de circonstances qui precisent et limitent

etroitement son aecomplissement, concue en un mot de

fflaniere indeterminee et jusqu'a un certain point

Uraer Q$\QV<iY*t - tVQja vjpa ♦ ty po pTavUan

nostupal - A man has died. It's not your fault: you

acted according to the rules.
V

Cego niesti? Ja mel sevodnja. - Why sweep? I swept today,

i.e. did the sweeping.

Perfective past tense forms

These forms express 'une action passee concue cotwr.e

un tout integralement achevee.'

(1) Action unique consideree dans son achievement integral.

The perfective past tense forms, according to Mazon,

exclude 'toute notion de developpement et de diiree'.
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Hazon uses the terms linear and punctual action but gives

them his own interpretation. By punctual he means simply

that 'le preterit perfectif pose simplement un fait... il

ne fait autre chose que de 1' indiquer purement et simple¬

ment sans y attarder 1' imagination de 1'interlocuteur

ou du lecteur'. By linear Mazon means that ' le preterit

imperfectif est eoncretement suggestif: il evoque une

vision prolongee*.

A Action conditionnant une autre action.

titpredrassvstfty.l yqtsr poflul - i ttao vsplyvaet;

bagrovoe solnce - ... The davn wind sprang up - and the

scarlet sun floated softly up.

B Action ne conditionnant pas une autre action, mais

concue comrae un tout acheve.
s

a. Achevement.

Qfi dglils.ia tP.1 t otoro.i on vs.lu zizn' dobivalsia -

He achieved the goal towards which he had been striving

all his life.

The interesting feature of this example is that the

formally unrelated verts in the English sencence, achieve

and strive, are formally related in the Russian version.

DobilslaT the form corresponding to asftjgyg, is the per¬

fective form, and dobivalc.ia, the form corresponding to

strive for, is the imperfective form of one and the same

verb. The point which Hazon is making is that the notion

of completion combines with the notion of result 'dans

toutes les phrases a opposition d'aspect dont le premier

element signifie lfeffort du sujet vers la realisation de
/>

cette meme action verbale.'
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b. Absence de duree.

VqIK prygal - prygal, gt<?rval sebg i pusUlsja

tez onl.ladki bezat' - The wolf jumped and jumped (imperf.),
tore off (perf.) its tail and ran off(perf.)with-

out once looking back.

The past perfective 'exclut ... toute representation

da developpement et, par consequence, de duree. II

exprime une action une et rapide.' This statement is

open to criticism on the same grounds as the approach

which takes duration vs. non-duration as the main feature

distinguishing imperfective from perfective forms. Just

as a perfective form may or may not refer to an action

of long duration, so the same form may or may not refer

to a rapid action. The sentence On coola1 mna tridcat'

knie (He sent me thirty books) does not necessarily refer

to a rapid action.

Mazon makes the point that when the duration of an

action is emphasised an imperfective form is generally

used, although past perfectives frequently co-occur with

adverbial phrases such as celu.iu noc (the whole night),
trident' let (thirty years). In such cases the perfect¬

ive 'concentre l'action verbal®,...la ramasse...en un

bloc; il en exprime l'achevement et le resultat et n'en
decouvre nullement le developpement ni la duree.'

a. he mozu skazat1 T skol'ko vramon! id nro; .Hi - I can't

say how long I've slept.

b. u7. on sidel - . idol, -elniu noc' nrosidel - He sat

and sat, he sat through the whole night.

c. (On) tridcat' let na stolbu urosto.ial - (He) stood

for thirty years on a post.
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d. Ja v tri dn.1a nrocital etu knieu - I read through this

book in three days.

e. ,.,»VY ot'exali Yfrjcsty dye - .*• you have covered two

versts,

f- an y Xri vybdiisja cUaV, X olSftlj' - He learned

to read and write in three months,

bix of Mazon's examples have been quoted because the

examples vary in type, (a), (b) and (c) are the most

interesting in that they contain special perfectives form¬

ed by means of the prefix pro-. These perfectives are not

paired with any imperfective forms, in the sense in which

pisat' and napisat' are the perfective and imperfective

forms of the verb 'to write', but are a special type of

Aktions art^and co-occur with adverbial phrases of time
containing quantifiers, e.g. celu-in (whole), tridcat'

(thirty), skol'ko (how much). Mazon is correct in point¬

ing out that imperfective forms also co-oecur with such

adverbial phrases, and his glossing of the meaning of

the perfective forms is also intuitively satisfying,

even if not couched in a testable form, (d), (e) and (f),

however, differ from the first three examples. The ad¬

verbial phrase in (d)Tv tri dnja, expresses 'time within

which' and not 'time during which'. Moreover, the form

urocital (read through), although containing the prefix

oro-, may be described for the moment as 'resultative'

in meaning. The verb citat' which simply means 'to read',
fcf.p.aosff.)

is linked with the 'resultative'.pair of forms procitat'

(perf.) and procltwat' (imperf.), whereas the pro-forms

in (a;, (b) and (c) do not express result, (e) contains
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an adverbial phrase expressing distance and not an ad¬

verbial phrase of time, and the perfective form ot'exat'
is paired vith the imperfective form ot'ezsat'. The two

forms both express completion in the sense of 'distance

covered' or 'distance completed', (f), like (d) , con¬

tains an adverbial phrase expressing 'time within which',
vvucit' s.ia is paired with the imperfect ive form

vvucivat' s^a. These two .forms have a ' resultative' mean¬

ing and are related to the verb ucit' s.iaT which means 'to
learn'.

Mason's statement is thus seen to need some revision.

That the perfective 'ramasse (1'action) en un bloc' applies

only to (a;, (b) and (c) (and even then the term 'action'
is not appropriate to orosnul (slept through), fi-fostdsl

(sat through) and prastolal (stood through). That part

of the statement which brings in the notion of result

does not apply to these three examples, nor yet to the

last three examples, since any element of 'result' in

Qt' ejfo 1 ~nd is inherent in the lexi¬

cal meaning of the verb, i.e. is present in both the per¬

fective and imperfective forms and has therefore nothing

to do with the choice of aspect,

c. Nettete de contour.

nasisail 11 vv emu vcera? - Did you write to him yesterday?

^ S?^1U - I wrote to him.

Mason glosses this example as 'Je lui ai ecrit: c'est

2 Action reiteree ramenee a 1'unite.

?PntngsV.Q^'Ho raz ~ He told me several times.
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»n«naezM,fctt»prgQxal raza trt wlmo nas - The horseman

rode past us three or four times...

Liudratla.. .neskol'ko raz obernnlas' (Ljudmila turned

round several times.

Mazon's description is easily understood from the

examples but it is vorth noting that the second and third

examples above refer to actions performed on one occasion,

whereas the first example may be interpreted as referring

to several occasions. What Mazon seems to be talking

about is several actions performed on one occasion.

It must be stressed that the preceding account of

Mason's work leaves out a number of comments and examples

vhich will be taken up once my own proposals have been

made. In particular, the examples of negative sentences

will be fully dealt with in the section on aspect in neg¬

ative sentences. Although no attempt has been made in

this thesis to define and distinguish between the notions

of aspect and Aktionsart, this will be undertaken in the

Chapter on Aktionsarten.

2.1.2
IsappnKc'g Accent ?f, Aspect.

Isacenko's explanation of aspect is rather similar

to Mazon's, though expressed in a different way. Isacenko

considers the opposition of perfective and inperfective

aspect in Prague School terns. Perfective aspect, vhich

definitely denotes a completed action, is the marked mem¬

ber of the opposition, and imoerfective aspect, which may

or may not refer to a completed action, is the unmarked
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member. Isacenko also explains the opposition more

graphically. The viewpoint of the speaker who uses an

imperfective vert is like the viewpoint of a person

taking part in a parade, in that the latter can see

neither the beginning nor the end of the parade but is

in the thick of things. On the other hand, the view¬

point of the speaker who uses a perfective verb is like

the viewpoint of the people reviewing the parade, in that

the latter can see the parade as a whole, its beginning,
middle and end.

The preceding statements and comments are represent¬

ative of the general views taken of aspect by scholars in

the Russian field, iyiazon's work in particular remaining

to this day the most comprehensive and detailed study of

aspect in Russian. Although the statements and comments

do not form part of a general grammar of Russian based

on explicitly stated principles, nonetheless many of the

analyses contain genuine and valuable insights which sat¬

isfy the intuition of native speakers of Russian. As

such, these analyses are not to be discounted and dis¬

carded but kept very much in mind. The task of the

transformationalist is to propose underlying structures

which accord both with the principles of transformational

grammar and with these insights.

2.2.
Verba and Adjectives in Russian

I am going to approach the problem of aspect in what

may seem a very indirect fashion, namely by considering



those parts of speech known as verb and adjective. The

arguments set out will be in support of a proposal that,

while verbs and adjectives are separate categories in

the surface structure of Russian, they are categoric¬

ally identical in the base component of a transformation¬

al grammar of that language. Since this proposal goes

against the notions generally accepted by linguists work¬

ing on Russian, and since it may seem rather implausible

because of the very striking superficial differences

between verbs and adjectives in Russian, the case will be

argued in two parts. Firstly, the problem will be dis¬

cussed from a general linguistic and philosophical view¬

point in order to show that the suggestion is not out¬

rageously implausible, and secondly specific syntactic

evidence from Russian will be presented.

2.2.1
sym fflmUariUfls Bgtvgqq Verbs and Adjectives in Russian

The important word in the previous sentence is syn¬

tactic. The fact is that in Russian these striking super¬

ficial differences between verbs and adjectives concern

the form of these categories and their position in the

sentence. To take the latter point first, it is well

known that there are different sets of endings for verbs

and adjectives, that the adjective agrees with the noun

it modifies in case, number and gender (except in those

sentences in which the adjective occurs after the past

tense or future tense form of the copula, in which case

it agrees with the noun in number and gender but itself
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takes the instrumental case), and that the verb agrees

with the subject noun in person and number in the non-

past tenses, in number and gender in the past tenses.

However, it may be asked on general grounds whether this

question of agreement is not rather incidental than ess¬

ential to these categories; and in a generative grammar

there can be no doubt that agreement is a comparatively

'high-level' phenomenon. It may be argued that verbs are

capable of displaying tense whereas adjectives are not.

As will be seen, this view of tense as inherent in the

verb is not acceptable on general linguistic and philos¬

ophical grounds, and it has been demonstrated that in a

generative grammar of English tense is better treated as

a separate element in the deep structure which is some¬

times attached to the verb and sometimes realized as a

dummy element, e.g. in Djfl ygq Kn<?sK?

The differences in position turn out to be even less

certain than the differences in form. It might seem at

first sight that adjectives occur in both predicative and

attributive position and that verbs occur only in predic¬

ative position. But it is possible to argue that the

^present and past participles are simply the form assumed

by verbs when they occur in attributive position. It is

significant that adjectives and participles occur in

'attributive' position only in complex sentences which,

in a general way, may be said to be composed of simpler

sentences. For example, The hQU53 is may be said,

without getting caught up in philosophical subtleties, to

express one proposition, namely that the house is red.
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But Th3 rgfl house 15 empty nay be said to express two

propositions, namely 'A house is empty' and 'That house

is red'. (It might be claimed that this sentence express¬

es a third proposition, namely 'There is a house'.) In

transformational grammar the notions 'attributive' and

'predicative' are not relevant to the base component,

bpiascii rebenok lezal na nolu (The sleeping child lay on

the floor) and Bol'nol rebenok lezal na polu (The sick

child lay on the floor) are both derived from deep struct¬

ures containing two sentences, and both sniasci.i and

bol'no.1 are in 'predicative' position.

The tree diagram shows clearly how the sentence The

child 3,3 sleeping is embedded in the sentence The child is

lying on the floor. The Russian verb 'sleep' is repres¬

ented as sp-t i.e. as the root form, because it is not

possible to predict in the base component exactly what

endings will be attached to the root. It should also be

noted that the tree contains no category 'definite article'

but only a feature, ^-DefiniteJ which is realised as a

"TrtS

t«oev»ow.
-$Aoo-r

Fig. 1
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superficial category in English but not in Russian, If

the embedded sentence were Rebenok fcol'nol (The child is

sick), the VP of the embedded sentence would be developed

as Adjective, which in turn would be replaced by the root

feal'n (sick)

It seems intuitively clear to native speakers of Eng¬

lish and Russian that the distinction between verbs and

adjectives reflects some kind of fundamental distinction

in reality, but attempts to define this distinction gener-
<JCSCribeJ

ally meet with little success. The Academy Gramraar^adject-
ives as denoting a characteristic (prisnak) of an object and

verbs as denoting actions, or as presenting other processes

as actions (whatever that may mean) or as expressing states,

the appearance of a characteristic, a change in a charact¬

eristic, or a relation with somebody or something, e.g.

uvazat' (respect). However, given the sentences Ivan
kurit trubku (Ivan smokes a pipe), iiiYan PSSkQffl
na rabotu (Ivan goes to work on foot), and Jjvan bednv.1

(Ivan is poor), the phrases Kurit trufeku, and, Bfl&flB
xodlt na rabotu, which contain verbs, and the adjective
bednvl ean all equally be said to denote characteristics

of Ivan, from which it is clear that the property of de¬

noting characteristics is not peculiar to adjectives.

Furthermore, although the majority of verbs refer to

actions, some verbs do refer to states, e.g. p.naet (knows).
But the property of denoting states is traditionally as¬

cribed to adjectives, e.g. on acasUlV. (He is happy).
For Russian, then, one could say that most, but not all,
verbs denote actions or processes while no adjectives
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denote actions or processes. Such a statement cannot be

considered satisfactory, since it gives only a negative

definition of adjectives and does not give a definition

which applies to all verbs.

2.2.2
ph Verbs and AdJeg.t&vqs

Sapir (1921) aware all these difficulties, wrote

perhaps the most lucid short account of the general ling¬

uistic situation. He points out that there is no simple

correspondence between verbs and actions, nouns and objects,

adjectives and qualities. Speakers of English would

think it strange to express the notion of 'being red' by

a verb, yet there are hundreds of languages in which one

would say 'It reds' in the sense of 'It is red', and there

are many languages that can express what speakers of

English would call on adjective only by making a partic¬

iple out of a verb. In such languages 'The red book' is

related to 'The book reds', just as in English 'The sleep¬

ing Child' is related to 'The child sleep'•

Having noted that many languages have no separate

formal categories of verb and adjective, Sapir relates

the formal categories of noun and verb to the nature of

propositions. Speech consists of a series of propositions

in which there must be something to talk about and some¬

thing to be said about this subject of discourse. The

vast majority of languages have emphasised this distinct¬

ion by creating a formal barrier between the two terms of

the proposition. Nouns refer to the subject of discourse
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and verbs are used for predicating. No other part of

speech is essential for the life of language.

The next step in the exposition is to argue that

verbs and adjectives are merely variants of the same

category, though Sapir did not have at his disposal the

necessary conceptual apparatus for stating this view

succinctly in terms of deep and surface structure.

2.2.3
Philosophical Treatment of Verbs and Adjectives

Sapir accepts a theory of propositions which has its

roots in Greek philosophy. As far as is knovn, Plato was

the first Western philosopher to distinguish between nouns

and verbs. 'Nouns' were terms that could function in

sentences as the subject of a predication and 'verbs'

were terms which could express the action or quality

which was predicated. Two points must be noted about

this definition: (1) words were classified as nouns or

verbs according to their role as constituents of a prop¬

osition; (2) verbs and adjectives were assigned to the

same class. Because the adjective, like the noun, is

inflected in Greek and Latin for case and number, and

because the adjective may be used without an accompanying

noun as the subject of a sentence, the Alexandrian gram¬

marians grouped the noun and the adjective together in

one class and put the verb in a class of its own. The

Alexandrian classification was itself modified in mediev¬

al times when the noun and the adjective were classified

as separate parts of speech. It is this modified Alex-



andrian classification which was adopted, and is still

accepted, by the majority of scholars engaged in ling¬
uistic studies.

Philosophers, however, who remained more interested

in the structure of propositions than in the form of

words, continued to hold, more or less, the views express¬

ed by Plato. The need for the cautious phrase 'more or

less* becomes apparent in Strawson's discussion of subject

and predicate in his book 'Individuals'. Strawson exam¬

ines 'the supposed distinction between two kinds of

elements which may be combined to yield a singular pro¬

position'. This distinction may be thought of as a dis¬

tinction between the two function involved in the assert¬

ion of propositions, namely between referring to something

and describing it or between designating something and

predicating something of it. This distinction can also

be thought of in terms of the linguistic parts of sent¬

ences to which these functions are assigned when a state¬

ment is being made. Philosophers have drawn a distinct¬

ion between the singular term and the predicative express¬

ion, the referring expression and the predicate express¬

ion, the subject and the predicate, the subject express¬

ion and the ascriptive expression. Strawson considers

that the phrases 'predicate' and 'ascriptive expression'

are the most revealing, since they suggest that the not¬

ion of elements being combined to form propositions can

be interpreted in the sense of two different non-

linguistic items, or terms, being brought together or

connected to produce a proposition. 'The two items are
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that which we ascribe, and that to which we ascribe it,

that which we predicate and that of which we predicate

it' .

Strawson then examines the assertions Raleigh smokes

and yQgratQS 1? In the first assertion one would

want to qualify Raleigh as the subject expression and

smokes as the ascriptive or predicate expression. The

problem is to give adequate definitions of subject and

predicate. Strawson argues that in Raleigh smokes, for

example, the expression 'Raleigh' serves to introduce the

particular person Raleigh into the remark and that the

expression 'smokes' serves to introduce the habit or act¬

ion of smoking. The expressions 'Raleigh' and 'smokes'

both introduce a term, but in different ways, which

Strawson calls respectively, the noun-like and the verb¬
like style of introduction. Strawson attempts to des¬

cribe the distinction between subject and predicate ex¬

pressions by appealing to the grammar of English: a

subject expression may be called a 'singular grammatic¬

ally substantival' expression and a predicate expression

may be characterized as containing at least one finite

form of a verb in the indicative mood. This definition

would apply to both smotes and Is Wise*

It is at this point that the import of 'more or less*

becomes obvious, since Plato said nothing about predicates

having to contain a finite form of a verb. Strawson's

tentative characterisation of predicate expressions is at

least implicit in the writings of other influential phil¬

osophers. Reichenbach, for example, has the following to
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say: 'We may therefore say that it is the syntactical

nature of the verb to indicate a function. On the other

hand, since the copula does not constitute a function

when used alone, but does so only in combination with

adjectives or nouns, it appears Justifiable to regard

the copula as performing only the syntactical task of

indicating the function, while the content of the funct¬

ion is stated in the adjective or noun. We thus consid¬

er 'x sleeps' and 'x is sleeping' as of a similar logic¬

al nature'. (It may be noted in passing that the notion

that a predicate expression must contain at least one

finite form of a verb in indicative mood, combined with

a confusion of logical and linguistic concepts, was

partly responsible for the statement found in many gramm¬

ar books to the effect that every sentence must contain

a finite verb.)

One defect common to Stravson's tentative definit¬

ion of 'predicate' and to Reichenbach's statement about

the copula is that they are inapplicable to Russian.

Strawson's definition cannot be taken as generally valid

because of such sentences as On bolen (He is ill) and On

inzener (He is an engineer) which contain no morph corr¬

esponding to jLa. These examples also show that the copula

is not a necessary indicator of predication. Strawson

himself realises the inadequacy of the tentative definit¬

ion, which allows the phrase operates Is to be classified
as a predicate, since it contains a verb in indicative
mood.

He also emphasises how mistaken it is to rely on
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grammatical criteria, since grammatical classifications

may differ radically from one group of languages to

another and since 'grammatical explanations do not une¬

quivocally or clearly declare their ovn logical rationale'

That is the distinction betveen the noun-like and verb¬

like styles of introducing terms has still to be explained

Any given subject expression, i.e. a noun or a noun

phrase, indicates nothing about the kind of sentence in

which it occurs but a predicate expression such as is wise

in Socrates is wise does not merely introduce its term

but introduces it in a quite 'distinctive and important

style, viz. the assertive or prepositional style*.
Strawson anticipates the objection that, e.g. the express¬

ion is wise may occur in questions or conditional clauses

by arguing that questions invite one to pronounce on the

truth-value of propositions and that the function of con¬

ditional clauses is to bring before one propositions on

the truth-value of which the speaker does not commit

himself.

This summary of Strawson's work is not meant to be

exhaustive, especially as Strawson goes on to consider

what combinations of particular and universal terms are

possible in propositions and to elaborate the notions of

sortal and characterising universale. (For an .indication

as to how these latter notions might be applied in ling¬

uistic theory, see Lyon's (196F) pp 337-33*.) The

purpose of the summary is to illustrate the steps by which

philosophers have arrived at the notion that verbs and

adjectives have the same function in propositions and to
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show that, although the surface structure of Western

European languages requires that an adjective in pre¬

dicative position be connected by the copula with the

noun it modifies, there are languages in which, in the

present tense at least, no copula is used between noun

and adjective. From this it follows that there is not

the great gulf between verb and adjective that one might

suppose - and as has beer, imagined by many linguists -

from a cursory examination of such English sentences as

finish wires is

2.2.U
Lyons ahd tefroff wi Verfra and Adjectives

Against this general linguistic and philosophical

background, and within the framework of transformational

grammar, two contemporary linguists have recently proposed
that the categorial distinction between verbs and adject¬

ives is not appropriate in deep structure. Lyons (1966),

drawing on the type of philosophical argument outlined

above and presenting syntactic evidence from various

languages, makes out a general case for regarding 'noun',

'predicator' and 'sentence' as the primary categorial

notions of grammatical theory. 'Verb', 'adjective' and

'adverb' should not be regarded as substantive univers-

als of gramraaticcil theory but as complex 'cover terms' to

be employed in the description of particular languages.

In addition to the syntactic arguments mentioned at the

beginning of this discussion of verbs and adjectives,

Lyons makes the suggestion that the copula be regarded
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as a 'dummy carrier' of tense, mood, aspect and number
in 'surface structure'.

While Lyons makes out an extremely attractive case

for general grammatical theory, the decision to regard

superficial verbs and adjectives as categorically ident¬

ical in the deep structure must be taken on the basis of

syntactic evidence internal to each language under analy¬

sis. This is not to suggest that Lyons presents no evid¬

ence internal to any language but simply that the hy¬

potheses of general grammatical theory mu"t be tested by

gathering as much syntactic evidence as possible and must

be demonstrated for each language under investigation.

A fair amount of such evidence has been presented for

English by Lakoff (1965). Some of the syntactic phen¬

omena which Lakoff adduces as evidence are not relevant

to Russian but a number of points are.

2 *2 5
bakQff's Evidence Friqrq .English Vihjqh Also Holdg Ppr Rusafon*

(1) Many pairs of sentences are understood in the same

way, though one of the sentences contains a verb and the

other an adjective. Examples from Russian are (the first

sentence in each example contains a verb, the second an

adjective.) :

a. Evo vopros ud.lvllo vsex - His question amazed

everybody.

ax. Evo vorros b/l udlvltel'nvrr dl.1a vsex - His question
was amazing to everybody.

b. Tabak vredlt zdorov'lu - Tobacco harms one's health.
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b1. Tabak vrednv.1 dl.la zdorov'la - Tobacco is harmful to
one's health.

0. -olcsn' strasit - The disease frightens (one).

Cl« ^olesiB' straSR^Jfl - The disease is frightening.

d. On aoxodlt na otca - lie resembles his father.

dx. Qn pqa*>£ ,aa fttsa - He is like his father.
e. Ja ne soelasadns' s tanenlem avtora - I do not agree

with the author's opinion

®1« Ja ne so-: la sen s mneniem avtors. - I am not agreed

with the author's opinion.

f. On serditsia na soaeda - lie is angry with his

neighbour.

f]_. On serdit na soseda - He is angry with his neigh¬
bour.

8. My radueras;h-i vasemvi nsnflm - We are glad about your

success.

g]_. My radv vaaemu usuexu - We are glad about your

success.

h. On vseuda moleIt - He is always silent.

hx. On v a eg da inolcaliv - He is always silent.
1. On vseada fcolaet - He is always ill.

i]_. Oa tolUn - He is always ill.
j. i^vo -postuaok unasaet vsex - His deed horrifies

everyone.

Svo aoatuook nzasnvd dl.la vssx - His deed is horr¬

ifying to everyone.

The fact that in some examples, for instance (b) and

(b), the adjective is accompanied by a preposition while

the verb is not does not have any direct bearing on the
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problem of deep structure categories. Lakoff, in comment¬

ing on the difference betveen the English sentences My

fear of rain and I fear rainT makes a passing suggestion

to the effect that prepositions are probably present in

the deep structure at some level of analysis and that

there may be a late rule in English which deletes pre¬

positions after verbs vhich have not teen norainalized.

This suggestion is of no help vith respect to the Russian

examples which involve vert and adjective, not vert and

noun.

What does have a direct bearing on the problem of

deep structure categories is Fillmore's work on case.

Fillmore (196$) suggests that in view of the many simil¬

arities betveen the functions of case endings and prepos¬

itions these superficial elements should be treated as

realisations of the same abstract elements in the deep

structure. For example, there are languages such as

Georgian and Eskimo which have ergative, nominative and

instrumental cases, among others. Given sentences in

these languages corresponding to the English sentences

Jpha s-uig and F?ynR -Lt 'nth a

tomfcLi the words corresponding to John. £gjjax and liflfflMI
would be in the ergative, nominative and instrumental

cases respectively. Such languages seem totally differ¬

ent from English, yet in the English sentences 3ill was

■jusi-psi by Jand it was frrrteq yUr* a iz and

with can be regarded as marking the agent and the instru¬

ment respectively. It is further possible to argue that

the case endings of the 'exotic' languages and the famil-



lar prepositions of English are simply different realisat¬

ions of abstract features such as [^ErgativeJ and p-Instru-
mentalj.

It may even be the case that a difference in prepos¬

ition Is connected merely with nominalisation as in His

,kQP?S gf a T.4?lL sneqegp which derives from Hg tppg? tQZ

a quick success. A thorough investigation of the problem

would go far beyond the bounds of this discussion. Since

enough has been said to demonstrate that the presence or

absence of prepositions does not affect in any essential

way the proposal concerning the deep structure categorial

identity of verbs and adjectives9 the question of eases

and prepositions will be neglected for the moment.

(2) Almost all the contextual restrictions which apply

to verbs also apply to adjectives.

a. One finds transitive and intransitive adjectives as

well as transitive and intransitive verbs. (The terms

'transitive' and 'intransitive' refer here to the surface

structure. A 'transitive' verb is one which is followed

by a noun phrase or a preposition plus a noun phrase; a

'transitive' adjective is one which is followed by a pre¬

position plus a noun phrase).

Tp?insltlvq yepfe

Professor nrinimaet eti idei - The professor accepts these

ideas.

Ja smotrlu na kartin\t - I am looking at the picture.

Intransitive verbs

Ivan be%lt - Ivan is running.

Alexe.1 suit - Alexej is sleeping.
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YfttaslUve ri<j.i^Uybs

JtiYttwdUSSrU h UnKVisUhe - He is indifferent to

linguistics.

On poxon na otca - lit. He is like to his father.

On soosoben iia vse - tie is capable of an/thing,

intransitive adjectives

Oil* "^Wfiata - She is rich.

Oh aasteflSlv - he is shy.

b. There are both verbs and adjectives which occur only

with animate subjects.

/tfffcs

i'ilosof razinvsi.iaet q buduScem - The philosopher is med¬

itating about the future,

ninistr roglasils.la s planum - The minister agreed with

the plan.

haaten* razmvsl.laet a nroslom - The stone is meditating

about the past.
k #
nabor soglasilsla s plaiiom - The fence agreed with the

plan.

iVI.jqqUYea

Otec zol na s.ma - The father is angry at his son.

novocka robka - The little girl is shy.

sol na svna. - *The hammer is angry at its son.
y
*~hodka robka - The boat is shy.

c. There are verbs and adjectives which can occur with

both abstract and concrete nouns.

' til bS

.'vl? rasnrostraniaets:1 a na vas1 raion - The dust is spread'

ing to the whole area.
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Lvo vli.jgflle ra s t-r ost rami ae t s :!a na vsex ratoclx - His

influence is spreading to all the

workers.

i'k 'li «t tf ? ti A V ^

Udobrenic aolezno Jlia xlebov - Fertilizer is useful for

the crops.

l.vo vli.v-nlo oole^no dl:U raloolx - His influence is use¬

ful for the workers.

d. There are both verbs and adjectives which can be

accompanied only by nouns referring to physical objects.

Verbs

: orobka Si-lit nn stole - The box is sitting on the table.

Tarelka uoala na uol. - The plate fell to the floor.

*21ost' sidit nil stole -*Fury is sitting on the table,

^iskrannost' unala na nol - * sincerity fell to the floor.

^.jggUves

Kniea tiazela.ia - The book is heavy,

dar kruglvi - The ball is round.

*.j-1agkost' t lazela.ia -*Softness is heavy.
* Jduxot.vorennost' krusrla:ia -"^Inspiration is round.

e. There are verbs and adjectives which require an ani¬

mate object.

I&LbJS.

On ucil date 1 - He taught the children.

fitQ ubil Sh'frakh? - Who killed the dog?
* Or. ucll knivl -*Ha taught the books.

~*Kt,o ubll re-ku? -*Vho killed the river?

Adjectivea

On bvl dobrvj k datk>;;i - He was kind to the children.
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On by I dobrv.1 k maainam - He was kind to the cars.

f. There are verbs and adjectives which take abstract

objects.

On ob' -iasnil ideiu - He explained the idea.

Qn bvl ravnodusen k takla teori.iam - He was indiffer¬

ent to such theories.

g. Both verbs and adjectives co-occur with time adverbs.

Verba

On Pi Sal vs-in no*' - He wrote all night.

On casto ooaeacal muze.i - He often visited the museum.

On uoatoLmm nosvl^l e.i eodarkl - He continually seat

her presents.

■ad.1-?3Uv3S

On vsdu noc' bvl bolan - He was ill all night.

On Qasto bvl nrav - He was often right.

On doleo bvl badnv.1 - He was poor for a long time.

On uostoianno uar.iuia - He is constantly grumpy.

h. Both verbs and adjectives co-occur with manner ad¬

verbs.

On neoxotno vz.ial knigu - He took the book unwillingly.

On neoxotno bvl zal na zenn - lit. He was unwillingly

angry with his wife, i.e. was

unwilling to be angry.

2.2.6
Aiaitiwa-l Bv-igyT,.^ Ofv\~fl B'dsoi-n

In addition to the above arguments which were ad¬

vanced by Lakoff with respect to Snglish but which also

hold for Russian, there are other features of Russian
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which support the hypothesis.

(3) Both verbs and adjectives occur with subordinate noun
y

clauses introduced by cto (that).

Verbs

Qn gpKlaailgja) fap tafrcj potofl hepravU'hy.1 - He agreed

that such an approach was incorrect.

Qn rafloyals.la, sto skoro yerhets.la flPiaoJ - He was glad

that he would soon return home,

on saKl.iugil, ctQ teprUa nsadekvatna - He concluded

that the theory was inadequate.

Adjectives

W v

On frYl SCaStUY, CtQ br^t venmlsja - He was happy that

his brother had returned.

On bvl rad r cto nolucil knleu - He was glad that he had

received the book.

On SPKiasgfl, gtQ Plan tre KQtiiltsja - He is agreed that

the plan is no use.

(*+) Both verbs and adjectives co-occur with the same types

of adverbial phrase consisting of a preposition plus noun.

(The examples are taken from the Academy Grammar),

a. Phrases with (basic meaning fromT in spatial sense)

expressing reason or cause (in the broadest sense of the

terms).

Verbs

Qn xoatQcet Qt malejssgp pustjaRa - He laughs at the

smallest trifle.
»

Ofla Pl*kala Qt ra^QSti - She wept with joy.

Snkolat rastonllsia ot znola - The chocolate melted with

the heat.
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Adjectives

Plasc bvl serv-1 ot nvli - The raincoat was grey vith dust.

Qna frvla fraKrova.1<* Qt zarv - She was scarlet with the

heat.

On uronll skol'zkie ot rosy povod'ia - lit. He dropped

the slippy with dew reins.

b. Phrases with .s (basic meaning from/with) express¬

ing (1) reason or cause; (2) time since when.

(1) Vpyba

Ona bvstro s eorla nosedela - She quickly turned grey

with grief.

Adjectives

On bvl mracnv-1 s poxmelMa - He was gloomy with his

hangover.

(2) Verbs

On rabotaet s nrosloeo maalaea - He has been working

since last month.

Oq bhlcct S nAla toikttl - He has been lying ill

since the beginning of the holidays.

Adjectives

Qni veselve s utra - They have been in a gay mood

since morning.

Ly<? nervy privycove k potrJaaeniJan s detstva - His

nerves have been used to earthquakes since

childhood.

c. Phrases with .£2. (basic meaning up toT as far as)

expressing (1) degree or extent; (2) 'concrete distance';

(3) 'abstract distance'.
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(1) Verbs

Qna nravit s.1a do bezumlia - lit. She pleases to madness,

i.e. is maddeningly beautiful.

9nl gmcteUg' dQ slcz - lit. They laughed to tears, i.e.

till the tears flowed.

Do duxoty paxlo xvoej - lit. To stiflingness was frag¬

rant of pine needles, i.e. the fragrance of

pine needles was stifling.

Adjectives

v
On smuglvi do cernotv - lit. He is dark-skinned to

blackness, i.e. His complexion is so dark

as to be black.
v

Ceacdan do stranncsU legkij - lit. The suitcase to

strangeness is light, i.e. The suitcase is

strangely light.

EPlrfg^SladKll dQ PfitflniPSU - lit. The sweets are

sweet to sickliness

(2) Qn dofrezal go pervpgc pgctcvcgo .lascito - He ran

to the nearest post-box.

On bvl mokrvi do noiasa - He was soaked to the waist.

(3) Verbs

My zdall do vecera - We waited until evening.

Oni KUl.1ali dg zari - They walked till sunset.

A^.1ectives

Qn budet vernva do grofra - lit. He will be faithful

to the grave.

U nevo bvl iasnvj do starosti um - lit. He had a clear

till old age mind.

In addition there are phrases with iia which can be
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said to express 'distance' only in a rather vague way

and which occur both with verbs and with adjectives.
V

Cto kasaetsja do menja - lit. What touches as far as me,

i.e. as far as I am concerned.

Zadnve do snleten baby - lit. hungry for gossip women,

(d) Phrases with jbq, (basic meaning approximately - about)

expressing (1) time when; (2) place where; (3) cause;

(k) 'distinguishing characteristic'.

(1) Verbs

My rabotaem no nocam - We work at night.

On sanlnaetsja VQ VtQnUkaill - He works on Tuesdays.

Ja no celvia casam smotrel v okno - lit. I for whole

hours looked out of the window, i.e. for

hours on end.

Adjectives

EU cvety dusistyg PO VeeeraiS - These flowers are

fragrent in the evening.

On fcvl erustnvi no celvm dn.laia - lit. He was sad for

whole days.

On xmurv.1 no utram - He is gloomy in the mornings.

(2) Verbs

On doleo xodil do Ulicam - lit. He a long time walked

about the streets.

Adjectives

Oblaka bvli rozovve no kraiam - The clouds were pink

at the edges,

bes bvl gnsto.1 hq beregu rekl - The wood was thick

along the bank of the river.

(3) verbs
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On osifcsla no neznanllu - He made a mistake out of

ignorance.

On zafryl PO rassej^nngsU - He forgot out of absent-

raincledness.

Ja oo gordosti rasstalas' s tobo.1 - lit. I out of

pride left you.

Adjectives

On nes.castnv-i do sobstvenno.1 vine - lit. He is un¬

happy out of his ovn fault,

y Knige noponjatnyg pq rasplyvo^tQgtl idei - lit. in

the book (are) incomprehensible from vague¬

ness ideas.

(*+) Verbs

jLa «an»l gyp PQ Kla&aja - I recognized him by his eyes.

Adjectives

Professor izvogtnyil pq gvolw otftrvUiam - The professor

is famous for his discoveries.

e. Phrases with y. expressing 'place where'.

Verbs

Mv rabotaem v Moskva - We work in Moscow.

On zanimaetsia v blblloteke - He studies in the library.

§e*QV pis^l p'esuv etQj fcomnate. - Chekhov wrote the

play in this room.

Adjectives

Etot akter izvestnv-1 v eorode - This actor is well

known in the town.

Pjdzak tesnyj JE-Krwll - The jacket is tight across

the chest.

On sirok v nlecax - lit. He is broad in the shoulders

f. Phrases containing fc. (towards) whose meaning can in
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many cases be interpreted only as an abstract sense of

'movement towards',

Verba

Qn gasel R - He called on us.

Mv Driblizaemsia k cell - We are drawing near to our

goal.

Qna priyyKaets.1a K rafrote - sbe is getting used to the

work.

On aklon.1aets.1a k matematike - lit. He inclines towards

mathematics.

M.1esUves

On dobrv.1 k detkam - He is good to the children.

On sposoben k naucno.i rabote - He is capable of scient¬

ific work.

On gotov k ot'ezdu - He is ready for the departure.

(5) Both adjectives and verbs can be nomlnalized .

Verbs

Priglaslli Ivanova (They (indefinite)

invited Ivanov).

priglasenie Ivanova (the invitation of

Ivanov).

Qfl Qb'.lasnil problems (He explained the problem)

esq obMagnenle prQblemy (his explanat¬

ion of the problem).

Adjectives

Qn bQiry.1 (He is cheerful) qrq bQdrost' (his

cheerfulness ).

fcQVer "?Jagkil (The carpet is soft) mlaekost'

kovra(The softness of the carpet).
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."'iasina na^eznala (T^e car is reliable) KifazrnjLV

masinv (The reliability of the car).

(6) Both verbs and adjectives govern cases.

\ferbs

fry udivills' vaseau voorosu - Vie vers amazed at your

Question.

(Voorosu (question) is in the dative case.)

9n laaaftlogafll aaaiaal - lit. Ho disposes of a car.

(iiusinoi (car) is in the instrumental case.)

Adjectives

Ja fad vasemu nsnexu - I am glad about your success.

(Usnexu (success) is in the dative case.)

Onl doval'nv etimi resul1 tntaral - They are content with

the results.

(Resu1Itataml (results) is in the instrumental case.)

From the preceding six sections of data two main con¬

clusions can be drawn. (1) Verbs and adjectives have the

same distribution. Both occur before various types of

adverbial phrase containing various prepositions; both

occur before subordinate noun clauses introduced by cto;

both occur before nouns in oblique cases; and both occur

In predicative or attributive position (of. the opening

remarks in this discussion of verbs and adjectives.)

(2) Verbs and adjectives share a large number of select-

ional restrictions with respect to transitivity, the ani-

raacy of the subject, the concreteness or abstractness of

the objoct and the subject, the aniaacy or tnanlaacy of

the object, and with respect to time and manner adverb-
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ials. As Lakoff (1968) argues, stating the same set of

selectional restrictions twice adds to the complexity of

the grammar and is to be avoided if possible. The ident¬

ical distributions, the common selectional restrictions

and the considerable gain in economy constitute con¬

vincing reasons for accepting the hypothesis that verbs

and adjectives are categorially identical in the deep
Cp.lOf")

structure.2 ,3 Cp'os)

2.3
Adjectives, Verbs In Imperfective Aspect, and

Some Locative Constructions

Accepting the hypothesis that verbs and adjectives

are categorially identical in the deep structure raises

two important questions, (l) What, if any, is the differ¬
ence between clauses which appear in the surface struct¬

ure with verbs and those which appear with adjectives?

(2) How, if at all, does the hypothesis help to solve the

problem of aspect? The latter point will be investigated

first and (l) will be taken up in Chapter Three.

Several syntactic phenomena are highlighted by the

hypothesis.

(1) Both adjectives and verbs in imperfective aspect co-

occur with habitual and durative time adverbs.

Verbs in imnerfactive aspect

V

On casto posvlal eT1 den'ei - He often sent her money.

Mv vsesda otkazwalis' jgrat' v kartv - We always refused

to play cards.
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On postojlanno piset stixotvoreni.la - He is continually

writing poems.

Ya vremja ot yremenl - I W cigars from

time to time.

My dve nedell resall nroblemu - lit. We were solving the

problem for two weeks.

On dvadcat1 let izobretal masinv - He invented machines

for twenty years.

Pn MRP sani pr9gltyyal-y^e scQbacehija - lit. He a long

time himself read through all the reports.

Adjectives

On casto bvl xmurvl - He was often gloomy.

Qna vseeda bvla brezglivala - She was always fastidious.

Evo zena kasdv.1 den' y.la.la - His wife is spiteful every

day.

Qteg bpfitojannp bvl bQlen - My father was constantly ill.

Yremja ot vreraehi aaJJLslK, ugrJvwgJ - From time to time

the boy is morose.

Ja dye neflsll fryl asasilly - I was happy for two weeks.

On dvadcat1 let bvl tolstv.1 - He was fat for twenty years.

My dQlftQ fey11 frednye - We were poor for a long time.

Verbs in perfective aspect (I exclude for the moment

'perfective' forms like prostolat'T cf. Chapter Five)can-
not co-occur with such time adverbs.

* On doleo napisal pis'mo - He wrote the letter a long time.

* Profess?*" dyg hftdftH -jgpbrei maslnu - The Professor in¬

vented the machine for two weeks.

* On canto poalal e.1 den'gl - He often sent her money.

Baaljal, Izobrel and poslal are perfective forms.
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Adjectives and verts in imperfective aspect cannot

occur with adverbial phrases like za cas (in an hour)

with which verbs in perfective aspect co-occur.

"*0n za cas bvl tolstvj - He was fat in an hour.

(In Russian one would have to say Qn aa ffas atal tolstym -

He became fat in an hour.)

*My sa den' PQlufoli dPfofflePtY - We received the documents

in a day.

But one can say s

Hv aa dQh' PPlUQiU - we received the documents

in a day.

On za £as resil nroblemu - He solved the problem in an hour.

(PolHgill and zaiil are perfective forms.)

These examples show that with respect to completion

and duration there is an opposition between adjectives and

verbs in imperfective aspect on the one hand and verbs in

perfective aspect on the other hand. The examples further

suggest that common to the first two are the appropriate¬

ness of the notions 'duration' and 'repetition' and the

inappropriateness of the notion 'completion'. On these

grounds it seems worthwhile trying to postulate some kind

of abstract constituent structure which underlies clauses

containing a form of bvt' (be) plus an adjective and

clauses containing verbs in imperfective aspect and which

provides a basis for semantic interpretations involving

duration and repetition but not completion.

(2) Durative and habitual time adverbs also co-occur

with phrases consisting of a nominal plus a locative ad¬

verbial construction.
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On canto v biblioteke - He is often in the library.

°m by la lglsgl.lax Kar.<3y.i den' - she was at the

lectures each day.

fly byll y frjfrUgteiffi - were in the library for

a long time.

These examples appear to indicate some kind of sim¬

ilarity with respect to duration and repetition between

clauses expressing 'being in a place' and clauses con¬

taining adjectives or verbs in imperfective aspect. This

possible similarity directs one's attention to the sent¬

ences adduced in (3) below.

(3) a. QgflQral PtqaJawJ - general is desperate.

a^.General v otcalanil - The general is in despair.
b. General stal otcaiannvm - The general became

desperate.

l^.Gqqgrai pvisel y Ptfoi.laplg - lit. The general
came into despair, i.e.

became desperate.

c. Iz-za porazeni.la general stal - Because of the

ot&aiannvm defeat the general became

desperate.

c-^Ppralenie prjyelp ssrerali* Y - The defeat led the
otcaianie general into despair.

The significant feature of these sentences is the

paraphrase relations which hold between (a) and (a^) ,
(b) and (b^), (c) and (c-^). (a) and (a-^) have the same
meaning, yet (a) consists of a noun followed by an ad¬

jective, and (a-j_) of a noun followed by a locative con¬
struction which is identical in form with locative con-
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structions expressing 'place where'. The locative con¬

struction consists of the preposition x (in) followed by

a noun in the prepositional case. Gf.

General v stabkvartlro - The general is at Headquarters.

General v otcaianiL - The general is in despair.

Other examples of the latter type ares

PrepQtiavatel1 fry! Y frei^stvs - lit. The teacher was in

fury.

Vse bvli v uzase - lit. Everyone was in horror.

Or* pyiU Y VQStorfle - lit. She was in delight.

(b) and (b^> have the same meaning, although (b) con¬

sists of a noun followed by the verb be come , which is in

turn followed by an adjective in the instrumental case,

and (b^) consists of a noun followed by the past tense

perfective aspect form of the verb come, which is in turn

followed by a construction identical in form with locat¬

ive constructions expressing 'place into which'. Such

constructions consist of the preposition x (in) follow¬

ed by a noun in the accusative case. Cf.

General vosei v komnatu - The general came into the room.

General nrisel v otaaianie - lit. The general came into

despair.

Other examples of the latter ares

Pom prisel v vetxost' - lit. The house came into rickety-

ness, i.e. fell into disrepair.
Devuska nridet v larost1 - lit. The girl will come into

fury.

Vge prlall y yqStQrg - lit. Everyone came into delight.

Maslna nrisla v neeodnost1 - lit. The car came into un¬

fitness.
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(c) and (e^) have the same meaning, although (c) con¬

sists of a prepositional phrase expressing cause (iy.-za
oorazeni.la - lit. out from behind the defeat), a noun in

the nominative case, general, the appropriate past tense

perfective aspect form of become, (stal), and an adject¬

ive in the instrumental case, otcaiannvm, whereas (c^)
consists of a noun in the nominative case, oorazenie, the

appropriate past tense perfective aspect form of the verb

brine/lead, a noun in the accusative case, the 'object'
of the verb, generala, and a construction which, as in

(b]_), is identical in form with locative constructions
expressing 'place into which'.

General vvel soldata v komnatn - The general brought the

soldier into the room.

Porazen.ie privelo generala v otcalanie - lit. The defeat

brought the general into despair.

It may be objected at this point that the root vel

(brought/led) occurs with the prefix y. in the first exam¬

ple but with the prefix nri in the second example. Two

points must be noted in this respect. Firstly, orlvelo

and its associated forms do occur with 'concrete' loc¬

atives which express not 'place into which' but 'place

towards which'. E.g.

Dor or-a nrlvela k nljazu - The road led to a beach.

Ona prlvela rebenka V. nam - She brought the child towards

us.

The difference between privelo k and privelo v appears

to reflect the difference between 'concrete' and 'abstract'

locatives. One finds

llfl priveio eya v xeroses nastroenlg - lit. This brought
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him into a good mood.
v a

but not Eto urlvelo evo k xoroscmu - lit. This led him

nastroehiUh to a good mood.

One finds
\ V

v-?r?ga ayjvgXa K P.Ua&U. - The road led to a beach

but not "*QprQKfl urivelft V rXJaa - The road led into a

beach.

Secondly, nrivelo v in the sense of 'lead into'
is used only with 'abstract' locatives and does not carry

the meaning of 'movement tovards the speaker' which is

characteristic of the prefix nri-. With 'concrete' loc¬

atives, urivelo is always accompanied by the preposition

v and uri- does express 'movement towards the speaker'.

However, these superficial differences do not affect

the essential part of the argument, namely the formal

parallelism between the constructions of verb plus prepos¬

itional phrase in (b^) and (c^) and the constructions
consisting of verb plus locative phrase expressing 'place

into which'.

The sentences involved in the paraphrase relations

described above also share certain selectional restrict¬

ions.

A. Sentences of the type in (a) and (a-^) do not occur

with adverbs of manner such as er.erglcno (energetically)

or lovko (skilfully).
* On enereicno bvl otcaT1annvj - * He was energetically

desperate.

*0?! SherftiQhP Vl v pt,?ajanli - *^He was energetically

in despair.
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On lovko by 1 .iarvl - He was skilfully furious.
* On lovko bvl v larosti - He was skilfully in fury.

B. Such sentences do not occur with adverbs denoting

instruments, e.g. nozona (with a knife), telegramnoi

(by the telegram).

*^asina b/lu nagod-ia.1a noao'i -*The car was no use with

a knife.

* Hasina bvla v neeodnostl nozo-a - lit.*The car was in

unfitness with a knife.

Professor .budet .1arvi telegracmo.1 -*The professor will

be furious by the telegram.

Professor .tud-at v iarostl telegrammol -*The professor

will be in fury by the telegram.

These selectional restrictions also apply to

'concrete' locatives.
V V
My ererglc.no by li v gorode - l*re vers energetically in

the town.

* Qb lovko budet v Koskce - *He will be skilfully in

Moscow.

*J..a bvI v Edinburge maslnofl - * I was in Edinburgh by

car.

Qnl v Sovetskom Soiuze telenrammoj - They are in the

Soviet Union by a telegram.

(W) To complete the range of parallel selectional re¬

strictions it may be noted that the durative and habitual

time adverts mentioned under (2) with respect to 'concrete*

locatives also apply to 'abstract' locatives.

Or,, gastp fry 1 y .QtlaJ^.U - He was often in despair.

Ona Ivia v vostoree kazdvi den' - lit. She was in delight

each day.
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V

Zena bvla dve nedeli v iarosti - lit. My wife was two

weeks in fury.

Hasina dolgo bvla v neeodnosti - lit. The car a long

time was in unfitness.

An adequate transformational account of the sent¬

ences set out in (1) to (*+) must explain why the members

of each pair of sentences in (3)» (&) and (a^>, (b) and

(b-^), (c) and (c^), are identical in meaning. The simpl¬
est way of doing this, if it can be justified, is to

derive both members of each pair from the same underlying

structure. A transformational account must also seek to

state the various selectional restrictions as economically

as possible. In the case of the sentences in (1) to (W)
the restrictions are as follows;

(1) 'concrete! locatives such as v komnate (in the room)

and 'abstract' locatives such as v otcaianii (in despair)

both co-occur with time adverbs expressing duration or

habit; neither type of locative co-occurs with manner

adverbs such as enerKiSnQ or lovko or with instrumental

adverbs such as nozorn or masino;i. Both types of locative

are identical in form.

(2) 'Abstract' locatives and superficial adjectives are

subject to the same selectional restrictions that are

shared by 'abstract' and ' concrete' locatives. Although

'abstract' locatives are not identical in form with

phrases consisting of the copula followed by an adjective,

the two types of construction may have the same meaning.
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2.3.1
A possible source for adjectives and verbs in

Imperfective aspect.

The need to explain the fact that the members of

each pair of sentences in (3) are understood in the same

vay and the requirement that the selectional restrictions

be stated as economically as possible demand the postulat-

ion of a single underlying structure from which 'concrete'

locatives, 'abstract' locatives and adjectives are all

derived. Given the three types of sentence, On v

koamats, Qn V .PtcaJanli and Op. otoajannyj, and given the

general principle that, where appropriate, it is easier

to delete structure than to introduce structure by trans¬

formations at a later stage in the derivation, the most

suitable type of underlying structure would appear to be

one which, contains a locative. This supposition is sup¬

ported by another kind of superficial construction which

is identical in meaning with constructions containing a

noun followed by an adjective (with or without the copula)
but which itself consists of a noun followed by a prepos¬

itional phrase. This prepositional phrase in turn con¬

sists of a. plus «.n adjective in the prepositional case

plus the noun sostojanle (state) in the prepositional case.

Hasina negodna.la. - The car is unfit.
a

Hasina v negaln«a - The car is in an unfit

state.

Gehvrol Qtga.lWfj - The general is desperate.
b
general v so$toj*nnl ~ The seneriil is in a

desperate state.
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Pom vetxlj - The house is ramshackle.

Pom v vetxom sostolanli - The house is in a ramshackle

state.

The basic structure which suggests itself for the

sentences C^ner -X-X ot^QSta.lfthU, Pfe'hfrral

jat.frQ.frand v atgOann is shown in Fig.2

Me Pftcb

Fig.2

This structure ma/ be glossed as 'The general is in

a state: The general be desperate'. (It must be stressed

that the structure shown in Fig.2 contains only those

underlying elements which are absolutely essential to

the exposition. The elements NP and LOG are strange bed¬

fellows (cf. the introduction to Chapter One) but this

anomaly will be removed later when more details and

features are added.)

A superficial 'concrete' locative construction as

in Ja bvl v biblioteke (I was in the library) derives

frora the structure;
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MP Aox

l-tx

MP

uoc

Fig. 3

which can be glossed as 'I was in a state; I be in the

library*. Under this proposal, the topmost LOG in the
tree is always interpreted hs an 'abstract' locative and

the superficial 'concrete' locative constructions are

derived from the structure dominated by the second S.

The discussion of paraphrase relations began by

pointing out that adjectives and verbs in imperfective

aspect could both occur with durative and habitual time

adverbs, and that the notion of 'completion' was equally

inappropriate to both. Furthermore, the hypothesis that
that in the deep structure verbs and adjectives are cate-

gorially identical was investigated and accepted. It

has just been argued that sentences containing adjectives

derive from underlying locative constructions. The loc¬

ative notion is captured by the structure dominated by

the topmost S and the general category Uredicator from

which adjectives derive appears in the structure dominat¬

ed by the second S.

The consequence of these arguments and hypotheses is
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that verbs in general derive from underlying locatives

and that verbs in imperfective aspect derive from the

same type of underlying locative as adjectives. The

validity of these proposals depends on the validity of

the verb-adjective hypothesis, but they make an immed¬

iate contribution to the economy of the grammar by sim¬

plifying the statement of the selectional rules for habit¬

ual and durative time adverbs. (Verbs can of course co-

occur with the various manner and instrumental adverbs

which cannot co-occur with adjectives or locatives, but

this is to be explained by the differences between super¬

ficial clauses containing adjectives and locatives and

superficial clauses containing verbs.)

Under this proposal the underlying structure of sent¬

ences containing verbs in imperfective aspect, e.g.

aisal djsssrtasiju (The student was writing his

dissertation), is*

which may be glossed as : 'The student was in a state:

The student write his dissertation'.

while this proposal concerning the source of verbs

s

pfteb

Fig.U

uc
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in imperfestive aspect follows inevitably from the pre¬

ceding steps in the argument, the structure of superfic¬

ial clauses containing verbs does not afford as many

glimpses of the underlying structure as are given by

superficial clauses containing adjectives. There are,

however, certain surface structure phenomena which

support the proposal. In scientific discourse one often
v v

finds the sentence Casticv dvixuts'a (The particles are

moving;. This sentence has two paraphrases which are

regularly used:
V

^
Cast lev v dvlzenii - The particles are in movement.
V

v

Casticy v ujahii - The particles

are in a state of movement.

These examples show a sentence consisting of a noun

and a verb in imperfective aspect being paraphrased by

sentences consisting of a noun and a locative construct¬

ion (with or without a vert like:- naxodit'sja (find one¬

self) ) .

The locative source of adjectives also explains why

General stul otgL-iannvm (The general became desperate)

can be paraphrased by CenbiY,! Pf.iPdl V Qtg^j^ile. - (The

general came into despair), i.e. by ^ sentence consisting
of a noun, a verb expressing and a construction identical

in form with locative constructions expressing 'place
/

into which'. -/tut (become) turns out to be one super¬

ficial realisation of a structure which may be glossed

as 'go into a state', and the sentence which has been

treated as the paraphrase in fact reflects the 'underlying

structure more faithfully. The sentence In naeal pisat*
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pis'afl (He began writing the letter), which can be

paraphrased as on stal nisat' pis'mo, must be assumed

to have an underlying structure 'He went into a states

He write the letter'. It is only on this hypothesis
V

that one Ocui explain why both nacat' and stat' are used

with iraperfective infinitives in the sense of 'begin'.

This hypothesis further helps to explain why stat'

co-occurs both with the imperfectlve infinitive forms of

verbs and with adjectives, since sentences such as j2a
stal nlsat' (He began writing) and On stal tolstv.n (He

became fat) both have derivations which contain at one

point the string 'go Into a state'. The choice between
y

stat' and nacat' is made at the next level where the PRED

in the sentence dominated by LOG is developed as a verb

or adjective.

2.U
T/<?yfrs In PerfflsUve Agaeot

So far nothing has been said about verbs in perfect¬

ive aspect. Traditional accounts of aspect in Russian

describe the perfective aspect as being used when the

speaker views the action as a whole or when the speaker

is interested in the result of the action. The connection

between 'result' and perfective dspact will be examined

in the chapter on Aktlonsarten, since it seems to the

writer that the first p<art of the traditional account is

more to the point. A sentence such as Pil rg3Skaa&l ,TUM

istori.it; (He told me the story) certainly presents the

act of story-telling as completed, and the 'completeness'
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is brought out even better in On za oas rasskazel mne

vsfo istoriftu (He told me the whole story within an hour).
V

It will be remembered thot Isacenko's explanation of

perfective aspect implies that a person using a perfect¬

ive form sees the beginning, middle and end of an action.

This explanation is all the more interesting in that the

Russian example above can be naturally interpreted as:

'He began telling me the story, was engaged in telling me

the story and finished telling me the story'. Further¬

more, the sentence Qn ga c.as ras?fraa&l rang ygju

Can be paraphrased as fa ,aa $45 fcpn?U r^~ ■ ' W&L

vs-'u lstorltiu ('. ithin ari hour he had finished telling me

the whole story). Given that koneIt', the o posite of

nacat'T derives from a structure 'come out of a state',
and given the preceding interpretations, it may be tentat¬

ively proposed that the deep structure of On rasskazal

mne lstorl.lu may be glossed as 'He went into, was in, and
came out of a state: He tell me story'. As certain other

factors have to be taken into consideration, no attempt

will be made at the moment to construct a tree diagram of

the stricture which underlies sentences containing verts

in perfective aspect.

2.U.i
vv

Ufa (Already) and tfsgg(UUU)

These other factors are connected with the inter¬

pretation of sentences containing the adverbs uze

(already) and esca (approx. still) and sentences contain-
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ing negatives. Consider the sentences

a. 1 Ivan ubimet Vomnatn - Ivan is cleaning his

room.

2 Yeaer* ay - how we are read¬

ing Tol'stoy

b. 1 sU4/aag,tl AvMHaU ~ Ivan has

begun cleaning his room.

2 Tapes' a/ st*U/n^U liWfr' T^r a'-Qg;? - *e

have now begun reading Tol'stoy.

While one would not wish to argue that (al) is a

paraphrase of (bl), or (a2) of (b2), there is nonetheless

a very close relationship between these pairs of sentences.

To state this relationship in its weakest form, (bl) and

(b2) are presupposed by (al) and (a2) respectively. If

(bl) refers to the immediate rather than to the remote

p<ast, i.e. if it means 'has begun' rather than 'began',
than it is possible to say that (bl) may imply (al).

These arguments apply also to (b2) and (a2) and to sent¬

ences containing verbs in the past tense, e.g.

c. Jn vvbiral sebo knieu - he was choosing himself a

book.

G. ^ V ' aebq fo-qgu - He h«d begun

choosing himself a book.

These relationships of presupposition and/or implic¬

ation also hold between sentences containing verbs in

the 'future' tense.

Q. K pfotnjcq onl "hdvAt - by Friday they will

be fighting.

d. R 'uW a.itt ~ by Friday

they will have begun to fight.
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These relations, which at present one does not want

to characterize mora strongly than 'presupposition' or

' implication' , make themselves felt much more strongly
in sentences containing nze or asoe. The sentence On uze

sanimaets-ia fizlko.: (He is alreu \y doing physics) pre¬

supposes and is definitely implied by On use ..stal

zanimat' s.ia flaikui. (He has already begun doing physics).

The negative sentence On ecoe ne uoits.ia aateaatika (He

is still not learning mathematics) presupposes and is

definitely implied oil On ence ne st..l uolt's.ia matematlka

(He has not yet begun doing mathematics). The relations

of presupposition and implication arc so strong tetveen

such examples with uze and esse that one is tempted to say

that the sentences with nze stal, and csce ne stnl are

paraphrases of the sentences with, respectively, uze

plus an imperfectivc form and escc r.e plus an imperfective

form. The temptation to say that these sentences are

paraphrases of each other is particularly strong when they

are accompanied by subordinate adverbial clauses of time.

1 -7i7 QVilli, Jir as* Vfv^i - -'hen we arr¬

ived he was already putting his things away,

rogja my orisli, use stal uklalyvat' vcsci - Then

we arrived, he had already begun putting his

things away.

2 Koeda on zvonil, :U esce ne gotovll doklud - lit. When
he phoned, I was not yet preparing the report.

Kocda on zvonil, .k ezcc ne st, 1 eotovit' i 31:1a d -

When he phoned I had not yet begun preparing

the report.



As with the other problems investigated in this

study of the Russian verb, semantic considerations are
V V V

supported by selectional restrictions. Uze and esce ne

occur both with constructions of the type stat' ♦ imper¬

fect lve infinitive and with sentences containing simply

a verb in imperfective aspect. The semantic and syntact¬

ic phenomena can be most easily handled if sentences such

as Qn gltaet and On stal citat' are derived, not from

exactly the same underlying structure, but from a struct¬

ure which in some way captures the fact that the inter¬

pretations of these sentences are very close.

The above arguments based on paraphrase relations

and selectional restrictions also hold for the following

pairs of sentences:

1 a. tela ffly prisU, on uas ulozil veSQi - When we arr¬

ived, he had already put his things away.

b. Ifogfla my prlali> on viae KqrcII uKlftdyvat' yessi -
When ve arrived he had already finished

putting his things away.

2 a. Kggfla qr aYQnil> .te n? priKOtQVil d<?Klafl -

When he phoned I had not yet prepared the

report.

b. KoKda on zvonll, .1* ?sgs nq Kwrell KQtjovlt' floklafl -

When he phoned I had not yet finished pre¬

paring the report.

In this case, the paraphrase relations hold between

sentences containing verbs in perfective aspect and con¬

structions consisting of koncit1 (finish) plus an imper¬

fective infinitive.
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The problem is to take the underlying locative

structures already proposed and adapt them in order to

obtain a structure as simple yet general as possible which

explain not only the paraphrase relations but the varying

'strength' of the relations, and which will simplify as

far as possible the statement of the selectional restrict-

which must be captured by the formalisation are those of

'going into a state' and 'coming out of a state', I wish
to suggest that, where appropriate, the underlying struct¬

ure of sentences contains at the highest level in the

tree an obligatory feature [+IngressiveJ, which may be

optionally followed by the feature £+EgressiveJ. If
only [^IngressiveJ is selected, the sentence will contain
a verb in imperfective aspect. If both £+IngressiveJ and

Although the arguments leading to the postulation

of these features involve only 'active' verbs, there is

evidence that -flngressive should be present in the

structure underlying sentences containing 'stative' and

'static' verts. Firstly, On y.naet and On snlt (tfe KflQWS

and fife is Sloping) presuppose the sentences On urnal

(He found out, i.e. got to know) and On zasnnl (He has

fallen asleep) respectively. Secondly, one finds On

U29 znaet (He already knows) and On nze uznal (He has

already found out), On uze spit (He is already sleeping)
and On uza y.asnnl (He has fallen asleep). The members

of each pair of sentences are understood in the same way

-(p. 107)
ions on and esce ne?. SinSince the essential notions

aspect .

are selected, the verb will be in perfective
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and uze co-occurs both with the past tense perfective form

of verbs expressing 'going into a state' and with the

'imperfective' form of verbs expressing 'being in a state'.

The same arguments hold for esce. One finds On esce ne

znaet (He still does not know) and On esce ne uznal (He

has still not found out), On asce ne spit (He is still not

sleeping) and On esce ne zasnul (He has still not fallen

asleep)•

The selection of both [Vlngressive] and E+EgressiveJ
7 Cf-'o<0

is possible only in active sentences . The features may

be regarded as attached to the highest LOC in the phrase

structure tree (at least for the purpose of the present

discussion)•

2.U.2.
The Underlying Structure of Verbs in Perfective Aspect

y VV /

The underlying structure of On ulozil vesci (He put

away his things) is:

S

MP Ao*

Fig. 5

The underlying structure of On ukladvval vescl (He

was putting his things away) is:

uoc
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rsjf Keb

M Mf

Fig.6

From these underlying structures it is clear how

closely connected are the notions 'being in a state' and

'going'into a state', even in such a simple sentence as

On Pisst Pis'fflO (He is writing a letter). (Further dis¬

cussion of the features £+Ingressive] and [-fcEgressiveJ
can be found in Chapter pp.2&ff) . It is equally clear

that it is possible for the scope of KEG to include

|^+Ingressive] or jjt-EgressiveJ or 'being in a state* or
all three together. These possibilities are illustrated

by the following examples:

1 On vs.lu nedellu ne delal onvtv - He did not do any

experiments all week.

2 Qna ne buflUa rebenfra potomu cto on pozdno leg spat'
She did not waken the child because he had gone

to bed late.

3 Zyonofc buflil'nifra ne razbuflil ago, taK fcrepko on

snal - The ring of the alarm clock did not waken him

so soundly was he sleeping.

In (2) ne budlla has a very definite ne stala budlt
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(did not begin waking) meaning. (1) could be interpret¬

ed either as 'not going into a state' or as 'not being in

a state'. The latter interpretation is the stronger,

perhaps because of the adverbial phrase 'all week'. In

(3), NEG applies to the whole action. The structures

underlying (1), (2) and (3) are shown in Figs. 7> 8 and

9 respectively.

wp

Fig.9
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The main problem, which passes beyond the scope of

this thesis, is devising a formalism for representing

the scope of NEG, i.e. for indicating in a tree diagram

when NEG applies to £+IngressiveJ , or to LOG or to
LOG Jji-Ingressive^j j^+EgressiveJ.

These underlying structures have the further advant¬

age of explaining why stat' (become/begin), nacat (begin),
and koncit1 (finish) are always followed by infinitives

in imperfective aspect. Since stat1 and nacat' derive

from a structure 'go into a state', and konoit' from a

structure 'come out of a state', the infinitive must
derive from the structure dominated by the LOC and there¬

fore can take only imperfective aspect.

That is, ataV, nfrSat'> KonSit* derive from under¬

lying structures containing verbs of movement Into'

(S.W.t' , aaaai1) or 'movement out of' (kQnqilf)» °n stal

pisat' (He began to write) has the underlying structure

shown in Fig.10. (It will be assumed that Predicators

which are ^Active may also be marked, say, £*Motion]
and jj+AbessiveJ or £ +Inessive^|, the two latter features
determining whether the locative construction accompany¬

ing the verb of movement in the surface structure is of

the type v dom (into the house) or iz doma (out of the

house). The predicator marked jj*Mot ionJ and ^+Inessivej® 1 ^
which is realized as stat' or na£at', co-occurs in the

deep structure not just with LOG but with LOG ♦ S. To

ensure the generation of LOG + S, it will be further
assumed that the Predicator is assigned a feature, say

[jfAbstractJ .)
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This structure can be glossed thus: 'He went into,

was in, came out of state : He go into state : He write'.

2.5
flow These Proposals Egpiajn of Maaog's ?afca

Fig.10

AcK\»e^>

It is interesting to note that the examples which

Mazon gives of negative sentences containing imperfective

past tense forms can all be easily interpreted in terras

of the above abstract structures. Under his rubrics of

(1) 'Action unique', (2) 'Action reiteree' and (3) 'Action

generalisee' Mazon puts the following sentences:

la (yZ.1al ty etu KnlKU 3eSQ<fa.1a?) Net, ne bral - (Did

you take (perf.) this book today?) No, I did not

take (imperf.) it.
lb Ja a ace ne vstaval - lit. I was not yet getting up.

2 ...podarkov...ot samoeo Gosnoda Boea ne nrinimal - I've

never taken presents, not even from God Himself.

3 »t«on va% nioegQ taKoso pro menja rasskazyyal? -
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Didn't he tell you such things about me?

(la), (lb) and (3) have 'ne stal1 (did not begin)

interpretations (2) is understood as 'I was never in the

state of accepting presents from anyone'. (Sentences

like (2) may also have a ne stal interpretation. Compare

Ne stanu 1a urinlmat' nodarki (lit. I will not begin

taking presents, i.e. I will not accept presents) and

Ja nl Kosda n<? at -1 prlnitaat' po<farK3L (lit. I have never

begun taking presents, i.e. I have never taken presents).)
Mazon divides sentences containing NEG and a verb

in perfective aspect into two main types: (1) Those which

express 'la non-realisation de l'acte unique...envisagee

au point de vue de son resultat', e.g. On emu ne nanisal

(He did not write to him); (2) 'la non-realisation de

l'acte qui a ete ou eut pu etre reiteree est envisagee

au point de vue du resultat global qui s'en degaga', e.g.
On mne ni odnogo pis'ma ne nauisal (He did not write me a

single letter). In other words, in both (1) and (2) NEG

applies to the action as a whole, and the basic structure

needed to support this interpretation is provided by LOG

able as general comments on the general meaning of sent¬

ences containing negated past tense forms of verbs, but
fail as basic explanations on two counts : (1) by inter¬

preting negated perfective forms in terras of result they

fail to account for such sentences as Ja ne poslal emu

paket (I did not 3end him the parcel), to which the notion

of result does not seem very appropriate; (2) The criter¬

ia used in the explanation of negated past tense perfect-

• Mazon's rubrics are accept-
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ive forms are not the same as those used In the earlier

explanation of past tense perfective forms. Thus, vith

respect to the latter Mazon talks about 'achievement',

and 'resultat'", vith respect to the former he mentions

only 'resultat', In the earlier explanation he talks

about 'action reiteree ramenee a l'unite', whereas with

reference to the negated forms he uses the notion of

'global result'• The criteria 'nettete de contour' and

'absence de duree', which are important for past tense

forms, do not appear at all in the discussion of negated

forms. The explanation in terms of abstract underlying

structures relates positive and negative verb forms in

the sense that it provides a basic structure to the var¬

ious parts of which NEG can be applied. In Mazon's ex¬

planation positive and negative verb forms seem almost to

be two completely different and unrelated phenomena.

Mazon1s account of perfective and imperfective past

tense forms is also open to the objection that it is

superficial, in that it concentrates on the uses of the

basic structure without ever saying what that structure

is. This leads him to include in his criteria elements

of meaning which are contextual, for instance his 'pres¬
ent de tentative ou d'effort'. But there i3 a big diff-

4

erence between being in the process of doing something

and being in the process of trying to do something. If

the present tense imperfeetive form otnimaet (getting
rid of, cf. p"2>6 ) can be interpreted as a praesens de

conatu, this interpretation is surely occasioned by the

context rather than inherent in the meaning of present
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tense imperfective forms. Some of the criteria which

Mazon employs are not testable. One wonders, for instance

whether it is possible to oppose an 'action unique simple'

to an 'action unique complexe' (cf. p 36 ) without using

some sort of physiological measurements, and even if such

measurements were readily available where would one draw

the line between complex and simple actions? One example

of an 'action unique simple', 'Cto tv delaes' tut?'

(What are you doing here?) could be either simple or com¬

plex depending on the context. Sizu (I am sitting) in

another of Mazon's examples may refer to something simple

tut it certainly does not refer to an action. One final

criticism may be made. Mazon says that past tense per¬

fective forms may refer to an action 'conditionnant une

autre action'. If by 'conditionnant' Mazon means 'causing

'conditioning' or 'necessarily preceding' then he is trad¬

ing in notions which have occasioned, and still do occas¬

ion, much controversy among philosophers and which should

therefore be avoided by linguists. If, however, Mazon is

simply saying that each of a series of actions is usually

expressed by means of perfective forms, then one has no

quarrel with him, except to wonder why he could not have

said what he meant to say.

Although one can criticize Mazon's criteria, his

incidental comments and the many examples he provides are

an excellent means of testing the adequacy of any theory

of aspect. The explanation in terms of underlying locat¬

ives explains why, as Mazon puts it, imperfective forms

can express the development, repetition or duration of an
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action but not completion (which is not the same as saying

that iraperfective forms express non-completion) and why

perfective forms can express completion of an action but

not development or duration (which is not to say that the

actions expressed by perfective forms have no duration).

Although the interpretation of completion in terms of

locatives may perhaps be new in Russian studies, the idea

that perfective aspect has to do with completed actions
V

is not new. A Czech philologist, Cerny, who worked in

Russia in the latter half of the nineteenth century, de¬

fined perfective aspect as expressing an action 'gathered

together, enclosed, in its totality, summarily, in con¬

tracted form'• A Russian scholar, Rasmusen, stated that
a verb in perfective aspect expressed an action'...viewed

as a single whole (the beginning, middle and end all to¬

gether)'. These definitions might well have been formul¬

ated with respect to the structures proposed above.

2.5.1
£qbw P'ggferKs Qh fltrterrofiaUves*

This discussion of aspect in past and present tense

forms in declarative sentences can be suitably concluded

by mentioning some points which arose during the writer's

own work with informants and by indicating how these points

can be explained within the framework of the preceding

proposals. These points concern the use of aspect in in¬

terrogative sentences.

When presented with the sentences Tv sdaval kartv?
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(imperfective aspect) and Tv sdal kart'/V (perfective

aspect) , toth of which can be translated as bid /on -leal

the cards?T informants stated that the imperfective forms

■would be used in one situation, the perfective forms in

another, e.g.l- ariavol karty (dva kraea tornu riav.ad)?

(Did you deal the cards (two rounds back)?), and Tv sdal

(?g?3?pu \i tobja dy<? forty v ruke/Va duaial,
cto tv esce na gotov) - Did von deal/have you dealt the

caydg? (y;fry tfors still tvp sards in vsur hand/?.

thought you vera'nt ready). The first question, contain¬

ing the imperfective form, is asking Was it vou who dealt

iM-aLuLia?, i.e. ha?: it you vhr> tja in atate of dueling

the curds? This explains why imperfective aspect is

used, since imperfective forms derive from a structure

'being in a state'. The second question, containing the

perfective form, is asking whether the action is complet¬

ed and can be paraphrased as Vv koncill sdavat' karty?

(Have you finished dealing the cards?), which extracts,

as it vere, the essential element ffoEgressiveJ from the
structure, LOC £+IngressiveJ j^Egressive^, which under¬
lies perfective verbs. The nature of the question to¬

gether with the postulated source of perfective forms

explains the use of perfective aspect and makes it ob¬

vious why the question occurs in some situations but not

others. It would be senseless to ask Did vou finish

dealing the cards two rounds back? because no play could

have taken place if the dealing of cards had not been

concluded in accordance with the rules. Tv sdal kartv?

can refer either to the immediate past, Have vou dealt
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tfoe cards?» ot to a more remote past, Did vou deal the
cards There is no need to set up the features

jjtlmraediateJ to be assigned to Past Tense, as it is the
context which determines whether or not the immediate

or non-immediate past is being referred to. The essent¬

ial notion is 'completion'.

Informants felt in some cases that the perfective

form was more 'definite' than the imperfective form.

For instance, when asked about the use of the sentences

Vv delali peresadku? (imperfective aspect) and ly.

sdeluli peresadku? (perfective aspect) both of which can

be translated into Unglish as Did vou change trains?,

informants answered that the first sentence might be

used in a question such as 7y peresadfru, kQgfla

vy exali siuda? (Did you change trains on your way

here?). This question is asking, 'Was there a change

of train?1» v-fsre yyu at wiy Uae guying the .iaurngy

ln a Sttttg qf CfcttftKiftK trains? The second sentence, con¬

taining the perfective form, might be used in a question

vy S^ihll Pvi'SSWdKu? (Have you already changed

trains?), with the implication that if this has been done

the speaker and hearer can get on with something else.

As with the sentences in the preceding paragraph, there

is no need to postulate extra features, in this case

ytLDef inlte^] which are assigned to psresadku and which
determine the aspect of the verb. Perfective forms refer

to an action as a whole. The scope of Q (the underlying

element which indicates that the sentence is interro¬

gative) may include just ^EgresslveJ, thus producing
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7v sdelali neresadkn (Have you finished/did you finish

changing trains?). It may include LOC, £+IngressiveJ,
£+EgressiveJ, thus producing W sdalali neresadku?.
which is understood as Did you change trains? Finally,

the scope of Q may include just LOC, thus producing ly
delali oeresadku? which is understood as Vers 79VI In

a state of changing trains?1 The varying scopes of Q

and the basic structure to which it is applied are

sufficient to account for the native speaker's intuit¬

ion that Vv delali neresadku? is less definite than ly

sdelali oeresadku? (Mazon makes much the same point when
V

he explains that the sentence Cevo mestl? Ja mel

sevodnpa (Why sweep? I did tne sweeping today) denotes

an action 1degagee de circonstances qui prlcisent et

limitent etroitement som accomplissement'.)

Finally, the locative proposals help to ex¬

plain why verbs in imperfective aspect occur more fre¬

quently than verbs in perfective aspect in interrogative

sentences containing kto (who). The sentence Kto sdelal

rabotn? (perfective aspect) - Who did the work? - derives

from a deep structure containing LOC, [_+Ingressive3,
♦Lgressive and is interpreted as Who finished the work?

or as Who undertook the work and carried it through to

completion? Kto delal rabotn? (imperfective aspect) is

understood as who was in a state of doing the work?, i.e.

Who was engaged on the work? When the question is asked

'Who did such and such', the speaker is usually inter¬
ested in who was engaged on the work rather than in who

finished off the work. This seems to be the reason for
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the appropriateness of Kto olsal 'Voluu i hir'? (imper¬
fect ive aspect) as opposed to fitfl ttapiSfrl 1 VQ.jfltt 1 Mir'?

(perfective aspect) - Vno wrote 'War and Peace'? Uote

also the appropriateness of Tolstoi olsal ' Poinn i Mir'
/ *
(imperfective aspect; as opposed to Tolsto i nanlsal
' v93j-HVl j. ''4r' (perfective aspect) - Twi'st?.! Vr<?t3

q(p.|oq)'Par and Peace'y. A questioner would not wish to ask

}lho finished vrluhk '-ar ahd pedes' but v^uq In a

stato of (annuel upon) writina 'har and Peace'?f and
the person replying would not wish to say 'Tol'stoj

n.-iish^d .,iiK '*ar ahd x..'
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Footnotes

1. It may be objected that nouns also occur in these

environments, since one finds phrases such as Ego
dovol'stvo rezul1tatami (His contentment with the

results), oslbka do neznanllu (a mistake caused by

ignorance), rasaKaa 0 sraaenJLi (the tale about the

battle). The crucial feature of these phrases is

that in a generative grammar they appear to be

derived from underlying sentences, e.g. on dovolen
razul'tatami (He is content with the results). In

other words, nouns such as dovol'stvoT osibka do
not appear at the deepest level of deep structure.

2. It must be emphasized that not all superficial

adjectives derive only from a deep structure cate¬

gory Predicator. Russian grammars draw a distinct-

ion between 'qualitative' (kacestvennye) and 're¬

lational' (otnositel'nye) adjectives. 'Qualitative'

adjectives are said to denote directly character¬

istics, properties and qualities of objects which

are perceived directly by us, and 'relational' ad¬

jectives denote properties of an object not directly

but through its relation to some other object,

phenomenon or action. These definitions are clumsy

and inadequate (cf. the summary of Strawson's views)

but what the Academy Grammar is trying to say is

clear from the examples. 'Qualitative' adjectives

include hoi, ihlsk., frag rant, sweet; M, iilufis

-hnigJxt; long, short, narrow? deafT healthy, young;

croud, generous, sunning; important, harmful,nsflTal.
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'Relational' adjectives include gas, as in gas cooker,

jjjiaaa, as in chess ^o<?13.en> as in waoHaa

suit, SChQQlp as in gghQQl fruildlhg. (In Russian
the words corresponding to eas, chess and school are

adjectives.) The difference between the two types

of adjective can be expressed more precisely in

transformational terms. 'Qualitative' adjectives

are the realisation of the category Predicator,

whereas 'relational' adjectives are the realisation
V

of more complex structures. Serstianoi kostium

(woollen suit) derives from the structure which

underlies tot.iUffl Sdelahnyj iz 89 rati (a suit made

of wool); fcorotiatyj rrozfana (bearded man) derives

from fflUZQina, u hotorPEP feorods (lit. man at whom

beard)•

3. If one took the view that infinitives are verb forms,

one could also argue that both verbs and adjectives

in Russian occur after stat' (the perfective form of

become) and after budu, budet, etc. (i.e. the future

forms of M) •

Xhflnitjye form? qf verbs-

lYfln St4l rab<?tat' - Ivan began to work.

Petr fcmtet PiSftt' Pis'tag - Peter will write

a letter.

Adis?Uves

■Watl StHi frQEatYffl - Ivan became rich.

Petr budet ostoroy.nvm - Peter will be careful.

In Chapter Six of this thesis, however, the case will
be presented for regarding infinitives as derived from
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underlying verbs by nominalisation. This is not to

say that infinitives are nouns in the same way in

which house and brick are nouns, but only that in¬

finitives are noun-like in certain respects and that

it is more fruitful to take the noun-like properties

as primary (see footnote 2 of Chapter Six for a more

detailed discussion). The verb-like properties of

infinitives, e.g. that they occur with adverbs, can

be explained if infinitives are derived from under¬

lying verbs. Thus, On frystrq Cittat* (He
likes to read quickly) derives from two underlying

sentences which, if they were to reach the surface

structure separately, would be; On Hub it (He

likes); Qp Sltast by St 1*9 (He reads quickly). In

the underlying structure the adverb bvstro (what¬

ever its source) occurs with a verb, and when the

verb is nominalized the adverb is, so to speak,

carried along with it.

Under this proposal, since superficial infinitives

are regarded as nominal rather than verbal, the

argument concerning the occurrence of verbs and

adjectives after stat1 and budu, etc. no longer

holds.

U. One does find such sentences as

Qn vseflga poavtal atot za neskQl'kQ mimrt

He always sent a reply in a matter of minutes.

Hv vsegda resali nroblemv za dve minutv

We always solved the problems in two minutes.

In these sentences the adverb vsegda (always) modifies
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the whole phrases ppsYlal QtV9t za nggtol' Ko/rclnut
v

(sent a reply in a matter of minutes) and resali

nroblernv zadve minutv (solved the problems in two

minutes). In other words, the events which were

habitual were the sending of a reply in a matter

of minutes and the solving of the problems In t¥0

minutes, not just the sending of a reply or the

solving of the problems. This explains why the

verbs in these sentences are imperfective although

they co-occur with - phrases.

I am not suggesting that esce (still) and uze (al¬

ready) are in any way equivalent in meaning. I

am simply pointing out a certain similarity between

sentences containing esce * us (not) + verb in im¬

perfective aspect and sentences containing uze ♦

verb in imperfective aspect and sentences containing

uze 4* verb in imperfective aspect, namely that both

types of sentence are very closely connected with

(perhaps to the extent of being paraphrased by)

sentences containing a past tense or a future tense

form of stat' or nacat'•

On this proposal every superficial sentence of Russian

which contains a verb in imperfective aspect or a form

of bvt' (be) plus an adjective will derive from an

underlying structure containing a locative case node

with the feature [_+Ingressive]. This proposed struct¬
ure must be considered very tentative, since there is

at least one strong objection to it, based on the fact

that sentences such as God exists or Bill is intelligent
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do not presuppose the sentences God began to exist

and pill frsgan tP fre Intelligent* To put it another

way, the questions When did Ggd begin %Q exist? and

-hen 314 Pill begin XQ be intelligent? are inapprop¬

riate.

To say that these questions are inappropriate, how¬

ever, is not to say that these questions can never

be asked. Indeed, the first of these, When did God
begin to exist?, is very often asked in all serious¬

ness. There seems to be nothing inherent in the deep

structure of Russian or English, at least, which

prevents the formation of such interrogative sentences.

Rather, given that a child has learned to use the

predicators exist, write, .intelligent and Mil, that

child learns by experience that it is normally app¬

ropriate to ask the questions When did John start

writing his essay?, When tiifl Pill take up writing?,

when did become Mid?, but inappropriate to

ask V.'hen <3 ifl GQ<i feegin to exist? or When did Harrv

become intelligent?

The proposed structure is supported by two further

pieces of evidence from Russian (1) In certain con¬

structions (cf. Chapter Six) imperfective infinit¬

ives are understood as 'begin doing something*.

(2) Imperfective imperative forms are often under¬

stood as 'Begin doing something', 'Get on with doing

something'. The way in which Russians understand

these imperfective forms can be explained if the forms

derive from underlying structures containing the
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sentences like On uza ne snit (He already not sleeps)

are only apparent counter examples to this assertion.

There is no perfective form of spat* which would

derive from a structure 'He went into, was in and

came out of a state : He sleep'. On uze ne spit

probably derives rather from a structure 'He is al¬

ready in a state : He not sleep'. The adverb

'probably' in the preceding sentence is necessary

because several problems have still to be investig¬

ated. These include the generation of negative

sentences and the relation between sentences such as

Qfl aag HS suit and op U2S prosrwlgja (He has already

woken up)•

The use of features such as [j-AbessiveJ, jj-InessiveJ
begs a rather important question : is it more advant¬

ageous to add such features to active Predicators and

realize LOC in various ways depending on which features

have been assigned to the Predicator, or should the

deep structure contain such cases as ABESSIVE and

INESSIVE? This question cannot be answered on the

basis of this tiny fragment of Russian grammar but

the attaching of features to the Predicator accords

with the general form of grammar hinted at in Chapter

One.

The sentence with the perfective verb is inappropriate

only if it is meant as a statement about who carried

out the writing of 'War and Peace'. It is perfectly

appropriate in such sentences as : Tol'stoj naplsal

'Vojnul Mir' pered tem, kak pisat* 'Annu Kareninu'

(Tolstoy wrote 'War and Peace' before writing 'Anna

Karenina').
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COPTER THREE

staUye v^rfes qm.$ more,

3.1
Although possible solutions to some problems of as¬

pect have been advanced, there still remains the task of

determining exactly when the category Predicator appears

superficially as an adjective or as a verb.(cf. the open¬

ing sentences of 2.3) In the discussion that follows an

attempt will be made to make clear the features which a

generative grammar of Russian must take into account, and
it is possible that the discussion will have some bearing

on the verb-adjective problem in general.

A suitable starting point is provided by some of the

data which Lakoff uses in support of his hypothesis that

verbs and adjectives are categorially identical in the

deep structure of English. One of his arguments is that

many pairs of sentences are understood in the same way,

although one contains a verb, the other an adjective.

Two of the examples he cites are please - be pleasing to,

fear - be fearful. In Russian there is only one express¬

ion, a verb nravit1s1aT corresponding to the first pair

of English expressions. In the opening chapter of this

study, it was argued that the sentences Ja liubliu dom

(I like the house) and Dom mne nravitsla (The house

pleases me) both derive from the structure which direct¬

ly underlies the second sentence. This structure consists

of a stative verb, an animate noun in the dative case and

an inanimate noun in the nominative case. It was further

argued that the essential characteristic of stative verbs
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was that the animate noun be in the dative ease and that

the verb be accompanied by only two cases, dative and

nominative. It was suggested (a) that the animate noun

appears superficially in the nominative case only when

it is selected as the topic of the sentence, and (b)
that verbs like nrav it' s i a and Hub it' , although mor¬

phologically similar to verbs in iraperfeetive aspect,

stand outside the aspect system of Russian. A similar

pair of sentences are On znaet eto (He knows that) and

Eto emu lzvestno (That to him is known), the sentence

with the animate noun in the nominative case containing

a verb and the sentence with the animate noun in the dat¬

ive case containing an adjective. The structure under¬

lying these sentences was assumed in Chapter One to con¬

sist of the following categories and features:

Case

Fig.11

In the light of the discussion in Chapter Two, V
in the above diagram will be replaced by PRED.

For the sake of convenience, the diagrams in this

section will not show the superordinate NP + LOC £+IngressiveJ
£_+Egressive ^ string but only the structure dominated by
LOC (but cf.3.I.3). After V is replaced by PRED, the

structure in Fig.11 will be:
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Cb^se N Co-Se^ N

Fig.12

Whether PRED in stative sentences is realized as a

verb or as an adjective depends in some cases on whether

the animate noun is made the topic of the sentence or not.

In other instances PRED turns up as a verb whether the

animate noun is topicalized or not, e.g. Hubllt,' and
nravit1s1a. In the latter case the verb agrees in person

and number with the topic of the sentence.

A SffecVU type Q.f gtattve gopsljrqctlpn

3.1.1.

The investigation of stative verbs is very relevant

to the second pair of examples from Lakoff. I fear in

Russian is Ja bolus'T bpjps' being a reflexive verb. The

reasons for the reflexive form of the verb will be invest¬

igated briefly in Chapter Five and is of no importance at

present. I am fearful, however, is mne bojazno (lit. to
me fearful). Superficially, this sentence is identical

in form with sentences of the type eto mne izvestno,

except that there is no inanimate noun in the nominative

case. Sentences of this type are quite common, e.g.
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A Mng stv1.no - lit.

5,WU iQSft&U" lit.

i?n pblln? - nt.

SN?STifl - lit.

IiW-&uhia - lit.

To rae shameful.

To him annoyed.

To her sorry.

To them offensive.

To us funny.

To you boring.

Common to all these examples is an animate noun in

the dative ease and a predicate expressing a psychological

state. Theso six examples are identical in form with the

following (a) sentences:

B la. Mne xolodno - lit. b. V, fc9naat9 XPlO'fa? - lit.

To me cold. In the room cold.

2a. Sau dusno - lit. b. V "biblioteke dusno -

To him stuffy. In the library stuffy.

3a. Nam nanrllatno - b. V &QTQ<)Q neprUatflfl "

To us unpleasant. In the town unpleasant.

All six examples contain predicates expressing physical

states. The first sentence in each of the pairs (1), (2)
and (3) contains an animate noun in the dative case, but

the second sentence in each pair contains a locative con¬

struction denoting 'place where'. The locative construction

consists of a preposition % (in) followed by an Inanimate

noun in the prepositional case. Predicates such as dusnoT

neuriiatno and xolodno thus co-occur both with animate

nouns in the dative case and with inanimate nouns in the

prepositional case preceded by This parallelism be¬

tween the locative constructions and the animate nouns in

the dative case extends to sentences with prepositional
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phrases expressing cause.

C la. :ine xolodno ot aoroza - lit. To me cold from

the frost.

b. V komnata xolodno ot vetr^ - lit. In the room

cold from the wind.

2a. Ncm neprl.latno ot dozdla - lit. To us unpleasant

from the rain,

b. V eorode neprliatno ot zarv - lit. In the town

unpleasant from the heat.

The selectional restrictions which apply to the

stative sentences examined in Chapter One also apply to

the above examples, both to the sentences with locative

constructions and to the sentences with animate nouns in

the dative case. Neither type of sentence can contain an

adverb of manner expressing speed (bvstro- quickly),
adverbs of manner such as IgvKft (skilfully), nebrezno

(carelessly), or with instrumental adverbs such as nozom

(with a knife)•

D a*Mne bvstro xolodno - lit. To me quickly cold.

*Y kpatriate fcvstro xolodno - lit. In the room

quickly cold,

b * Emu energieno dnsnn - lit. To him energetically

stuffy.

biblloteke energicno duano - lit. In the lib¬

rary energetically

stuffy.

c *Nam lovko nenrliatno - lit. To us skilfully

unpleasant.

-r g or ode lovko nepri.iatno - lit. In the town

skilfully unpleasant.
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a |j tenlo pLjmenem - lit. To her varm by the flame.
^ v

Y ffJu-TOSLStm - lit. In the ear

warm by the flame.

On the other hand, both types of sentence can contain

durative and habitual time adverts.

E Emu veg' den* bvlo xolodno - lit. To him all day

was cold.

y..%frQle YQS' byl^aladjia - Ht. In the school

all day was cold.
V

Kara casto nenrilatno - lit. To us often unpleasant.

y - lit. In the town often

unpleasant.

A-Jt?9gW9

3.1.2
If the animate nouns in the dative case and the loc¬

ative constructions are derived from different underlying

structures, not only will the same set of selectional

restrictions have to be stated twice but the parallelism

noted in the examples in B will remain unexplained. In

order, then, to cover as many facts as possible, as econ¬

omically as possible, one is forced to consider postulat¬

ing a single deep structure from which both animate nouns

in the dative case and locative constructions are derived.

The most plausible underlying structure is some kind of

locative. The suggestion that in the preceding examples

the animate nouns in the dative case derive from an under¬

lying locative is not motivated only by selectional restrict¬

ions. Consider, for instance, the pair of sentences J2
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men.la don (lit. At ne house, i.e. I have a house) H reki

stoit dom (At the river stands a house). The possessive

construction, consisting of the preposition ii (at/by)
folloved by a noun in the genitive case, is identical in

form with the locative construction, vhich also consists

of a folloved by a noun in the genitive case. The only

difference is that the noun following the preposition is

animate in the first sentence but inanimate in the second.

One of the pairs of sentences discussed in Chapter

One was Or. vladeet domom (He owns a house) and Emu

prinadleeit dom (To him belongs a house) or u ner.o dom

(At hin house). The possessive - locative construction

u neeo and the noun in the dative case, pmu, both denote

the possessor of the house. What is also noteworthy is

that the vert prlnadlezit (belongs) is derived from the

verb lezit, which means lies, i.e. which is a verb vith a

locative meaning. This fact, although perhaps not crucial

to a grammar of Russian, is one which a complete grammar

will eventually have to explain.

Further support from the locative hypothesis is pro¬

vided by sentences On ponimaet teoriju (He understands the

theory) and Teorl^a emu noniatna (The theory to him under¬

standable) . These may be paraphrased by rJ neeo ponimanie

teorii (At him understanding of the theory). The case for

deriving all three structures from the same underlying

structure seems valid on three grounds: (1) all three

sentences are understood in the same way; (2) all three
sentences share the selectional restrictions vhich apply

to stative sentences; (3) it has already been argued
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that the first tvo sentences derive from the structure

directly underlying Teorija emu ponjatna. The problem

of eliminating in this underlying structure the super¬

ficial difference of genitive as opposed to dative case

seems best solved by deriving both from a locative.

This vould explain the identity in form between super¬

ficial locatives such as u rekl and phrases expressing

possession, b'ith respect to the three sentences quoted

at the beginning of the paragraph, it does not seem rash

to suppose that the animate noun in the underlying loc¬

ative is realized as a noun in the dative case if PBFD

is not subject to any transformations (except of course

the transformational rules which substitute lexical items

and handle concord) but is realized as a noun in the gen-

2
itive case preceded by & if PRED is norainalised.

(It might be objected that these proposals involve

locatives, although it was argued in Chapter One that

adverbs of place (i.e. locative phrases) do not occur in

stative sentences and that sentences such as Mne bvlo xol-

odne v biblioteke (To me was cold in the library) are to

be interpreted as Mpp, fry jo xQlpdno, JkQPfla ,1a fcyl V bUUo-

teke (To me was cold when I was in the library). It may

be suggested that in the deep structure an S may dominate

no more than one locative. Since the animate noun in

stative sentences is derived from a locative, this explains

why stative sentences like Ja znal eto v biblioteke ( I

knew that in the library) are unacceptable.)

At first glance one might conclude that the basic

structure underlying stative sentences like Teorlia emu
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ponjatna,

UoCL

Pig.13

l£> U fCKl Stcit dprfl i;

PR.C^

with LOC being developed as an animate or inanimate noun

and PRRD as an adjective or verb and a noun or as an ad¬

jective or verb alone. In addition to the stative sent¬

ences cited in Chapter One, a number of other sentences

derive from the structure shown in Pig. 8, in particular

sentences expressing physical or psychological states,

e.g. Emu tosnof durno, nrotlvno, bol'no (lit. To him

queasy, unwell, disgusting, painful); Mne ofciduo, sroesno,

sKncno, gjydnp, nenrliat.no, ngjpvkg,

gmatno, bojazno, sovestno (lit. To rae offensive, funny,

boring, shameful, annoying, regretful, unpleasant, awk¬

ward, sad, fearful, ashamed). Since such superficial

sentence patterns are very common in Russian, one might

expect all expressions denoting psychological states to be

cast in this form. In fact, one's expectations would not

be met, as there are a number of expressions, e.g. ja

scantliv (I am happy), la rad (I am glad), la otcaian

(I am desperate), which never occur in the form *~mne
SCastiUVQ (to me happy), radP (to me glad),*mas

otoajanno (to me desperate). There are, however, several

reasons for deriving superficial sentences like ja rad

from the same type of structure as that which underlies

mne grust no (to rae sad), i.e. from a structure which can

be glossed as mne rado : (1) sentences of the type mne
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grustno and ja rad are both understood as saying some¬

thing about the psychological state of the speaker; (2)
sentences of the type .mne grustno and of the type ja rad

share the selectional restrictions which apply to stat-

ive sentences; (3) a sentence like mne gore (lit. to me

grief) is obviously related to the sentence mne gorestno

(to me grief-ful) and can be derived from the underlying

structure LOC ♦ PRED by means of a nominalizing trans¬

formation which operates on PRED. The parallel sentences,
vv

however, Yam budet seastie (lit. To you will be happiness)

and Emu budet radost' (lit. To him will be joy) are ob¬

viously related in meaning biit not in form to the sentences

Vy ssa?uivy (You will be happy) and Qp rad

(He will be glad). But the close relationship between these

sentences could be shown clearly in a generative grammar,

and mne gore could be very easily derived if the structure

underlying .ia rad were in fact LOC ♦ PRED, i.e. mne rado.

Superordinats froraUves aad staUye Const ryctiws

3.1.3.
Further consideration of the relations which hold

between the above sentences and other sentences in
sKowS

Russian^that the structure shown in Fig.13 is too poor.
(1) The structure does not make it possible to explain

the relationship between Emu grustno and On v grustnom

sostolanll (He is in a sad state). LOC in the diagram

is developed as a noun in the nominative case if the

noun is the topic of the sentence, otherwise as a noun

in the dative case. There is no obvious way, however,
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of explaining hov PRED becomes a locative; (2) The

propose! stricture does not explain vhy emu grustno an!

Qfl Y grpnttm S13.tojqjlll share the same selectional

restrictions with respect to adverbs nor vhy durative and

habitual time adverbs can occur in these sentences and in

sentences containing verbs in imperfective aspect. The

structure, moreover, does not explain why neither the

above examples nor sentences containing verbs in iraoar-
v .

fective aspect can contain adverbs like za cas (within an

hour), which can co-occur with verbs in perfective aspect.

A structure which does meet these demands is the

one shown in FigJk which may be glossed as, e.g. 'He is

in a state: '"o him is sad' or 'The town is in a state:

In it is cold' or 'The river is in a state: At it is a

house'. The first string in the phrase structure tree is

NOM - AUX - LOG. LOC is expanded as LOG - S^} and is
expanded into LOG - AIJX - PRED. For the sake of the

discussion, It will be assumed that the LOC-^ dominated by
S]_ is expanded, as in Fillmore (196ft) suggests, into K + N,
K being the case element which is realized in English as

a preposition, in Russian either as a case ending or as a

preposition and a case ending. It will be further assumed

that K is assigned the features ji-PROxJ (for n^oxlmate) or

j€NT~J(for internal). If fl isjfanimatej, ji-PROxJ is realised
by the superficial dative case or by n and the superficial

genitive case, and by 21 and the superficial genitive case

if the noun is Inanimate. jHNT] is realized by v and the
superficial prepositional case.
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If this structure vere realized directly, it would

be Qn V SOStoJanlisEnm grustno (He is in a state: To him

is sad). Grustno is shown in Fig.m as grust- because

this is the root to which verb or adjective endings are

added. Since {+*INtJ is realized both as a preposition and
as a case ending, it may be assumed that a copying trans¬

formation adds the feature j+INTj to N and that this feat¬
ure is realized as whatever ending is appropriate to the

gender and number and declension of the lexical item

substituted for N. The string DAT + ££, which is the

realisation of the string k ♦ N dominated by LQC in Sp
is transformed into emu. The presence of 011 in the lowest

string is misleading, since K would not be realized dir¬

ectly as .on but would be assigned various features such

as j+-Third Personj , £-SingularJ , ^-Masculine], and emu is
the realisation of these features and the case element

and N together, and not the realisation of £fl plus dative

case.
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Fig.15 shows a structure which, if it were realized

directly, would take the form GqcqA y SQStgjanli* V

eorode zarko (The town is in a state : In the town is

warm).

The phrase structure tree of emu grustno will serve

to illustrate how these structures meet the criticisms

made of the structure shown in Fig.13. From the struct¬

ure in Fig.uk it is possible to derive pn Y KfUStnQffl

sostoianii (He is in a sad state), On KFttSUt (he is sad -

grustit is a verb) and Emu grustno (To him sad).

There is an optional transformation which deletes the

topmost S and the structure dominated by it. If this

transformation auplies, all that remains is and the

structure it dominates, thus

s,
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If the animate noun is made topic of the sentence

PRED is marked verb and the whole structure is realized

as On grustit (If the animate noun is not made topic of

the sentence, PRED is assigned the feature Adjective
and the structure is realized as Emu grustno.

If the optional deletion transformation does not

operate, LOG and AUX dominated by are deleted and

PRED is shifted into the structure dominated by S, to

produce the sentence On v grustnom soatoianii. After

PRED has been shifted, an optional transformation may

apply to delete LOC, which would otherwise be realized

as sostolanli, and a nominalizing transformation applies

to PRED to produce On v grusti (lit. He in sadness).

Whether this nominalisation can take place depends on

the lexical item substituted for PRED. One finds On v

■iarosU (He in fury) but not Qn V froli (He in pain).

A sentence like Emu budet radost' (To him will be

joy) is derived as follows. The first optional deletion

transformation applies to delete S and the structure it

dominates, leaving and the structure dominated by it.

The nominalising transformation operates on PRED, in this

case rad-, to produce a noun, radost'.
That durative and habitual time adverbs can co-

occur with these constructions and with verbs in imper¬

fect ive aspect is explained by the fact that both the

former and the latter derive from a structure 'be in a

state' .

Two points must now be emphasised s (1) the present

discussion is concerned only with a fragment of Russian
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grammar, which means that the proposed underlying struct¬

ures may need much revision when other areas of Russian

grammar are investigated; (2) the structures are not

fully detailed nor are the transformations completely

specified. I have attempted only to anticipate the types

of structure which will be needed for an adequate explan¬

ation of the data and to give a general account of the

transformational operations which will have to be carried

out in order to get from the underlying base structure

to the various superficial structures.

RffaiizaUpn Qf predict srs as yer^s pr a^.iecUyas

3.2
Within the class of stative sentences the realis¬

ation of FRED as a verb or adjective is obviously not

linked with the distinction between 'actions' and 'states',
since all the examples cited above refer to states. It

has been noted that in some cases PRED is marked +Verb

if the animate noun is made topic of the sentence, but

not all lexical items which may be substituted for PRED

permit the changes associated with topicalisation. For

instance, the structure underlying v gorode zarko (in the

town hot) can never be realized as*~gorod zarkil (the

town is hot), and there is no sentence*On bolit (lit.
He hurts) which is understood in the same way as emu

bol'no (to him painful). Lexical items which do allow

the changes associated with topicalisation to take place

are QfejflnQ (On gfrlzaets.la - He is taking offence), sKlilgno
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(Qn skucaeij - He is bored), stvdno (on at vd its .la - he is

ashamed), flQgatino (Qn dosadhet m - He is annoyed at),

2sLlka (On zaleet - He is sorry for/regret s) , grustno

(Qn ^rust it - He is sad), bolazno (Qn boitsJa - He fears),
and of course the various items cited in the chapter on

stative verbs.

It should be noted that these lexical items do not

prevent any noun in the sentence being selected as topic

but simply prevent the topicalisation from being marked in

a certain way, i.e. by assigning the animate noun nomin¬

ative case in the surface structure and by realizing PRED

as a verb which agrees with the animate noun in person/

gender and number. Topicalisation may be marked by word

order or emphatic stress.

In other cases PRED is realised as a verb whether the

animate noun is made topic or not. For instance, On dumaet,

cto (He thinks that) and Emu dnmaets.la, cto (To him thinks

that), Qn Yfirit» OtQ (He believes that) and Emu verlts.la,

qXSL (To him believes that ), Qn Vladeet dQfflgffl (He owns a

house) and Emu prinafllezlt dPffl (To him belongs a house).

In the case of some lexical items, whether PRED is

realized as a verb or as an adjective makes no difference

to the superficial form of other items in the sentence.

For example, in both the sentences ftfflU aalKQ POterjannogQ

vremeni (lit. To him regretful of the lost time) and Qn

zaleet noteriannogo vremeni (He regrets the lost time)

the expression referring to the cause of the regret con¬

sists of a noun in the genitive case Gf. also Emu stvdno

druag.1 (To him shameful of friends) and Qn stvflltsja druzg.1
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(He is ashamed of his friends).

£tatig Predicates

3.2.1
In studies of English it has been stressed that it is

not possible to account for the difference betveen verbs

are verbs which are stative (as in Russian) and adjectives

which are active. The preceding discussion has provided

a solution to the problem of stative verbs in Russian by

shoving that the sentences in which they occur have a

basic underlying structure which differs from the struct-

ure underlying such sentences as On cltaet (He is reading)

or On strolt dom (He is building a house). The different

behaviour of stative and static adjectives in English is

illustrated by the sentences He is tallT He is being tall?

He i? naughty, He is beto naughty, only active adject¬

ives can co-occur with the progressive form of 'to be'.

Although Russian has no active adjectives, there are

certain problems connected with the distinction between

stative and non-stative sentences which may throw some light

on active adjectives in English. Non-stative sentences in

Russian may be divided into various types of sentence ,

for example jfol'glK spit (The boy is sleeping), PeygcKa
sidit na stole (The little girl is sitting on the table),
Mai'elk ozornoj (The boy is naughty), Knlga tolstala (The
book is thick), Qevocka upala (The little girl fell),

and adjectives simply by means of features and

The reason for this is that in English there
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tyQlQt 'ml (The hummer fell), Mai* elk niset pis'mo (The

boy is writing a letter), Devocka begaet (The little girl

is running about). In the first chapter the term 'static'

was introduced for the verb in such sentences as Jevocka

sidit na stole and also for verbs such as stoit (stands),
lezit (lies). Such verbs co-occur with durative and habit¬

ual time adverbs, e.g. On casto sidel v sadu (He often sat

in the garden), Ja dolan stoial na nelu (I stood for a

long time on the corner); with adverbs of place, e.g.

'Av sidell u kamlna (Vie sat at the fireplace); with adverbs

of manner such as lo.vkQ (skilfully), e.g. On lovko stoial

na zabore (He stood skilfully on the fence), but not with

manner adverbs such as bvstro (quickly) energicno (energet¬

ically), nor with instrumental adverbs like nozom (with a

knife). Other verbs which refer to states rather than

actions, which are not accompanied by an animate noun in

the dative case and which share these selectional restrict¬

ions are sbat1 (sleep), aflat1 (wait), izobilovat' (be abund¬

ant), prscfrlaflat' (be dominant), prisutstvovat' (be present),
Molcat' (be silent), naxodit' s.ia (be situated), otsutst-
vovat1 (be absent), bolet1 (be ill). If one considers

sentences such as Mai* elk ozorno.1 (The boy is naughty) and

Mai'elk spit (The boy is sleeping) it is difficult to draw

a distinction between verbs like spit and adjectives like

ozorno.1. Both are non-stative yet refer to states rather

than actions. Both combine with a noun in the nominative

case to form a sentence. The one difference is that the

adjectives do not co-occur with adverbs of place, e.g.

*0n bvl tolstvi v Parize (He was fat in Paris). One can
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ask Kogda on bvl tolstvl (When was he fat?) but not Gde

on bvl tolstv.1 (Where was he fat?). Most of the verbs

do co-occur with adverbs of place but moloat' and bolet'

do not.

I wish to propose the following structure as under¬

lying sentences of the type On sldit na zabore and

Wsty.1 s

s

This structure may be glossed as 'He is in a state :

He is sitting on the fence' or as 'He is in a state : He

is fat'. The initial string NOM-AUX-LOC, which captures

the notion of 'being in a state', explains why such sent¬

ences can contain the same durative and habitual time

adverbs as sentences with verbs in imperfective aspect.

Whether PRED is realized as a verb or an adjective would

seem to depend on whatever lexical item is substituted for

PRED, though PRED will in the vast majority of cases be

realised as a verb.

(One feature of Russian which merits thorough invest¬

igation is the distinction between temporary and permanent

characteristics, which may be interpreted in terms of the
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proposed structures as temporary or permanent states.

This distinction is traditionally used to explain the use

of the long and short form of the adjective in predicat¬

ive position and to account for the difference between

Ivan bvl poet (Ivan was a poet), where the second noun is

in the nominative case, and XVfth fryI inaenerQffl (Ivan was

an engineer), where the second noun is in the instrument¬

al case. 'Being a poet' is described as an inherent

ability or state whereas 'being an engineer' is supposed

to be an ability which can be acquired. Although a full

study of this feature goes far beyond the scope of the

present paper, it may be noted that the distinction be¬

tween temporary and permanent states may be of import¬

ance in the analysis of adjectives and static verbs.

For example, the sentence On molcit (He is silent) means

•He is silent at the moment' but On molcaliv (He is sil¬

ent), which contains an adjective, means 'He is silent by

nature*. 'He is a silent man'. On bolen, with the short

form of the adjective, means He is ill (at t'13 .roQqghtl,
whereas On hoi'noj T with the long form of the adjective,

means He is constantly ill, i.e. Be 15 an invalid*)

'Active' jr9flJlsat9r.fi

3.2.2
Of the list of non-stative sentences there still

remain Mai1 elk niset nls'mo, Pevpfoa upaja, Mol<?t ttpal

and Devocka begaet. To these may be added Btaflk UfflgV

(The old man died) and Ja potolstel (I grew fat). This
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group of sentences divides into two sub-groups. Which

group a sentence is assigned to depends on whether the
v

sentence can be used in answer to the question Gto on delal?

(What was he doing?) or Gto slucilos' s nim (What happened

to him?). The first question can be answered by Mai'cik

pisal pi^mo (The boy was writing a letter) and >n feegal

(He was running about). The second question can be answer¬

ed by Cta uoal (He fell), On umer (He died), and £a

potolstel (He grew fat). The distinction between the two

types of sentence reflects the distinction between those

verbs which take an agent and those verbs which do not,

"Within the group of 'agentive' verbs there is a further

distinction between 'transitive' -and 'intransitive verbs',

(Special causative deep structures may be postulated

to account for such sentences as On dal mne knigu (He gave

me the book). The underlying structure of this sentence

may be glossed approximately as 'He caused it : The book

be at me'. Similar structures would underlie Helot upal

(Something caused the hammer to fall) and On upal (Some¬

thing caused him to fall). Since a complete study of

such deep structures would encompass the full range of

impersonal sentences in Russian as well as the use of re¬

flexive verts, causative sentences and their underlying
thesis

structures will be largely neglected in this paper. For

further comment on causative constructions see Chapter

Five).

Both agentive and non-agentive verbs occur in per¬

fective and imperfactive aspect, both co-occur with ad¬

verbs of manner such as bvstro (quickly) and medleri.no
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(slowly), but only agentive verbs co-occur with adverbs of

manner such as energicno (energetically), lovko (skilfully),
and nebrezno (carelessly), and with instrumental adverbs

such as nozom (with a knife), (by car), fflQlQtQffl

(with a hammer).

possible base ralsgi

3.3
Now that a fair amount of data has been examined,

various hypotheses formulated and several particular under¬

lying structures proposed, it is necessary to consider

once more the general form of the grammar which is to

generate these structures. At the end of Chapter One it

was suggested that linguists might more profitably talk

about statlve, static and active sentences than about

stati/e, static and active verbs. These three types of

sentence were envisaged a la Fillmore in terms of a central

verb accompanied by certain cases, the cases being expand¬

ed into a case element plus a noun. It was argued that by

taking the features stative, static and active to refer

to types of sentence the various acceptable combinations

of verb plus number and type of nouns plus number and type

of adverbial phrases could be generated without recourse

to the complex selectional rules which would be required

in a generative grammar of the type described by Chomsky

in 'Aspects of the Theory of Syntax'.

These arguments by themselves do not compel one to

adopt stative, etc. as sentence features rather than as
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verb features. It would be just as simple to subcategor-

ize V, which would then govern the cases and adverbial

phrases which could co-occur v*ith it in the sentence.

The preceding investigation of certain Russian sentences

which led to the postulation of two basic different under¬

lying structures, one for sentences containing stative

construction and the other for sentences containing non-

stative constructions, settles the issue in that the init¬
ial S must be subcategorized if the appropriate features

are to be assigned to LOC. One does not need to formulate

the rules in order to see that subcategorizlng both init¬

ial S and the FRED dominated by would be to complicate

the grammar and is therefore to be avoided.

/Before the rules are formulated, a word about term¬

inology is in order. The non-stative constructions re¬

ferring to actions or processes will be labelled 'ergative'.

The term 'ergative' is widely used in the description of

certain languages to refer to the agent noun in transitive

sentences. In this discussion it is being used to indicate

that a construction refers not simply to being in a state

but to an action or to a transition from one state to an¬

other. The difference between the sub-types of ergative

construction will be captured in the sub-categorisation by

the terms 'agentive' and 'non-agentive', and the distinct¬

ion between intransitive and transitive agentive construct¬

ions will be reflected in the terms 'reflexive' and 'non-

reflexive'. The terms 'reflexive' may be roughly but not

exactly compared to the traditional 'intransitive'. Al¬

though the terms 'static' is unfortunately similar to the
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term 'stative', it will be retained since it accurately

characterizes the constructions to which it is applied#

In Chapter One the terms 'dative case' and 'genitive case'

were used with respect to elements in the deep structure.

In the light of the discussion of stative sentences these

terms will now be used to refer only to superficial raorphs

and the term 'locative' will be used instead. The case

element which accompanies static verbs wa3 labelled 'nom¬

inative' in order to distinguish it from the case 'agant-

ive' which accompanies active verbs. These terms will be

kept, but 'nominative' is not to be confused with the

superficial 'nominative case' of traditional grammars of

inflecting languages like Greek and Latin. It is clear

that the superficial nominative case is the realisation

both of the underlying 'notainative' in static sentences

and of the inanimate noun in stative sentences, of the an¬

imate noun in stative sentences if it is made topic of the

sentence, of the agent noun (in Russian, Latin and Greek

at least) in active sentences. The second case element which

accompanies active non-reflexive verbs will be termed

'objective'. The term 'nominative' will also be used to

refer to the second case which accompanies non-agentive

ergative verbs.) cf. Anderson (1968).

The rules might be as follows:

(1) S ~> * stative

- stative—>1 static

- static —> + ergative

(2) + ergative—> *agentive
(3) S—>NOM AUX LOG
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(W) LOC—K+N+Sx
(5) LOC —>+Ingressive

(6) (ergativeZ+Ingresslve —>t-Egressive )

(7) S1->PRED1
(8) i +stative/PRED1~>LOC ADX PRED (HON)

ii +static/PRED1 —->NOM AUX PRED
iii ergative/ PREDj, ~>HOM AUX PRED

-agent ive/
iv fergative/ PREDj—>AG AUX PRED (OBJ)

♦agent ive/
v +ergative/ PRED—•> Verb

The fact that the distinction between perfective and

iiaperfective aspect Is relevant only to verbs denoting

actions or processes is captured in these rules by attach¬

ing the feature ^+Egressivel to LOC by means of a context -

sensitive rule which can operate only in the presence of

^♦Ergativej. The rules bring out the 'relational' nature
of cases and, since M-Stat ive^j, etc. are sentence features,
capture the notion the sentences do not consist of bits

and pieces thrown together by accident tut fall into three

basic types, each type having its own distinctive coherent

configuration of elements in the deep structure. Rule (8)

iv reflects the fact that only agentive verbs can be

transitive. Verb is regarded not as a category in the

deep structure tut as a feature which is assigned to PRED.

Although this discussion of the general form of the

rules is not intended as a contribution to the development

of case grammar, it is perhaps significant that on invest¬

igation into aspect in Russian has led quite naturally to

the postulation of various sentence types, the core of
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each type being a particular kind of predicate accompanied
.

by particular cases*
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Footnotes*

1. A linguist might ask at this point whether I am

not confusing historical processes with synchronic

states, and a psychologist might wonder whether I

am claiming that speakers of Russian actually inter¬

pret the notions of 'owning' and 'belonging to' in

terms of locatives. To the linguist I would reply

that it makes good sense from a linguistic point

of view to derive sentences like iJ nego dom and

from locative constructions, and
that pi'inadlezit will probably be built up by the

addition of the prefixes nri-and nud- to lezit. This

is not to say that speakers of Russian consciously

build up the verb m-inadlezat' but simply that this

solution enables the linguist to understand and cor¬

relate certain phenomena in Russian.

To the psychologist I would reply that there is as yet

no evidence as to how adult speakers of Russian "inter¬

pret" the notions of 'owning' and 'belonging to', but

that it seems not implausible to suggest that locat¬

ive notions are involved in at least the acquisition

of these concepts - given that an understanding of

movement through space and position in space is basic

and crucial to a human being's mastery of his environ¬

ment .

2. In general, when the notion of an 'object' being 'at

a person' is involved, the locative is realized as

ii + noun + genitive case ending; and when the notion

of (something) 'being in a state at a person' is in-
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CHAPTER FOUR

'Future Tense' in Busman

*+.i
At this point in the discussion of aspect it becomes

necessary to give some thought to the relationship betveen

time and tense and to the intersection of tense, mood and

aspect. By tense will be understood that category which

'has to do with time relations insofar as these are express¬

ed by systematic grammatical contrasts.' Linguists tend

to use the term 'grammatical' for notions which are ex¬

pressed by means of inflexions or particles but not for

notions which are expressed by means of lexical items.

Thus, the term 'tense' would not be used in descriptions

of a language in which reference to time depended on the

use of adverbs such as yesterdayT today, tomorrow. This

statement immediately raises doubts as to whether linguists

should talk about 'future tense* in English, in which re¬

ference to future time often involves the use of lexical

items such as Hill» shall, ought, etc., or 'future tense'
in Russian, in which reference to future time involves

either the 'present perfective' (i.e. a combination of

aspect and tense) pr a construction with the 'future

tense' of the verb 'to be', budu, and an imperfective in¬

finitive.

Before any new treatment of tense and aspect in

Russian is elaborated it will be instructive to examine

how scholars have tackled this problem in the past. Most

(if not all) have used the terms 'past tense', 'present
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tense* and 'future tense'. Difficulties have arisen

mostly over the classification of perfective forms such

as resu. (I will decide), dam (I will give), skazu (I
will say), the problem being whether to call these forms

'future perfect! ves' or 'present perfectives'. The

choice of label is a problem because such perfective

forms may refer to both future and present time. In the

sentence

On poslet vam dokument : He v/ill send you the document

noslet refers to future time, tut in the sentence

Byxa9t», PEid3t ft. mm sqs.pj, sjadqt 1 Our neighbour will
m

down, and tell us

amusing stories

uridet (come), rasskazet (tell), s,iadet (sit down)
are all (like noVlet) perfective forms, but refer to the

present. (At this juncture it may he objected that present

tense forms have several different functions, or even

that there are several different kinds of 'present, tense',

and that these oerfective forms are in any case used only

to refer to habitual actions. These objections are per¬

fectly valid and will be taken up in due course.)

JI.-Irqq tmgjit__2.f Future Isnss

**.1.1
Mazon (191*+) sidesteps this problem by entitling the

relevant section of his book 'Present perfectif ou present

futur and then listing the various types of 'present futur'.

According to Mazon, the key to the puzzle lies in the
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'present futur de 1'action immediatement prochaine* :

Ne pozelaete vv vina? - Vion't you take some vine?

BjrjuK sKaaal - a fflUzJLK, - The wolf said, 'Know
■ia tebia s'em what, muzik, I'm going

to eat you upl

Mazon points out that 'la notion dominants qui

... ressort de tous ces exemples est celle d'une volition

plus ou moins immediatement satisfaite..• Gette notion

serait sans doute imperfeetive si elle n'irapliquait que

la tendance vers l'acte, rnais elle impllque la volonte

du sujet de realiser 1'acte integralement, et par la elle
est perfective.' Mazon further asserts that '... la

transition de la valeur de present a celle de futur
* /

apparait-elle comme sensible dans une categorie d'emplois

du present-futurque l'on peut appeler presents-futurs de
I

1'action Imrcedi^tement nrochalne. In Mazon's treatment

there are two main kinds of present futur, 'l'action

unique consideree dans son achievement integral' et '1'

action reiteree raraenee a 1'unite'. Both kinds have

several sub-divisions. The first is subdivided into

a. present-futur anterieur.

A vasim detkan esce lucso budet,- Things will be

bog dast even better for your

children, if God grants it.
/ / /

d. present-futur de desir ou de finalite.

J a tefce i den1el vse uokazu - I will show you all

the money.
/ /

c. present futur imperatif

Tv verneH's.ia zavtra - You will come home tomorrow.
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d. present futur 1' incertitude.

Sfi.l.qv£lL»-jai2zaIgJ.v stoj^ilLor&sta^naMilt - A fellow

might make a hundred and .fifty

roubles.

The second is subdivided into various semantic types

which are not assigned such definite labels as those which

have Just been listed. The 'basic* use is exemplified by

On stuknet tri raza v dver' - He will knock two or three

times on the door.

stuknet being characterised by Mazon as denoting the

'somme abstraite... des mouveraents'. Next a distinction

is drawn between perfective forms which are *reellement

future' and perfective forms which are 'hypothetiqueraent

futurs'. The former are used in such sentences as

My vse nodadim v otstavkn - Vie will all resign

which expresses 'la volonte et 1'aptitude du su^et a

accomplir l'action verbale', whereas the latter are used

in sentences such as

Prl takix obsto.iatel'.stvax vseicda - People will always

nodadut v otstavku resign in such cir¬

cumstances.

which emphasises the *caractere necessaire et fatal

de l'action'. Mazon then discusses perfective forms

which 'servant a 1'expression d'un fait particulier pres-
✓

ente comme habituel* and cites as examples

7v vsecda lsoortite - You always sooil things

Znaes1t ne razllcis' zvezdv ot - You know, sometimes you

bomb inosda. can't tell stars from

bombs.
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Sometimes sentences occur in which two individual

facts are mentioned, one being referred to by a present

imperfective form, the other by a present perfective

form. Mazon explains that '1'imperfectif constate le

developpement d'un acte dont le perfectif fixe le point

d'aboutissement: le premier pose un fait, et le second

en formule la consequence reelle, sinon logique'. One
such sentence is
V

V
Zivem v odnom gorode, nocti rladorn, - Via live in the same

a uvidis'sia raz v nedeliu town, almost next
door to each other,

but we'll see each

other once a week.

Sentences such as

2a cam po.ldes1 , to i na Idas' - You'll find what you want

if you go looking for it.

proslovo Re vorotis' - you won't bring back the past.

are said by Mazon to contain special perfective

future forms which he labels 'presents-futurs gnomiques'.

Finally Mazon adduces examples of the 'present-futur

des affirmations et des negations absolues'. He glosses

the sentence

J a emu nasisu ot iaisnl vsex va s - I will write to him on

behalf of you all.
, V '
Cohere nasisu is perfective) as 'Je lui ecrirai, c'est

chose faite', whereas the sentence
J a budn emu risat'... I will write/be writing

(where Lndu pisat') is imperfective) is given the gloss

oe me chargerai de lui ecrire...mais je ne saurais vous
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dire quand j'ecrirai'. The first sentence is an affirmat¬

ion of immediate action, the second is not.

As examples of 'negations absolues' Mazon cites

Tener' men .la ne nadues' - You won't fool rae now.

Nikak ne pridnmalu - I can't think of (the number,

the word, etc.)
V V ✓
Cto vv nloego ne skazete? - Why won't you say anything?

The perfective forms in the first two examples are

said to express 'incapacite absolue' and the perfective
/

form in the third example is said to express 'volonte

afcsolue'.

Mazon's account of the present-futur is open to

criticism on several counts.

1. The very label 'present-futur', referring simultan¬

eously to two different tines, makes one wonder whether

tense is the key factor or whether something more basic

in the examples has been overlooked.

2. The label 'present-futur de desir ou de finalite*
✓ /

seems to indicate that the 'desir* and 'finalite' are

✓

at least as important as the 'present-futur', though Mazon

does not investigate this possibility. It is rather
/ /

curious to find 'desir' and 'finalite' lumped together

under one rubric, there being no inherent or necessary

connection between the two notions. This is clear from
✓

the examples which Mazon himself uses, the 'present-futur
de desir' being exemplified by, among others

Ja tebo i dsn'gj vse pokazu - I will show you all the money

and the 'present-futur de finalite' being exemplified by

On. or 1 let k n^-n mir i soglasle - let peace and harmony

come to us.
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/ /

3. One wonders why the positive 'present-futur de desir'

and the negative present-futur expressing 'volonte absolue'

have been treated as isolated phenomena rather than as two

facets of the same modality, since the modal elements in

both sets of examples are identical, the only difference

between the sentences being that one is positive, the other

negative.

*+. One would like to know whether the 'finalite' of the

example quoted in (2) is somehow different from the 'final¬

ite' which is present in the sentences exemplifying the

'present-futur gnomique'. In the case of the latter, Mazon

does recognize and relate positive and negative versions

of such forms.

5. Are the preceding 'finalites' in turn different from

the 'finalite' of the present perfective forms which refer

to actions with a 'caractere necessaire et fatal'?

6. Is the difference between the forms which Mazon de¬

scribes as 'reellement futurs' and the forms which he

describes as 'hypothetiquement futurs' not to be traced

to some more fundamental factor? One factor which seems

suggestive is that the form 'reelleraent futur' is first

person and could equally well be classed as an example of
f s *

'desir' or 'volonte', whereas the form 'hypothetiquement

futur' is third person and cannot be said to denote 'desir'

or 'volonte'.

To sum up, it seems probable that Mazon, by concentr¬

ating on relatively unimportant semantic characteristics

of his examples, has missed a fundamental generalisation,

a defect which is reflected in the unsatisfactory typology

of the examples. The task is now to propose a derivation
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for these sentences which distinguishes clearly between

time and modality and which contains an underlying struct¬

ure or structures as general as possible yet capable of

explaining all the facts presented by Mazon.

Saxmatov's Treatment of Ftrthre Tense

*♦.1.2
It is interesting to see how other eminent scholars

have tackled the problem of the present/future perfective.
V

Saxmatov (1963) distinguishes between the perfective

present and the perfective future. According to his des¬

cription the perfective present has four uses s

1. to express the present tense of the 'potential* mood.

Examples of this use are

Tut doleo ne vvsidls - You won't sit there long.

Ne skazu vam teuer' - I won't tell you just now.
V

However, Saxraatov previously defines the 'potential'

mood as being used when 'the speaker is establishing that

the link between the subject and the predicate has been

realised, in spite of the fact that it might not have been

realised.' In popular language this mood is usually ex¬

pressed by means of the past tense of the verb 'can' plus

an infinitive:

a. On mog u.1ti ottuda i ne rasnlatit' s.ia - but he might

have left and not paid.

2. to express the result of an action as being extra-

temporal:

fr.lttfrQY1 Zlat PQIInMs* 1 KQZla - love is evil; you can

fall in love with a

goat.
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3. to express a repeated action in the past 'in its

result' :

Ja Bfrgnu 9 dolftQ, - I vould begin to speak to
a on smeets.ia mne v lico him about the debt and he

would laugh in my face.

B.yyalQt g,laden 5 S3.P1 fla et<?j sKame.-jke - it used to be that

■we would sit on this bench,

to express a momentary action which took place in the

past:

°n M Kriknet na raen.la, ,1a 1 lsp\ift&l5ja - when he shouted
at me I took fright.

The perfective future denotes an action which is to

take place after the moment of speech:

Ja akaxn vam na eto - In reply to that I'll tell you...
V

Saxmatov's explanation is also inadequate. The

label 'potential' is perfectly valid when applied to the

original example of 'potential mood' but seems inappropr¬

iate for the examples with present perfectives. If

'potential' is glossed as 'possible', i.e. as 'what might

be' as well as 'what might have been', then the example
Tut dolgo ne vvsidis' could be interpreted as 'it is im¬

possible for it to be the case that you will sit there

long'. However, a similar gloss cannot be given to Ne
skazu ja vam tener'. In fact the latter sentence appears

to contain one of Mazon's 'present-futur de volonte'. The
V

example ... noliubls' 1 kozla, which is better glossed as

'you'll fall in love with a goat (given the chance), would

seem to have much the same modality as Tut doleo ne vvsidis'.
V

Saxmatov at least emphasises explicitly the non-temporal
V

nature of vvsidis'. The sentences adduced as examples of
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(3) are not accounted for satisfactorily, mainly because
V

Saxraatov's explanation combines the traditional - mutually

exclusive - criteria for explaining the use of imperfect-

ive and perfective aspect (i.e. a repeated action is al¬

most always denoted by a verb in imperfective aspect and

perfective aspect is said to be used when the completion

of an action is important or when the speaker is thinking

or the action as a whole). To claim that speakers using

sentences like bvvalo, s.ladem... are thinking of a repeat¬

ed action in its result, or of a series of completed act¬

ions, fails to convince on two counts s

(a) one has the impression that the psychological criteria

are being juggled in a rather ad-hoc fashion. Even if one
V

did accept Saxmatov's explanation, this use of present

perfective forms would still remain awkwardly outside the

central system of rules governing the use of aspect, not

related to this system in any predictable way but only by

sudden whims in speakers of Russian to think of actions

in a new way.

(b) such sentences as often as not contain imperfective

forms which are regularly used to refer to a habitual act¬

ion or to an action repeated a number of time (assuming

that these sentences display a typical use of aspect, cf.
V

*4.2.2.). However, Saxmatov might well have pointed out

that siadem in Bvvalo, s.ladem is just as much extra-

temporal, both with respect to duration and location in

time, as vvsidis' in the earlier example. S.ladem is extra-

temporal in these two senses (1) because it refers to act¬

ions in past time yet does not have past tense endings; (2)
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because it refers to the repetition and duration in time

of an action, yet is a form which is normally said to re¬

fer to a completed action in the future. Vvsidis' is

extra-temporal in the same way, since it is modified by

dolgo (long), which usually co-occurs with verbs in imper-

fective aspect. These two sentences, though kept apart in
V

Saxmatov's classification, may turn out to have the same

modality, a modality which cuts right across tense and

aspect.
V

Finally it may be noted that Saxmatov's example of

perfective future looks very like Mazon's examples of the

'present futur de desir'.

Isa£enkq'? Treatment <?t Ter)se»

*♦.1.3
One of the most recent attempts to establish an ade¬

quate theory of tense for Russian - Isacenko (1962) - is

also one of the most ingenious. In considering the problem

of aspect and future tense Isacenko found himself compelled

to take into account some of the peculiarities inherent in

the notions of present tense and present time, notions

which at first sight seem simple and straightforward.

Isacenko takes the view that the present is the unmarked

tense form, meaning by this that any event which is neither

in the past nor in the future is conceived as being in

present time and is expressed by the present tense. Lang¬

uage, he states, does not follow the physical or psycholog¬

ical concept of time. Objectively, the present is each
moment which separates the past from the non-past, but in
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language the present is expressed not as a point in time

but as an extent in time. The verbs ich lese, du schlafst,
es reenet express an action as taking place in time, with¬

out making any reference to the beginning or end of the
V

action, (in this section Isacenko is simply repeating

Jespersen's views of the present tense.)

Isacenko then proceeds to distinguish between the

actual and non-actual present (naming as his inspiration
V /

an article by a Czech linguist, Kopecny). The actual

present is used in replies to the question 'What are you

doing there?' It is the tense used to talk about concrete

actions which are observed as they take place. Isacenko

sees the expression of the actual present as the primary

function of the present tense. The non-actual present is

used in a great variety of contexts. If someone were

showing people round a university and led them into an

empty hall, saying, 'The examinations are held in this

hall', that person would be using the non-actual present,

since the event vrould not be taking place at the exact

moment the sentence was spoken. Isacenko lists and ex¬

emplifies the uses of the non-actual present as follows s

1. General Present (Generelles Prasens)

Zgrqlja vralcaets.la vokrtlR splnpa - The Earth revolves

round the Sun.

2. Habitual Present (Usuelles Prasens)

On vstabt y S9?t' SflSQV utra - He gets up at six a.m.
II

3. Qualifying Present (Qualifizierendes Prasens)

On pgitsja pa pjatCT Kwrse - He's in the fifth year

at school.
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*+. Potential Present (Potentielles Prasens)

On odnol rukol nodnimaet 60 kilo - He lifts 60 kilos

vith one hand,

5* Historic Present (Historisches Prasens)

V lW godu Marks nriezzaet v Parlz - In lBUR Marx

arrives in Paris.

The actual present clearly contrasts both vith the

past and the future, but this contrast is much less obvious

in the non-actual present.

Under the heading •Grammatical transposition of the

present' Isacenko discusses some of the examples which

Mazon assigns to one or other type of present-futur. By

'grammatical transposition' is understood the transfer¬

ence of a particular tense form to another temporal
V

plane. As an example, Isacenko compares the two sentences!

6YYaet, prlxoflit K n?n» ms sosed, - (It often happens that)
saditsia i rasskazvvaet cto-nibud' our neighbour calls in,

veselen'koe sits down and tells us

amusing stories.

Bvvaetf uridet k nam nas sosed. - (It often happens that)

s.iadetT i rasskazet cto-nibud' our neighbour will call

veselen'koe in, sit down and tell us

amusing stories.
V

Isacenko holis that these two sentences have pretty

well the same meaning, in spite of the fact that the verbs

in the first sentence are imperfective, the verbs in the

second perfective. The only difference is that the first

sentence is more prosaic and narrative, the second more

dramatic and dynamic (dramatischer, dynamischer und

anschaulicher). Isacenko maintains that there is really
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no paradox in this use of' so-called 'perfective future'

forms to refer to habitual actions in present time. Al¬

though Russian scholars such as Vinogradov and Kuznecov

have used the term 'perfective future', and although there
is a widespread belief that the non-past form of a perfect¬

ive verb can refer only to the future,nonetheless these

forms are present tense forms which express the non-actual

present. Although they are most frequently used to refer

to future actions, they do have other uses, a point which

is often overlooked. In sentences containing such verb

forms the time perspective is often fixed by means of

lexical items such as bvvaet (it is the case that), bvvalo

(it used to be the case that), lno.1 raz (now and again).
As another example of transposition of the non-actual

present Isacenko quotes sentences in which a present tense

form refers to a future action :
V

Cto tv delaes* vecerom? - What are you doing this evening?

Zavtra -1a idu k vracu - I am going to the doctor tomorrow.

He points out that such sentences always contain ad¬

verbs such as zavtra (tomorrow) or na dn.iax (shortly)

which determine the reference to future time. However,

Isacenko maintains that the present tense form does not

acquire future meaning; rather 'a non-actual present is

actualised because the whole utterance is transposed into

the plane of the future'.

Of the future Isacenko has the following to say s

'The simple future is formally identical with the present.

We know that a perfective present can never be used to

refer to the actual present. Now the future itself is
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a non-actual, unreal time in which planned or expected

events are placed. The form of the perfective present,

■which denotes an action conceived as a completed whole,

is particularly suitable for making the speaker aware of

planned or expected events. In modern Russian reference

to future time is closely connected with the present per¬

fective. The future meaning of a form like Ja nauisu is

without doubt primary; the meaning of non-actual present

(bvvalo, la nanlsu - it used to be that I would write) is

secondary, because it is stylistically motivated and poss¬

ible only with transpositions'.

Having discussed both the forms referring to future

events and the various kinds of present tense, Isacenko

attempts to construct a diagram showing the structure of

the Russian tense system in terms of oppositions. The

most important opposition is that of past and non-past.

The strong (stark) marked member of this opposition is

past. Only past tense forms refer to events which the

speaker was able to observe in their entirety and which he

can recognise from his own experience. The past tense

forms of Russian are formally differentiated from all the

other tense forms in that they are marked for gender.

Within the past forms there is a further division into

perfective and iaperfective forms.

Of the non-past forms, the analytic imperfective

future contrasts with all the other non-past forms,

budet brosat1 (he will throw) means that at the moment of

speech the event has not yet begun and therefore lies

wholly in the non-past (the future). The periphrastic
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future, the marked form, is opposed to the present tense

forms. The present is the weak, unmarked member of this

opposition because it does not necessarily refer to events

which belong wholly to the non-past. Within the past tense

forms there is a further opposition of perfective and im-

perfective. The strong member of this opposition is the

perfective present, which refers explicitly to a non-actual

event, to an event which does not coincide with the moment
of speech. Because of this, the perfective present can

refer both to future and to past events (both types being

non-actual). The weak, unmarked member of this opposition

is the iraperfective present, which gives no indication of

whether the action coincides with the moment of speech or

not. This means that the imoerfective present can refer

to events which are taking place at the moment of speech

and which are observed by the speaker and also to habitual

or potential events which are not actually taking place

at the moment of speech. Isacenko's diagram looks thus s

Past : Non-Past

f —i i——i
imperfective perf.

imperf.fut. Present

i—^—,
perf. imperf.

Isacenko's attempt at elucidating the basic principles

of the Russian tense system is undoubtedly the most ingen¬

ious in the literature. The particular merit of his app¬

roach is that it tries to evolve a more hard and fast cri¬

terion than simply differences in the way a speaker of
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Fussian might choose to view an action, to reduce the
various factors involved to as few as possible, and to

relate the factors systematically.

However, in spite of the economy of the system and

the realisation that something more than 'tense' is in¬

volved, Isaeenko's system is in turn open to criticism.

1. Consider the definition of the actual present as

the tense which is used to refer to concrete actions which

the speaker can observe directly Cjenes Tempus, mit dem

Handlungen, die ich unmittelbar in ihrer Abwicklung beob-

achten kann, qualifiziert wer den'). On a strict inter¬

pretation this definition has certain undesirable conse¬

quences - which Isacenko recognises and accepts - in that

verbs which do not refer to events but to what Isacenkc

calls 'conditions and relations' ('Verhaltnisse und

Beziehungen') can occur only in the non-actual present.

Examples quoted by Isacenko are stoit' (to cost), znat'

(to know), llublt' (to love), cenlt' (to value). Pre¬

sumably one would have to Include verbs like spat' (to

sleep), lezat' (to lie), and sidet' (to sit), since these

verbs also refer to 'conditions' and not to actions.

While one accepts that the present tense forms in

Ja vstain v seat1 casow - I get up at six o'clock

Ja EiSh 5OT Pi?'tag - I am writing him a letter

are being used in different ways, and that this diff¬

erence is appropriately characterised as 'non-actual' vs.

'actual' as defined above, the classification of znaiu (I
know) as 'non-actual' in the sentence

Ja zna.lu, cto on nrisel - I know that he has come
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seems counter-intuitive. On the other hand, the

form znaet (he knows) in

On vseprla znaet, u kovo den'gi - He always knows who has

money

No Marks znaet t cto bude.t re- - But Marx knows there will
vol.1uci.ia be a revolution

seems more suitably labelled 'non-actual'.

The confusion arises from the original definition of

'actuality', which, it can be argued, involves two distinct¬

ions:

a. Isacenko appears to be distinguishing between verbs

referring to actions and verbs referring to 'conditions

and states'. This seems very similar to the distinction

drawn in Chapter One between stative, static and active

verbs.
V

b. Isacenko also distinguishes between verts referring

to actions which are taking place at the moment of speech

in the situation of the speaker and hearer and verbs re¬

ferring to actions which are not taking place there and

then.

Unfortunately, the two distinctions have fused into

one because of the importance attached to the word 'observ¬

able'. As a result, Isacenko's proposal provides no means

of distinguishing between the use of znat* to refer to

somebody's knowledge of something in the situation of the

speaker and hearer arid the use of znat' to refer to some¬

body not present in the situation.

2. The proposed system does not really contain a satis¬

factory solution to the problem of present and future tense,
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since It lays down no hard and fast rules for distinguish¬

ing tetveen the imperfective periphrastic future la budp

rdj&t.' and the perfective future/present la naoisn.

Isacenko argues that the former refers to an action which

lies wholly in the future, whereas the latter may refer to

an action that has already fcegun. But if the speaker has

already begun the action, that action may be labelled

'actual' - i! ereas the essential feature of forms like

nanisu is that they are non-actual,

3. The 'non-actual' meaning of perfective present forms

does not entail the vividness and dynamism that Isa&enko
claims for sentences like bvvaet, nridet k nam sosed (cf.
pj^0). Indeed, the terms 'actual' and non-actual' might

even lead one to expect the 'actual' forms to be more

dynamic and vivid. Moreover, Isacenko does not explain

what makes the 'non-actual* forms vivid and dynamic. This

unexplained factor will later be shov;n to be crucial not

only to understanding the above use of present perfective

forms but also to understanding why such forms are also

used to refer to actions which have taken place in the

past, as in the sentence cited by Ward (6) 5

byvalo, zaidet solnce, nrol'utsla - It used to be that the

v nebesax opr.ennve reki 1 sgoriat, sun would set, rivers

"jgpfrdt't m Eafla Of fire would be spill-

aalQt j.stO-Krasnr.1 pepftl ed across the heavens

and burn out, a golden red ash

would descend upon the velvet

greenery of the garden.

(za.1flet - cet, pro],' .lutfhla - spill, S ft or .1 at - burn out,
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nir,pn.det - descend, are ail perfective present forms).
As Isacenko points out, the initial bvv^lo (it used

to be that...) sets the time perspective, but this still
does not explain these perfective forms. It is not a rule

in Russian that whenever the location in time of an action

is indicated by an adverb the verb turns up in the perfect¬

ive aspect. Isacenko himself states that one could also

say bvvaet r nrlxodlt■.. using imperfective forms, which

would be less dynamic than the perfectives. But in this

case the iaperfectives are just as much 'non-actual' as

the perfectives, which seems to indicate that this distinct¬

ion, interesting as it is, is still not the crucial one.

'Past' ar.1 'Kqb-Pa?t'

*+ .2
Now that the proposals of three scholars have been

examined and found inadequate, it is incumbent upon me to
balance the negative criticism by putting forward some

positive suggestions. Pointers to a more fruitful hypo¬

thesis are to be found In that part of Isacenko's work

which treats of the actual and non-actual present tenses.

Isacenko talks about the various meanings which the present

imperfective forms may have and also about the non-actual

use of these forms. It seems to the present writer that

more powerful explanations become possible if one concent¬

rates on what a speaker Is doing in using an imperfective

present rather than on establishing various kinds of pres¬

ent tense, general, habitual, qualifying, etc., as

Isacenko does. One can also question the validity of the
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terms 'future tense' and 'present tense' which are

accepted and used frequently in discussions of tense,

though any definitions of these terms either fail to en¬

compass all the phenomena or have so many ramifications

as to te unworkable.

Of course, in taking up such questions the linguist
is entering upon ground which has teen thoroughly quarter¬

ed (some might say 'trampled') ty philosophers. It is not

the writer's intention to describe the various philosoph¬

ical schools of thought concerning time but to concentrate

on the linguistic ways in which a speaker of Russian can

refer to past, present and future time, adducing only

such comments as seem pertinent.

The first point to establish is from what position

a speaker looks at time. This is easily done, since

linguists have for long recognised that past., present and

future are not absolute but relative to the time of the

utterance.

The second point which has to be decided is how one

can describe and explain the expression of time in Russian

without using the traditional triadic system of tenses

which has given such unsatisfactory results in the past.

One should also ask whether the three times are equally

important, since it has been argued by both linguists and

philosophers that the past and future are the important

times. Isa^enko holds that an event which lies neither in

the past nor in the future is conceived as lying in pres¬

ent time, that is he thinks of the present as that time

which is non-past and non-future. Of the philosophers,
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Gale and Thalberg (1965) maintain that 'the distinction

between past and future is deeply entrenched in our every¬

day conceptual system. This is revealed by certain logic¬

al assymetries in the way in which we speak about the past

and future, some of which are: 1. There is no future an¬

alogue to 'trace' or 'memory'; 2. Vie can speak of our

present actions as producing or causing future, but not

past, results; 3. Vie can act so as to falsify some pre¬

dictions but not retrodictions; Thus it is incorrect

to speak of deliberation over future, but not past,

conduct'.

Although nobody would wish to dispute the above

statements, they cannot be adopted by the linguist just as

they stand. The most important reason is that a scrutiny

of the formal expression of tense in Russian leads one to

regard as basic the distinction between 'past' and 'non-

past*. (cf. Lyons (1968) , 3oA,f-f • ) The past tense forms
have their own distinct set of inflections and are the only

verb forms (apart from the participles) which are marked

for gender. The same set of inflections occurs both with

present imperfective forms (which often refer to events

contemporaneous with the time of the utterance) and with

present perfective forms (which typically refer to future

events). There is thus no Inflectional distinction re¬

flecting the difference between present and future time.

This is clear from the table belowr;

PAST

imperf.

J* Visal,(I (masc.) wrote

perf.
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1 a nisala (I (fern.) wrote

ty plsal (You (inasc.) wrote)

ty n1saLa (You (fea.) wrote)

on pjsal (.He wrote)

°»a PlSfrlfr (Hhe wrote)

fly plSftli (We wrote)

Pistil (They wrote)

NON-PAST

iraperf•

1a plan (I am writing)

ty plies' (you.. ..)

Plaet (he .. ..)

ona niset (she .. ..)

m.y RiSQffl (we .. ..)

vy pis3te (you .. ..)

oni piSUt (they .. ..)

3a

etc.

perf.

3a napisu(us, translated

'I will write'
y ^

ty napises' (you .. ..)

etc.

In the past tense forms there is a basic distinction

between singular and plural. In the singular forms there

is a distinction between masculine, feminine and neuter

(an example of the latter is moloko skislo - the milk turn-

sour, JL& being the neuter ending) but no distinction be¬

tween first, second and third person. In the plural forms

there is no distinction of either person or gender. The

addition of the prefix na- marks a change of asnect. The

use of the terms 'Past* and 'Non-Past' rather than 'Past',

'Present', or 'Future' is further supported by the fact

that past tense forms refer only to actions, events or
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states which are 'before now', i.e. before the time of the

utterance, whereas the so-called present tense forms may

refer to both 'at now' and 'after now' actions, events or

states.

^tatsraents and Fredistioas*

*+.2.1
The problem now is how to distinguish between the var¬

ious uses of the non-past forms. Gale and Thalberg's four

points are significant in this respect. What they amount

to is that past and present actions, events or states are

relatively definite and fixed, open to observation and exam¬

ination, whereas future actions, events or states are not

in the same sense definite or fixed, nor are they open to

observation. These differences between the past or present

and the future are recognised in the vocabulary of philos¬

ophers, who maintain that while one can make statements

about the past or the present one can make only predictions

about the future.

This distinction drawn by philosophers can be applied

naturally and successfully in the analysis of Russian. The

linguist need not worry about all the theoretical points

which philosophers raise concerning how one knows something,

the exact difference between statements and predictions,

whether statements are really as definite and fixed as they

appear to be, and so on. What is crucial for a linguistic

approach to the problem is that people usually talk about

the past and the present in a much more assertive way than
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they talk about the future. This observation is in no way

startlingly new. In his 'Philosophy of Grammar' Jespersen

has this to say: 'It is easy to understand that express¬

ions for times to come are much less definite and less ex¬

plicit in our languages than those for the past: we do

not know so much about the future as about the past and are

therefore obliged to talk about it in a more vague way.

Many languages have no future tense or have even given up

forms which they once had and replacedthem by circuitous

substitutes'•

The distinction between statements and predictions

accounts for some uses of the 'imperfective future' and

'perfective present/future' and simplifies the analysis of

the various 'kinds' of present tense. To take the latter

claim first, a non-past statement can be made about many

things - about actions, states and events which may be

observable or unotservable and which may be part of the

speaker-hearer situation or may be remote from that sit¬

uation; about actions, states or events which normally or

regularly take place but which need not be occurring at

the exact motaent of speech; about actions, events or

states which characterise a person. In short, what is
common to all the types cited by Isacenko is that they are

non-past statements. The 'potential present' Is easily

reinterpreted as a statement about a person's capabilities.

The 'potential' element would be made explicit in the deep

structure of such sentences. For instance, the deep

structure of

gdap.i i'ifhd.i Pbdniiaast GO Hllh - He lifts 60 kilos with

one hand
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can be glossed as

I state : He capable : He lift 60 kilo with one hand.

The 'praesens historicum' seems to contain a contra¬

diction in that it is a non-pact statement about a past

action, event or state. However, this use of non-past

statements is essentially a stylistic device. The speaker

or narrator Imagines that he is observing the events as

they happen, in order to make the narrative more vivid,

and thus represents the events as contemporaneous with

the moment of speech. Jespersen, following a suggestion
of Brugnaann's, thinks that a better label would be 'dramat¬
ic present'•

The former claim provides an immediate simplificat¬

ion in a similar manner, in that one no longer has to worry

about which label to use, 'perfective present' or 'perfect¬

ive future', the crucial element in the deep structure now

being prediction. It will be argued later that the element

prediction, or at least a modification of it, accounts for

the use of these forms in sentences referring to past or

present as well as to future actions, events or states.

It is clear that Isacenko, unsuccessful though his own

attempt is, realised that the great dispute about 'present'

or 'future' perfective was essentially irrelevant and that

the pivotal factor is something other than tense.

Assuming, then, that the above arguments about state¬

ments and predictions are valid, sentences like
On zavtra naniset pis'mo - He will write the letter tomorrow

TlVlQl&Q Uyfct gravlt' stranv.i - He will not govern the

country for long
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can be assigned the underlying semantic structures?

I predict : He tomorrow to into, be in, and come out of

state i he write letter.

I predict s He not long be in state s He govern country.

Unfortunately this neat scheme does not account for

all uses of imperfactive and perfective future forms. Con¬

sider, for instance, the sentence cited by Mazon:

Ja tefrg 1 flen'gj VS§ PQkazu - I Will show you all the money.

It is, to say the least, highly improbable that in
this ease the speaker is predicting of himself that he will

do such-and-such. Much more plausible is an interpretation

involving intention on the part of the speaker. This would

produce a structures

I state s I intend s I go into, be in, come out of

state s I show you all the money.

Another example from Mazon

MY YB8 pgdaflia V QtstaYKu - We Will all resign.

can be assigned a similar underlying structure. Many

examples which are best interpreted in terms of intention

contain *imperfective future* forms s

Ja budu emu pisat' - I will/am going to write to him.

This would have a structure s

I state : I intend s I be in state s I write to him.

The difference in aspect is explained by the fact that

in the underlying structure of the latter sentence the loc¬

ative element can be glossed as 'be in a state', whereas

in the underlying structure of the former sentence the loc¬

ative element can be glossed as 'go into, be in, come out

of a state'. (This is not to suggest that all first per-
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son "future* forms express intention, but simply that in

many instances 'intention* is more appropriate to such

forms than 'prediction').

In declarative sentences there is no superficial

distinction between sentences marked as predictions in

their underlying structure and sentences whose deep

structure contains a modal element of intention. In

interrogatives, however, there is a distinction. If
the sentence

vv budete brat' knlgu? - Are you going to take the book?

is derived from an underlying structure containing

Intention there is a marked stress on budete and the

intonation pattern rises perceptibly higher over budete

than it would if the sentence were a question about a

prediction.

(Although the modal element is here called 'Intention',
the line between intention and volition is very hard to draw.

Given a sentence such as

v
v V

Cto vv nicevo ne skazete? - Why won't you say anything?

The choice between the terms is arbitrary, since

both are equally suitable. The essential point is that

both intention and volition refer to the future, not to
the past or present.)

EretilgUon and WecesgMy.

^ .2 .2
Two further types of sentences with 'perfective

future' forms have yet to be explained. To the first

type belong the sentences containing what Mazon calls the
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' present-futur imperatif.

Tv vemessla zavtra - You will come back tomorrow

While the majority of such sentences contain verbs

marked as second person, some sentences which contain

verbs marked as third person also lend themselves to

interpretation as a kind of imperative - in the appropriate

context.

Ne bespokoltes'r on nrldet izvlnit'a_1a - Don't worry,

he'll come and apologise.

What is common to these two examples is that the

speaker intends that somebody else will do something, in

the first example the 'somebody else' is the person being

addressed; in the second example the 'somebody else' is

a person other than the speaker or hearer. In the case of

the second example the speaker can make clear that he is

not simply predicting the third person's action by using

various features of stress, intonation, and general voice

quality.

To the second type belong such sentences as

studentv vseeda naidut obscll 1azvk - Students will always

find a common language.

That this perfective future is different from the

others which have been discussed is evident from the adverb

vsegda (always), which usually co-occurs only with imper-

fective forms. One does not find on dolgo nanlset nls'mn

I predict i He a long time go into, be in, come out

of state : He write letter.

Other examples from Mazon are:

a. Teper' mania ne nadues' - You won't fool me now.
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b. Derevca na verstn krugom ne uvidifi' - You won't see

a tree for miles around.

c. §YQ§,1 sua'by BQ ffllnues' - You won't escape what Fate

has in store for you.

d. Vsevo na nereskazas' - You'll never tell the whole

story.

e. Sila VSQKda SVQ9 - 'Might is right'.

f. niK^k r.e prlduaa,1u 6YQ Iffija - I can't remember his

name.

These examples are all predictions, which fixes the

time reference of the sentences. (Although it might be

argued that (b) looks like a statement, it is a prediction

based on the speaker's experience. The whole import of

(b) is x 'I haven't seen any tree for miles around, I
know the area well, and I predict that you won't see any

trees either'.) What distinguishes these from other pre¬

dictions is the presence of a modal element which may be

glossed as 'without fail' (nenremenno). This is a rather

unsophisticated term but it seems preferable to such terms

as 'necessarily' which are used in a technical sense by

philosophers. The semantic structure of these examples

is approximately:

I predict x It without fail (not) be the case s x

where x is a sentence.

By this analysis the semantic structures of (a),
(b) and (f) arex

a. I predict x It without fail non-past not the case s

You fool me.

b. I predict s It without fail non-past not the casex

You see a tree for miles around.
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f. I predict : It without fail non-past not the case t

I remember his name.

Crucial in these cases is the modal element 'without

fail'. The 'Perfective future' forms are primarily re¬

alisations of this element and having nothing to do with

completed actions or actions viewed as a whole. This is

especially clear in (c), in which the 'you' does not refer

to a listener present in the situation but to people in

general. It could be rendered in English as 'One will not

©scape one's fate'. If there were no modal element in the

underlying structure, the superficial realisation would be:

Ci. hVQQj sud'by ne budut flinQVati', Which is a straight

prediction.

Both (c) and (cx> refer to a continuous or recurring

state of affairs (depending on their metaphysics some lin¬

guists might term (c) a timeless sentence - an equally

'timeless' sentence is (c^) Svoel snd'hv ne minulut, a
statement to the effect that 'people do not escape their

fate'.) Of these three sentences only (c) has a 'perfect¬

ive future' form because only (c) has 'without fail* in its

deep structure.

It was mentioned that the time reference of these

examples is fixed by virtue of their being predictions.

This determination of the time reference is important be¬

cause these 'perfective future' forms turn up In sentences

referring to the past and the present as well as to the

future. Isacenko (cf. l+.1.3) notes that such sentences

almost always contain a bvvaet (it is the case that) or

a bvvalo (it used to be the case that).
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ward quotes the following sentences

S cetvrex let on nag gnse.1, Gusi - From the age of four he

uidut v roz'f v '.-r-.-voe, a Sten'ka tended (imprf.) the
stole v nole krical : Babuska, geese. The geese would
gusi vo rzi go off (perf. fut.) into

the rye... and Sten'ka

standing in the field used to shout

(imperf.past) : Granny, the geese

are in the rye.

Isacenko gives an example of such a sentence referring

to present time:

T<? zajac pr35Ko?lt» to projdet - Now a hare will leap past

irs', tQ pere.1<lut IffrQgU logl or a lynx will run by, or

elk will cross the read.

The basic semantic structure of these sentences is:

I state : It without fail Past the case: the geese

run off •..

I state : It without fail non-past the case s A hare

leap past ...

If a sentence derives from an underlying structure

'I predict : It without fail non-Past the case : ...'»
that part of the structure which is here glossed as 'It

non-past the case' is not given any superficial realization.

However, if the underlying structure contains 'I state

then 'Past1 and 'non-Past' are realized as bvvalo and

bvvaet respectively. (In the example quoted by Ward, one

finds simply Gytsj yflfrit, not gppj yjflut* This
can easily be explained. The function of Bvvalo is to

mark reference to past time. Since the first sentence in
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Ward's example, scetvrex let on pas gnsei, determines the

time reference, there is no need for b/valo).
That reference to past and present time should be

explicitly indicated in the surface structure of sentences

deriving from 'I state : It without fail Past/non-Past the

case', but not reference to future time in the surface

structure of sentences deriving from 'I predict : •••',

requires an explanation. In sentences whose underlying

structure does not contain the modal element 'without fail',
the distinction between 'Past' and 'non-Past' is marked by

different sets of verb endings, while the indeterminacy of
'non-Past' is resloved by the difference between 'Statement'

and 'Prediction', which determine whether the reference is
to present or future time.

However, in the surface structure of sentences ohose

deep structure does contain the modal element 'without

fail', all the verb forms are 'future perfective', no

matter whether the reference is to past, present or future

time. Because of this, the distinction between 'Past and

'non-Past' cannot be marked by the different sets of verb

endings. In such sentences the 'future perfective' verb

forms are primarily realisations of 'without fail', but

since 'without fail' and 'Prediction' are closely connect¬

ed, and since 'future perfective' forms normally express

'prediction', no conflict or confusion arises if 'future

perfectives' express simultaneously both 'Prediction' i.e.

reference to future time, and 'without fail'.

But, 'future perfective' forms do not express refer¬
ence to past or present time, and it is for this reason
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that in sentences in which the verb form is a realization

of ithout fail' that reference to past or present time

is indicated by fryvala or taiiSjL.

To sum up: perfective future forms are the superfic¬

ial realisation of Prediction + perfective aspect or of

vitfrout fall or of Prediction + without fail. The link

between Prediction and vlthout fail seems to be in the

implication carried by the latter, 'it is possible to

predict with certainty that'. However, it is not satis¬

factory to base the deep structure on this implication,

since one can make certain predictions about actions which

will go on for a long time (on bez somneniia/naverno budet

ppsylat1 pis'BP fraaflyj den' - He will undoubtedly/probably

send a letter each day) and about actions which will be

completed (jn bez sQaneaiJa/naYernQ posiet pis'tap aavtra -

He will undoubtedly/probably send the letter tomorrow).

But the peculiar feature of the perfective forms which are

realisations of without fall is that they refer both to

completed actions and to actions which go on for a long

time. It is for this reason that the separate modal ele¬

ment has been introduced into the analysis and the connect¬

ion with predictions left simply as an implication.

'Statement/Prediction' Analysis and the

Accounts of tyazon and XsacenKQ

*♦.2.3
The proposals concerning tense and mood which have
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teen put forward in this paper meet all the objections

which ere made both to Mazon's and Isacenko's account

and provide a simple general base which is capable of

carrying all the possible implications and inferences

which Mazon attributes to each type of 'present-futur*.

A good example of simplification is afforded by sentences

like (a) and Cc) above. According to Mazon, (a) expresses

'incapacite absolue' whereas (c) belongs to a special

class of gnomic sentences. But the form of the verb in both

(a) and (c) is to be explained by the modal element in the

underlying structure, and both sentences express absolute

inability. They differ in that (a) refers to a particular

individual, the listener, whereas (c) refers to people in

general - but these differences are in the extra details,
as it were, and not in the essential nucleus of this sen¬

tence type.

An example of the generality of the proposals is

found in the sentences

Ja napisu emu nls'mo - I will write (perf. asp.) him a

letter

and

^,a b\ldh Pi sat* STO - I will write (imperf. asp.)

him a letter.

Mazon claims that the former means 'I will write to

him straightaway, the thing is as good as done' but that

the latter means 'I take it upon myself to write to him but

I do not really know when I will get round to it*. In

accordance with the above proposals, both sentences have

in their underlying structure an element Intent ion? this
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being the crucial factor. That the tvo sentences differ

in the inferences one can draw is to be attributed to the

difference of aspect. Given the locative source of aspect

described earlier, la nanisu is derive* from an underlying

structure which can be glossed as :

I state : I intend : I go into, be in, come out of

state s I write to him.

Ja budu pisat' is derived from

I state : I intend s I be in state : I write to him,

where there is no indication of coming out of the state.

It is this difference in the two underlying structures which

makes possible the different detailed interpretations given

by Mazon.

These proposals are essentially semantic in nature.

The time reference of the various verb forms can be estab¬

lished by examining the adverbs with which they co-occur.

The forms which are realisations of Statement + Past co-

occur with such adverbs as vcera (yesterday), cas tomu

nazad (an hour ago), etc; forms which are realisations of
Statement + non-Past co-occur with such adverbs as se^cas

(now), v etot ze moment (at this very moment), etc.; and

forms which are realisations of Prediction + non-Past or

of Intention + non-Past co-occur with such adverbs as

aavtra (tomorrow), cerez u.lat'mlnut (in five minutes), and

so on. Counter-examples appear to be sentences like

Ty prides' selcas - you will coine (perf. fut.) now.

-Ja se 1 cas nanlsu emu - I will write (perf. fut.) to him now.

In this connection it is instructive to note that
v V

Ozegov's dictionary gives four meanings of sejeas?
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1. at the present time s Ja sejcas zan.1at - I am busy

just now.

2. very quickly, immediately : Selcas nridu - I will
come now.

3. quite recently s On selcas 7.des' bvl - He was here

just now.

at first sight, immediately s Seleas vidnof v cem

delo - it is evident at first

sight what the matter is.

It is obvious from the above examples that selcas

in Russian and now in English can refer to the exact moment

of speech or to times immediately preceding or following

the moment of speech. It is interesting that Russian

possesses another word tener1 which can mean only 'at this

time', e.g. on givet zdes' teper' (He lives here now).

Strictly speaking, of course, tener' refers not just to

a point of time contemporaneous with the moment of speech

but to an extent of time which includes a bit of the past

and a bit of the future. It thus turns out that the

apparent counter-examples can be handled adequately with¬

in the theoretical framework.

Because of the syntactic evidence is so scanty, one

must have recourse to other criteria to back up the pro¬

posals. The chief merit of the latter is that they cover

and explain naturally all uses of the so-called 'perfective

future'; the overall system, although it has yet to be

formalised as part of a grammar of Russian, is straight¬

forward and uncluttered; and the postulated underlying

structures are intuitively satisfying. By these criteria

the proposals are acceptable, insofar as there are as yet no
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other proposals vhlch are equally comprehensive, yet simp¬

ler and more satisfying to the native speaker's intuition.

^spersen anf4 an 'Future .

U.2.W
Although the above suggestions must stand or fall on

purely synchronic grounds and on evidence internal to

Russian, an interesting sidelight is shed on the problem
of future tense by historical studies. Jespersen points

out that many languages use words denoting volition or

intention or obligation to refer to the future and cites

English will and shall as being derived from words which

originally denoted volition and obligation respectively.

Among the Slav languages, Serbo-Croat developed its 'future
tense' by using the verb to want f and Ukrainian used the

verb have to, imet'. The Russian ia budu rabotat' (I will
work) corresponds to the Ukrainian prac.luvatimu, which

originally meant 'I have to vork'. In the history of

Russian itself several expressions were adopted, including
the verbs want T begin, have to, before the construction

with the 'future' form of the verb to be established itself.

With regard to Prediction, Louis Renou has made

some illuminating comments on the use of the 'future tense'

in the Vedic Hymns. In the earlier Hymns there are fewer

verb forms referring to the future than in the later Hymns,

one reason for this being that the 'future tense' was still

in process of formation. Although many of the forms which

are used to refer to the future denote primarily volition
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or intention or desire, Renou notes that a great many

other forms have none of these modal nuances: 'nous pensons

pouvoir marquer que 1'usage d'un futur dans une formule
it f

generalement devolue au mode attests justement le souci

d'introdulre une prevision, une realite objective, Lien

nlutct que celui de poursuivre par d'autres moyens la rout¬

ine des expressions modales. En tout cas, ces examples de

portee indecise ne doivent pas faire oblier 1'existence d'

autres futurs notant la conviction, de la part du sujet,

qu'un certain fait ... va se realiser dans un proche

avenir.' After discussing various examples, Renou further

says, les valevirs de certitude ou de conviction 1'

emportent de beaucoup sur les nuances proprement modules'.

The certitude and conviction of \.Thich he speaks are very

much presupposed by the term 'Prediction'. People do not

make predictions unless they are certain that such-and-such

will be the case. The similarities between Renou's analy¬

sis and the above analysis of 'future tense' in Russian are

worth pointing out, even if they in no way constitute admiss¬

ible evidence for the analysis.

Statement .and R.rs1,lgU.on..ln, a ScgsraUve Gram-ir.

*♦.3
The preceding discussion has taken the form of an in¬

formal investigation of 'future tense' in Russian, in the

sense that it has highlighted features which would have to

be captured by any formalised grammar of Russian. The time

has nov come to ask how the various proposals could be in-
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corporate*! in a generative grammar of the language. This

question was first tackled by Boyd and Thome (1969), who

derive their inspiration from the work of Austin (1962).
Since this book of Austin's, a bringing together and

summation of his ideas on language, has been subjected to

adverse criticism by other eminent philosophers, notably
Cohen (196*0 and Black(196^), it is worthwhile examining
both Austin's ideas and the criticism in order to make sure

that linguists are not adopting a faulty notion. This

examination is contained in the appendix to this chapter.

Boyd and Thome suggest th^t two sentential elements

must be postulated in the underlying structure of a given

sentence, one carrying the illocutionary potential of the

sentence, the other its 'propositional content'. As an

underlying structure for

He will go to London tomorrow

they propose, in an ad-hoc notation :

I predict he goes to London tomorrow.

They claim (and the above account of Russian follows

them closely in this respect) that English has only two

tenses, past and non-past, and that will is not a future
tense but marks the illocutionary potential of the sentence.

Boyd and Thorne then put forward a new explanation of the

modal verbs xlll, shall, SliQUld, £&A, flight,
could in terms of illocutionary potential. For the purposes

of this investigation it will be illuminating to compare

some of the examples used by Boyd and Thorne with the equi¬

valent Russian examples, since in many cases the surface
structure of the latter reflect more faithfully the kind of

deep structure which is proposed for English. The English
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examples will be given the numbers which they have in the

original article.

(27) My cousin is downstairs. He will be wondering what

has happened to me.

As Boyd and Thorne point out, the difference between

the two sentences is not the result of the speaker having

switched tenses (in fact the time reference of both sent¬

ences is non-past) but of the speaker's having switched

from making a statement to making a prediction. The sec¬

ond sentence could be paraphrased in English either as lis,

will probably be wondering or as He is probably wondering ...

The equivalent Russian sentence corresponds closely to the

second paraphrase :

QU naVQrng spraaivavt sefr.1* - (lit) he probably is asking

himself.••

This can tentatively be assigned a deep structure

I state He is probably asking himself.••

A statement modified in this way appears to have the

same effect as a prediction.

(28) He will sit there for hours doing nothing.

Grammarians have normally interpreted this will as

the 'characteristic' or 'habitual' will. But (28) is more

or less equivalent to

(29) He sits there for hours doing nothing.

from which it is cle; r that any feature Habitual is

associated with sit and not with will. Boyd and Thorne,

arguing that (29) is a statement and that (28) is a predict¬

ion, comment that the force of the two sentences is practic¬

ally the same, since making a statement about someone's hab¬
itual behaviour and making a prediction about it are almost
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equivalent acts. (28) is similar to the Russian sentences

for which the without fall modal element was postulated

(cf.W.2.2).

(^1) He should have gone by now.

which in Russian is

dolzno fcvt1T on uze uexal - (lit) it must be, he has already

gone away.

and

(68) He must have passed the examination yesterday

dolzno bvt'T on vcera sderzal ekaamen - (lit) it must be,

he passed the examination yesterday

are particularly good examples of how the illocution-

ary potential which is concealed in the modal verbs in

English is made explicit in the surface structure of Russ¬

ian by means of 'sentence adverbs'. With the preceding

two sentences enough examples have been accumulated for

the purpose in hand, namely the justification of the

informal analyses used earlier. The crucial examples are:

a. On nay^rn? aprasivaet sefrjft.«.-(iit) He probably is

asking himself.

b. flQlaDQ byt'» OR pas u<gxal - (lit) It must be, he has

gone away.

c. fryvagt, Qh K nam»»«-(llt) It be, he call on us.

d. bvvalo, gusi uidut v roz' -(lit) It used to be, the

geese go off into the rye.

The peculiarities of these sentences are best brought

out by trying to devise suitable derivations for them with¬

in the 'orthodox' model of transformational grammar. It

will be assumed after Rosenbaum (1967) that the phrase

structure rules of the base are:
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(1) S —>NP Aux Predicate Phrase

(2) Pred.Phr —> VP (adverb)

NP

\Be

(3) VP->j C S
(_V (NP) (Prep. Phr.)(_Prep. Phr..

(!+) NP —>Det N (S)

These rules have been slightly altered to allov for

sentences such as It is probable or It is a book. In some

approaches the is in the second sentence is treated as a

transitive verb (cf. Jacobs and Rosenbaum while other ling¬

uists (cf. Lyons (1968) hold that the verb 'to be* is

simply a dummy superficial element which is brought in to

carry tense. A full dismission of all the problems en¬

tailed in choosing between the two solutions would go far

beyond the scope of the present discussion, and in any

case do not affect in any crucial manner the point which

is being madeabout the four Russian examples. Consider

first sentence (b). Given the question oto riolzno bvt'?T

(b) can occur as an answer. It is clear that the sentence

on ny.e nexal is playing the role of a noun phrase in the

sentence in which it is embedded. A clearer idea of the

underlying structure of (b) is gained by re-ordering the

surface structure to produce on uze uexal dolzno bvt'. Of

the above base rules the only one which permits the intro¬

duction of a sentence in 'subject' position is (W). The

underlying constituent structure of (b) must thus be :
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Fig.18

beh M

0* o£.e. ucxal

(he. already hot

do lacno

(nwsb)

< p

V
Oae)

The above tree is, of course, very approximate -

the structure of the embedded sentence is not shovn at

all - and to a certain extent misleading, since the bottom

line shows the sentence as it actually appears in words.

In a really detailed tree diagram the items which are in¬

serted into the position of K, V, Det. and so on would be

completely abstract, represented in matrices of phonolog¬

ical features.

What is important about the above diagram is that the

leftmost N is not realised by any element at all. Faced

with a similar problem in English Rosenbaum's solution

would probably be to postulate that the N in question is

realised by i£.« This is plausible in English, where one

finds It must be that he has gone away. The lack of a

suitable surface structure element in Russian is no obstacle

to postulating a similar deep structure for the Russian

sentence, since it is possible to argue that the ii. or ono

in Russian is obligatorily deleted when the structure under¬

lying dolzno bvt* is generated. However, the merits or de¬

merits of this proposal are not immediately relevant to the
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discussion, although they would be crucial in the elabor¬
ation of a comprehensive grammar of Russian.

What is crucial to the present argument is the exact

nature of bvt1. The rules of the base, whether the above

modified ones or the original ones or the ones in Jacobs

and Rosenbaum, allow for the generation of sentences with
to be plus a noun or adjective in their surface structure.

The above phrase structure tree provides only for sentence

of the general form Trees are, Lions are, i.e. for exist¬

ential sentences. But the examples under discussion are

definitely not existential sentences. An alternative

underlying structure for (b) must therefore be proposed.

S

The only plausible structure is one in which there is

an NP to the right of the V, and the most plausible realis

ation of this NP is the case. The English term the case x

used as being the most convenient. Since the elements are

completely abstract, and since there is no reason to sup¬

pose that in a more sophisticated grammar this element

will be represented in terms of constituent structure, it

makes no difference whether English or Russian is used.
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The purpose of developing the above argument is this*

whereas the use of formulae like it must be the case that,

it is the ease that, etc. was based on a mere supposition

about the semantic structure of these examples, the dia¬

grams illustrating the underlying constituent structure

show that a noun phrase is required to the right of the

verb if these sentences are not to be taken as existential.

Although the demonstration has been carried out within the

framework of an orthodox transformational grammar, which

the writer does not consider adequate as it stands, the

problem of distinguishing between existential and non-

existential sentences will arise in any grammar as soon as

the level of constituent structure is reached.

The analysis also fits the other examples.
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(a) becomes interesting at this point because the

semantic structure postulated for it was

I state s He probably asking himself...

To bring this sentence into line with the other ex¬

amples the following alternative structure may be postul¬

ated:

I state : It probably the case : He asking himself.

In the same way the structures for on priezzaet

seVQtiflja (he arrives today) and on nridet zavtra (he will
come tomorrow) were simply given as

I state : He non-past arrive today.

I predict : He non-past come tomorrow.

These structures will now be change to:

I state : It non-past the case : He arrive today.

I predict : It non-past the case : He come tomorrow.

In the above diagrams I state and I predict are not

given any representation, mainly because the writer is not

yet sure whether the illoeutionary potential should be dis-
t

guised as simply another sentence or whether it should be

introduced in a much more abstract form and then mapped on¬

to the constituent structure. According to the diagrams

\

\
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in his article •The Role of Semantics in a Grammar',

McCavley (1968) envisages its introduction in sentence

form and would assign He arrives today a structure which

might he as follows:

This solution, however, still leaves the problem of

determining whether the non-past in the topmost S is refer¬

ring to present or future time. This would seem to indic¬

ate that a more abstract component is needed. What is

noteworthy is that in these informal proposals for the

Russian examples all the elements connected with tense and

mood are specified by the component which determines the

illocutionary potential of the sentence and not by the

component which specifies the 'propositional content*.

The 'Past' - 'non-Past' distinction coupled with the

Statement - Prediction distinction accounts for the phen¬

omena traditionally explained by means of the notions of

past, present and future tense, and the locative source

of aspect reflects the 'Completed' - 'non-Completed'

distinction drawn by many scholars of Russian. The proposals,

however, do not deal with all the phenomena connected with

tense and aspect.

S

\
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Consider the sentences

On dolgo nnravlflal modem - He managed the factory for a

long time.

This sentence would be assigned a semantic structures

I state : It PAST the ease s He a long time in state : He

manage the factory.

Similarly, the sentence

On ijudet dolgo nisat' dlssertaciiu - He will be writing his

dissertation for a long

time.

would have the semantic structure

I predict : It non-PAST the case : He a long time in states

He write dissertation.

In these analyses the distinction between Completed

and non-Completed action is basic, but a further distinct¬

ion between Durative and non-Duratlv« is necessary for the

introduction of the appropriate adverbs.

Consider further the sentence

Qn slQlgg s Idel y saflu

which can be translated into English either as Ca) He sat

fqr a long tine in thq garden or as (b) He used to ait for

a long time in the garden. Although the difference between

tiafritjUhi and ncn-Habltnal is not marked in the morphology

of the verb, the difference does become important in cer¬

tain contexts. For instance, (a) but not (b) occurs in s

On dol.ro sidel v sadu, notom posel domoj - He sat for a

long time in the garden and then set off

for home.

(Eidel is imperfective aspect, posel is perfective

aspect)•
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The (b) sentence occurs in s

Kagda on z 11 u nas, or doleo sidel v sarin - When he lived

with us he used to sit for a long time in the garden.

One does not find:

tiQKfa to zXX u »as>, ,<?n ^>lgo pi<tel y aacfa» pptom imel flaaai

When he lived with us he used to sit for a long time in

the garden and then went off home.

These distinctions might be represented as features

[*DurativeJ and [^Habitual] •
The selection of [+DurativeJ would mafce possible the

introduction of such adverbs as :

dalftQ U long time) ; dv^deat'let (for twenty years) ;

dMlzJ (a whole day) j vs.lu slmu (all winter).
The selection of^Habitual! would enable the follow¬

ing adverbs to be introduced s
V V

zaftgfla (always) ; fcaa.1/3 don* (each day) ; gasto(often);

fcgsgremnp (continually) 5 vremla ot vreraeni

(from time to time) ;

rag! V maalnfl (once a month) | redko (seldom).

Ofl.lqlSff stdel Y sa-lu might then be either

r+DurativeJ j+Durativej
r , the (a) sentence or r the (b)
Jj-HabitualJ [jfHabitualJ
sentence.

The semantic structure would be :
♦Durative

(a) I state : It Fast the case: He
- Habitual

He sit in garden.
+Durative

(b) I state s It Past the case : He

in state :

in state J
-Hatltual

He sit in garden.

Other features which might be necessary in a complete
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grammar are (1) £-GporadicJ (following Boyd and Thome's
suggestion) for sentences such as

On inQKda PQS/laet podarlfi - He sometimes sends presents.

ln<?3 raa naMes' QriRj-nal'nu.1ii Knisu - now and again one

finds an original book.

I state : It non-past the case : he [+3poradicJ in state s

He send present(s).
I predict : It non-past without fail the case : One

jjKiporadicl in state : One find an original book.
(2) [^General] for such sentences as s

Zemlia vrascaets.U vokrug solnca - The Earth revolves

round the Sun.

I state : It the case : The Earth j^+Generaljf in state :

The Earth revolve round the Sun.

These informal suggestions have yet to be incorporat¬

ed into a formal grammar of Russian. It was argued in

Chapter One that much elegance could be gained by making

the predicator in a sentence govern what types of adverbs

could co-occur with it. To achieve this goal the intro¬

duction of the features would

have to be carried out by a rule which would operate only

if the feature [%-Egressivel were not attached to LQC, i.e.
if the structure NOM-LOC [^Egressive^ were generated.

It is not clear where these features would appear in

the underlying structure. The faaturesjjt"Durative],
^Habitual], etc. clearly apply to that part of the struct¬
ure which is glossed as 'being in a state', but it is not

at all clear to what category they are to be attached.

The only plausible solution, given the categories NOM and
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LOC, is to attach them to LQC, but this is not intuitively

satisfying. Much more satisfactory would be attaching

them to a category COP,

In order to capture the 'timelessness' of sentences

like The ttarth revolves raunfl the frun or he aoaetimes sends

presents, one might make the choice of jjKieneral] or

jj-GeneralJ vary high level, and have a rule J^-General^j —>
^Sporadic*]. There could be a context-sensitive rule
Tense —>^j*PastJwhich applies only if both [^-General] and
£~oporadic] are selected.

These, however, are only suggestions, not hard and

fast proposals backed up with evidence. If it is granted

that these suggestions are plausible, then they seem to

indicate tn^t a more abstract model is required than any

available at the moment.
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A p F p i: J JLX

Austin held that every act of speaking, except perhaps

exclamations like 'ouch' is both a locutionary and an il-

locutionary act. Qua locutionary a speech act is three

acts in one : the (phonetic) act of uttering certain sounds;

the (phatic) act of uttering certain words belonging to a

certain vocabulary, in a particular grammatical construct¬

ion, and with a particular intonation; and the (rhetic)
act of using these words with a more or less definite

sense and reference. To perform such a locutionary act is

also to perform an illoeutionary act. In order to deter¬

mine what illocutionary act is performed, one must deter¬

mine in what way the locution is being used. Is the

speaker asking or answering a question? Is he giving in¬

formation or assurance or a warning? Is he announcing a

verdict or an intention? Is he pronouncing sentence? Is

he making an appointment or an appeal or a criticism?

Austin gives the name 'illocutionary forces' to those dif¬

ferent types of function that language has in the perform¬

ance of an illocutionary act. It is as essential to dis¬

tinguish force from meaning as it is to distinguish sense

from reference within meaning.

In addition to the performance of the locutionary act

of saying something, and the performance of an illocution¬

ary act JLa saying something, we may at the same time per¬

form a perlocutionary act jfcy saying something. Austin

calls an act of speaking perlocutionary insofar as it pro¬

duces certain intended or unintended effects upon the feel-
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ings, thoughts or actions of the audience, e.g. 'He urged
me to shoot her' describes an lllocutionary act and 'He

persuaded me to shoot her' describes a perlocutionary act.

Austin argues that, while speaking of 'the use of lan¬

guage for arguing or warning• looks just like speaking of

'the use of language for persuading, rousing, or alarming',
the former may be said to be oor.vertion^l in the sense that

it can be made explicit by a performative formula such as

'I argue that' or 'I warn you that', whereas one cannot say

'1 persuade you that' or 'I alarm you that'.

Austin emphasises that the illocutionary act is in no

way the consequence of the locutionary act, nor does it

consist in the production of consequences. To perform an

illocutionary act is necessarily to perform a locutionary

one - to congratulate is necessarily to say certain words,

hhereas a perlocutionary act may be brought off, in the

appropriate circumstances, by the issuing of any utterance

whatsoever, the range of illocutionary acts that nay be

brought off by a given utterance is restricted by the con¬

ventions of illocutionary force. Austin insists further

that the performance of an illocutionary act involves the

'securing of uptake' : a man cannot be said to have warned

an audience unless it hears vhat he says and takes what he

says in a certain sense. Also, an illocutionary act may

take effect in certain ways other than the bringing about

of cha iges In the natural course of events. The naming of

a ship 'Queen Elizabeth' has the effect of preventing people

referring to it by another name. Verbs typically used in

performing illocufcionary acts are promise, bet, name, etc.

which Austin calls performative verts and which he earlier
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tried to contrast with const-it.: vs verbs such as assert,

stateT .sayy as used in, e.g. 'I state here and now that

he has never given me any money'. However, this distinct¬

ion was impossible to maintain, since it appeared that in

using these verbs the speaker was performing the act of

stating something. Thus, one reason why sentences like

I promise to 20 and he's coming today are different is

that they have different illocutionary forces : in utter¬

ing the first sentence the speaker is promising; in utter¬

ing the second he is stating.

Cohen objects firstly that, although Austin insists

that a sentence has an illocutionary force as well as a

meaning, he never states explicitly which of the many views

about 'sense' and 'reference' he shares. Secondly Austin

states that every utterance, except for some exclamations,

is both a locutionary and an illocutionary act which pre¬

sumably means that every utterance has both meaning and

illocutionary force. But when an utterance contains an

explicit performative, e.g. I yarn y?U BQt to £0

the speaker is also performing an illocutionary act. tthat,
asks Cohen, is the meaning of such an utterance as distinct
from its illocutionary force? Cohen comes to the conclus¬

ion that where explicitly performative expressions are

used, such as X or I nominate vou the illocution¬

ary force, if such a thing exists, cannot be distinguished
from the meaning. Moreover, if the utterance lour hay

stack is on fire gives a warning that is rendered explicit

by I vara .ywr hay stuck la on fir?, why should

one suppose that it is illocutionary force rather than
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meaning that has been made explicit? In Austin's view

asking a question is a typical illocutlonary act tut

Cohen argues that, if one produces the utterance Is It
raining? and a few moments later 1 ask vhatner it is

raining, it is Impossible to distinguish illoeutionary

force from meaning. 'What or. earth could be the meaning

of your locutionary act other than to ask whether it is

raining? ... In short, what Austin calls the illoeutionary
force of an utterance is that aspect of its meaning which

is either conveyed by its explicitly performative prefix,

it it has one, or might have been so conveyed by the use

of such an expression. Any attempt to prise off this

aspect of meaning and regard it not as meaning tut as some¬

thing else, leads to paradox and confusion'.

Elack, in addition to making the same strictures as

Eohen, brings out and contrasts two conceptions of the

meaning of 'performative' which are not distinguished

sharply enough throughout Austin's work, Austin's earlier

explanation of 'performative* suggests to Black the follow¬

ing definition of the notions 'An utterance is said to be

performative^ whon used in spec3 flu " clrcirustuncos if
and only if its being so used counts as a case of the

speaker's doing something other than, or something more

than, saying something true or false. An utterance that

is not performative is called constative.' nut, Austin
then found himself faced vith recalcitrant expressions like

1 St-49 -ind I maintain. If a man who says I nremise such-

and-such is considered to be promising, then a man who says

I. state such-and-such must be considered as stating. This
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problem led Austin to change the original criterion

slightly, which suggests to Black another definition of

'performative': 'An utterance of the form I X such-and-

such is said to be performative^, when used in specific

circumstances, if and only if its so being used counts as

a case of the speaker's thereby X-ing'. X stands for the

'first person singular present indicative active 'form of

a verb. Black proposes keeping the definition of perform-

ative^, which answers the needs of those philosophers who
have high hopes of the notion. For the utterances which

fall within the scope of the second definition Black sug¬

gests the term 'self-labelling utterance', He remarks

with great acuity that ',,,what often seems to be happen¬

ing in the cases of performativesg is that the utterance
includes some formal marker or indicator of the character

of that utterance,.• and ought not to be confused with the

more interesting contrast embodied in definition A',

Another philosopher, Sesonske has, apparently inde¬

pendently, come to much the same conclusions as Black

and has suggested that 'the functions of language may use¬

fully be distinguished in terms of the effects of speech

acts on human relations, and particularly that the notion

of performative can be made clear this way', Besonske

roughly sketches out three kinds of relationships which

may hold between human beings : (1) psychological relat¬

ions, e.g. X loves, is acquainted with, annoyed with Y;
(2) generative relations : X pushes Y out of the room, X
cures Y, X gives Y a lift, etc.; (3) formal relations :

'Two persons are formally related to each other when the
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range of appropriate or permissible interaction between

them is defined or determined by implicit or explicit con¬

ventions or rules accepted within a group, community or

culture', e.g. X employs Y, X teaches Y, X and Y are

members of the same club, etc. Austin came across an ex¬

tremely important fact concerning formal relations which

was later lost. Sensonske describes this fact thus:

'There are some events that usually cannot occur unless

certain words are said or written; t he say1ng of the words

in the appropriate context constitutes theevent. The ev¬

ents are significant in that they alter the formal relat¬

ions between persons and ve< der some actions permissible,

appropriate, or obligatory that would not have been so be¬
fore the words were spoken', ill the ex ipl' S Austin

starts ■ith are examples of utterances whose point is to

alter formal relations. In 'How to Do Things with lords'

the four initial examples are of utterances whose function

is to marry, name, bequeath and bet. Later in the book,

however, examples appear whose function is to evoke a part¬

icular response, i.e. to alter generative relations. Austin,

says Sesonske regretfully, not only fu 1 le"■ to notice the
difference but also misinterpreted the relation of perform¬

atives to convention, for he identified the performative

(later the illocutionary act) as the performance of a con¬

ventional act - but then all speech acts are conventional.

In spite of these criticisms, Austin's work remains

valuable, and not simply in the negative sense of illustrat¬

ing 'the limitations of trying' 'to screw- out of ordinary

language'' all that one can without trying to elaborate a
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plausible theoretical framework1, as Black would have us

believe. The absence of a veil-grounded theory of how

language works is indeed much to be regretted, teeau~e
this lacuna in Austin's writings is almost certainly the

source of the inconsistencies and slack definitions which

disturb philosophers such as Cohen. Linguists accept that

the 'meaning' of a sentence is not to be equated simply

with the reference of the various words but includes the

various relations ouch as antanymy which hold between the

it eras in the vocabulary of the language, the attitude of
the speaker (is he making a statement, or asking a quest¬

ion, or giving a command?), the context in 'hich the sen¬

tence 1° spoken, and so on, and would therefore agree with
Cohen that illocutioaary potential is t • be c -usidered as

part of the meaning of a particular sentence and not as

something different from that meaning. However, as Cohen
himself concedes, Austin would probably have eliminated

many flaws if ho had survived to take on the task, and it
is the opinion of the 'Titer that Austin would have accept¬

ed the broad definition of meaning which linguists now use.

Austin's work, then, contains many inters: t ng and

valuable observations which the linguist and anthropologist

must try to dapt and systematise for their own particular

purposes. Vihat immediately captures the attention of

linguists working in the field of generative grammar is

that Austin*s'illocutionary potential' covers some aspects

of meaning which play a particularly important role in

determining the superficial form of sentences. For in¬

stance, Austin discusses two sentences, Is 11 rain in p.? and
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I ,-isk whether It is raining. Now Cohen argues that it is

impossible, given these utterances, to distinguish illoc-

utionary potential from meaning and that the utterance

with the 'performative prefix' is very different from the

utterance without the performative prefix. However, des¬

pite Cohen's assertions, traditional grammar, recognising

that the difference in word order between It is raining

and Is it raining/ reflects tue difference between a

statement and a question, found it perfectly easy to dis¬

tinguish that aspect of meaning which Austin calls 'illoc-

utionary potential'. A generative treatment of English

would attempt to capture the relationship between these

sentences by assigning the same underlying structure to

both, except that the underlying structure or n it rain-
ing? would contain an element Q (for questions which would

'trigger off' the appropriate transformations permuting

the order of abstract elements. In other words, a gener¬

ative treatment recognises and treats as a separate syn¬

tactic element something which Austin would assign to the

iliocutionary potential of a sentence. To produce the

appropriate surface structure or imperative sentences

generative grammars of English have made use of an abstract

element imp (imperative^, which also seems an obvious

marker of iliocutionary potential, and the distinction be¬
tween statement and prediction which was used informally

earlier in the discussion also concerns iliocutionary pot¬

ential.

In this chapter, however, the discussion ha3 concen¬

trated on the problem of incorporating in a generative
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grammar the Insights about statements, predictions and the
without fail modal element. When the question of aspect

in imperative sentences is taken up in Chapter Six it

will be shown that the notion of illocutionary potential

is indispensable to any adequate account.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Aspect and Aktionsart

5.1
The following examples give an idea of the problems

connected with the distinction betveen aspect and Aktions-

art.

la Ja cital knlgu - I read/was reading the book.

b Ja qltal Yes1 den' - I was reading all day.

2a Ja nrocital knigu - I read through the book,

b Ja ne budu procitwat1 vse knigi - I am not going to

read through all the books.

3 V voskresen'e on pocital - On Sunday he read a little.

•+ * On budet pooitat1 vo vtornik - He is going to read a

little on Tuesday.
X v V

5 On casto pocital no subbotam - He often read a li-.tie

on Saturdays.

The form citat' (read) is imperfective and co-occurs

with durative and habitual time adverbs like ves' den*

(all day) and casto (often). The form nrocitat'T which

consists of the prefix pro plus the root citat', is re¬

garded in many grammars and dictionaries as the perfective

form of that is gitat' and procitat1 are taken to

be identical in meaning apart from the difference in aspect.

If this were the case, it would be difficult to explain

the existence of the imperfective form procitvvat' in such

sentences as On fcttdet procltYYat1 doKufflenty (He is going

to read through the documents) and On dolgo nrocitwal

dokumentv (He was a long time in reading through the docu¬

ments). The fact that citat1 and nrocitvvat1 both occur
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after budet (will) and easto (often) lead one at least to

suspect a contrast in meaning, especially when one com¬

pares these two forms with a pair of imperfective -perfect¬

ive forms like plsat' - napisat'. The prefix ua.- is gener¬

ally taken to be simply a superficial marker of perfective

aspect, and there is no imperfective form napisvvat'.
The suspected contrast in meaning becomes obvious when

one takes into account the comments of informants, who

understand citat' as meaning 'to read in general', whereas

they interpret procitat' as 'citat' vse do konca' (to read

everything to the end). In Chapter Two it was pointed out

that a perfective form such as nanlsat1 in qu rtaPiLs^l Pis'fflQ

(He wrote the letter) could be understood as implying .Qa

koncll nisat' pis'mo (He has finished writing the letter).

The question Vv procItall roman (Have you read through the

novel?) is not, hovever, equivalent to the question Jz
koncili citat' roman? (Have you finished reading the novel?).

In answer to the former question one could answer Procital,

no ppslelnJajft glava Qcen* triflnaja (I have, but the last

chapter is very difficult) or Procital, no sobiralus' citat'

esas raz, PQSle^n.1u.1U glavu (I have, but I intend reading

the last chapter again) but not Procital, nq resil ne citat'

posledn.1u.iu r:lavu ( I have, but I have decided not to read

the last chapter). In answer to the latter question, how¬

ever, one could reply, Koncil citat' - 1a resil ne citat'
poslelnlulu glavu (Yes, I have finished reading it - I
decided not to read the last chapter).

The crux of the matter is that, whereas plsat' and

napisat' are different forms of the same lexical item,
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cltat is one lexical item and nrocltat1 - nrocitvvat' are

two forms of another lexical item.

The form pocitat' which occurs in (3), (*+) and (5)
is not to be handled in the same way as nrocltat'.

V Nf
Pocitat1 has no perfective form nocitvvat1 which if used

in (3), C+) and (5) would make these sentences correct.

Furthermore, while the difference between citat' and nrocit-

concerns the intrinsic nature of the action, the prefix

po- in pocital indicates only that the action continued

for a short time. To put it more crudely but more succint-

ly s pro- indicates a difference in quality, po- a differ¬
ence in quantity.

The notion of Aktionsart is employed in the explanat¬

ion of,forms like pocitat *. An investigation of the notion

will concentrate on two main problems * Cl) which verbal

prefixes are simply superficial markers of perfective as¬

pect and which carry a meaning of their own (the French

terms 'preverbes vides' and 'preverbes pleins' are often

used for the former and latter types of prefix respective¬

ly); (2) within the class of preverbes pleins a further

distinction must be drawn between the pro and eq type of

prefix.

History the JHgHon 'Aktionsart' •

5.1.1
The term Aktionsart, which is used by earlier scholars

such as Leskien and Streitberg, (See Isacenko, 1962) is not

new in linguistic theory, although the notion itself was
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not defined explicitly until the publication of Agrell's

work on Polish. Agrell described the preverbes pleins as

'aktionsartbildend' (lit. forming types of action) and

distinguished two main types of prefix : (1) prefixes

which give the verb a completely new (usually spatial)

meaning, e.g. dat' (give) - (from) + dat1 (give away);
(2) prefixes which do not give the verb an absolutely new

meaning but simply indicate that the action is finished.

Such prefixes can be subdivided into two groups? (a)

prefixes which simply change the aspect of the verb, i.e.

which indicate that the action is finished but do not say

how; (b) prefixes which specify how the action is complet¬

ed. Agrell uses the term Aktionsart for the 'semantic

functions of prefixed verbs which specify how an action is

completed'. While one may object that the phrase 'how an

action is completed' seems more appropriate to adverbs

such as angrily> Quickly, abruptlyT and that it does not

apply to pocitat, since this verb does not refer to

'completion', nonetheless Agrell's general types of pre¬

fix are still valid.

Mazon, a contemporary of Agrell's, holds much the same

view (Mazon, 1963) * ' Les preverbes ont un double role :

preciser le sens du verbe compose par rapport au verbe

simple et, en merae temps, donner la valeur perfective a

toute verbe simple auquel ils sont opposes en le transform-

ant en un compose preverbal'. The significant part of

this statement, which will be taken up later, is the assert¬

ion that one constant function of verbal prefixes is to

turn an imperfective form into a perfective form.
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Isacenko proposes the terms 'qualifying prefix'

(qualifizierendes Prafix) and 'modifying prefix' (modif-

izierendes Prafix) corresponding to 'preverbe plein' and

'preverbe vide' respectively. He describes the effect

of a preverbe plein in slightly different terms from those

used by Mazon and Agrell. A verb formed by the addition

of a preverbe plein to a simple verb becomes independent

of the simple verb. This independence is formally marked

by the tendency to form a complete verbal paradigm, which

in Russian means that the perfective form consisting of

a prefix and a root acquires a corresponding imperfective

form, usually by suffixation, and that the same 'Realbedeut-

ung' is expressed in both aspects, e.g. citat'/prooitat' -

procitvvat'. Isacenko gives three criteria for determin¬

ing when a verb form expresses an Aktionsart. (1) The

meaning of an Aktionsart form represents a modification

of the meaning of the root to which the prefix is added.

(2) A modifying suffix or prefix is added to an independ¬

ently existing verb. This verb is usually a 'simplex',

i.e. a root. (3) A form which expresses an Aktionsart is

not a member of an aspect pair. This is essentially the

position adopted by Viard, who agrees with Isacenko that,

although the Russian verb might seem at first sight to

have many aspects, many of these apparent aspects are

lexical classes and all of them may be classed as perfect¬

ive or imperfective. To sum up, 'aspect' in Russian is a

grammatical category which enables a process or action to

be expressed either in its on-going or as a completed whole.

The Aktionsarten' in Russian are general verb meanings

which concern the 'manner' in which the process or action

develops.
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Although the distinction between aspect and Aktions-

art might seem to have been clearly and precisely drawn

by the linguists mentioned in the preceding paragraphs, one

or two rather crucial points remain vague. The terms

'lexical' and 'syntactic' are not precise because they are

not being used with reference to any well defined theory

of grammar. Presumably the term 'lexical' is meant to

indicate that the feature it refers to is best handled by

being incorporated in the appropriate entry in a diction¬

ary of Russian. Presumably the feature is thought to be

best handled in thi3 way because it is peculiar to one verb

or to a group of verbs rather than being a general charact¬

eristic of the verb system. However, terms like 'lexical'
and 'syntactic' acquire a more specific sense in a gener¬

ative grammar. A superficial prefix may indeed be the

realisation of a feature which is part of a lexical entry,

but other prefixes may indicate that certain other elements

co-occur with PRED in the base. Some prefixes may seem

appropriate to a lexical entry but have to be introduced

in the base as they cause extra structure to be generated.

What I propose to do is examine the types of Aktionsarten

cited by Isacenko to see how they might best be handled

by a generative grammar.

'Recitative' AKtiongarti

Isacenko takes *resultative' to be a cover term con¬

cealing various nuances of meaning.

a 'Qenulne resultative meaning'(Eigentiich resultative

Bedeutung)
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This refers to actions that have been successfully

carried out (erfolgreich zu Ende gefiihrt). As examples

Isacenko gives (imperfective form first) : brit's.ia -

nobrit' sia (shave oneself) ; KlpjaUt' - vsftipjaUV

(bring to the boil) 5 nravit'sia - ponravit'sia (please) ;

cinlt1 - pocinit' (repair) ; gQversenatYOVat1 - uafiXtXr

sgnstYQva1;, (complete),
b 'XeoinaUvQ' mear4iv •

Pet' (slng)-propet' (have finished the sLnging) ;

Ml' ( strike, of clock) - uroblt' (to have struck),
e.g. ga57-PT?frlU Spinas' (The clock struck midnight).

^ 'PgrflmaUy? 1 swaging.

This refers to the end of a process which lasted for

a definite length of time s £i£ (live) - prosit1 vaiu 2 inn'

v derevne (live one's whole life in the country) ; spat*

(sleep) - prpgnaV vff.lU WG' (sleep the whole night),
d 'FinJLtlyp1 atQapibg.

This refers to the fact that the action has been

brought to a close and 'broken off' : obedat' (have lunch)
- QtQbstia.t' (finish lunch) •, flggurU' (be on watch) - &£-

dezurit' (finish being on vatch).

e '^ha^tiya' again ins.

Begat' (run) - ubegat' 3.1a (run oneself into the ground).

t 'Total' meaning.

This refers to an action vhich has affected the whole

object or all the objects; ran.lt' (wound) - lr.ranit'
(cover with wounds) ; 2L2H1' (walk) - lsxodlt' ves' les

(walk through the whole wood),

g ' Sattirat ive' meaning»

Psgat1 (run) - n^feegat'sja (run to one's heart's

content) ; also sKisjatIa3a (laugh) - nasfaejaJLLsJui,
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Luril' (smoke) - nakurit' s.1a t xodit' (walk) - naxodit.' sia.

h 'Cumulative* roeanihg*

(1) Genuine cumulative verts formed from intransitive

roots : lgtat' (fly) - naletat' 10,000 kilometrov (fly

10,000 kilometres).

(2) 'Partitive-cumulative' verbs formed from transitive

roots. The object is either in the genitive case or is

combined with a mass noun.

VarU' (cook) - navarlt1 kasv (make some porridge) ;

knalt' (buy) - nakuplt1 massu vescej (buy a mass of things);

xatlt1 (chop) - narubit' drov na zirau (chop wood for the

winter) ; (read) - nflSitat' s.1a YSjaKiU

(to have read lots of novels of all kinds).

Isacenko cites other examples which he classifies as

a sub-type of the 'partitive-cumulative' verbs. He uses

the term 'cumulative-distributive' to refer to the verbs

in such sentences as nonaexali gosti (crowds and crowds of

guests kept arriving). Such verbs are formed by adding

to a root which has already been prefixed. In this

case, the root verb is exat* (travel) and the first pre¬

fix is na- (cf. the cumulative verbs).
* Ironic-resultative' refers to such verbs as dokatat'

ala, derived from £2 (as far as) and katat's.ia (ski) :

On dokatals.ia do nasmorka (lit. He skied as far as a cold,

i.e. till he caught a cold). Isacenko uses the term 'iron¬

ic' because the action is prolonged till it has unwished

for consequences.

'Resultative-qualifying* refers to verbs like izvor-

ovat' s.la, which is formed from vor (thief) and the prefix
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iz_- ; i z v.or ova Is 1a (The boy has become a perfect

little thief). The term 'qualifying' indicates that the

subject is characterized by the verb.

.'fienulnq recitative meaning'

5.2.1
This meaning is of great importance in aspect studies

as verbs in perfective aspect are often explained as denot¬

ing the result of an action. Spagis, for instance, describes

the perfective form of the following pairs of verb forms

as referring simultaneously to the completion of an action

and its result s vjazat' (knit) - svjazat'. gladlt1 (iron

clothes) - pogladlt'/vygladlt'» gotovlt* - (prepare) -

nrlgqtpvit1, &glai' (do/make) - aflelat'» flpfrivat' s j,a -
dobit' s_1a (the imperfective form is usually translated as

strive towards the perfective form as achieve), zap!swat'
(write dovn) - zapisat', kamil' (feed) - naKornlt'» Kaslt'

(mow hay) - skosit' f aazat' (plough) - vsp^at', jwrenisyvat1»
(rewrite) - pereplsat', nlsat' (write) - nsOLLsal'» rssat'

(solve) - xfiiit'1 risovat'(draw) - narisovat', spisyvat'

(copy) - spisat' * atTP11' (build) - pQStrpit', libsidal' (con¬
vince) - iikadli', iitixal'(gather in the harvest) - .uferafc' ,

USIt' (learn) - yyuclt', Sltat' (read) - orocltat'. Other

examples often adduced in support of the assertion that

perfective aspect has to do with the result of an action

are lalatsl' (grow fat) - notolstet', kraanet' (become
red/blush) - pokrasnet'•

The first point which must be made is that sentences

like On naplsal roman (He wrote a novel), Qna narlf-QVala

JBPftret (She drew a portrait), tyy ppstrpUl flpffi (^e built
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a house), and Mat1 sdelala sebe kost.1 wa (Mother made herself

a costume) have "been discussed by various linguists in

connection with the notion 'object of result* or *effiz-

iertes Objekt'. Jespersan (192U) argues that the objects

of make, produce, create, construct are obviously * objects
of result' in that the things denoted by the object noun

are produced by the action denoted by the verb, and that

the really interesting verbs are those which can take both

an 'effiziertes* and an 'affiziertes Objekt' without really

changing their own signification, e.g. dig the ground
(ground is an 'affiziertes Objekt') and dig a grave (grave

is an 'effiziertes Objekt'), strike the table - strike a

feajgala, swluflq the tmsipess - sor.dgde a treats Fill¬
more points out that the notion 'object of result' is re¬

levant for syntax, since (a) one can say What John did to
the table was ruin it tut not What, J ?hn did to the table

was build it: (b) Jofrq ruined the table is a possible

answer to the question What did John do to the table? but

John built the table is not. To account for these facts

Fillmore (196R) postulates a deep structure case which he

labels 'factitive'j 'the case of the object or being re¬

sulting from the action or state identified by the verb,

or understood as part of the meaning of the verb*.

Anderson (1970) has suggested that sentences like Kg made

the box be derived from an underlying structure which may

be glossed as 'He caused it s The box exist'. The under¬

lying causative element would be realized as write, make,

build, etc., depending on which lexical item was substit¬

uted for the noun in the embedded sentence.
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Anderson's proposal differs from Fillmore's in that

it involves the generation of more structure, whereas

Fillmore uses the same structure as for sentences like

Bill kicked the car, except that the vert is accompanied

by the cases Agentive and Factitive instead of Agentive

and Objective as in the above example. Whatever solution

is eventually adopted, it is clear that of the verts given

by Spagis gotovit' (prepare-a meal), delat' (do), pi, sat'

(write), risovat' (draw) and stroll' (build) should be

put in a separate list. Since the actions denoted by

these verbs involve the creation of something, it is

obvious that both the perfective and imperfactive forms

of a vert like pisat* (write) may carry the notion of

result. The perfective form always carries it, since the

basic notion expressed by perfective aspect is 'completion',
and the imperfective form may or may not carry it, since

imperfeetive aspect does not express definite non-complet¬

ion but simply does not say whether an action was completed

or not. One finds On ulsal roman (He was writing a novel)

and On pi sal roman kazdve tri mes.iaca (He wrote a novel

every three months). On Fillmore's proposals the peculiar

meaning of these verbs would be marked in the lexicon by

means of the cases accompanying the verb. On Anderson's

proposal, PRED would be assigned a feature, Causative,

which would lead to the embedding of an existential sent¬

ence. The former solution, within the framework of a gen¬

erative grammar, is lexical, the latter is syntactic. In
either case, the notion Aktionsart, defined as a general

verb meaning which concerns the manner in which the pro-
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cess or action develops, hardly seems appropriate.

Of the remaining verts in opagis' list, proeltat'

has teen shown to be not the perfective form of citat' tut

a separate lexical item with an imperfective form pro-

citvvat' . by the same criteria that were used in assessing

the status of urocitat', vvucit' should not ae regarded as

the perfective form of ucit' but as a separate verb with

an imperfective form v/ueivat'. Ucit' is understood as

denoting the process of learning in general, whereas

vyucit' - vyucivat' means ' to learn something thoroughly,

to the end'. Ucit' and vyucit' are both translated into

Unglish as 'learn1, but the difference between a process

in general and a process carried out thoroughly or to the

end may be brought out in iinglish by the use of different

verbs. For example, Leoit' means 'to treat medically',
but the treatment done thoroughly is denoted by vvlecit',
which is translated as 'to cure'. The imperfective form

of this verb is vviaoivac'- Although the adjective ' re-

sultative' nas some force vhen applied to napisat', etc.
since novels and letters are brought into existence as

the result of certain actions, it cannot be naturally app¬

lied to v/ucit* or orocitat', which denote completed act¬

ions and whose lexical entries contain a feature which

may be glossed as 'thoroughly', in this connection, it

is interesting that Mazon glosses the preverbe yj. as

expressing 'achievement total Cd'ou la nuance de 1'action

bien aueoiaplie)' •

Gladit' may also be removed from bpagis' list, since

the action of ironing, done thoroughly, is denoted by

yygladit' » Which has an iniperfective form vyglaziYat' «
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Other verts denoting ctions in general are krasit1 (paint),
kroit' Cent out), mvt.' (wash), noloskat' (rinse, oolot,1

(veed), soxnut* (dry), stroit* (build), snsit* (make dry),
V

-1stit1 (clean). To these verbs are related the following

pairs of perfective and iraperfactive forms which denote

the action done thoroughly : vvkrasit' - vvkraslvat,'

zzkiMl' - Yykrajyat', wnvt' - mzsai', yypQjLQPkat' -

imaaskixsd', yypoiot' - vv-oaiivatt, yvgaxmrt* - vya/saV,

watr-olf - y.7,itralval', yyspalV - y/ppsiv*V,

vvcisaat'. These pairs of forms, like vvnclt' and vmcivat',
must be treated as separate lexical items which are in a

sense independent of the prefixless verbs denoting the act¬

ion or process in general.

Before the investigation of 'resultative' verbs is

taken any further, one feature of the structures postulated

as underlying the various aspect forms of Russian needs to

be clarified. Although the initial string ROM - A TJX - LOC

is sometimes realized superficially, the features [^Ingress-
ivej and J+EgressiveJ are never so realized and are not to
be considered as underlying the actual lexical items, beg¬

in , finish, become, etc. From the fact that these verbs

themselves have perfective and iraperfective forms it is

clear that J~»-IngressiveJ and j^EgressiveJ represent a super-
ordinate system which determines aspect. This does not

contradict the assertion made in Chapter Two that a sent¬

ence Ja uQinal nis'mo ( I -„;aa already writing the

letter) may be Interpreted and even paraphrased as ia

nze stal nlsat' nis'rno (I had already begun writing the

letter). In the former sentence Jj-IngressiveJ is attached
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to LOC dominated by the topmost S, while in the latter

j+TngressiveJ is attached to PRED in the string dominated
by the second highest S and brings about the embedding of

a third S. (To distinguish the tvo features notationally,

the second jj-lngressivej, which determines that PRED is to
be realized or stat* or n cat*, will be replaced by

^•Inchoativej•) The exact details of this process will be
discussed in connection with the Inchoative Aktionsart.

What is crucial is that [^IngressiveJ and £lnchoativj have
the same semantic value in the strings in which they appear.

The only difference between the sentences is the latter

causes extra structure to be generated, whereas the former

does not. The same arguments hold for ^-Egress ive]. What
is immediately relevant to the discussion is that both

J+Egre3siveJ and the lexical item y. one it' (finish) are
usually understood as 'completing successfully*.

This interpretation of 'completing successfully ex¬

plains in part the *resultative' meaning attributed to

dobit'sla and rgsat;'. Port's.1a is interpreted as 'arriv¬

ing at a goal after struggling towards it1 and resit' is

interpreted as 'arriving at a solution'. The correspond¬

ing imperfective forms cannot be interpreted as expressing

non-arrival aJ a goal or solution. Student resal nroblemvT

outside a context, could mean either The student used to

solve the problems or The stu^t Va3 tacKliRK the prob¬

lems. With the addition of vsegda (always) and bvstro

(quickly) the sentence becomes Student vsegda bvstro resal

p robi Miay (The student always solved the problems quickly).

That the imperfective form is capable of supporting two

interpretations might be explained by some sort of seman-
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tic rule which states that, given the structure NOM - AUX -

LOG ^ingressive^, the feature j^ngressivej may or may not
be understood from the context, iSince linguistic theory

has not yet advanced to the point of understanding, far

less formalizing, the exact role of semantics in a gener¬

ative grammar, one can only mention the two possible inter¬

pretations and leave the theoretical problem unsolved.

At least the problem has been discussed explicitly and the

discussion has made it plain that the notion of 'result'

is no more appropriate to the perfective form resit' than

it is to the perfective form priexat' (arrive). The notion

of result is equally irrelevant to most of cue other per¬

fective verbs cited by opagis, viz. z^pisat' (write down),

aaKgfffliV (feed), ateit' (mow hay), vsuaxat' (plough),

(rewrite), snlaki' (copy).
The notions of 'completing an action successfully'

and 'carrying out an action thoroughly or to the end' may

coincide in the case of certain verbs, whose perfective

form consists of jytr plus the root. Among such verbs are

b raniL1 (scold) , lenit' (sculpt/mould), uackat1 (stain),
rngat' (curse), stn'at' (wash clothes;. The sentence Gna

stii-ala bel'e (uhe washed tne clothes) whereas Gna vvstlr-

alu bei'e has tne force of 'She washed the clothes thor¬

oughly'. .similarly, ^*1' rd"yAu means 'The

toy stained his snirt', whereas h*!'Slfc fubdPKu

has the force of 'The boy stained his shirt good and

proper'. The coincidence of tne two notions ia made

possible by the meaning of the verbs. One can 'be in a

state of sending a parcel' without actually getting the
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parcel sent off, and the parcel will be just the same as

it was before. However, it is difficult to conceive of

someone 'being in a state of staining a shirt' or 'being

in a state of scolding a rascal' without the shirt ending

up with some stains on it or the rascal hearing at least

some of the imprecations. These arguments support Mazon's

gloss of the preverbe vv- and explain why vv- (and iz-,

which also means 'out') are used to form the perfective

aspect of these verbs. The question immediately arises

as to whether vv packat' is really the perfective form of

p.ickat' . If aspect is a grammatical category which does

not change the lexical meaning of a verb but simply pres¬

ents the action or process as ongoing or completed, then

yypackat' is not the perfective form of paokat'. On the

other hand, it nuy be argued that what appears to be the

additional meaning of 'thoroughly* is just the meaning of

'successful completion' which comes through particularly

strongly and with a peculiar interpretation imposed by the

meaning of the verb.

The latter view, that vypuckat,* and ispackat' are

(alternative) perfective forms of packat *, will be adopt¬
ed here because it saves several lexical entries yet still

explains the use of vv-.

Another verb which may be said to denote an action

in general is pit* (drink). Most, if not all, grammarians
and lexicographers take the view that the form vvpit' is
the perfective form of pit'. Ozegov's dictionary pairs

these two forms and puts another imperfective form, wo1vat'
in a separate entry. According to Ozegov, vvnivat' is not
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paired with any perfective form. The reactions of inform¬

ants to sentences containing these forms suggest that

Ozegov's treatment is mistaken. First of all the informants

were asked to translate two sentences from English into

Russian : I sat down at the fire and drank a bottle of beer

and On bundavs they always drank a bottle of beer. All

the informants produced the translations s Ja sel u oenia

1 WDll butvlkii niva and Po voskreaen'1am oni vseeda vv-

plY^li butylKu piva» The noteworthy feature of the trans¬

lations is that nobody produced for the second sentence

Oni vsegria nili butvlku pivaT i.e. nobody used the form

which may be interpreted as denoting the action in general.

Further testing produced the following set of acceptable

and unacceptable sentences:

1 Po voskresen11am on liubil nit' nlvo - On Sundays he

liked to drink beer.

2 * Pq VQsKrggw'Jam on vyptt' pivp -

3 Po voskresen*1am on Hubil vvoit'/vvolvat' fcntvlocku

plva - On Sundays he liked to drink a bottle of

beer.

b *Pq YQskresen'Jam on l.jubil pit' butYiLocku pjya - • • • •

5 Kazflyj if, nas vyplv^l pa butylKe piva veserom - £ach

of us used to drink a bottle of beer in the

evening.

6 la nas nil pp frutrlKe plva yeggrom -

7 regulJamp nil po frruzKe pered Qfeedoa - I regularly

drank a pint before dinner.

8 pp yggkresen' 1am on vyplv^l tri butylKl piva - On

Sundays he used to drink three bottles of beer.

( One informant said that pil was possible in (R) but

that she herself would use vyplval).
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9 Kagfla ,1a YQsel v Homnat;u» on yypJLval fcutYlku piva -

When I came into the room, he was drinking a

bottle of beer.

10 Kogfa to yasel y Komnatvi» on plX EntylKu plva -

Ha Ne XQtite 11 vy Pit' caj? - lit. Would you like to

drink tea?

b Ne xotite li vy wolf caln? - Would you like to

drink some tea?

e Ne xQtUe.lt Y7 yyplt1 casktt ca.1,U? - Would you like

to drink a cup of tea?

d* Ne xotite li vv nit' caaku ealu? -

From these sentences it is clear that jail' is used

when the sentence has to do with the general activity of

drinking beer or drinking tea. W^)ltt/vv^pivat, are used

in sentences containing a measure noun, such as caska (cup),
butvlira (bottle), rtumka (glass), litr (litre), followed

by a noun denoting a liquid, such as pivo (beer) or cat1

(tea). Given the morphological parallel mvt1/vvmvt' -

yyfflYVat' 5 oit'/vvnit' - vvnivat' one may speculate that

the basic meaning of vvnit' - vvpivat' is 'drink up*

(i.e. 'drink to the end') and that, since 'drinking up'
is associated with a specific quantity of liquid, these

forms came to be used with phrases like casku can1u (cup
of tea). If the lexical entry for vvplt' - vvpivat' reads

approximately 'drink up a quantity of liquid', this furth¬

er explains why in (lib) vyplt' co-occurs with a noun in

the genitive case, the 'partitive-genitive' which is

traditionally said to denote a quantity of the substance

referred to by the noun. This not implausible explanation
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is of the form 'Verb X co-occurs vith phrases Y and Z

because X has such-and-such a meaning', which accords with

the general form of grammar suggested in Chapter Two, that
is with the notion that the verb is the governing element

in the sentence. It may be suggested that if the PRED

for which these forms vvpit' - vvpivat' can be substituted

is assigned the featuref+Quantitative], then this feature
causes the generation of whatever structures underlie

phrases like rjumka vodki (glass of vodka) or caju (some

tea). This account of the lexical entry for vvpit' -

vypivat' and the underlying structure into which they can

be inserted explains the fact, noted by many linguists,

that the question Vv pill lekarstvo? (Did you drink the

medicine?) usually has the force of 'Did you drink any of

the medicine when you were ill?', whereas Vv vvnill
lekarstvo? (Did you drink/Have you drunk the medicine?)

usually has the force of 'Have you drumk up that medicine

I poured out for you?'

Analogous arguments apply to'est' (eat). S'est'

is usually described as the perfective form of est' but i

tests with informants showed that this is not so. When

asked to translate into Russian the English sentences

fle alvays ate U'Q Ptefi and He ate three sandwiches, the

informants produced On vsegfla s'eflal dva piroaayx and

Qn s'el tri bnterbroda. Nobody used si in the first sent¬

ence instead of s'edal. Commenting on the sentence Za

obedom on vseeda s'edal tri iabloka (At dinner he always

ate three apples) one informant said that si was possible

but that s'edal 'sounded more Russian'. Similar comments
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were made about the sentence Po voskresen'jam on vaagfla

s'edal tri norcii morozenovo (On Sundays he always ate

three helpings of ice-cream). It is evident that there is

a very strong tendency to use est' to refer to 'eating in

general', as in Vv edite iablolca? (Do you eat apples?) or

Y etoi strane edlat losadel (In this country they eat

horses), S'est' s'edat' are the perfective and imperfect-

ive forms respectively of a separate verb whose basic

meaning is 'eat up' but which, like vvpit', has acquired

the meaning 'eat up a quantity of something'.

The perfective forms of tolstet' (grow fat) and

kr&snet* (become red/blush) are said by some grammarians

to have a resultative meaning. These verbs, along with

the examples nonravit'sfo, vskiniatit' and poclnit' cited

by Isacenko, are inchoative verbs which derive from a

structure 'go into a state' or 'cause to go into a state*

and will be discussed in detail in the section on the In-

gressive Aktionsart, 'Result' is connected with these

verbs in the sense that one can talk of processes result¬

ing in states, e.g. one can think of someone being in the

state of being fat as a result of having become fat. To

apply the notion of 'resultative Aktionsart' to these verbs

Is to obscure their essentially inchoative meaning.

Termlnative meaning.

5.2.2 v

Isacenko is correct in describing his examples,

propet* I?gj?n3u (finish singing a song) and casv nrobili

oolnoc' (The clock struck midnight) as expressing the
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termination or conclusion of a process or action (die Been-

digung des Vorgang3> but it is not clear in what way the

sentences qualify as instances of a sub-type of resultat-

ive Aktionsart.

An understanding of these forms may be gained by ex¬

amining other verbs with the prefix pro-. The imperfective

verb klsnut' is related to the pair of forms nroklsat1 -

proklsnut'. All three forms have the meaning 'turn sour'

but the prefix pro- gives the latter two the meaning of

'through and through'. Klsnut1 always means 'to be turning

sour'. If milk is turning sour, and if the process is sub¬

sequently completed, then the milk will have become thor¬

oughly sour. As with the verbs nackat'T meat', etc. the
notions of completion, because of the meaning of the verb

root, carries with it the notion of 'thoroughness'. It
is this new shade of meaning in the perfective which led

to the formation of the independent pair of forms nrokisnut

proklsat'. Other roots which are similarly related to

pairs of perfective and imperfective forms are i budit'/

prqbwUt' - ar.QbPZdat' J liuaoit' (become rotten)/
protuxnut' - protuxat' } these verbs derive from two types

of structure: 'cause someone to be in a state' (budit')

and 'go into a state' (kisnut.* ? tuxnut'). In other words,

an essential part of the meaning of these verbs is their

inchoativeness. The derived forms with pro- are also

inchoative, the pro- simply being the superficial realis¬

ation of a feature 'thoroughly'.

This assertion about the function of pro- is support¬

ed by Isacenko's examples. On propel pesnju does not just
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mean 'He sang the song' but 'He sang the song through'.

There are a number of other verbs like propet'. Golosovat'
-z..

r^soliuciju means 'put a resolution to the vote', but
urogoloRovat' resol.iucinu means 'vote through a resolution';
veiat' 7.erno is 'winnow the grain' but urove.lat' - nroveivat*

is 'winnov; out the grain' ; informirovat' is 'inform'
but p^PinfaImrQyat, is 'give full information' ; re-

is ' rehearse one's part' but prorepetir-

ovat' rol' is 'rehearse one's part thoroughly' ; Xil'^

trOYat1 Yhdll is 'filter the water' but urofit'trovat' vodu

is 'filter the water thoroughly'. Mazon glosses pro- as

'a travers, le long de ...'. Pro- has a concrete meaning

in pre.1ti ceres uligu, (go across the street) and nrobit'

otverstie v stene (knock a hole through a wall). The con¬

crete spatial meaning is used figuratively in pronlt'

svol den'gi (lit. drink one's money through) and proslusat'

lekciflu (lit. listen the lecture through). Other perfect¬

ive forms with pro- are prodiktovat' (dictate), pro-

Inst-rufctlrQYftt' (instruct), prokommentirovat' (commenton),
prokontrolirovat' biletv (check tickets).

On the basis of these examples it is impossible to

accept Isacenko's label 'terminative' as he defines it.

The verbs with pro- express not just the completion but the

thorough carrying out of an action or the thoroughness of

a process. Given the definition of Aktionsart as 'the way

in which an action or process develops', these pro- forms

are undoubtedly candidates for the status of Aktionsart,

although in many cases an imperfective form has been de¬

rived from the perfective form with pro-.
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Finally, one may speculate that, since sentences like
On proeltal knieu (He read through the book) and Op gjtal

knleu ot nacala do konca (He read the book from beginning

to end) are understood in the same way, at some very ab¬

stract level of grammar there is a feature which can be

realized either as pro- or ot nacala do konca.

EerffprftUve Meaning

5.2.3
The type of verb for which Isacenko uses this label

is quite common. In addition to Isacenko's examples, one

finds sentences like Ona nrostolala tarn celve tri casa (She

stood there for a whole three hours), Op pnakajl.ial vsju
Has' (He coughed all night), Op* prQ3Z<ttU VS.itt VQ.1PU Y.

sanitarnom avtomobile (They travelled through the whole

War in an ambulance), My probvli mesiac. v Krvmu (We were

a month in the Crimea), Deti probrodili ves' den1 (The
children roamed about all day), On nrozil trl goda na

severe (He lived three years in the North), My proigrall
ves' vecer v saxmatv (We played at chess the whole evening).

The prefix pro- in these examples co-occurs with

phrases consisting of a quantifier, such as tri (three),
ves' (all), and a noun demoting a length of time, such as

gas (hour), god (year). Since one also finds sentences

like On zil tri goda na severe (He lived three months in

the North) in which the verb zil has no prefix, and since

there are no imperfective forms probwat' , nrozlvat' der¬

ived from the perfective forms, (at least with this meaning,
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since there is a vert prpzlvat1 - praait' (dengi) - to

expend (money)) it appears that pro- is an optional ele¬

ment which may be added to the vert in the environment of

a phrase containing a quantifier. (In sentences like .Qfl

doleo nrobvl tam (He was there for a long time) there

seems to be no phrase consisting of a quantifier and a

noun. The superficial form of the sentence is deceptive,

however, because dolgo derives from an underlying structure,

consisting of a quantifier and a noun, which can also be

realized as dolgoe vrem.la (a long time). )

Since forms like prostQjat' > prailRrat1 > etc. do not

co-occur with adverbs such as casto (often) or regul.larno

(regularly), they are usually described as being in per¬

fective aspect, a supposition which is supported by the

fact that the addition of a prefix to a root always seems

to produce a perfective form. It Is at this point that

one wants to question Mazon's statement to the effect that

the preverbes have a dual role, both affecting the meaning

of the root and making the root perfective. Such a state¬

ment is made with respect to the surface structure. With

reference to a generative model one would have to say that

a prefix indicates that perfective aspect is present in

the deep structure. However, forms like oronit', nrostolat1
and prQSPat' are derived from 111' , gtojdt' and apal' »

that is from verbs which occur only in static sentences,

the rules for which cannot generate the structures under¬

lying perfective forms. The only possible conclusion,

granted the validity of the proposals in Chapter Two, is

that prozit'» etc. are not perfective forms. It may be
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objected that, if these forms are not perfective, it is

very difficult to explain why they cannot co-occur with

casto (often) or with budn (I v;ill) , etc. Such an ob¬

jection is irrelevant, since the crucial feature of

forms like nrosto.lat1 is that the sentence in 1 hich they

occur must contain a quantifier before the pro- can be

added. Isacenko accurately describes the status of such

forms: 'It would be naive to assume that the verbal

prefixes have a magic po1 er which enables them to 'change'

an imperfective into a perfective verb. The addition of

a verbal prefix to a simple root always has the effect

of determining and delimiting the root. The meaning of a

prefixless verb is much more indeterminate, much more

'diffuse' than that of a prefixed verb. This limitation

in meaning, achieved by prefixation, is bound up in the

Slavonic languages with the general meaning of perfective

aspect. A prefixed verb expresses the action as whole,

condensed...'. Mazon had much the same idea in mind when

he asserted that the perfective forms which co-occur with

phrases like oeluju noc' (the whole night) 'concentrent 1'

action verbale, ... la ramasse ... en un bloc'. The
heart of the matter seems to be that in the surface struct¬

ure the elements which express perfective asoect and the

prefix pro- are interpreted as having, in one respect,
identical semantic values, which has led linguists to

assume that prostojat', etc. are perfective.

Although Isacenko's term 'perd irative' might seem in¬

appropriate since pro- is interpreted as presenting the

action as 'condensed', it cannot be denied that a sentence
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like Mv proierall ves1 veoer v saTreaty (We played at chess

the whole evening) does express the length of time during

which the action took place without interruption. The

problem is to decide which element in the total meaning

of prolgrali is stronger - The action presented as con¬

densed or the duration. Since to the intuition of Mazon

and his informants the former element is the stronger,

'perdurative* cannot be accepted as a suitable descript¬

ion of these verbs. Indeed, it may be asked whether the

term Aktionsart is suitable, since these forms do not de¬

scribe how the action developed and in most cases nave

nothing to do with actions but denote states.

Pro- in these examples is essentially the same pro-

vhich occurs in prpfclsnuli' and nrorenatirnvat1, the only

difference being that the feature 'thoroughly* is applied

to a stretch of time. In the absence of a well developed

theory of semantics and semantic interpretation, the pre¬

ceding observations must be left somewhat discrete, un¬

organized into a coherent pattern. This lack of pattern

does not affect in any crucial way the validity of the

comments.

Flnitive Meaning.

5-2.W „

Isacenko's explanation of the 'finitive* Aktionsart

as expressing the bringing to an end and breaking off of

an action is not entirely acceptable. Firstly, this de¬

finition applies equally well to all perfective forms de-
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noting actions. Secondly, Isacenko's intransitive verbs

whose perfective form is derived by means of the prefix

iii-: Spicki otsyrell (The matches have got damp;, Y.oza
ota:;akla (The leather has softened), r.^l'cv ot.nerzli (My

fingers have frozen), Vatka ntsoxla (The twig has dried

up). These ^erbs are all inchoative and are to be inter¬

preted as 'have gone into a state of being dainp/soft/frozen/

dry' . Jts/ret' is not paired with any iraperfective form

ot gyrevat*» tut atHBajuKnuV is paired with , ai-

fly'ranut' with » QtsWlttt' with gts/xat* > and the

pairs of verbs are derived from the base forms i-4aknnt1

(become soft), inarznut' (become frozen), suxnut' (become
dry). The inchoative meaning of the forms with ot- is

present in the base forms and is not contributed by the

prefix. in these examples has the force of 'finish'

(•through', thorough') or 'completely' and cannot be easily

distinguished in meaning from pro-. The perfective

forms indeed express the result of a process, but their

resultative interpretation is produced by the combination

of inchoativeness and perfective aspect, and it Is the

inchoativeness which is crucial.

There are a number of verbs with ot- which are to be

interpreted as 'causing someone/something to go into a

state', e.g. (a) qtbgUva*' - otbellt' (whiten),
y;KarTiUYa1;' - otkormit' (fatten), otmacivat' - aiSiiali'
(soak leather) ; (b) jagXxjvat' - (polish

shoes), aaLLrovat' ~ QtatflArPYaV (polish table),
slifovat' - otslifovat' (polish diamonds, grind lenses).
In the (a) group of verbs ot- has only one function - to

indicate the thoroughness of the process or action, where-
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as in the (b) group of verbs ot- both indicates 'thorough¬

ness* and marks perfective aspect. It was observed earl¬

ier that completion of an action or process, the feature

Egressive Is interpreted as 'successful completion'.

'Successful' may be understood in various ways depending

on the meaning of the root. In this case It is understood

as 'thorough'. It seems to be the case that when the need

arises to distinguish 'completeness' from 'thoroughness*

the perfective form with ot- is separated from the root

verb by the formation of an imperfective form with which

(fatten up).

Thirdly, although 'result* is a secondary element in

the meaning of inchoative verbs, there is a large number

of perfective verbs with at- which cannot be said to ex¬

press result at all but only 'thoroughness* or 'complete¬

ness' : prazdnovat' (celebrate) - otnrazdnovat' ; £££[&&-

tlrovat' (edit) - otredaktlrovat' ; gadat' (make a

mess) /otgadat' - ot.gadvvat* (guess something correctly) 5

sit' (llve)/ptzit' - otzivat' svo.i yefr (live out one's

time) ; pecptp-t' (print)/ptP^Qatai' -
tiraz knici (print the whole issue of a book 5

(stand) /otfitoJ&V - Q*StftlYat' ygg' frpngert (stand during

the whole concert). (Whereas the pro- in prosto,1at' ves'

koncert marks the presence of a quantifier, in this case

, the qXt in otsto.lat* ves' koncert, with its 'complete'
or 'thorough' meaning, emphasizes the standing right

through to the end of the concern.)
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TptaJr Mpanlqp

5.2.5
The examples which Isacenko gives of the 'totale Bede-

utung' are ran it' (wound;) - izranlt' (cover with wounds),
xodit1 (walk) - iaxodit' ves' les (walk through the whole

wood). The force of iz- in these examples does not seem

to differ from the force of ot-, or pro- or and the
term 'total' itself is much more appropriate to all the

examples discussed than 'perdurative', 'terminative' or

'finitive'. Other verbs in whose perfective form iz-

both marks perfective aspect and 'totality' are s kalecit'

(cripple) - jshftloolt1 5 KOYOrlreV (distort) - iskoverkat';

kaa^al' (crush) - iakaakal' j miai* (crumple) - izmlat* ;

£§£' (bake) - isaflfi' ; portit1 (spoil) - isaortlt1 ;

PURat' (frighten) - lsnugat'.

QemUiag gunralqUvo and P^rUUYg. cunmlatlYQ.

To the first type Isacenko assigns najLotiai in I/Otoik

naletal 10f 0 )0 kilometrov (The pilot flew 10,000 kilometres),
while to the second type he assigns such verbs as narvat1

in Mv narvali ovetov (We picked some flowers). The differ¬

ence between these sentences lies in their superficial

form. PRED in the underlying structure of both types of

sentence has associated with it a feature [+QuantitativeJ.
This feature in turn can be associated with the feature

^+Definite^| or j^-Def initej. [+Def initej is realized by such
Phrases as afro fcilflaafcgflZ (a hundred kilometres), dvadcat'
ntasin (twenty cars), while I-Definite is realized as some,
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anx, a Crowd, small, many, affla&a, or by the partitive genit¬

ive. The 'genuine' cumulative verb are derived from a

PRED marked [^-Quantitative]), [+Definite], the 'partitive
cumulative' verbs from a FRED marked [♦-Quantitative^)]-Def¬
inite]]. 'Partitive' seems to have been adopted from the
traditional label for such uses of the genitive case, and

'cumulative' seems test handled either as a feature -which

is optionally attached to FRED if [•♦■Quantitative'] is al¬
ready present, or as part of the interpretation of sent¬

ences containing Quantifiers. Ka- is the prefix selected

when a sentence contains a vert in perfective aspect and

[*-Quant it at ive"] •

Saturative meaning.

5.2.6 v
Isacenko assigns a 'saturative Bedeutung' to verbs

like nabegat'sia (app. run to one's heart's content),

naxvalit1sfla (cover oneself vith praise). It seems reason¬

able to suppose, given the prefix na- and the notion of

'great quantity' associated with these verbs, that these

forms represent an extension of the quantitative verbs

described by Isacenko as cumulative.

(Mazon glosses jaar as ' • • .quantite, abondance et

satiete.')

What Isacenko calls the 'ironisch-resultative Bede¬

utung' , manifested in such sentences as On dokatalsia do

nasmorka (lit. He skied as far as a cold), and. the 'result-

ative-qualifizierende Bedeutung', exemplified in izolgat1

s.)a (become a proper little liar), are both inchoative.
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The outcome of this discussion of the 'resultative

Aktionsart' is as follows. (1) The term 'resultative' is

appropriate only to those verbs which take an object of

result. Of the remaining so-called 'resultative' verbs,

some are more correctly described as denoting the action

performed thoroughly o^ a process whose effect is total,

and others are more accurately described as 'quantitative'

or as deriving from a deep structure containing a quanti¬

fier. A number of verbs are inchoative. (2.) The deep

structure in terms of locatives outlined in Chapter Two

explains certain relationships between sentences and pro¬

vides a satisfactory source for the notions of 'completion'

and 'non-completion'. 'Completion' is understood as

'successful completion' and the notion 'successful' may be

interpreted as 'thorough' and be more or less emphasized

depending on the meaning of the verb. If completion im¬

plies thoroughness, the prefixes pro-, vv-, jz- or ot-

are used. If necessary, Russian has the means of emphas¬

izing the 'thoroughness' still more by creating a secondary

imperfeetive from the prefixed perfective form. This has

the effect of reducing the role of the prefix from the

expression of perfective aspect and 'thoroughness' to the

expression of the latter alone, completion or non-complet¬

ion being marked by the absence or presence of a suffix.

(Won-completion is to be understood as 'possibly completed

or not completed'.) These observations point to the need

for some kind of semantic component which can 'build up'

meanings and a method of handling vord-derivation, which

reflects these semantic processes.
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' ipsre^j-vf; Aktivir-art'

This Aktionsart is of immediate interest, since the

superficial verbs described as ingressive or inchoative

(the latter term will be used here to avoid confusion with

stituent structure which can be postulated with a certain

degree of confidence. Isacenko classifies the verbs ex¬

pressing this Aktionsart by listing the various prefixes

which have inchoative meaning, grouping the verbs accord¬

ing to the prefix they take and then sub-dividing the groups

of verbs according to their meaning. For verbs which take

the prefix za- he sets up the following sub-grouDS. (a)

Verbs denoting sounds : zavlzzat' (begin to whined,

saKrQmYXaV (being to thunder), zasmelat'sla (begin to

laugh); (b) Verbs denoting smells : zavoniat1 (begin to

stink), zapaxlo senom (it began to smell of hay); (c)
'Indeterminate' verbs of movement! zaxodit' (begin to walk),

zapolzat' (begin to crawl); (d) Verbs which cannot be

assigned to any particular groups zadvsat' (begin to

breathe), zazit' (begin to live), zakurit' (begin to smoke),
i.e. light a cigarette) zatancevat' (begin to dance).

A small number of verbs take the prefix vz-/voz-.

Of this number the genuinely Russian verbs do not belong

to the literary vocabulary s vzgolosit' (begin to wail),
Vzrevet' (begin to roar), vzbusevat' (begin to rage).
The remaining verbs are of Church Slavonic origin:

.vozlj'lW (begin to love), voznenavidet' (begin to hate),
vozmectat' (begin to dream).

from an underlying con-
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The prefix po- is used mostly with determinate verbs of

motions oobezat' (begin running), noletet' (begin flying,

fly off), noskakat' (begin to gallop, gallop off). Two

exceptions to this usage are polinbit' (begin to love) and

pocuvstvovat' (begin to feel).

These prefixed verbs can be paraphrased by stat1/nac-

inat;1 - nacat1 followed by an iraperfectlve infinitive,

e-g. On zasme.ialsia - Qjj Sflaia&lsia, (He began

to laugh), Hobaka zula.iala - 5Vilq/flii&la l.r.„1at'
(The dog began to bark) , Soldatv zaknrill - gftall/
nacali kurit' (The soldiers began to smoke), Voter

jmfcuSgyal - IqUz sWl/r^Qol frisqvaV (The Wind began to

rage).

Syntactic reasons were given in Chapter Two for de¬

riving stat' and naclnat' - nacat' from an underlying

structure which was glossed as 'go into a state', oobaka

zalajala may be glossed as 'The dog went into a states

The dog bark'. The first part of the gloss, ,rnhe dog went

into a state', refers to the structure dominated by S and

S^. That this is so is clear from the fact that both
■SAat' and r^Ai' have imperfectlve forms: On at. mov 11 sja

'VSr.lumvm (He was becoming gloomy), O^iaoin.,1 nis.-it' n.iesu

(He was beginning to x^rite the play). The feature

[+InchoativeJ must be attached to the PRBD dominated by
in order to bring about the embedding of a third 3 which

is needed to generate the structure glossed as, e.g. 'The

dog bark'• The phrase structure tree of the sentence

Sobaka zaln;iala is
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Fig.2*+

The structure dominated by S an1 3j_ can be realized
either as stal/nac ;.l or as the prefix 2a-. As Isacenko

points out, Mr in this meaning combines only -with in-

be paraphrased only by sqgql la jit* and not by nqSimla.
I-jab' > i.e. not by the icporfecti ve form , it
follows that part of the structure realized as 2a- must

to hov this realisation is to take place, in particular

as to what governs the rules - the features attached to the

categories in the structure generated ty the base rules or

the individual lexical items substituted for PF.SD. Sever¬

al considerations are relevant.

Firstly, there are verbs like l^ublt' which can take

either po- or vz- or can co-occur with r. tat', verbs like
revet' which can take either za- or or can co-occur

with st„t' , and verts like busavat' which takes only zz-

of the prefixes and can co-occur with stat'. The choice

of prefix is obviously governed by the individual lexical

transitive active verbs. Since forms like j

39s as
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Item.

Secondly, the phenomenon of inchoativeness is far

more widespread than would appear from Isecenko's account,

which is inconsistent on one point in particular. Isacenko

maintains that verbs which do not denote actions cannot

give rise to an inchoative form, and gives as examples s

visat* (hang), sideV (sit), t QrCbvti * (bristle), atwit*

(cost), y.nat' (know), bvt' (be). The meanings of these

verbs are incompatible vith the notion of an action being

engaged upon. On the next page, however, he gives as

examples of verbs vith voz- t vozl.iubit! (begin tc love),

YQaaeadYldtili1 (begin to hate), vozmectat' (begin to dream),
On semantic grounds, the verbs to which voz- is added can¬

not be said to denote actions any more than znat' or

sidet' can be Su.id to denote actions. Moreover, in Chapter
One it was argued that 1jubit1 was a stative verb and that

poljuhit' was ail inchoative verb deriving from a structure

'go into a state : to love'. Similarly, voziicnavidot'T
which can be paraphrased as stat? nenavldet', derives from

a structure 'go into a state : to hate'. Other verbs

interpreted as inchoative are oonimat' - nonfat' (come to

to understand, ponlnat' deriving either from a stative

PRiiD or from an inchoative PBEJ) , uzriavat' - nznat' (come
to know, i.e. find out), osoznavat'- osoznat' (cone to

know, realize), aonmvit'sin (come to please).
Other candidates for inchoative status are those

verbs which are traditionally said to derive from adject¬

ives and which denote changes of state, e.g. tolstct' -

huWl.Vttit' (become fat), svret' - ots/ret' (become damp),
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feraanet1 - nokrasnet' (become red), sedet' - posedet'
(become grey-haired), redet' - poredet' (become sparse).
Not only are pokrasnet' and stat' krasnrm understood in

the same way, but they are subject to the same selectional

restrictions with respect to adverts, and the same holds

for the other verbs in the list and their paraphrases with

stat'. As was mentioned in the discussion of the resultat-

ive Aktionsart, it is perfective forms like pokrasnet'
which have led some linguists to imagine that the basic

meaning of perfective aspect is result. The sentence Nebo

nokrasnelo (The sky became/has become red) implies either

ffefcp tovl Kraspym (The sky was red) or Nebo krasnoe (The

sky is red), and one can regard the state of the sky as

resulting from the process of becoming red. It was also

pointed out that 'result* is not peculiar to the perfect¬

ive forms, since an imperfective form such as tolstel may

or may not imply a resulting state depending on the con¬

texts compare Qenej-fil vssgda tolstel na RQzdestva (T^e

general always got fat at Christmas) with General tolstel

no brosil est1 konfetv (The general was getting fat but

gave up eating sweets). The former implies Posle Rozdestva

general bvl tolstvl (After Christmas the general was fat)

whereas the latter implies that the general did not actually

get into the state of being fat.

Bvt' (be), sldet1 (sit) and lezat' (lie) are also

linked with inchoative verbs. The sentence Ivan stal

doktorom (Ivan became/has become a doctor) implies either

Ivan bvl domtorom (Ivan was a doctor, or Ivan doktor (Ivan
is a doctor). If S2 in the type of structure shown in

Fig.13 is expanded into a copular sentence, stat1 can be
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glossed as 'begin to be'. The static verbs sidet1 and

lezat'are connected with the pairs of inchoative forms

sadit' g,1a-99St' (sit down) and lozit's.ia - lec' (lie down).

The sentence Qna sela na divan (She sat/has sat down on

the sofa) may imply either Ona sidela na divana (She was

sitting on the divan) or Ona sidit na divane (She is sit¬

ting on the sofa).

Some wavs in which l+Inchoativel may be realised.

5-3.1
As the range of inchoative structures has now been

considerably widened, the phrase structure tree in Fig.

13 is seen to be relevant only to one type of structure.

The main types of superficial inchoative constructions

ares (1) constructions with stanovit'sia-stat' followed

by an adjective: On stal izvestnvm (He became well known);
(2) constructions with nacinat1 - nacat' or stat' follow¬

ed by the infinitive form of a vert, (a) On nacal bo.iat'sia

(he began to be frightened), which can be paraphrased as

Emu stalo boiazno (lit. to him became fearful). S2 is

^♦stativej. This sub-type includes Qn stal UufeiVee (lit.
He began to love her) and On ponial knigu (He had understood

the book) ) (b) My sell na skamelku - (We sat down on the

bench). Strictly speaking, this sentence does not fall

within the general classification of construction types

given above since neither nacat1 not stat1 occurs in this

type of sentence. In the case of this sentence S2 is
static ; (c) Sobaka naoala/stala laiat' (The dog began to

bark), Sobaka unala (The dog fell). In the case of the
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former S2 is j^+ergative^ [+agentive^j, in the case of the
latter ^-t-ergativej^ [-agentivej.

Further peculiarities which must be taken into account,

apart from the problem of prefixes, are to be found in the

underlying structures which can be realised either as

stanovit' s.1a - stat* followed by an adjective or as a verb,

e.g. 3n stal tolstvm (He became fat) and Qn BQtolstel*

Such sentences are a sub-type of (2b).

The writer now wishes to sketch a possible set of re¬

alisation rules. The operation of these rules is best de¬

scribed with reference to a phrase structure tree contain¬

ing only the categories and features essential to inchoat¬

ive structures.

S<£e r2pv',*=>

Won

Fig.2?

eKe

re.

5.3.2
There are three main sets of realisation rulesi The

first main set applies to structures in which S2 is

£+ergativeJ.
Sequence 1 This sequence operates on structures con¬

taining LOC jj-lngressivej • The first rule substitutes na£-
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(i.e. the base form of naeinat' - naeat' from which other

forms are built up) for PRED in S^. A second rule trans¬
forms nae Into nacin, the imperfective form to which var¬

ious endings are attached.

(Any handbook of Russian verbs will describe the

many ways in which perfective forms are derived from simple

roots and yet more imperfective forms derived from prefix¬

ed perfective forms. It may be assumed that this informat¬

ion is incorporated in a set of rules, from which this

second rule is chosen. The entry for the lexical item be¬

ing inserted in the structure will specify which of this

set of rules applies. It may be that these rules will apply

only to forms which are not simple roots. For instance, if

pis, the form which appears in the entry for pisat', were

being substituted for PRED, no rule would be required,

since pis is the imperfective form to which endings are

attached. But if perepis- were being substituted, i.e. the

form which appears in the entry for perepisat' (rewrite),
the rule which adds the suffix - yy - would have to apply.

There will be a corresponding set of rules for per¬

fective verbs. These rules will apply mostly to simple

roots from which perfective forms are being derived. One

rule which adds the prefix ja&- would apply to pis, but no

rule would apply to perepis, since that is the perfective

form to which endings are attached.)

An as yet unknown number of rules add the appropriate

verb ending. To do this, they must check whether the
feature past or non-past statement or prediction

are present in the illooutionary potential component. If

past , the rules must verify the number and gender of the
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noun with which the vert is to 'agree'; if non-past ,

the person and number of that noun.

Further rules apply to S2. These delete the cases

accompanying PRED, select the appropriate imperfective
form for the lexical item being substituted for PRF.D

and assign that form the correct infinitive ending. It

may be assumed that the rules are so ordered that the

grammar, for every FRED, verifies the necessary informat¬
ion concerning the nouns with which the verb is to 'agree'.

In the example under discussion the cases have been delet¬

ed, which means that there is no noun for the vert to

agree with. In this situation the verb is assigned an

infinitive ending.

Seouence 2 This sequence operates on structures con¬

taining LOG £+IngressiveJj+Egresr,iveJ. The sequence con¬
sists of several series of rules.

The first series produces the superficial forms con¬

sisting of a prefix added to a root, e.g. pobezat't
vzrevet'. The first rule in the series realises PRED in

S and S-|_ as &&, the second as and the third as vz.

These three rules are optional and which rule operates is

specified in the entry of the lexical item being substit¬

uted for FRED in 82* If none of these rules applies, then
an optional rule substitutes sta for PRED in S-^. If this
rule does no'; apply, an obligatory rule substitutes naa.

The remaining rules in the sequence carry out the

same operations of assigning the correct verb endings as

the rules in Sequence 1, the only difference being that
the perfective form of pac is involved and not the imper¬

fective form.
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5-3.3
The second main set of realisation rules apply to

structures in vhich S2 isj+staticjl
Sequence 1 The first sequence of rules applies to

structures containing LOC [_+IngressiveJ. The last group

of rules in the sequence assign the correct verb or ad¬

jective endings, the lexical items which can be inserted

into static sentences being specified in the lexicon as

[♦Verb"] or [+Adjective],
The first group of rules in the sequence are brought

into operation by lexical items such as sadit1 s.ia - sest1

(sit down), zasvpat1 - zasrut' (fall asleep). These

rules do not realise PRED in S and as separate super¬

ficial morphs but incorporate the information contained in

that part of the structure in the appropriate form of the

lexical item substituted for PRED in S2. For instance,
if the lexical entries for sidet' (sit) and lezat1 (lie)

are s_d and 1__z, (these lexical entries are presented here

in a highly simplified form) the rules transform these

into sadit1 s.1 a and lozlt' s,ia ifj+lnchoative]] is attached to
PRED in Sj^, otherwise they are realized as sidet' and
lezat'. It may well be, of course, that any attempt to

build up forms in this way for such eccentric, though ob¬

viously related items will lead to unprofitable complicat¬

ions and that the realisation rules should simply substit¬

ute the complete items sadit'sla and lezit' sjft for sidet1

and lezat'. This certainly seems to be the only way of

handling zasvnat' - zasnut' which are related to, but not

easily derived from, suat' (sleep).
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The second and third groups of rules operate if the

lexical item substituted for FRoD in S2 is marked [j-AdJect-
ivej. The second group of rules realise PRED JVlnchoativeJ
in Sx as the vowel -e- to which are added the endings of
verbs in -at1« From the entry tolst- is formed tolste-,

to which are added -in, - ;i e s' T Jet t etc.

The third group of rules realise PRED jVlnchoativeJ as

-n- to which the same endings are added as for tolst-.

From slep- (blind) is formed sleun- to which are added

- Ju, - jes', etc.
If the lexical item substituted for PRED in S2 mark¬

ed j+AdJective^], and if neither the second nor the third
groups of rules have applied, an obligatory rule substit¬

utes sta for PRED in S-^ and a further rule specifies the
imperfective form stanov-. Once the appropriate verb

endings have been added, a group of rules ensures that the

correct adjective endings are added to, e.g. tolst- in S2.
If PRED in S2 is marked j+Verb], an obligatory group

of rules substitutes nac- for PRED in S^, specify the im-
perfsctive form and add the verb ending. The same operat¬

ions are carried out as in the first set of rules in order

to realise in its infinitive form the lexical item substit¬

uted for PRED in S2* These rules produce sentences like

On nacinal nagoriovat1 (lit. He was beginning to be indig¬

nant ) .

Sequence 2 This sequence operates on structures con¬

taining LOC j^-Ingressive^, [fEgressiveJ .
The first group of rules produces perfective forms

like seat1 (sit down), 1 ee1 (lie down), v.*«nnt' (fall

asleep) .
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The second group of rules carries out the same

operations as group two in sequence 1, except that LOC

[+-Ingressive],[hEgressiveJ is realised as the prefix po-

, p?Krasngt') or as the prefix

(turn to stone), ofce-lnet' (become poor). The entry for

each lexical item will specify which rule applies.

The third group of rules is the same as the third

group of rules in Sequence 1, except that LOC [+-IngressiveJ,
jj-EgressiveJ is realised as sir (oslepnnt' (become blind),
oxripnnt' (become hoarse).

The final groups of rules are the same as in Se¬

quence 1 except that they produce a perfective form of

stat' or a&aai.1 •

5.3.*+
The third main set of rules applies to structures in

which S is stative. Before any of the realisation rules

can apply topicalisation must take place in S2 to determine
whether the final superficial sentence is to be of the form

On ponpal teorilu (He had understood the theory) or Teorija

fitala emu nonlatnod (The theory became to him understandable).

If the animate noun is made topic, PRED is marked [+VerbJ;
if the inanimate noun is made topic, PRED is markedJ+Adject-
ivej. The structure underlying sentences like On pon^al
teori.iu is
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Fig.26

K. IS

<JProx^ <t/WmAte.s-

X\ Krt /\
- is / \K rs

It should be noted that although the features [fAd^ect-
ive^| or [t-Verb] are attached to PKED in S2 depending on
which noun is made topic, the cases are not changed in the

deep structure. If the animate noun dominated by LOC is

made topic, it is realised by a noun in the superficial

nominative form. This is very different from saying that

LOC is changed to NOM in the underlying structure.

Sequence la This sequence applies to structure contain¬

ing LOC^Ingrestive], if the animate noun is made topic.
The first group of rules applies if pun-, ver-, or zna-

are substituted for PRED in Sp. For the first two verbs,
the PRLD in S and are realised as the appropriate

imperfective form noniia.i or ver- to which the vert ending

is added. These rules are optional fur ponimat' and

ggrtt' since one does find On nacinal nonlmat1 (He was be¬

ginning to understand) and On nac'nal verit' (He was begin¬

ning to believe). The lexical entry for sua- must specify

how the knowledge was arrived at in order that the rules

select the correct inchoative form uzna-, sozna- or osozna-.

The prefixed elements may be regarded as the realisation of
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PRED Inchoative •

The second group of rules operates if these have not

applied and realises PRED j+Inchoative^] as nacina-.
Sequence lb This sequence applies if the animate noun

is not made topic. The rules in this sequence realise

PRED [VlnchoativeJ as stanov- plus the appr priate verb
ending and PRED in S2, which is marked|+-Adjective^ as a

superficial adjective either with a 'neuter* ending (it

may be argued that the 'neuter' ending is added because

there is no noun for the adjective to agree with) or the

ending determined by the noun with which the adjective

agrees. These rules apply in the realisation of sentences

such as v gorode stanovilos' dusno (lit. in town was be¬

coming stuffy), in which both verb and adjective have neuter

endings because there is no noun for them to agree with,
and in the realisation of sentences such as Teorija

Stanpyjlga1 q-Tra PPPjatnoJ (The theory was becoming to him

understandable) , in which the verb agrees with the noun

teorija and the adjective agrees with teorija in gender

but not in case, since the adjective takes instrumental

case after stanovlt,' si a - statl

Sequence 2a This sequence applies to structures con¬

taining LOG [+IngressivelJ[+Egressivel and if the animate
noun in S2 has been made topic. Most of the rules are the

same as the rules in Sequence la except that they are re¬

alising the inchoative structure as forms of the perfect¬

ive verbs of pgnjttt1 > JiZDkl', aoxoiil1. In addition,

these rules introduce the inchoative perfective form pol-

1nhlt'. There is an extra group of rules which realises
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the perfective inchoative structure as the prefix voz-,

as in and 2.eanqhavi1lstt.

becxuence ?b This sequence applies to the same type of

structure as Sequence 2a except that the animate noun has

not been made topic. The rules carry out the same oper¬

ations as the rules in Sequence lb except that they intro¬

duce forms of the perfective verb stat'»

Sgrns probing in the "gallsatlori ^ ?aaea

5.3.5
In addition to the realisation rules outlined above,

there are sets of rules which realise the various cases

and the nouns they dominate. Since an investigation of

these rules is not essential to this study, they will be

neglected. It may be pointed out that part of their

task is to realise two or three underlying cases and

nouns as one superficial noun in a superficial case. The

structure underlying Lev zarevel (The lion began roaring)

contains a NQM in S and an AG in both S^ and S2. These
three cases and nouns are realised as one noun in the

superficial nominative case.

The realisational rules for PRED will be even more

complicated in a complete grammar of Russian. In fig.lW

the V dominated by PRED in is marked [+DirectionalJ •

There must be optional rules which realise this verb as a

verb of motion prixodit' - prlitl (come in), in order to

produce sentences such as On urisel v negodovanie (lit.

He came into indignation). Whether this realisation rule
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can apply will be specified in the lexical entry for

each item.

It was stated that in an S marked {^+stativej PRFD
is specified as ]j-Adjective^J if the animate noun is not
made topic. This statement was not accurate, since

PRED under these conditions is marked j+Adjectivel only
if the lexical item is not dupiaetsja, veritsja or p.rip-

adlezite

In Fig. l1* PRED in S-^ is not specified as [_+AgentiveJ
or [^-Agent ive^j. This feature cannot be specified until
the PRED in S2 is known to be [^*stativej or [VstaticJ or

£+ergativeJ. While one would characterise the inchoative
nrocess as 'agentive' in Mal'cik nosel (The boy set off),
one would not describe it as 'agentivo* in On nollubil

ee (He fell in love with her). There must be a rule

which attaches the appropriate feature to PRED in

after PRED in S2 has been specified,

A lmloalist or transfonsnat^mallai; ppnroe-ofr?

5.3.6
This discussion of the inchoative Aktionsart would

not be complete without a mention of the many structures

which are both causative and inchoative. In 'Aspects of

the Theory of Syntax' Chomsky, discussing such related

words as horror - horrid - horrify, terror - ( terrid)-

terrify, gandoar - gantiid - ( gandify)» and also words
like frighten, points out that the lack of really gener¬

al rules to produce these derived items means that the
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items must be entered in the lexicon directly. 'This,

however, is a very unfortunate conclusion, since it is
clear that from the point of view of both the semantic

and the phonological interpretation it is important to

have internal structure represented in these words.

Their meaning is clearly to some extent predictable (or

at least limited) by the inherent semantic properties of

the morphemes they contain'. Chomsky suggests that one

can regard the gaps (e.g. terrld, ;aq<Ufy) as accid¬

ental and formulate 'overly general' rules which allow

for such non-occurring cases as well as for actual cases.

Alternatively, the relatively simple lexical rules which

he outlines may have to be made mora complex to allow

some ' internal' computation. Thus, frighten might have

a lexical entry (Sten^ en, ... ). There would be
another entry: (fright, +N, *Stem^, ... ). The general
lexical rule would introduce the first entry into a string,

and into the resulting string would insert the latter

entry. These derivations within the lexicon would depend,

furthermore, on the 'feature composition* of the lexical

item, 'Stera^ can be rewritten fright in the context -£ja
only when the features H^, H2, ... indicate that it is a

pure transitive, takes only Animate Object, etc. In other

words, provision must be made for the fact that frighten

is not a Verb of the same type as redden or soften—'.

Chomsky then proposes that 'one might seek syntactic

justification for a transformational analysis from an un¬

derlying causative construction so that 'it frightens John'

would derive from the structure underlying 'it makes John
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afraid', thl3 in turn deriving from the abstract stricture
'it makes S', where S dominates 'John is afraid''.

n

Chapter Two contains much syntactioo-semmntic justif¬

ication for deriving sentences such as Ivan tal holat'aim

(Ivan began to be afraid) from the underlying structure

'Ivan vent into a state : Ivan was afraid'• To treat the

Russian verb corresponding :o frightenT as in These words

frightened IvanT by means of special 'computational' rules
in the lexicon would be to complicate the grammar most

unnecessarily, since the underlying structure postulated
for sentences containing inchoative verbs can be extended

to handle causative sentences in an extremely simple manner,

by embedding an S ^Causative between S and in the tree

shown in Fig.27

S<V

MOM

PtEb

Fig.27

SA<We'gaHv«>
I
,PCa^jookoah!^

The structure in Fig.27 underlies the Russian sentence

corresponding to These vends frlrhtened Ivan, The struct¬

ure may be glossed as 'These words caused it : Ivan ent

into a state : To Ivan was fearful'.
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S3 in Fig.27 could te either ly.gyu btfteafiQ or Ivarm
liU'uLi > str^sno being derived froia the noun strfex (fear).
There is also a verb ustrasit' (frighten) which is deriv¬

ed from strax. The structure in Fig.16 accounts for the

fact thut the sentence (This fright¬

ened Ivan) is understood in the same way as hto privalo

Ivrv y.tr^x (lit. This lec: Ivan into fear), since V
dominated by PBS9 in 32 is [•'-Directional) . (This derivat¬
ion of leadT in a figurative sense, from 'cause to go into'

presumably holds also for lead/bring lnto in a concrete
Cl168^)

sonse. Cf. Lyons C-a> pp.397-399.) The structure also

accounts for the fact that i'ta •fUaHil,'1 lyaha and Li-

v/gvalo atrax u Ivana (lit. This called out fear at Ivan)

are equivalent in meaning. Ftrax is produced by the nom¬

inal! sat ion of PRE.) in Sjj and u Ivana is the realisation
of (LDC (k+K Animate ) ) when PRED has bean norainalised.

Vvzvalo is the realisation of PRED jyCausative] when PLED
in is nominalised.

The case for deriving ustraait' from an underlying

structure containing a causative PRED and an inchoative

PRED is further supported by the source of some super¬

ficial reflexive verbs. Consider the sentences Usrozv

natraslli Iv.ana (The threats frightened Ivan) and Ivan

Ufitrafiliate Ugrvy. (Ivan was frightened by the threats).
of is the reflexive ending and uaros is the genitive

plural of 'threats'. These sentences are understood in

the same way and consist of the s me lexical items, al¬

though the case and verb endings differ. The <Titer wish¬

es to propose that these two sentences derive from the
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same underlying structure, which may be glossed almostly

e* ,et"y like the structure in Fig.165 'The threats caused

it : Ivan went into a state : To Ivan was fearful*. If

•threats' is made topic of the sentence, then that lexic¬

al item Is .realised in the superficial nominative case as

ugrozv, the causative and inchoative PPEDs are realised in
the prefix n- and the vowel X which are added to s.tras-.

The verb agrees with nsrozv in number and gender and 'Ivan*

is realized in the accusative case. If 'Ivan' is made

topic of the sentence, then 'Ivan' is realised in the super¬

ficial nominative case, the verb is assigned a reflexive

ending and agrees with 'Ivan' in number and gender, and

•threats' is realised in the genitive case, 1hich may be

taken as a superficial marker of cause. Cause is even more

distinctly marked in the surface structure of such sentences

as Te-zh ugrpg Iyap u?tra?ij? (lit. From behind the threats

Ivan became frightered) in which it 1s realized both as

and the genitive case. The er.terce Ivan ustrasllaja

(Ivan became frightened)derives from the same type of

structure as that shown in Fig, 16 the nominative case of

Ivan and the reflexive ending of the verb show that the

topic of the sentence is 'Ivan', nd the reflexive ending

also indicates that the AG associated with the causative

PPED has been deleted. This AG can never be deleted when

it is the topic of the sentence. This type of structure,

with the AG deleted from also seems to be the source

of such sentences as Ivan smejalsia (Ivan laughed), Ivan

Kojalsj-. (Iv-n was afraid), Iver wdlvll-ja (Ivan war aston¬

ished), Tv ■: ulwh .ilrla (Ivan was smiling), Ivan cordilsja.
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(Ivan was proud). These sentences may be interpreted as

'boaeone/something made Ivan laugh/afraid/astonished/

smile/proud*.

It is clear, therefore, that a number of phenomena in

Russian can be explained in a natural manner only if the

method of 'lexical computation' is avoided (at least vith

respect to verbs with a causative meaning) and if causative

verts c.re derived from a definite underlying structure con¬

taining a causative PP.JD and a Inchoative PRED,

L" wuirdUvb v^rbs in n;>

5.3.7
Some of the more common Russian verbs which derive

from causative structures are s

vosolamenit' - set on fire (lit. cause to go into flames.

Voz = in and plamja = flarne)
vosnlanenlt' s.ia - burst into flames.

vosnaltlt1 - inflame a crowd (pallt' = cause to burn/scorch,

palit'sja = become burnt/scorched).
¥0sualit' is explained in Ozegov as privesti v sil'noe

vozbuzdenie (lead into great excitement).

Utverdit* - ratify, uphold (lit. cause to become hard.

Tverdyj = hard).

Ubedit' - convince. The past participle of this verb,

ubezden, occurs in On ubezden (He is

convinced) and is derived from the struct¬

ure 'Someone/something caused it : He go

into state : He be convinced'.

Ulasnit1 - make clear (lasnvl = clear)
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Hkrotlt' - tame (lit. cause to become meek. Krot.klj. *=

meek/mild)

Ht-uYnit1 - make precise (lit. make sharper. ToYnyj -
sharp).

HaXfill' - make sleep (cf. 3oat' (sleep), ZJ&13&V (fall

asleep)).
Tl-avn1at* - make equal (ravr7.1 = equal)
TTdohrit' - fertilize soil (lit. make good. Dobry,*) - good)

TTmortvit* - kill a nerve, mortify the flesh (MertvvJ = dead)
PkaKflt1 - show. Jn q?>9ar;l bfiu. (I showed him the

tree) has an underlying structure 'I caused

it : He go Into state : To him the tree

visible*•

Qzegov lists over thirty five such causative verbs

with the prefix 21-. Other candidates for causative status

are bringT load, semi, roll (a barrel). It may be noted
here that llazon also uses the term * causative' but in

different sense. By 'causative' he understands 'factitifs

deverbatlfs' such aa polt* (cause to drink) and 'denoain-

atifs transitifs' such as kosit' (cut with a sickle).

• iazon thus classes as cau sat Ives poglotlt' (swallow) which

cannot be classed as causative in the sense of deriving

from the type of structure in Fig.27. Among Mazon's

verbs which are causative in this sense are portit'

(spoil), (clean), gladit' (smooth, iron),
ogatIf (enrich), aorabotit' (enslave), znakonlt' (ac¬
quaint something with something), pyl.it' (make dusty),

trevoziy (to alarm, cf. vne v trevoce - lit. everybody

is in alarm), malt,* (pull down a house).
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To this list may be advert nozortt1 - onozorlt1 (to

sh.i i3) , pgr??It' - onoroclt1 (discredit) , Eafloyat1 -

rtradovat' (make glad), sedlat' - qsgdlaj' (to saddle),
ostnzat1 - oatudlt* (freeze), gafapat* - SCarapat1 Cto

scratch, i.e. to cause someone to go into a state of

having a scratch on him).

As examples of 'prevertes vides' Mazon gives _s in

s'ast' (to eat up), .2 in Qsl<3Pn<?t (he will go blind),
vz/voz in yzvolnretsla (he will become alarmed), vskipit
(will boil), and jj in uvidit (he will see) and oslvsit
(he will hear). In the section on resultative verbs it

was argued that £ in s*est1 is the superficial realisation

of a feature 'thorough' or ' complete'. The preceding

discussion of inchoatives makes it clear that 2 is also

a realisation of this feature 'thoroughly' and that yz/voz

mark inchoativeness. In Chapter One it was suggested

that vldet' and sly oat' are stative verbs and that stative

verbs have no perfective forms, the forms that are usually
described as perfective being in fact inchoative. The

sentences On nvidit doff (He will see the house) and On

uslvsit zvuk (He will hear the sound) are derived from

'He will go into state : The home to him be visible' and

'He will go into state : The sound to him be audible'. 2

in these verbs is to be regarded as marking inchoativeness*

In the causative inchoative verbs with n marks the in-

choativeness and the endings mark causativlty. Cf. ula«r>lt'

(to clear up) and ;1ar,net' (become clear), ptverdlt' (ratify)
and tverdet' (become hard).
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iQPhff&ilVe yg£hs.».jstatlve verba and static verbs

5.3.*
With respect to inchoative verbs, it was pointed out

that not only ergative verbs are associated with the

'ingressive Aktionsart1 but also stative and static verbs.

The static verbs have very distinctive inchoative forms,

sadit1sja-sest1, etc. and it is not entirely unexpected

that the static verbs should have very distinctive causat¬

ive inchoative forms. Consider the following sentences*

la Lamna stolt na stole - The lamp is standing on the

table•

lb Ja postav.il lamnn na - I stood the lamp on the table.

stol

2a Kartina visit za dverHu - The picture is hanging

behind the door.

2b Qn PQV9311 Kartlnu za - He hung the picture behind

flyer*the door.

3a Vse SQStl slflell za - All the guests were sitting

StQloa at table.

3b Vse gostl sell 7.a sto?- All the guests sat down at

table.

3c Qn posadil vsex goatel - He sat all the guests down

aa stol at table.

Kebenok lezal na postell - The child was lying on

the bed.

^b Rebenok leg na noatell - The child lay down on the bed.

*+c Zenscina pclozila re- - The woman lay the child on

benka na postel' the bed.

(*+c) may be glossed as 'The woman caused it : The child
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go into a state > The child lie on the bed*. The verts

sidet' md lezat1 appear to have both inchoative and

causative inchoative forms. However, when one examines

the imperfactive forms of the former, sadit' a ja and

iozit' s.mT one is struck by the similarity between then

and the causative forms no sad it' and polozit' , which con-

sist of the prefix jifi- plus the roots s^oit' and lozit1.

The -it' ending is a feature of causative forms as opposed

to the -eb' ending of toe inchoative forms, badit' sJ.a -

.se.st' and lozit' s.ia - lee* may be regarded - and this is

only speculation - as causative-inchoative rather than as

simply inchoative forms, i.e. as meaning 'cause oneself to

be in a state of sitting'.

One stative verb, znat' , can be related to the causat¬

ive-inchoative forms Izvescat' - lave atit1 (inform). Ja

taYvatil Ulenjq 0 mvestke drija (he informed rae about the

agenda) derives from a structure ; 'He caused it : I go

into a state t To me the agenda known'•

The causative forms which have been discussed are all

connected with static or stative PiihJs. The causative verb

which occurs with ergative PRiiDs is, of course, force or

compel, and one would expect tne husslan verb to derive

from the underlying structure which has been posited for

tne other causative forms, that is one would expect a struct¬

ure which could be understood as farcing someone to go into

a state of doing something. In view of this, it is curious

that the nussian verb 'force' is ^astavit', a form which
consists of the root stavit' wnich occurs in nostavit' -

'cause to be in a standing position', cf. (lb) -Love -
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plus the prefix za-T which may be assumed to carry the

meaning 'action carried out to its limits'. The basic-

better perhaps, the original- meaning of yastavit' seems

almost certainly to have been 'put someone in a position'.

That this is the aase is difficult to prove, but the mor¬

phological parallel vith postavlt' and the fact that the

conjectured meaning accords with the underlying structures

put forward for other verbs and on other grounds are not

easily ignored.

Participles formed from inchoative verbs.

5.3.9
This study of inchoatives in Russian can be concluded

by mentioning a special type of participle associated with
V

inchoative verbs. Citat' (read) may be taken as a typical

example of a Russian verb. The present participle of this

verb is citalnsoU and the past participle is cltavsil.

These participles often correspond to relative clauses in

English, e.g. gitaJua&Lj gazetu soLlat ne r.arceUl naa (lit.
The reading a newspaper soldier has not noticed us, i.e.

v
v

the soldier who is reading a newspaper ...) : Citayslj

Kazetu SQlflat rn aawui egft (lit. The reading a newspaper

soldier did not notice him, i.e. the soldier who was read¬

ing a newspaper ...)• Participles such as these are the

realisation of a sentence embedded into another sentence.

For instance, the first example derives from (Soldat
( Soldat citaet gazetu) ne zametil nas) - (The soldier

(The soldier is reading a newspaper ) has not noticed

us ). If the embedded sentence is restrictive it may be
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realised as a participle or as a relative clause. By-

restrictive is meant that the first sentence is interpret¬

ed as, 'The soldier, that one vho is reading a newspaper...'
and is understood to imply that there is more than one

non-

soldier. If the embedded sentence is^restrictive, i.e. if
the sentence is interpreted as 'The soldier, who happens

to be reading a newspaper...', it is realised as a relat¬

ive clause.

Suppose that the following underlying structure has

been generated, in which the embedded sentence is restrict¬
ive s (He crushed the flower (The flower had gone into a

state (The flower be faded) ) ). In Russian S and S

would be realised as vlalvfl and the whole superficial sent¬

ence would be On davll vlalvi nvetok (He crushed the faded

flower). There is a whole range of participles ending in

-Hi which derive from structures which would otherwise be

realised as the perfective forms of inchoative verbs. A

paraphrase of the example is i On davil cvetok, kotorvi uv-

janul ( He crushed the flov;er which had faded) - uv.lanut'

being the perfective form of vjanut' (fade). Forms such

as v^alv) are here being termed participles not for any

historical reasons but because their derivation is identic¬

al with the derivation of 'regular' participles.

Other such inchoative participles are: bleklvj

(faded)- bleknut1 - nobleknut' (to fade), merzlvl (frozen) /
fflqrznut' (to freeze), tuxlvi (rotten) / tuxnut' (go bad),

gapjtSlyj (misted up) / potet' - zanotet' (to mist up),

QfcaflWnelyj (petrified) / kamenet' - gRaaieneti' (turn to

stone), zaferatvelyj (stale) / cerstv^t' - zaQerstvsf
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(become stale), zrelvl (ripe) / zret' - sozret' (ripen),

QflgpgnaiyJ (numb) / gepenQt' - PSepenet1 (grow numb),

zappzdalyj (belated) / ganaztiYYat1 - zapozdat* (be late)

(this verb is not usually interpreted as inchoative but it

can be understood, without any forcing, as 'go into a state

of being late'), PQlln.1alY.1 (faded) / Iln.lat' - BollnJat1
(to fade), Qfrlealyj (shabby) / pblQaat' - pfrlezt' (grow

bare), zalpzalri (stale) / zaiezivat1 sia - zalezat' s.1a

(become stale by lying), ustalvl (tired) / ustaYat' -
ustat' (become tired).

The 'dellmltatiYg1 and 1 seffielfagUvet Aktlpnaartpn

5.W
Of the other Aktionsarten cited by Isacenko the most

important are the 'delimitative' and the semelfactive. By
' delimitative' Isacenko means such forms as norabotat'

(do a little work), which Ward calls 'attenuative'• Po-

rabotat' occurs in two types of sentence 5 V snbbotu 1a

PQfafrQtal (On Saturday I did some work) and On norabotal

nad knlgQ-1 neskol'ko let (He worked on the book for some

years)• Porabotat', therefore cannot simply be entered in

the lexicon as a separate item meaning 'do a little work'.

Isacenko explains that the essential function of jaa- is

to indicate that the action is limited in time (der Aus-
II

druck einer zeitlichen Einschrankung des Ablaufes der

Handlung)• In other words, a sentence like Ja norabotal

is understood basically as 'I worked for some time'. It

may be that such verb forms derive from an underlying PRED
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marked ^QuantitativeJ and [-Durative^j, which two features
in some way 'trigger off' the generation of structure which

may be realised as neskol'ko vremeni (a little while) or
y

as more specific time expressions such as eas (an hour),
tri goda (three years). The prefix no- may be regarded as

a superficial marker of the features *Quantitative and

-Durative . As was argued in the discussion of 'resultat-

ive' verbs, the essential feature of jaa- is not to produce

a perfective form of rabotat'. Forms like porabotat' in¬

dicate temporal limitation of an action and have, in this

respect, the same semantic value as verbs in perfective

aspect. It must be stressed that the identity is semantic,

since the structure underlying a form like porabotat' has

an initial string NOM LOC [^IngressiveJ, whereas the struct¬
ure underlying kuplt', the perfective form of nokupat' (buy),
has an initial string NOM LOC ^+IngressiveJ; £+EgressiveJ.
Since attenuative forms cannot be derived from causative-

inchoative verbs, Inchoative verbs, stative verbs or modal

verbs, it seems likely that a general rule can be formulat¬

ed which determines when the features j+QuantitativeJ and
^non-Durative^j can be realised as po- or as a time express¬
ion.

Traditionally there is said to be a class of semel-

factive verbs which denote a single action, e.g. glotnnt'

(swallow once), doxnut' (take a breath), dernut' (give a

tug), fcftl'nut' (stab once), prygnut' (take a jump), £ar-
knut' (give a croak), stuknut'(give a knock), kriknut'

(give a shout), me1'taint' (flash), blesnut' (flash). These
forms are related to the imperfective forms glotat',
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dvsat*, defeat*, kalai.*, prveat', ^xkal*, sliicai1, Krisat',

mel'kat1T and blestet1 respectively. The semelfactive forms

have the suffix mi-.

A second group of seraelfactive verbs are formed by

means of the suffix -anu/-.1anu (e.g. kasllat' (cough) -

kasiianut1 (give a cough), gflgftt* (cut) - rezrrit'/rezanut'
(give a cough)} and a third group take the prefix jg-, e.g.

ostrlt' (make witty remarks)- sostrit' (make a witty remark),

paflasnleat1 (play the buffoon)- spajagfilgat* (act the buf¬

foon once), rafratai' (work) - arabotat' (jjajflr srabgtal-
The engine fired).

The usefulness of the notion 'semeIfactive' may be

questioned. Although the formatives in -nu are certainly

understood as denoting a single action, it may be argued

with equal validity that many other perfective forms also

denote a single action, e.g. brosll (threw) in On brasil
tnlan eerez saber (He threw the ball across the fence).

It may also be pointed out that the 'semelfactive' forms

and other perfective forms co-occur with time adverbs such

as trl raza (three times) s flasj&aa tri raza kPl'nul alllr

cionera (The man stabbed the policeman three times).

These facts seem to indicate that the 'semelfactive* forms

are first and foremost perfective forms. This statement

could be refuted by the existence of a verb which has two

perfective forms, one 'semelfactive', the other simply per¬

fective. Most of the verbs in -nu cited by Isacenko are

in fact the only perfective forms of the verb concerned,

but some verbs do have two perfective forms, otucat'(knock)

has pqstUgaA1 and stuknut1 , but postusat' is to be inter-
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preted as 'knock for some time'. Zevat8 (yawn) has zevnnt'

and nrozevat' but the latter is used only in the sense of

letting slip an opportunity. Kopat' (dig) has Kot/nut' and

wkopa.t' but the latter occurs only in the sense of digging

out a hole in the ground or digging up potatoes. Plevat'

(spit) has pljnnut' and naplevat' but the latter occurs

only in such phrases as Emu naplevat' na eto (lit. To him

to spit on that, i.e. He could not care less). Mazat1

(smear) has vvmazat'T zamazat', Izmazat1, fiprcazat', Ha-

mazat' and maznut' . Of these, the forms with vv-, zjar and

IZr may be interpreted as 'smearing thoroughly) (cf. the

discussion of resultative verbs). Maznnt1 is classed as

'colloquial' by Qzegov, and pomazat' and, ' are the

literary perfective forms. (This opposition of literary

and colDquial perfective forms seems to indicate that

-nut' for many people is simply a suffix to be used in

forming perfective verbs). Hetat' (throw) has metnut' and

vvmetat', but the latter is used only in the sense of fish

spawning their eggs. R„ugat' (scold) has rugnut' » YYiTUgat'

and obrueat'. Ozegov classes rngnnt' as colloquial and

the forms with vv- and at- express the notion of cursing

someone soundly. Xvast,-it' (boast) has xvastnnt' and aa-

xvastat', but the latter is to be interpreted as 'do a

little boasting', (pinch) has sqjpnuV , akssipat'
and oscl-Pat' T but the latter two are used only in the

sense of plucking feathers or plucking a chicken.

Ozegov lists kol'nut' and zakolot' as perfective

forms of kolot' (stab), but zakolot' is also listed as

the perfective form of zakalvvat'. In the light of the
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discussion of 'thoroughness' in connection with resultat-

ive verts, it is clear that zakolot' should be paired only

with zakalvvat', and that za- indicates, in Mazon's words,

'developpement de ce mouvement a 1'extreme'•

I do not ^ish to deny that the perfective form pr/gnut'

(jump) may be more appropriately described as denoting a

single action than, for Instance, kunit' (buy), and it is

obvious that -nu at one time marked some kind of semantic

factor. With respect to a generative grammar of Russian

it must be asked whether special features need to be added

to PRED in order to account for -nu. It seems to the

writer that the forms in -nu are to be derived from the

same underlying structures as ordinary perfective forms,
that the entries for each item specify whether that item

can be realised with the suffix -nu or not, and that the

semelfactiveness of these verbs is more usefully regarded

as part of the interpretation of the meanings of these

verbs, i.e. the kind of actions they denote plus perfect¬

ive aspect. These suppositions are supported by the fact

that any feature which could be attached to PRED would

have to refer to some property or characteristic of the

actions, and such features would fail to distinguish be¬

tween, e.g. frrosU' i the perfective form of brosat' (throw)
and metnut1 (the perfective, so-called semelfactive form

of metat* (throw).
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5.5
The other Aktionsarten listed by Isacenko are as

follows*

(1) The 'evolutive* Aktionsart, which is found in such

verbs as raskricat'sla (raise a hullabaloo). This verb is

understood as expressing the initial development or evol¬

ution of the action. Other examples are razgovorit' si a

(which Ozegov glosses as 'having begun to speak, to get

caught up in a conversation'), razbegat'sia (start run¬

ning, razsumet' a-la (kick up a row). These forms seem to
be derived from structures containing the features

latter feature is part of the lexical entry. Since forms

like raskricat' sja are not very numerous, each lexical

item must be marked in the lexicon as to whether it is

subject or not to the realisation rules which add the pre¬

fix raz- (whose basic meaning appears to be approximately

'apart') and the reflexive ending -s.1a.

(2) The 'attenuative' Aktionsart is found in verbs like

poobsoxnut' (dry slowly), which expresses not limitation
in time as does pogovorit1 (have a chat) but limitation in

intensity. Isacenko's list of attenuative verbs can be sub¬

divided into groups according to meanings

(a) verbs meaning 'do something slowly' - poprlvvknut'

(become slowly accustomed), nriulecsia (die down slowly,
of the wind), nodzabvt' (forget slowly); (b) verbs meaning

'do something for a short time' - prilec' (lie down for a

though it may veil be that the
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short time); (c) verbs meaning 'do something in a little

degree' - nrlvstat' (raise oneself slightly), ppdvyplt'
(have a little drink), prinasat' (press lightly on sorne-

tning), norazmlat.' s.U (stretch one's legs a bit). It is

possible that all these verbs derive from a structure

with the feature [^Quantitative^ which can be applied to
amounts of speed or time or to extent in general. Since

these attenuative forms are 'nicht allzu produktiv', and

since three different prefixes are involve , aa-» inl¬

and nod-, a general rule is out of the question. A special
set of realisation rules must be formulated which adds

the apporpriate prefix to the perfective form of the verb,

and the various lexical entries will specify whether these

rules apply or not.

(3> Isacenko begins his discussion of the 'iterative'

Aktionsart, with the observation that iterative forms can

no longer be derived freely, that the remaining iterative

forms occur only in the past tense, and that they are used

only for stylistic effect or in dialect. The iterative

forms were derived by suffixation, -vy/-iv being added to
the stem, ouffixation was sometimes accompanied by changes

in stress or vowel and consonant changes, e.g. vidat'
(see) - Yidyyat1 (see often), gov or it' (spe^k) - gov.arwftt'

(say often), nlsat1 (write) - aisYv.it.' (write often),
x.odit' (walk) - x.^iv;vt.1 (walk often). The interesting

thing about iteratives is the number of sub-types. Isacenko

lists the 'diminutive iterative '(ookasllvat' - have a

little cough now and again, pokurivat' - have a quiet smoke,

pocitvvat'- have a little read); the 'mutual iteratives'
nereruglvat' Rl.a - have a slanging match, neresestvvat' s.la -
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whisper to each other); the 'intensive iterative' (vv-

nisvvat' bukvi v tetradi - vrite out letters in an exer¬

cise book with great care, wrisovvvat' - draw \<?ith great

care). Ozegov lists vvnisat' and yyrlSOVat' as the per¬

fective forms of these verts, although Isacenko maintains

that the imperfective forms are Imperfectiva tantum and

have nothing to do with the perfective forms. It seems

best to the writer to regard vv- in these forms as ex¬

pressing 'thoroughness' and to treat the perfective and

Imperfective forms as paired. In this treatment vvrlsow-

vat ' and wplsvvat1 are not iteratives; the perfective

iteratives occur in sentences such as On pozanlral vse

flyeri (He closed all the doors; sanlrat' - saneret' means

close), Vse gQSU PQYSkakall (All the guests jumped up),
Vse svnov'.ia nerezenilis' (All his sons have got married)

The important elements in the meanings of these sent¬

ences have to do with 'reciprocity' (pereseptyvat•sja),
'totality' (pozanirat' vse dverl), with doing a little of

something every now and again (ogKasliYat', POKuriYat) and

with everybody doing something one after the other (nerezenit'

s.ia). One might even argue that, with the possible except¬

ion of pokasllvat', etc., the label 'iterative* does not
refer to the meaning of the verbs but to their superficial

form. The iterative verbs must be handled in the same

way as the other Aktionsarten, by postulating appropriate

features in the underlying structure and setting up rules

which realise these features as the various prefixes and

suffixes. (*+)
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5«6
To sum up this chapter on Aktionsarten, one of the

Aktionsarten, the inchoative, can be handled syntactically

by embedding a sentence containing PRED [-Inchoative! into
the basic underlying structure. (Causatives can also be

handled this way, but grammars of Russian do not recognize

a causative Aktionsart, although the case for recognising

one is very strong.) The other Aktionsarten are handled

by attaching various features to the lowest PRED in the

underlying structure. These features may be regarded as

syntactic for the moment since they occur in the syntactic

component of the grammar, but it must be made clear that

these features represent the first gropings tovards a more

abstract semantic level of deep structure. This is notice¬

able especially from examples like those quoted in the dis¬

cussion of resultative verbs or verbs like pereseptvvat'sja,
which can be paraphrased as sentat' drug s drngom (whisper

the one vith the other). It is assumed that semantic

features such as ^Reciprocal! will be capable of being
translated into various types of constituent structure.

The PRED sent- ['Reciprocal! may be translated into sent-
drug s drngom, that is, into sent- plus whatever structure

underlies drug s drngom. The lexical entry for seot-

specifies that, if this translation has not taken place, a

special set of rules add the prefix pere- and the suffix

-s.la. This treatment takes some problems of word derivat¬

ion out of the lexicon and handles it by means of 'realis¬

ation rules' which add prefixes and suffixes and assign
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the correct verb or adjective endings. The preceding

account assumes that these rules are grouped into differ¬

ent sets and sub-sets but it may be possible to organise

the rules so as to avoid overlapping. It is unnecessary,

for example, to have several different sets of rules all

assigning the same verb and adjective endings. \

The whole discussion calls in question the value of the

notion 'Aktionsart'• The only explicit definition, in

spite of Isacenko's listing of criteria, is Agrell's, and
the only verbs which fitted his definition were the 'result-

ative* verbs in which the notion of 'thoroughness' came

out very strongly. Moveover, many of these 'resultative'

perfective forms were found to be paired vith 'resultative'

imperfective forms. In a generative grammar all the trad¬

itional Aktionsarten are handled by means of features and/

or extra structure. Indeed, the notion of Aktionsart

seems to have been arrived at via considerations of form,

since grammarians have used it with respect to prefixed

verb forms which either have perfective or imperfective

aspect but not both. By limiting the notion in this way

linguists may miss many interesting phenomena, witness the

skimpy account of inchoatives in Isacenko's book. It may

be concluded from these facts that the notion of Aktion¬

sarten is not needed in a generative approach.

Since the above form of grammar suggested itself

partly because of the general form of transformational

grammars but mostly because of the data being studied, it
is interesting to note the following remarks by Chomsky:

'There is no doubt that items must be specified lexically
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in terms of the operations that apply to them; this is

particularly clear from a consideration of phonological

rules, but is no less true of syntactic processes. Much

of lexical structure is, in fact, simply a classification

induced by the system of phonological rules. Postal has

suggested, furthermore, that there should be a general

analysis of lexical items with respect to each rule R,

into those which must, those which may, and those which
cannot be subject to R...' That such a treatment is

necessary is fully borne out by the Russian data discussed

in 5.3.2 - 5.3A.
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gtjAPTKR Sift

v&zan* s acccnmt Qf infinitives.

6.1
Mazon's study of aspect in Russian is distinguished

by the amount of space and attention devoted to the use

of aspect in the infinitive. Mazon took the use of aspect

in the infinitive as the starting point of his investigat¬

ion because infinitives do not display the intertwining

of tense and aspect which bedevils the study of aspect in

finite verb forms. Because it contains many useful examples

and observations, Mazon's account will be taken as the
basis of this discussion.

The use of imperfective aspect in infinitive forms

is described according to the general criteria listed at

the beginning of Chapter Two, namely:

(1). Action unique qui se developpe; (2) Action relteree;

(3) Action generalisee.

Criteria (1) and (2) each subsume various uses of the

imperfective aspects

(1)a Action gomnencee ou interrpwa

Mazon notes that infinitives dependent on nacat',

stat» (begin), prlYvKnut' usetf to), prodQiliat'
(continue) or konoit1 (finish) always occur in imperfective

aspect. Mazon maintains that it is impossible to conceive

of infinitives dependent on these verbs expressing Mun

tout integralement achieve', an impossibility which has
been explained in this study of aspect by postulating that
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superficial sentences containing these verbs derive from

underlying structures which may be glossed as "go into

a state", "get used to being in a state", "continue being
in a state", or "come out of a state".

The notion of the "raise en train de l'action verbale"

comes out clearly in sentences in which the infinitive is

used 'independently1, e.g. Tabe vvblrat' (lit. To you to

choose, i.e. It's you to choose - get on with it), Davaj
emu odevat' s.1a (lit. Give to him to dress himself, i.e.

Let him get on with dressing himself), Pora mne uxodit'
(lit. It's time to me to go away, i.e. It's time I was

getting on ray way).

After uora (It is time to ...) a perfective infin¬

itive is used when the action "est envisagee dans son

re suitat", e.g. Pora mne u.iti (It's high time I was off).
Of such sentences Mazon says : "la phrase prend des lors

un caractere de nettete et d'energie".

The notion of continuing the action is evident in

sentences like taKrafr9tatt (lit. To work, so

to work, i.e. If we're working, let's keep on working),
and the notion of interruption is evident in Dovol'no

Vara smelat'sia (lit. Enough to you to laugh, i.e. That's
enough laughing from you)•

b IrresoluUQn du sujet softcernant l'acsQBipUsss-

ment de l'action.

Ja ne znalf cto otvecat1 na ee vopros ( I did not

know what to reply to her question) ; Prixodit* li nine

k nemu zavtra (lit. To ~ome + Question Marker + to me

to him tomorrow?, i.e. Should I call on him tomorrow?

Mazon adds that if the action about which the
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speaker is uncertain is thought of "dans son unite

abstraitert a perfective infinitive is used, e.g. Ja na
V

znal, cto sdelat1 (I did not know what to do).
c Tendance tin sqjflt v<?rs Vaction

A sentence may express the notion that the speaker

is striving towards a goal which may not be reached, e.g.

Yed1 uz yss ravna » prlvykat1 rafln (it doesn't matter now :

one just get used to it) or express the speaker's intention

of doing something without referring to the end of the

action, e.g. .. .QtpraYllas1 llsa dobyvat' prlpasov*..(lit.
...set off the fox to get some provisions...). If a

perfective infinitive is used in such sentences it express¬

es, not intention, but "une decision qui va droite a 1'
achevement de l'acte et n'en considere pas le developpe-

ment, e.g. Ona XPtela naplaat1 (She wanted to write),

d Action orolongee ou oomnlexe

In sentences which refer to a prolonged or complex

action the notion of the "mise en train de 1'action

verbale" is not as important as the notion of duration,

e.g. Vv u nas ostanetes' obedat' (lit. You at us will

stay to dine, i.e. You'll stay and have dinner with us.)
Emu nuzno bvlo ob'lasnlat'a.1a (lit. To him necessary was

to explain himself, i.e. He had to explain himself),
e Action PQ,rnten,e,ntfl

The notion of duration is particular^ striking when

reference is made to actions which are, so to speak, per¬

manent facts of life, e.g. ...reeku y bred pereszaat'
nadot (lit, ...the river at the ford to cross is necessary),

f Action nrise sur le fait au cours de son development

fa etc tit ceatngffo oQlcvcha pbizat1 Izyolltfl?
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(lit. For vhat ... an honest man to insult you permit

yourself?, i.e. why are you permitting yourself to in¬

sult an honest man?)

g Action conslderee en son development entant

au'af fectant le solet -ie telle ou telle

manlere*
v

Sal* an<? by la rassWrat'gJa s starlK^ai (Lit.

Sorrow to me was to part from the old man).

...T-lazelo vse eto nrlnominat' (Lit. Unpleasant

all that to recall).

Mite ne xotalos' ob' iasnlat'«1a (Lit. To Mitja

not wanted to explain himself).

Mne ns strains „a strasna ttairaV (Lit.
To me to die not frightening, hut frightening to be

a-dying)•

These sentences, comments Mazon, are concerned with

how the subject is affected by the on-going action or process.

(2)a Action reiteree nroprement dite

Infinitives often denote a habitual actions

...ugoseat' bvl master (lit. ... to entertain (he)

was master, i.e. he was excellent at entertaining guests).

on pggltal aa grex prodaYat1 xlefe (Lit. He considered

for a sin to sell bread).

Some sentences express general propositions, e.g.
V

^

Gelovek nlkoeda ne dolzen zabwat1 svoe dostolnstvo (Lit.

Man never not should forget his worth).

Imperfective infinitives often occur after nouns

denoting the skill or habit of doing something or the abil¬

ity or right to do something, e.g. ... Sobaki ne imelnt

snosotnoat1 ulvbat'a.la (lit. ... Dogs not have the ability
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to smile) | ...eto...suscestvoimeet...uravo prezirat'mania

(...this...creature has...the right to despise me).

b Action reUsree ft 1'unite*

c>n rwget nestl avnfrflflno i sty re pufla, Cut. He can

carry freely four poods).

On YggKfla ggtgY Idtl Y teatr (He is always ready to

go to the theatre)^
(3) Action generalises

Hazon uses this label for iraperfoctive infinitives

referring to actions which are closely bound up with quest¬

ions of principle. Such an action appears "oomme elargie

et comae jusqu'a un certain point generalise©"•

A 113a fego ane ethupat'sja? Clit. - But for

what to rae to buy myself out, i.e. But why

should I buy my freedom (spoken by a serf).

Zacem fleseYP nghvpat1? (lit. For what cheaply

to buy? i.e. Why buy cheaply?).

Negative, sentences

A negated imperfective infinitive may refer (A) to

an action in its on-going, (B) to an action which is for¬

bidden wde maniere prolongee et en sa reiteration possible".

A Prosu ne rassuzdat1 (lit. I ask you not to argue).
V

B Cltatel' pozvollt mne ne peradavat'evo zalkanMa

(The reader will permit me not to convey his

stammering)

Ne kurit' (lit. Not to smoke, i.e. no smoking).
C Negated imperfective infinitives may refer to an

"action generalisee" in the sense of 3 above.

Pn tt. staralsja ne efrraJgat' na nix niKafregp vnimfrnija (lit.
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Ke ... tried not to pay to them any attention).

£n ISSiln? uezaat' seK-r*nja ••• (He has decided not to

leave today...).

At ?rcu X-js;ide3» ••• (lit. ... to nobody to

give horses, i.e. ... don't give horses to

anybody...).

Sentences containing such negated i perfective infin¬

itives accompanied by a noun in the dative case are inter¬

preted as meaning that the action is icapos ible for the

subject to carry out, e.g.

.. . .Ne o.tcvat' s.ia ze eun xolostvm (lit. Not to remain

(Particle) to him unmarried, i.e. He won't
remain a bachelor),

le rust 1 Irave pozdno osenMu (lit. Not to grov to grass

late in autumn, i.e. Grass doesn't grow in the

late autumn.)

Finally, Kazon states that certain words and express¬

ions are capable of strengthening the negation and of

"generalizing" the action. Such are : nel' z,ta (one must

not), fie VtiXJu (I do not order...), ne sme.Kte) (do not

dare...) which express "une interdiction de principe de

duree indeteriainee plutot que 1'interdiction d'un fait

particuller".

. ..Ke smc-.i rorl.»sat1 sit: (Don't dare to agree).

Other phrases which "s'sppliquent moins a un cas

momentana et precis qu'a une situation de duree indeter-

minee" are: fi? (not necessary), ne slednet, fi£

p;s" !Uv I., ne orixodltcja (one ought not...), ne stolt

(it'5- not worthwhile):
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Ne nodo bvlo napomlnat' (It wasn't necessary

to remind me).

There is a third group of expressions, negdeT nekovda,

neKuj.i, flfi'U.U hegq, ne s ne aa eta, m_k

ftMBj, ne zace;;i, all of which can be translated as "there is

no point in (doing such-and-such)", which are always follow¬

ed by imperfective infinitives as the impossibility to

which they refer has "un caractsre da permanence on tout

au moins de duree indefinie".

...tener* nedlia ceeo skrvvat'ala.now there is

no point in hiding...

...i ne za cto se blagodorit.and there is no

point her to thank...

The criteria by which Mazon explains the use of

infinitives in perfective aspect are whether the infinit¬

ive denoted (1) "une action unique consideree dans son

achevement integral"; or (2) "une action reiteree ramenee

a 1'unite".

(1) A. A perfective infinitive may denote an action the

accomplishment of which is seen as necessarily preceding

the accomplishment of second action.

.. .uzasno nevezlivo ostavit's.ia i rasaaatrivat' i (It

is) terribly impolite to fix your gaze on

someone and look them up and down.

B, The speaker may have in mind the result of an

action rather than its development. Discussing the

example; umirat' - to ne xocds.lal Pozit xooetsia (You don't

want to die. You want to see a little of life) Mazon says

that the imperfective infinitive umiratT expresses "(un)
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fait concu dans son indetermination et comme generalise"

whereas the perfective infinitive expresses "(un) resultat

precis et un". Mazon translates Pozit1 xocets.ia as "Tu

veux avoir eu ton bon temps". Sentences containing such

perfective infinitives may be classified as follows:

a. Sentences expressing volition (a desire, wish,

demand, decision, etc.)
Ja vam skazur noaemu mne ne xocetsda nmerat' : I will tell

you why I do not want to die.

b. Sentences expressing potentiality.

- tv etogo pon.1at1 ne mazes'. : ... You cannot understand

this.

-C-de mne ueadat* : lit. Where to me to guess?, i.e.

How am I to guess?

o. Sentences referring to actions which are necessary

or unavoidable.

KrIeI to <?U na<fc gprJatat'i a donssuf Y-)U must hide

these books or they will report you.

A t.f gaKttblt' SVQ.1U aqlfltiPSt1 • ..* lit. But to me...

to ruin my youth, i.e. I am fated/doomed to

ruin the best years of my life...

d. Sentences expressing finality or "tendance vers

une action verbale consideree en son resultat".

Ja prissl pggm-ptrqt1» yy set,1a ravstvtiete * I have

come to see (perf. asp.) how you are feeling.

Vv ... staraetes' ... zan.lat' taenia : You ... are trying

to get me occupied with something.

(Ona) polozila na okosecko prostudit' : (She) placed it at

the vindcwto cool (perf. asp.).
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e. Sentences expressing the attitude of the subject

towards an action ("expriment la valeur affective de 1*

action") thought of as an integral whole.

1 rad tv evo sdel&t' ... : And I would be glad to do it.

Tjaaka tuflet rasstaVsJfr s ... tetwsVg.1 * (it) will be

hard to part from your aunt.

f. Sentences containing impersonal constructions

■which refer to the opportuneness or convenience of an

action.

... a vse posaotret' stoit : ... but (it) is worthwhile

having a look.

■ tftepgr* slsduet bol'nuyju v ostavft1 :...nowyou

must loave the patient in peace,

pora raaatat' sJa * ...(it) is time for us to part.

(2) A repeated action may be thought of as a whole by

the speaker, who (a) has in mind the result of the series

of actions; or (b) uses one instance of the action as

typical of the whole series.

a. yse ee satQi rad Isp-jInU' • (He) Sasa...

is glad to carry out all her schemes.

»,«t'^sjalwg neg-jagt'eagano pergngstl « ...Any

unhappiness can be borne.
V

V

Bia&fltt tsauall StflJUUu aia aMte miiU afcaln
v

v darevnc : Stol'c is correct in saying that

schools must be set up in the countryside.

b. Ariudij Pavlyg ljufril ?». grl glusae pobulovai'

sebja ; Arkadij Pavlychi loved ... when the

occasion offered, to indulge himself

flg v-saslp vp.IU nosju v 'huzlckvph * (lit.)

(It) is not pleasant to go at night in¬

to peasant's hut.
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l.luMli BPKPvorjrl;1 * ...both liked to

have a chat.

Examples of negated perfective infinitives are:

Action unique : } i I may tell his,

fl? ja'BPKV 1 m sV-a&V but I may veil

not tell his.

<'V;'Uqp rc-Bicpe^ a II unit? :

- Otceeo - re ne skazat'V ; Why not tell you?

- IJ.9 , ^evts.iftn VJH 11*. : lit. ...

not to tell vhether he is laughing or bleat¬

ing, i.e. (It) is impossible to tell.

i r'-1 conmcptg £n, Mason's account

6.1.1
The first comment I would like to make concerning

Mazon's account is that the treatment of perfective infin¬

itives under the heading "Action rfeiteree ramenee a 1'

unite" ((1), B a-f) is misleading. The treatment is dec¬

eptive in that all sorts of modal factors are introduced

which turn out to have no bearing on vhether perfective or

imperfective aspect is chosen, the crucial factor being

vhether or not the speaker is thinking of the action "dans

son achevement integral1. As an example of a sentence ex¬

pressing finality or "tendance vers une action verbale"

Mazon gives Ode ogn.la dohvt.lit.Where to get fire?),

dobyt' referring to an action "concue en son resultat et

momentanee". kith this he contrasts an example ...stali oni

eorevat'T kak im edu dobvvat' (lit... began they to

grieve, how to them food to get, i.e. how they were to get
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food), dobwat' referring to an action 'concue en sons

developpement1.

In the chapter on imperfective infinitives a number

of examples are grouped under the heading "Tendance du

sujet vers 1'action"• In other words, the same heading

is used with reference both to perfective and imperfective

infinitives, and the same type of constructions appears

in both chapters, e.g. imperfective infinitive - ... vse

posli pit' cad (everyone went to drink tea) ) perfective

infinitive - da prlsel posraotret' (I have come to see...).

The former example is particularly uninformative, since

only the form pit1 (drink) can occur with the form ca,1

(tea), (cf. the discussion in 5.2.1).

The one really serious mistake which Mazon made

was to regard the various modal shades of meaning as

subordinate to the general semantic criteria which he

applied to aspect throughout the entire verb system. This

mistake can be seen especially clearly in his exploration

of sentences containing nel'zdaT necevo etc. (cf. the

section above on negated imperfective infinitives).

An interesting question is why Mazon was able to

analyse both finite forms in "past" or "present" tense

and infinitive forms by means of the same general semantic

criteria. In current transformational grammars of English

infinitives are treated as nominalised verbs. For example

the sentence He likes to watch football is derived from

an underlying structure 'He likes it : He watch football'•

(cf. Rosenbaum, 1967).
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It is clear from the diagram that in the superficial

sentence the infinitive phrase to watch football belongs

to the categor/ 'Noun' In nan/ sentences the choice of

aspect will b3 governed by the same criteria which deter¬

mine the choice of aspect in finite verb forms, that 13 by
vhether the structure underlying the infinitive phrase is

"being in a state doing something" or '*having gone into,

been in and come out of a state cf doing something". What

I propose to do is examine various constructions containing

infinitives in order to see if it is ever the case that the

aspect of the infinitive is governed by other factors.

Infinitives dependent on ooc'
—■» "i—i.. in 1. , ..iUTSEBSac&

s otj • t-

The first type of construction I wish to consider is
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that in • hi oh the various I^oite forma of moc' (can) are

followed by an infinitive. Two features of these construct¬

ions are particularly important i

(a) V«'ha reus in wallah one finds such sentences as

r<Am gen vJ.-tiy* >vt U K Xlh vh, in which it is

not clear from the vord order -nether dlvovs modifies tell

or can, in Russian the order of the constituents must be

Adverb + iaui' + Infinitive if the adverb modifies moc1,

e.g. the translation of the above Engli:h example, D^an
V.m.ia UKteet. jau^k.tzat', cto psdlsxwdih (lit. John always

can tell • ■•)• then saoo* is modified by an adverb which

co-occurs only vitfa verbs in Imperfective aspect, the

dependent infinitive nonetheless takes perfective aspect,

if in the surface structure the dependent infinitive is

modified by an adverb like vabKhtt (always), maiiW (all

day), then tut, infinitive is in iiuperfective aspect, e.g.

dn laoze 1 ves' den' rasskasyvat 'o vojne (lit.he can all day

tell bout (the) war). In this case the order of con¬

stituents is + haybib * tofinitiYS* (The above XL -

then sentence is not to to taken as meaning that the In¬

finitive is to be assigned its aspect by a context-sensit¬

ive rule which operates only in the presence of adverbs

like vsegdq and ves'deu', but simply as a comment on a

sup rficial sentence-pattern in Russian).

(b) Both can in English and mo?' in Russian are

ambiguous. The sentence hh prljti anVtrtt (Re can

Come tomorrow) may be paraphrased as ■nnnonno, ato oft

.--'ridet ^nvtra (lit. (It is) possible, that he will come

tomorrow), or (LU, rufirw.ifilUfl PfiJU «aVU«i (lit.
To him they have given permission to come tomorrow - dall,
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which is here translated as 'they have given', is non-

definite form, cf. Enellsh they sav tha,t...)T or as

On sposoben priiti gavtra (lit. He capable to come to¬

morrow - snosobrvj means 'capable1 in both a concrete and

an abstract sense, e.g. physically capable of lifting a

heavy boulder or capable of making the most outrageous

remarks. This ambiguity may be resolved by using On v

sostojar.il (lit. He in state), which means 'he is phys¬

ically c pable (of lifting a heavy boulder)' but not 'He

has it in hire (to make outrageous remarks)').

The facts for English are veil documented (of.

Anderson, 1967,studies referred to therein) but have not,
to ny knowledge, been discussed in detail in studies of

^ cp.vio}Russian*3• The fact that sentences containing may be

Paraphrased in various ways is of more than passing inter¬

est. Consider the following sets of sentences*

• On ne nonet, otvetit* na ctpt vonros : He is not

able to answer this question.

answer this question,

e. On mogot ne otvecat' na etot von^ns : He may not

reply to this question.

?. a. On ne mozet. prilti : He is not able to come.

b. On, mOZPt jafe-PTlltl : He may not com*.

c. On moget ne priTod.lt' : He may not come.

The (a) sentences mean that a person is not able to

carry out a certain action. The negative us, immediately

precedes nop', the "future tense" form of which is used.

The (b) sentences mean that it is possible that the person
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will not do such-and-such while the (c) sentences mean

that the person has been given permission not to do such-

and-such. In all four (b) and (c) examples the "present

tense" third person singular form of nop1, jfcoze.t , is used

and the negative comes between nozet and the dependent

infinitive. The crucial difference is that in the (b)

examples the dependent infinitives, .it vet it' and pr 1.111,
are in the perfective aspect whereas in the (c) examples

the dependent infinitives, ■otvecat1 and prlxodlt1 are in

the imporfactive aspect.

The essential features of examples (2) +(3) are

as follows;

(1) Then ffljj has the meaning "be Tola to" the negative

particle ja& immediately precedes it, (2) hen rq.oc' mans

'it is possible that' or 'be allowed to* comes between

jHOfi* and the dependent infinitive. Then aoc* means 'it is

possible that...' the infinitive following the negative

may take either aspect. In the (b) examples above only

perfective infinitives occur but one comes across sentences

such as Qa ?m2<3t ne vsagda rJcafoLLj (lit. He may

not always fall into the target, i.e. It is possible that
he will not always bit the target).

V.hen moc1 means 'be allowed tc', the infinitive

following the negative is always in the imperfective aspect.

Informants rejected the sentences :

3. "*vr, iil'iDt ns PbDU Km's ?Q ■ DDr? (lit. He may

not go through a course on algebra.

Dau raarwvlii P.P. Mv-ljl. - bit. To him

they allowed not to come to the lecture

and insisted that the perfective infinitives trrcgti and

or i:! t i be replaced by their imperfect ive forms, nrnynrilt1
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and nrlxodlt' respectively. Unfortunately far less clear

cut is the use of aspect in infinitives dependent on

tuozno ('is possible1 or 'is permitted') vhich, like nado,

is a superficial adjective occurring only with infinitives

and sometimes also vith an animate noun in the dative case

(cf. footnotes 2, 3).
5 a. i'igjfoa li QtKmat' aKn-??

b. Iqzlvj 11 gtkrvV akflc?

Both sentences in (5) mean 'Is it possible to open

the window?' . (11 is an interrogative particle). They

differ only in that the infinitive in (5'a), otkrvvat' T is

imperfeotive whereas the infinitive in (5b), otkrvt't is

perfective. Some Russians interpret (5a) as "is it allowed.

(5b) as "Is it physically possible.*.V"• One informant,

however, rejected (5a) no matter what the interpretation

of Biozno.

.,Uqs a&3 rallUaa

6.2.1
The second type of sentences which come up for dis¬

cussion are those concerned vith obligation and volition.

The most common constructions expressing volition are ja

Z3&1 (I want, wish), ja sela.lu (I desire), Pine XQCStsja

(lit. to me wants), u men.la zelanle (lit. at me a desire...)
In affirmative sentences infinitives dependent on these

expressions may take either aspect depending on what the

speaker wants to say, whether the sneaker presents the

action as on-going or as completed, but when these express¬

ions of volition are negated the dependent infinitive Is
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in iraperfective aspect,

6 a, *Qn ne xocet uexat' domo.1 : Lit. He not vant to

go off home.

b. *Hy ns XQtsll ufclV SQbttKus Lit. be not wanted

to kill the dog.

o. *TJ nevo net zalani.la ostat'sLlt. At him not do-

a.1a Y 9tan Sire to stay in this

town.

Most informants rejected 6a,b,c out of hand, maintain¬

ing that the perfective infinitives uexat.1, uhit1 and

ostat' s.la should be replaced by the iraperfective inf init¬

ives ueazaV > iikixal' and gstavat1 g,1a. respectively.

One informant, however, was ready to accept sentences

in which *13 XQgQ etc. (but not net were

followed by perfective infinitives. For instance she

accepted the sentences in (?) without any reservations.

7 a. ?a .saKttriV taK vIqxq sstja

ouvstvuiu s lit. I not want to smoke since

bad myself I feel,

b. Ja ne xoau obldet'vas : I not vant to offend

you.

Zakurlt' and obijet' are the perfective infinitive

forms of the verbs 'to light up' and 'offend'. The imper-

fective forms are zaKurivat* ani oblzat'.

The informant was not quite so willing to accept the

sentences in (^).

p. a, oni w gaUal perreaal;' y flragaJa KvarUru-

Lit. They not want to move into

another flat.
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I» ha sella taKJLa

obiazannostl i lit. The secretary not

wants to take on himself such duties.

Although not condemning outright the perfective infin¬

itives pereexat1 and vzlat', the informant did say that

the imperfective infinitives nereezzat' and brat1 were

"better1*. Curiously enough, this was the same informant

who rejected fflQzno It QtKrVYat' Qtoa? (Is it possible to

open the window?) even if mozno means 'Is it permitted?'.

The most plausible solution is that there are as far as

the modals rnozno, xotet' are concerned, two varieties of

Russian and that in one of them, namely that spoken by

this particular informant, the aspect of infinitives

dependent on ne xotet' seems to depend on the actual

lexical item.

The most common expressions of obligation are nado

and dolzen. Nado, as was argued in footnote 2, is an

adjective which modifies only infinitive phrases and occurs

with animate nouns in the dative case. Dolzen is the

masculine singular form of an adjective derived from the

noun dole (duty). The feminine and neuter singular forms

and the plural form are, respectively, dPlana> dolznffl and

dolznv. (N.B. Dolzsn, dolzna etc. are not short forms of

dolznvj, meaning 'necessary', 'due'). Dolzen. etc. occur

only predicatively and the nouns modified by this adject¬

ive are always in the nominative case. Dolzen has the

meaning of moral obligation or duty, which a person may

ignore, whereas nado means external obligation which leaves

a person no choice. Ja dolzen is translated as 'I ought to,
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I am to', frlnenado as 'I must (= It Is necessary for me

to***)'•

The following examples illustrate the use of nado

9. a Saaai avtofcu? QtQj^t Basa, the bus

p.1atf mlnut. Nado vvbrat1 leaves in five

nldzak minutes. You must

choose a Jacket

(spoken by someone in a shop)

b Kniei nado sdavat': lit* Books (you) must re-

v. seeda vovremja v turn always in time to the

frifrUoteKu library,

c Nado casce zaeliadwat1 : lit. (You) must more

v slovar1 often look into the

dictionary.

In 9a the infinitive, vvbrat1T is perfective ; in

(9b) the infinitive, sdavat' , is imperfective. The differ¬

ence in aspect would probably be accounted for In tradit¬

ional grammars by indicating that (9a) refers to one part¬

icular act, whereas (9b) refers to a general procedure.

This observation is correct, but is not an exhaustive

description of the meaning of (9a) and (9b). Even more

important is the fact that Russians Interpret (9a) as an

imperative and (9b) as a general statement that something

is necessary. These interpretations come out more clear¬

ly in the reaction of informants to the following sentences.

10 Zavtra vsem nam nado rano : lit. Tomorrow to all

uexat1. Nado seloas-ze us necessary early

lozlt'sfla snot* to set off. Necessary

right now to go to bed.
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The informants said that the perfective infinitive

uexat1 should be replaced by the imperfective infinitive

ugzaat1

11 9 vas SlafrDC ztoQv'ei • lit. At you weak

pokupat1 teoloe nal1to health. Necessary

to buy a warm coat.

The informants said that the imperfective infinitive,

pokupat1, was incorrect and should be replaced by the

perfective infinitive, kupit1. These comments on (10)
and (11) accord with my own feelings about these sentences,

and also with theintuitions of my informants, namely that

(10) is an imperative, (11) a general statement about a

particular necessity. An>ther informant, commenting on

(12):

12 U tsfr.u ne PQlufalas'* s lit. At you not succeeded.

Sovetovat1 s.la nado To ask advice is necessary.

said that it expressed the assertion of a principle rather

than a command to carry out a specific act.

The interpretations of sentences with nado have been

described, but there still remains the problem of providing

these interpretations with sources in the deep structure.

That the problem is not straightforward is shown by (9c),
which could be taken either as an imperative or as a

statement, although nado is followed by an imperfective

infinitive. This problem will be taken up in the theoret¬

ical discussion which follows the presentation of the

data.

Dolzen may be followed by an infinitive in either

aspect. Dolzen, of course, differs from nado in that it
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does not occur in imperative sentences.

The really interesting data involve the use of

aspect in infinitives dependent on negated nado and dolzeri,
that is on expressions like nine ne nado... (to me not

necessary...) and ia ne dolzen... (I not ought...). After

Q9 nalq (and its synonyms ne raizno and nel'z.la) infinitives

are always in imperfective aspect. The starred sentences

in (13) contain perfective infinitives and were rejected

by informants.

13. a.*Ke nado vvnit* srazu ze s lit. Not necessary to

vse butvlkl Diva drink up immediately

all the bottles of

beer.

b.* Ne nado poexat'. : lit. Not necessary to

Sobiraet sia bur la. set off. There13 a

storm brewing up.

c.^ Emu ne nuzno wolf s lit. To him not necess-

ves' llmonad ary to drink up all

the lemonade.

d. * Ostat' s-1a nel'zia. : lit. To stay not ne-

Budet vzrvv. cessary. There's

going to be an

explosion.

Although the phrases naflg, ne r.nzno and nel'z.la
are translated above as 'not necessary', they have a

strong modal meaning and are more idiomatically translated

as 'He must not*, 'You must not', etc. Nel' z.1a is a

special case, since it may mean either 'must not' or 'is

impossible'. In (13d) it has the former, modal, meaning
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and the infinitive following it is imperfective. When

nel'zja means 'is impossible' the infinitive dependent on

it may take either aspect but is usually perfective unless

it derives from an underlying structure containing the

features [,+DurativeJ and/or [^Habitual] , or from a struct¬
ure dominated by a stative or static 3.

Tuda nel'zja vxodit', vith an imperfeotive infinitive

vxodit', means 'In there (you) must not go'. Tuda nel'zla

VojU, v*ith a perfective infinitive vo.iti, means 'In there
is impossible to go'. An informant rejected the following

sentence containing an imperfective infinitive : On tak

raduetsla, cto nel'zia vvrazat' slovami evo cuvstva (lit.
He so is glad, that impossible to express in words his

feelings.)

Ne dtlzep also has two meanings, a 'strong* modal one

'ought not to...* and a 'weak' modal one, 'is not supposed

to'. If ne dolzen has the modal meaning the infinitive

dependent on it is always in the imperfective aspect. If

ne dolzen had the non-modal meaning the infinitive depend¬

ent on it may take either aspect.

a. Vy ne. Jglany viMSlYaVsja 5 lit. You not ought

Y quisle <1ela to interfere in

other people's

affairs.
V

b. On ne dolzen urixodit' : lit. He not ought

sevodnia to come.

c. On ne dolzen nriiti : lit. He not supposed

sevodn.ia to be coming today.

The infinitives in (lha,b), YmellvatAsla. and prixodlt'
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are imperfective; the infinitive in (l^c), pri.itlf is
perfective.

Possibility

6.3
Before introducing further data I wish to discuss

briefly the problems involved in handling the above ex¬

amples in a generative grammar of Russian. The first

problem concerns the various meanings of moc' (cf.pp.

280-2B3)• Two solutions immediately suggest themselves.

Either (a) moc1 appears in three lexical entries, there

being a separate entry for each of the meanings 'is

capable', 'is possible', 'is allowed'; or (b) paop' is
treated as a purely superficial element which is substit¬

uted by various lexicalisation rules (cf. Anderson, 1968a)
for the predicators ...snosoben...(Is capable),

...vozmo2no...(...is possible), ...razresaetsla..■(...Is
allowed). Solution (b) is preferable to solution (a) in

that the grammar will have to generate these various

strings anyway; and the same restrictions apply to these

strings as to moc'. When raoc' means 'is allowed to', the

infinitive in the string moc'-ne-Infinitive is always in

imperfective aspect. If the verb razreslt' is used in¬

stead of moc' in this sequence, the infinitive is also

always imperfective, e.g. On mozet ne uezzat' (He may not

go away) and Wau razrsslH ne qeazat;' (To him they have

allowed not to go away). When moc' means 'is possible
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that*, the infinitive in the string moc*-ne-Infinitive

may be either perfective or imperfective. If vozmozno,

is possible that) + Clause is used, the verb in

the clause may be perfective or iraperfective, e.g.

mozet ne nrHtl (He may not come), StQ m ne

prideti (it is possible that he will not come) - pri.iti

and oridst both being perfective; On mozet ne vsegda

nopadat1 v misen' (He muy not always hit the target),

Vozmozno, ato on ne vsegda budet ponadat' v mlsen' (It is
possible that he will not always hit the target) -

nouadat' and fcudet nonadat' both being imperfective.

Solutions (a) and (b) are both weakly adequate in

that they permit the formulation of rules which will gen¬

erate the required sentences. They fail, however, in

that they do not explain why it is that moo' can have these

three meanings. The first step towards a strongly ade¬

quate solution is to take several other factors into

consideration.

1. Like the 'subjects' of stative verbs such as know,

believeT etc., the 'subject' of moc' is not an agent, and
moc does not refer to an action but rather to a state:

2. Common to all the meanings of moc' is the component

'possible' - an action may be possible because the person

performing it has certain abilities or because the circum¬

stances are appropriate or because someone has given per¬

mission for the action to be performed:

3. There is a superficial predicator mozno which is

used both in sentences like mozno proaost' eto. knieu v

dva casa (It is possible to read this book in two hours)
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and in sentences like Hozno otkrvt' okno (It is permitted

to open the window).

Ideally, the best hypothesis would be that which

accounted for all the factors mentioned in the previous

paragraph and also for the narachrase relationship holding

between such sentences as On mozet ne nrl.1t! and Vozmozno,
cto on ne nrldet. I intend to go for the most general

hypothesis possible, that is, I will attempt to postulate

a single underlying structure from which all the super¬

ficial sentences derive.

The clue seems to me to lie in the component •possib¬

ility* which is present in all the meanings of moc'. I

wish to suggest that the category Predicator in the deep

structure be marked as [_+Modal] or [-Modal] ; that if
Predicator is marked [+Modal], it may then be assigned
another feature, ^Possibility], and that ^+Possibilit;>rj
be linked with other features which indicate whether the

possibility derives from physical or mental capabilities,
from favourable circumstances, or from someone else's

permission. The most appropriate Russian word for gloss¬

ing this Predicator is raozno (possible). The obvious ob¬

jection is that mozno never appears in the surface struct¬

ure of Russian when the possibility derives from a person's

physical or mental capabilities but that in this ease the

appropriate finite form of mo*' is used.

The full underlying structure would be DAT-PRED-NOM,
which can be glossed as emu mozno. This structure, from
which sentences containing forms of moc' are to be derived,

captures the fact that moc' refers to states rather than
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actions. The objection mentioned at the end of the prev¬

ious paragraph I wish to answer by postulating an obligat¬

ory process of topicalisation which takes place when the

Predicator, already marked JjnModalJ and ^Possibility J ,

is assigned the feature which indicates that the possibil¬

ity derives from someone's physical or mental capacity.

It is not implausible to argue that possibility deriving

from appropriate circumstances or permission granted comes

to a person, whereas possibility deriving from someone's
abilities comes from within that person. To express this

idea in other terms : with the latter type of possibility

the person concerned plays a more 'active' role compared

with the 'inactive' roles connected with the former types

of possibility. This process of topicalisation is reflect¬

ed in the grammar of Russian by rules which assign the

Predicator the feature [+VerbJ and realise DAT as a nomin¬
ative case form. The process can be interpreted as an

attempt to indicate the more 'active' role of the subject

"by analogy", all £+Active]] Predicators being realised as
verbs in Russian. 'This seems to to the same process of

topiealisation which was invoked in Chapter One to

explain the paraphrase relationship between mne lzvestno

(to me is known) and ja znaju (I kno"X The realisation of

the DAT-PRED-NOM structure ('to him is possible' (because
someone has given permission or because the circumstances

are appropriate)) can also be accounted for by appealing

to topicali: ation.

Of course, these suggestions are extremely speculative,

there being no experimental evidence either for or against
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the postulated distinction between 'active' and 'inactive'

types of possibility. On the other hand, to me as a

native speaker of English the suggestions seem very plaus¬

ible, especially since they capture the intuition that

various types of possibility are involved. The suggestions

seem even more plausible for Russian, which has only the

one root, moz (ignoring morphophonemic variations), com¬

pared with the English can and may. I propose, then, to

proceed on the assumption that these suggestions, though

speculative, are accurate. The assumption I take to be

justified, for the time being, by the plausibility of the

proposed underlying structure and by the fact that they

enable me to use the most general hypothesis possible.

^he structure underlying Jn Eflifet; PfljU m XeVhljU

(He may come to the lecture, i.e. it is possible that he

will come to the lecture) is approximately that shown in

Fig.2% :

It should : e noted thi t the feature [_+KodalJ leads
to the generation of more stricture which car be glossed

either as 'He be in state : He come to lecture' or as
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'He go into, be in and come out of state : He come to

lecture*• The underlying structure shown in Fig. 28

may be realised in various ways:

1. The DAT-PRED dominated by Sj. are realised as

emu moy.no, the PRLD dominated by £3 is nominal!sed, giv¬
ing the infinitive nrl^ti (perfective because of LOC

{j'lngressivej, £+EgressiveJ dominated by S2) and LOC is
realised as na lokciiu;

2. Depending on which suggestion is adopted, one can

say either that recategorisation or topicalisation takes

place. If recategorisation, PRED domin. ted by S-j_ is
marked +Verb and DAT is changed to AG, which Is realised

with a nominative case form, thus on nozet. As in (1),
PRED dominated by S3 is nominalised;

3. The structure dominated by S3 ir realised as on
uri.idet na lekeiiu. The PRED dominated by S]_ is realised
as -moz-, to which are added the prefix voz-, the suffix

-Hi giving vozmozn-, to which is then added the third

person singular neuter ending -o, producing vozmozno. N
in the string E + N dominated by NOM in may be realised

as £& (it) or may not be realised at all. In either case,

(that) is inserted before an pr!3<fct r«3 in

order to Indicate that this string has the status of a

nun, of which vozmozno is predicated. The possible sur¬

face structures are Tp, fop on PflJdet, faL vpgaozBQt
V

Oto on uriidet na lekci.iu vozmozno and Vozmozno, cto on

orl.idvt na lolciin, the last variant being the most frequent.

(Vozmozno differs from uoznq as follows. Whereas

mozno is a unique form, vozmozno is the third person sing-
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ular neuter f crm of an adjective vozmoznv,) t which in

predicate position agrees in number and gender with the

noun it modifies, and in attributive position agrees in

number, gender and case ith the noun it modifies, e.g.

7 )z;:ioznyj isxod dela

qgnart' Ju

"Mtoj IsxjI vazawfen

The possible outcome of

the affair,

hith all possible serious¬

ness,

ouoh an outcome is possible.)

Ine final word needs to be added concerning the fact

that On raozet nrliti na iokciin may be paraphrased as

cazresfietsia— (To him is allowed...) 1 wish to suggest

that ragresat' (to allow) be regarded as a purely super¬

ficial item which realises a structure 'cause X to be in a

state such that to X is possible to do something'.

Thus, the structure underlying auu raZraattCtsja is:

S

Hon

Fig.29

LOC <^-+lAgie«he3

<+Hodol>
<+Pa«s.v.

nom

This structure aay be glossed as, for example:'X is in

a state : X causes it : Y be in a state : To Y possible'

^+CausativeJ, like Jj»-ModalJ, brings about the generation
of strings identical with the possible topmost strings,
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i.e. NOM-LOC £+IngressiveJ or NOM-LOC £+IngressiveJ|+Egres-
sivej.

speq

6.U
It was mentioned above that sentences containing nario

followed by a perfective infinitive are understood as im¬

peratives, whereas sentences containing nado followed by

an imperfective infinitive are understood as statements.

The question which has to be decided is whether or not

the notion of 'illocutionary force' (cf. Chapter Four)

must be used to explain the different interpretations.

That is, is the former set of sentences, the imperatives,
to be derived from underlying structures containing an

element • I command you' and the latter set, the state¬

ments, from underlying structures containing the element

'I state'? This solution involves one serious diffic¬

ulty; although it makes sense to talk of a sentence

like Wash thq gar as deriving from a structure I command

vou s Yon wash the car, it does not make sense to talk

of a sentence like '\[,m natih Iriplt' paj'ta (To you nec¬

essary to buy a coat) as deriving from a structure 1

command von : To vou necessary to hnv a coat. One can

state that something is necessary but one cannot command

that something is necessary.

On the other hand, the illocutionary element '1 comm¬

and you' and the phrase 'to you is necessary' are semantic-

ally similar in that both refer to obligation. They diff-
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er in that the illocutionary element makes specific the

source of the obligation, whereas the phrase 'to you is

necessary' does not. It seems to be that the same semant¬

ic interpretation can be arrived at by different paths -

in this case sentences are interpreted as having an im¬

perative meaning both vhen they have an illocutionary

element 'I command you' and when they contain a modal

word denoting obligation. The superficial forms of the

two types of sentence are different, of course, the former

containing an 'imperative' form of the verb and (usually)

no overt subject, the latter consisting, in Russian at

least, of an animate noun in the dative case and an ad¬

jective (in the case of nado and nnziioj or an animate

noun in the nominative case and an adjective (in the case

of dolaefl)•

One objection which might be made to the preceding

explanation is that only sentences in which nada was

followed by a perfective infinitive were said by the in¬

formants to be imperatives, while sentences in which nado

was followed by an imperfective infinitive were said to be

statements or assertions of a (general) principle. I

would suggest that the different reactions are caused by

a difference in intensity. There is a particular urgency

in sentences whose deep structure contains "I command You"

and there is a similar urgency about sentences in which

nado is followed by a perfective infinitive, the urgency

being connected with the completed action structure under¬

lying perfective forms. This urgency is lacking in sent¬

ences containing nado followed by an imperfective infinitive.
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I

(The different 'feel' of nado + perfective infinitive as

opposed to nado + imperfective infinitive is conveyed by

the English I must get this ro--m tidied as opposed to I'll

have to ho getting this room tidied.)

A third problem vhl-h requires some theoretical dis¬

cussion is the use of aspect in infinitives dependent upon

nel' r.ia and ne dolzen. Each of these f orms has two mean¬

ings, one strongly modal, the other weakly modal. From
no1-'' on the "modal" and "non-modal" meanings will he referr¬

ed to as t'-e (a) and (b) meanings. Tel' zpia. with its (a)

meaning, is usually considered to have the force of ne

undo (not necessary)5 with its (b) meaning to have the
force of novor.no?.no (impossible). Both these meanings are

concerned with impossibility: the former neaping has to

do with the impossibility of an action because it is for¬

bidden by someone or ty some ethical law; the latter mean¬

ing has to do with the physical impossibility of doing

something.

The (a) meaning of ne dolrer has to do -ith a moral

obligation not to do something. The (b) meaning of ne

do"? re-- doer- not lend itself to analysis as easily as the

(b) meaning of pel*?.,1a. It is clear, however, that "'.e

dolzen in (b) meaning has to not with obligation

not to do something but rather with being not obliged to

do something. To put it more accurately, it has to do with

being not obliged by the circumstances to do something.

When someone utters the sentence Foe: • re dclzon ocazdat1

(The train not ought to be late - on out.it' is a perfective

infinitive) what the listener understands is that nothing
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has happened which might delay the train. I propose, for

the purpose of discussion, to use the featurejiSubjective^
to distinguish between the (a) and (b) meanings of ncl1z ja

and ne dolzer, the (a) meaning being designated as

[♦Subjectivej, the (b) meaning as £-Subjectivej. With
regard to £+PosslbilityJ, £+SubjeetlveJ might be taken as
referring to permission granted by someone,^-Subjectivejf
might be rewritten as £+Internal^, referring to a persons
abilities, or as £+FxternalJ, referring to appropriate
circumstances. The rules might look approximately thus*

^♦necessity )

♦Modal > J ^Possibility f

♦Obligation I
(♦Possibility/
/ ♦Obligation J

~> i^Subj ect ive

\♦external
♦Possibility /- Subjective •—j(_♦ Internal

It is clear that in certain cases the asoect of the

"infinitive" is governed by certain combinations of feat¬

ures. To be precise, the infinitive is in the imperfect-

ive asnect if the Predicator on which it depends is:

(1) +Modal, ♦Neg, ♦Necessity (ne nado, n£-Jmn<2>>;

(2) ♦Modal, +Neg, +Possibility, ♦Subjective (nel'zla)f

(3) +Modal, +Neg, +Obligation, ♦Subjective

k technical problsffl

6.H.1
This conclusion raises one important problem. In
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Chapter Three of 'Aspect#' Choosey proposes that transfor¬

mations apply cyclically to generalised Phrase Markers,

beginning with the moot deeply embedded Phrase Marker.

That is, given the English sentence 1 me': the hov who van

examined by the doctor, which derives from the underlying

structure shovn in (3o)

S,

Eig.30 -die docfocibsi' examine.-die. b

the grammar would start by running through the set of trans¬

formation rules to "ind out which ones can apply to S2«

Having applied to S2 whatever T-rules it can, the grammar

would then run through the set of transformation rules to

find out which ones can apply to

Generalised Phrase Markers are formed by allowing

the same set of base (phrase-structure) rules to apply

again and again. This recursive property is imparted to

the base rules by allowing :• to appear on the right-

hand side of certain rewrite rules. The relative clause

in (30) is introduced by rule MP—>Det - M - 3.

"hether one is using the type of deep structure

suggested in Chapter Two of this dissertation or whether

one is using the type of deep structure proposed by

Chomsky, the same problem arises in the derivation of the
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sentence i'e nado pisat' pis'mo (lot necessary to write a

letter). This sentence derives from two underlying sent¬

ences; the sentence underlying pisat' sis' mo (to write

a letter) which is embedded in the sentence underlying

be nanj (Not necessary). The sentence ie. nado pisat'

nis'mo can be understood in two ways. If X asks Y,
V

Cto vv dclaetp? (What are you doing?) , and Y replies,
Ja ut%n si:, 'mo (1 an writing a letter), then X might say

be undo uisat' pis'mo (It's not necessary to write a

letter), meaning 'It is not necessary for you to be vrit-
V

ing a letter). On the other hand, if X asks Y, Cto vv

sdelaete? (What will you do?) ant. Y replies, vdi nunisu

pis'mo (I will write a letter), then X might say, be nado

nisat' pis'mo, meaning 'It is not necessary for you to

carry out and complete the writing of a letter'. In terms

of the deep structure proposed in Chapter Two, he nado

pisat1 pis'mo can mean either 'It is not necessary to be

in a state of writing a letter' or "It is not necessary

to go into, be in and come out of a state of writing"•
The problem is whether or not the structure under¬

lying nisat' pis'mo should be generated in full. In

Chomsky's model this would mean marking the verb as

Perfective or Imperfective , in the model presented in

Chapter Two this -"ould mean generating the appropriate

string, NOM - LOC |^+Ingressive]], or NOM - LOG [+Ingressive^]
jj!gressive^}. In Chomsky's model, the transformational rule
which ensures that the infinitive dependent on certain ne¬

gated modal predicators is in imperfective aspect would

have either to ieave^+IrcperfectiveJ unchanged or sutstit-
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ute ^-flriperfectivej for ^Perfectivej. In the model suggested
in Chapter Two this transformational rule would have to

delete whatever locative structure had been generated and

assign |tImperfectiveJ to the Predioator. That Is, it
would apply, e.g., to the structure

Fig.31

and transform it into (33)
s

I
s

I
„fred. vjmfevfectweh

Fig.32

The mechanism required to transform (b> ) into (?>2.)

may seem cumbersome but it does have certain advantages

(1) In general, the locative deep structure provides

more insights than the use of features such as

j+?erfective] and jhLmperfeetivej:
(2) As was pointed out above, sentences like He mado

pisat' pis'mo have two interpretations. By first

generating the locative stricture and then delet¬

ing it in explanation is provided for these

Cossible inter pre tat ions.

(3) By Introducing a separate feature j+Itnperfectivej,
the transformational rule captures the fact that
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in the sentences /U ?fe«a9g*3L Plsat1 feaaflY.1 ,flen'

(He promised to vrite each day) and Ne nado

nisat' pis'mo the imparfectivQ infinitives

have different sources, the former deriving

from an underlying locative, the latter

marking the presence of a negated modal.

phr^ggg no'Ul and

6.5
There are a number of words and phrases which are

not usually classed as rnodals tut whose meaning, when

they are negated, is closely linked with the modal terms
of obligation, necessity and volition. Moreover, any

infinitives dependent on these negated words are in the

imperfective aspect.

There are, first of all several expressions which are

paraphrases of qg, qttdQ « H9 Y, ggfflU (lit. Not to what),
nezaeem (lit. not for what), ne£ego (nothing).

(22)a*?fg K Kwlt' gtaru.lu i lit. not to what

masinn to buy an old car.

b Ng h gqrctu pgpdayat' dqa * lit. Not to what

to sell the house.

q*Ng gqgp SPTOit1 gffp S bit. Nothing to

ask him.

a Ns gftia ala&H am pialaa* lit. Nothing to

write to him a

letter.

The starred sentences are unacceptable because they
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contain perfective infinitives, knelt' and snroslt*,
instead of the imperfective infinitives, pokupat' and

r.praslvat1 .

These phrases nay be aged in a non-nodal meaning, in

which case the infinitive is in the perfective aspect :

(23) a Ne k conn or Iclonit' si:- : lit. No to which to

lean against, i.e. There is nothing to

lean against,

b "no JiQqq.gP_J3k; -aat1 aqu : lit. To me nothing to

say to hire, i.e. I have nothing to say to

him.

Mazon asserts that the imperfective infinitive is

used after these expressions when they refer to a perman¬

ent or indefinitely long impossibility or interdiction,

and that the perfective infinitive i3 used when the speaker

has in mind a unique and precise act. In fact, iraperfect-
ive infinitives are used if the expression has a nodal

meaning, perfective infinitives if the expression has a

non-modal meaning.

Secondly, these are expressions which are not para¬

phrases of ne nado but which are always followed by im¬

perfect ive infinitives. Among such expressions are :

ne stolt (is not worthwhile), ne naneren (do not intend),
za I1 (is a pity), vre "'no (dangerous), skucno (boring),
S.eartjdt.nq (unpleasant), xvatlt, budat (enough), scltaju

■lisnlm... (I think it superfluous to...)

(gU) a ^No stoit •oraclt.it,' etu kni-o; It's not worthwhile

reading ^hrough this book.

(Mu'-t be : >Te stclt nrocitvvat'...)
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*

b Ja ne nameren zaitl k vam : I do not intend

calling on you.

(Must be : ja ng nameren aaxQtilt1 K yam)

c*Mne zal1 uexat' otsiuda : lit. To me regret to

leave here, i.e. I am sorry/loth to leave

here.

(Must be : %ne zal* uezzatVqtsjula)

d*Vredno nrovesti takoi onvt : lit. Dangerous to

carry out such an experiment.

(Must be s Yredno proYQtiit WKqJ opyt)

e*Mne sKucdq n^nlsat* emi pis'mo s lit. To me

boring to write him a letter.

(Must be t Mne skucno plsat1...)

f*Mne nepri-iatno rasskazat' emu et.u novost's lit.

To me unpleasant to tell him this news.

(Must be s Mne nenrilatno rasskazvvat'...)

g*?EvaUt Yam Kttplt' Kniel s lit. Enough to you to

buy books, i.e. Enough of buying books.

(Must be : ftyatlt vara PQkupflt' Knisii)

h*Va se»a.1u Haulm pro<teV doro « lit. i consider

superfluous to sell the house.

(Must be s Ja soitaiu lisnim nrodavat1 dom)

From 2^a,d,g and h the listener can infer that the

sneaker considers the action unnecessary : from 2*+b,c,e
and f the listener can infer that the speaker does not

want to carry out the actions. In terms of semantic

components one can say that the meaning of these express¬

ions "includes" ((+Modal) Neg\ and Necessity/Volition and

that it is these components which cause the dependent infin-
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itive to be in the imperfective aspect. Until the role of

semantics in a grammar has been thoroughly investigated,

one can provide only an intuitive explanation and indicate

that it is not yet known hov these insights are to be

captured by a generative grammar of Russian.

Thirdly, there are interrogative sentences in Russian
which contain perfective infinitives, e.g. komu dat1 den'gi?

(lit. To whom to give the money? i.e. To whom am I to give

the money?), Kalit1 tebe esce caiu? (lit. To pour you

more tea?, i.e. Will I pour you more tea?) Such sentences

can be accounted for by postulating the underlying struct¬

ures Mie nado flat' fon'Ki? (To me necessary to whom

to give the money?) and Dolmen 111a nalit1...? (Am I to

pour...?). Suitable underlying structures cannot be so

easily postulated for the following interrogative sentences*

(25)a gaOM emu den'gj? : lit. Why to give

Sentences (25) - (26) would be unacceptable if the

imperfective infinitives davat', rasskazvvat' and prQdavat',
were replaced by their perfective counterparts, dat',
rasskazat' and prodat'. The crucial feature of these ex¬

amples is that in each case the speaker presupposes that

the answer will be in the negative and, more importantly,
that the answer will be, or will imply, Ne nado davat' emu

to him money?

b rasgKazyvat' emu

vse pqdrobnosti?

(26) Rasyp pn Imget pravQ

prodavat' dom?

: Does he really have

the right to sell the

Why tell him all

the details?

house?
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den'ei (Not necessary to give him money), Ng naflQ

raflsVagvvat' emu vse podrobnostl (Not necessary to tell

him all the details), E^u ne naflp prQ<foVfrt' flQIB (t° hi®
•J Cp< )

not necessary to sell the house).-' '

R. Lakoff has noticed a similar phenomenon in English

in connection with the use of some - any. If someone asks

'Do those men want any work?', that person presupposes

that the men do not want work. If, however, someone asks

'Do those men want some vork?'T then that person presupp¬

oses that the men are looking for work. In my speech,

these two sentences would have different patterns of in¬

tonation and stress. The latter, with some, would have

normal interrogative intonation hut the former, with any,

would have a heavy stress on want and a rise in intonation.

In Russian, too, the sentences Zacem davat' emu den'gi?
and Vv davali emu den'gi? (Did you give him money?) have

different intonation patterns. As R. Lakoff says, gener¬

ative grammars cannot at present handle such phenomena as

presuppositions and it does not seem likely that they will

ever be able to deal with them elegantly.

The problem of presuppositions is complicated by such

sentences ass

(27) Ne nado li vam pal1to kunit'? s Don't you need

to buy a coat?

Normally one would expect an imperfective infinitive

after na<lQ» but in (27), after ne nado and the inter¬

rogative particle JUL there is a perfective infinitive.

The point is that (27), which is negative and interrogative
in form, is really a polite way of asserting that it is
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necessary to buy a coat. In other words, although the

speaker is asking a question he presupposes that the

answer will be in the affirmative, and this presupposit¬

ion is marked by the perfective infinitive knpit1.

teated InfinlUaaa

6.6
The problem of unspoken thoughts crops up in a slightly

different guise in connection with the use of aspect in

infinitives directly negated by ne. After verbs such as

ProsU1 (ask), sOYpt-pyat1 (advise) T resit' (decide),
slovo (give one's word), ob.iazat' s.ia (pledge oneself to),
pokl.iast1 si a (give one's oath that...) an infinitive dir¬

ectly negated by £L£ is in the imperfectlve aspect. If the

US. directly negates the finite verb, the infinitive may

take either aspect.

(2K)a Ja sovetoval emu ostat's.ia doma ; I advised him

to stay at

home.

b Ja ne sovetoval emu ostat's.ia doma: I did not

advise him to stay

at home.

c Ja sovetoval emu ne ostavat'sia s I advised him

doma not to stay at

home.

(29)a iitrana resila kunit' ruketv : The country decided

to buy rockets.

b ctrana ne resila kunit' sThe country did not

rakety decide to buy rockets.
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c otr^R* resll^-ng POkunat* s The country decided

cakety not to buy rockets

In the (a) and (b) sentences in which either there

is no negative or the negative anplies to the finite

verbs, SQYQtQYfll and xslila, the infinitive is perfective.

In the (c) sentences, however, the infinitives, ostavat'si a
and pokupat' are imperfective because the negative applies

directly to them. Infinitives in such sentences are Im¬

perfective no matter vhether they refer to a single event

or to a series of events, cf. Ja resll he PQgylat' pis'fflQ

vcera a sevodnja (I decided not to send the letter yester¬

day but today - yesterday and today are adjuncts to send,

not decide). The problem of ensuring that infinitives in

such sentences are imperfective is easily solved. Suppose

a sentence like (29c) has an underlying structure (I gloss

it in English for convenience):

When NEG is in S2, the infinitive which is the super¬

ficial realisation of buy is in the Imperfective aspect.

If NEG is in S^, that infinitive may be in either aspect.
"When NEG is in S£ in the verb-dependency model outlined in

Fi|
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Chapter Two it 1 triggers off' a transformational rule which

deletes the locative structure and assigns the feature

J+Imperfective~] to the Predicator (cf. Figs.^'j32- ).
After some verbs an infinitive directly negated by

as is imperfective only if it refers to being in a state

of doing something. Otherwise it is perfective. Such

verbs are at remit' s.1 a (strive), starat' s.1aT nrobovat'

(try), xotet' (want)
(31)a Ja stoalF.1a )1<? * 1 tried not to drop

StaKan the glass,

to postaraJti?1 ne sKaaat1;(lit) I will try not

gmu rezKosti to say cutting things

to him.

c Qa strait S.1a Qbiflet' s He is striving not

to offend her.

All these examples contain perfective infinitives,
uronit1 , skazat1 and obidet1. When asked to evaluate the

following sentences, in which a choice of aspect is given,

informants said that either aspect was possible depending

on whether the infinitive referred to a long continuous

action or to a completed action. (The imnerfective aspect

is given first)

(32)a Qui, pQstara.1uts.1a ns •

poddavat1 s.la/noddat' s1a

syo yggypraa

to £tara.itsst ne apusKat' /»

upttstlt* prestupn^Ka

iz viflu
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V.'hen asked to evaluate the sentences (33) informants

either rejected outright the sentences with perfective

infinitives or said that the imoerfective infinitives were

"better"•

(33)a My oblazalis1 ne nronuskat'/ : We have pledged

nronnstit' etu lekci.lu ourselves not to

miss this lecture,

b "nl da11 slovo ne prodavat'/ s They gave their

prodat1 etot starv.idom word not to sell

this old house.

Now, it is not difficult in principle to write rules

which will generate all and only the correct sentences in

(2$) - (33)• need only ensure that the transformational

rule which deletes the locative structure and assigns the

feature j+Imperfective"^ operates only when certain lexical

items, such as resit'» aiasi!', flat'SlPYftt are present.

There is some evidence, however, that the facts are

far too subtle to be captured by such a crude rule. Some

informants commented that the perfective aspect is used

when the speaker is uncertain that he will succeed in

carrying out an act or if the speaker is afraid that an act

will take place which he feels is undesirable. The express¬

ions pbjazat* S.1&, flat' slQVP, regit' are certainly much more

positive than nrobovat' strait' sja but one might be in¬

clined to dismiss the informants' comments as too subject¬

ive, not based on testable evidence. Such a dismissal

would be premature, because there is other evidence avail-

ab lo.

a) The English sentence I fear I may not find him at home
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is translated into Russian as Bolus' ne zastat' evo doma

(lit. I fear not to find him at home). He is always afraid

he mav not get into the library because there are so many

neonle there is translated as On vsegda. boitsia ne nopast'

v fcibliotekuf tak kak tamocen' mnogo narodu (lit. He

always fears not to get into the library...). In the

Russian there is no discrete superficial morph correspond¬

ing to the English mayt but the dependent infinitives,
zastat' and nopast*T are in the perfective aspect, although

they are directly negated by ne.

The above sentences refer to actions which the speaker

fears he himself may not be able to perform but which he

would like to perform. The feeling that an act is undes¬

irable can be expressed In an even more obvious fashion

when the speaker is talking about an act which he thinks

undesirable but which he fears may be performed by some¬

one else or about an undesirable state of affairs which

he fears may arise. In English one can say They fear that

he >'Ul ftn-3 qut or They fear that he may find out. From

the latter sentence one can infer with certainty that 'they'

hope that the finding out will not take place. The former

sentence is translated into Russian as Bojatsia, cto on

uznaet (They fear that he will find out), but the latter
sentence is translated as Bolatsla, kak bv on ne uznal.

(By is a "subjunctive" particle, uznal is the past tense,
third person singular masculine form of the verb uznat',
•to find outf. Combinations of jgjt ♦ past tense forms are

used In the protasis of conditional sentences - esli bv

on kupll mas inn (if he bought the car, eg11 = •if') -
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and is the apodosis - n1 a bv dal emu sto ruble.1 (I would

give him a hundred roubles) ). An interesting feature

of this sentence is that uznal is perfective,

b) Even more interesting is the fact that the clause

following feQ.1ats.1a> KaK by ?n n<? ttzna.1, is identical in

form with optative sentences in which the speaker express¬

es a wish concerning someone else, e.g. Kak bv nacal'stvo
ne nsnalo ob etom (Vlould that the boss didn't find out

about this). In such sentences only perfective aspect is

possible cf."*Kak by on ne nrodaval knign (Vlould that he

did not sell the book), In which the imperfectlve prodaval

must be replaced by the perfective prodal. If the optative

clause expresses a wish concerning the speaker, a perfect¬
ive infinitive is used, e.g. Yot fey

ekzamen (lit. Would that I did not have to sit tomorrow the

exam.) One informant glossed the sentence Kak bv ne

poexat' zavtra (Would that I did not leave tomorrow) as

Ifofe, fey popyafe' (How I would like not to leave).

Optative sentences or clauses may begin with Kak, vot or

lallkQ. An example of the latter is : Hasinn orodam, no

tol'ko bv ne urodat' dom. (The car I'll sell, only don't
let me have to sell the house).

It is clear that the semantic structure of Boiats1aT
kak bv on ne uznal (They fear that he may find out) is

approximately : 'They do not want him to find out but they

fear that there is the possibility that he will find out'.

Similarly, the semantic structure of Kak by ne noexat'

zavtra is approximately "I do not want to leave tomorrow

but I fear I will be obliged to". Intuitively, the facts
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are clear. When a speaker hopes that an act will not be

performed or that a certain state of affairs will not

arise, but at the same time fears that the act will be

performed or the state of affairs will arise, and when he

knows he can do little to prevent it, then the speaker

uses a construction with Ly and a perfective form. What

is not clear ir how all these modal meanings and shades

of meanings are to be drawn together into one coherent

abstract deep structure. The task is so complex and the

chances of success so slight that these questions outstrip

the scope of this dissertation.

Lizas

6.7
This chapter is concluded with some brief remarks on

the use of aspect in the imperative verb forms. It is not

surprising that Mazon was able to apply the same criteria

in his account of imperatives as in his account of infin¬

itives, past tense forms, etc. The structure underlying

imperative sentences is identical with the structure

underlying statements and predictions in all respects but

one - the illocutionary potential is different. It has

been suggested (See Boyd + Thorne, Thorne) that the struct¬
ure underlying English sentences like Qnen the windov is

some

r-

some

imp
voc

_

proform
voc _

proform open the window*

more informally, I imp you : you open the window, though

fsomel
|voc J proform is not always realised as 'you'. For the
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purposes of discussion, I will assume that the glosses

given by Boyd + Thorne are valid.

The structure underlying the sentence Pisite medlenno

(Write slovly), in which plsite is an imperfective form,

may be glossed as : 'I imp you s you be in a state : You

write slowly*• On the other hand, the structure under¬

lying fta Pi lite emu sraau-ze (Write to him immediately), in
which nanlsite is a perfective form, may be glossed as t

'I imp you s You go into, be in, and come out of a state :

You write to him immediately*• This explains why Mazon

could say of oisite medlenno that the speaker was think¬

ing of the act in its development but that napisite emu
V

srazu - ze would be spoken by someone who was thinking of

the act as an "integral whole".

Imperfective imperative forms can often be paraphrased

as 'Begin doing something', e.g. Pisite (write) may, in

certain contexts, be paraphrased as Stan'te pisat'. I

wish to suggest that the possibility of such a paraphrase

is allowed for in the deep structure outlined in Chapter

Two. The structure underlying plsito is i

I imp you t

This structure contains, as it were, both the idea

of beginning to do something and the idea of being in the

Fig.3U
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process of doing something. I suggest that when the former

idea is emphasised the feature Ingressive] may be realised
as the appropriate imperative form of stat'» By what for¬

mal process this would be carried out is unclear, but the

fact that imperfective imperatives can be paraphrased as

•begin to do something' seems valuable independent support
A (p ViO

for the analysis offered to Chapter Two". '

It has been pointed out (e.g. by Boras and Christian,

pp.127-131) that a non-negative perfective imperative, be¬

ing used to command the completion of an act, is often

felt to be more categorical than an imperfective imperat¬

ive, which is used to command only the beginning and pro¬

gress of an action. This does not mean, however, that

imperfective imperatives are always more polite than per¬

fective imperatives. Spoken with one intonation pattern,

the sentence Qtkrvval dver1 (open the door) is interpreted

as an exhortation to do something and might be used, for

example, by a mother urging her child to open the door.

Spoken more quickly and with a different intonation pattern,
Otkrvvaita dver1 is interpreted as a brusque command to get

on with opening the door without any delay.

A negative iraperfectlve imperative is understood,

quite simply, as a command not to do something. Negative

perfective imperatives, however, are understood not as

commands but as warnings. The sentence Ke otkrolte dver1

(Don't open the door) is usually interpreted as 'If you

open the door, something nasty will happen'. In this case

the speaker is not uttering a categorical command but

simply giving a warning that something undesirable may

take place. The speaker; as it were, does not see himself
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as master of the situation. This use of the perfective

aspect is reminiscent of the use of perfective infinitives

after fepjat' stremit' s,1uT etc. and in negative optative

sentences. This similarity of use does not appear to te

coincidental, for it is negative perfective imperative

forms which are used in situations where the notion of

command is inappropriate. For example, when someone says

'Don't catch a cold', this injunction can hardly be taken

as a command since, although one can take precautions, it

is impossible to guarantee that one will not catch a cold.

The force of 'Don't catch a cold' i« more 'Would that you

don't catch a cold'. The optative sentence in Russian would

be flak by vy nq prosMllis', prpstNlllls1 being a past

tense perfective form of the verb 'catch a cold'. The

imperfective form, prostuzalis', is completely unacceptable

in this sentence. It is consequently all the more inter¬

esting that if one is enjoining someone not to catch a

cold one cannot say He arostuza itas'T using the imperfect¬

ive imperative, but must say He prostatites', using the

perfect imperative.

Negative commands may be expressed by NE + imperfect-

ive infinitive, e.g. He kurlt' (lit. Not to smoke, i.e. no

smoking) (These can be derived from an underlying struct¬

ure containing vaa ne nado) However, one cannot change a

negative command into a negative warning simply by changing

the aspect of the infinitive from imperfective to perfect¬

ive to produce, e.g., ne nrostndit'sia (lit. Not to catch

a cold). Instead, one has to use a construction wi»-h iX

and say ne nrostud.it1 sja hv varn, the marking the speak-

ers uncertainty'. The Jby distinguishes this sentence
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from the more categorical assertion Yam rnenia ne nrovesti

(lit. To you me not to get the better of, i.e. You'll
never get the better of me). This sentence can be regard¬

ed, for present purposes, as deriving from a deep struct¬
ure which contains nel' z.la or nevozmozno, or more abstract¬

ly, from a deep structure containing Neg and jt-PossibilityJ ,
the latter of which is not in this case realised as a

separate superficial morph.
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1. Active predicates in Russian must be marked

[jtMotion] , j^Directionalj . The features jj^iotionJ,
[^Directed"] can be interpreted In two ways, In Russian
there is a small set of verts which have two imperfective

forms: begat' - ijaakt* (run), - £££511 (wander),
vpdit' - £&Sli (lead), jozll' - ZPStj. (convey), -

mJL' (drive), gzdjt' - exat1 (go - in a vehicle), Katat' -

fcfilll' (roll), lazli' - 1(climb), lptef (fly),
R<?alt' - HfllLl (carry), p.laval1 - plyt' (swim, sail),
POlza!' - PPlzti (crawl), taskat* - lassOl' (drag),
X2ditt - Idtl (go).

The second member of each pair denotes movement in

one direction, 'hat is common to the first member of each

pair is the absence of the idea of motion in one direction.

It is obvious that the above list does not include all

verbs denoting motion. What is not clear to me at the

moment is hov the feature jjtHotionJ should be used. Two
alternatives suggest themselves: (a) use ^MotionJ to
"isolate" the members of the above set, which could then be

further distinguished as ^Directional], e.g. bezat' j^-Dir-
ectionalj, begat1 ^-Directionalj. (b) usej^MotlonJto
"isolate" all verbs denoting motion, and usejj*DirectionalJ
to distinguish between those verbs for which direction is

important and those for which it is not, and bring in a

third feature, say Jj-DlrectedJ to distinguish between
verb forms denoting movement in one direction and verb forms

not denoting movement in any particular direction. Under

this alternative, dvipat' (move) would be(jfMotion {,
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[-Directional], be^at' would be [+MotionJ , [+DirectionalJ,
[+Directed[j, and begat' would be [+Motion], ^Directional),
[^-Directed].

Other candidates for the above list of verbs are

stiimat' - sniat' (take down, e.g. a picture from a wall),

brat1 - vzJaV (take), atkryyat' - otKryt' (open),
snima.1 kartinn is often interpreted as "He took down the

picture (looked at it) and put it back". On bral u taenia

knigi (lit. He took at me the books, i.e. He got the books

from me) is taken to mean "He took the books and brought

them back". On otkrvval okno (He opened the window) is

understood as "He opened the window and then closed it".

These three verbs cause no difficulty since they all

involve movement.

A more unexpected candidate for inclusion in the verbs

of motion in general, though not in the above list of dir¬

ected verbs, is look. The case for treating look as a

verb of motion has been argued in detail by Gruber. The

starting point of Gruber's argument, which need not be

reproduced here, is the formal parallel between sentences

such as t^ bird fiey the aaak and Th? bird looked

Intg the n<?st« In Russian, too, one finds that gmotret1
(look) is followed by locative constructions of the type

denoting 'movement into1 or 'movement towards', e.g. On

posmotrel v gnezdo (He looked into the nest), Ptica
vletela v gnezdo (The bird flew into the nest). In both

sentences the locative adjunct consists of £ (into)

followed by a noun in the accusative case. The notion of
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looking at something is involved in the interpretation of

other constructions \hich are identical in form - ith loc¬

atives, e.g. naoravit1 vzrll d no celoveka (lit. to direct

(one's) gaze towards a person), jgreyestj, yggljafl nu delove-

)ia (to transfer (one's) gaze to a person), pyikovat'vzgljad
k eeloveku (lit. to rivet (one's) gaz,e to a person). The

'basic' meaning of prikovat' is "to rivet, chain" (something
to something). Of course, it night be objected that these

expressions are metaphorical, but one answer to that ob¬

jection is that these particular metaphors involving verbs

of movement are made possible by the fact that part of the

meaning of snotret' is 'movement towards'.

Gruber also wishes to treat see as a verb of motion,

basing his case on sentences like He saw i-isht into the

nest. Given the arguments presented in Chapter One, this

hypothesis cannot be accepted for Russian. It is difficult,

however, to say exactly what underlying structure might be

ascribed to ,Qr: vi/tel. prjasiQ V enezflQ (be saw right into

the nest).

2. Emmons (1969) has recently argued (a) that

Infinitives are not noun phrases; (b) that most gerunds

are noun phrases, except those gerunds which occur after

verbs like is&ia, santiims, naiUs.! IiM, e.g. begin dtflag

something, notice someone doing something. Emmons takes

up Ross' point that infinitives and sentences which funct¬

ion as verb complements appear to undergo passivisation,

just like ordinary nuun phrases. For example, one finds

;;,v tojfi vvs jid vas jenis- by Jaim and fa regain

was prefer?^ by jQha (although the latter, to me,
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is bordering on the unacceptable).

Emmons observes that passivisation does not take place

if an infinitive construction or that - clause occupy the

deep subject position, e.g. (1)*A IqX tTPTlfele wpull t?9
caused (by) for J-..hn to arrive now; (2)*Tfr$ r)3ges;;j,t7 Qf

■flAsclpltne 1-s^st; n (by) Uwt thg cMi^rcr dre always

latej (3)*Johh vag disturb^ by the r.eigh-

pours vers s? nejgy.

Emmons' arguments cannot be taken as a refutation of

the hypothesis that infinitives derive from sentences em¬

bedded in noun phrases and that infinitives can be handled

as noun phrases in the surface structure. Infinitives are

not basic nouns, in the sense in which table, chair are nouns,

but nomin; ligations, and cannot be expected to behave in

exactly the same way as ordinary nouns. For instance, I
will argue below that infinitives in Russian are best

treated as nouns, although infinitives do not take case

endings (this in part meets Emmons' objection that in

English prepositions like from, at, bvt with do not occur

before infinitives, although they do occur before gerunds,

e.g. Py dglns thisi shaved that he did not understand

the situation). What Emmons' arguments seem to amount to

is that sentences embedded in noun phrases in the deep

structure of English are not always realised as infinitive

phrases. What the realisation is may be affected by var¬

ious examples. (1) for instance, contains for - to.

Kiparsky has shown that Rosenbaum's analysis of I forced

J :.n to say 'cheese' as deriving from I forcad John for

John to sav cheese is incorrect and that for - £a occurs
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superficially only with "emotive" expressions, e.g. It is

imnnrtnnt/f.usol.natInsr/bothersome for him to so there;

(1) contains just such an emotive expression, 'A lot of

trouble'. (1) may veil be unacceptable because of this

emotive expression. The acceptable version of (2) is

Tfre r ecg .pi,ty of -HsiipUihi £> .sVn;i. by "he f : ;t that the,

children are always lute. In its active form the super¬

ficial sentence may or my not contain the words the fact:

C2a) CTpe fa?t) that, the chlld^n arg late S-tQ¥3

tiv? hQgursiV'/ of dld?lpUh°« The fact that the structure

underlying the fact may not be deleted if the sentence is

made passive is no strong evidence that that - clauses

are not (parts of) noun phrases. The peculiarity of (3)

can be explain 1 in the same way as the peculiarity of (2).

In short, much work has yet to be done on the realis¬

ation of abstract deep structures as infinitives, gerunds

or that-clauses. In the phrase-marker on p.^'° the NP

which is to contain the embedded sentence is expanded as

N + 3, and W is rewritten as IT. Since linguists are

working towards a universal deep structure, it seems more

appropriate to exclude such elements as i£, £2. and for - £2
from the deep structure and introduce them fairly late on

in the derivation of sentences. T& and for - £2 may be

regarded as narking certain processes of nominalisation#

££, in many cases, seems to be simply a dummy word which

fills an "empty" hp position in the surface structure.

Emmons' arguments are even less applicable for hussian.

Firstly, gerunds such as ctenle (reading), senie (singing)
are formed only from verbs which take an Agent and occur
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much less frequently than infinitives. Secondly, where in

English one can use either an infinitive or a gerund, e.g.

To T Ve out his writing Is dif f icult/Mnkini- out hi* hand-

yg 11 Ins: is difficult, in Russian one can use only an

infinitive, rashlrHt' svp ps&rft tr'rtm*
In Russian, as in English, there are strong similarit¬

ies between sentences containing ordinary nouns as subject

or cbj ect of the verb and sentences containing Infinitive

phrases a? the subject or object of the verb,

(a) Noun/infinitive in subject position,

l.a TIov ja Hniga rqng nravltsja * lit. The new book to

nrevUsJa

me pleases.

lit. To read Tolstoy

to me pleases.
; o 0 "1 1f 2a
v V

(b) in QtJt

2• a la pa-ofreasal saw mvqg

Vi/
b jfl .PQPb,p,sc;&.tj?:ip pgjjtl y

lit. I promised to

him new coat,

lit. I promised to

him to come at 7

o*clock.

3.a On Hublt blinclkj. : He likes pancakes

b pn HufcU IgraV v eaymatx ! H© likes to play

chess.

The noun-like character of infinitives is made still

clearer by the fact that lb, 2b, 3b, can be used to answer

the questions, respectively : oto vara nravitsla? (lit.
'■'hat to you pleases?), C.t.o yy, ,03m? (lit. ' hat

y u promised to him?), Cto on Hublt? (lit. '..hat he likes?).
This test can be extended to sentences containing a nominal
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predicate. The one?;Lion Cto n^s dole? (lit. vhat our duty?)
v

may be answered by the sentence ^orot's.ia za air - nas

dole. (lit. To fight for peace - our duty).

Both nouns and infinitive phrases co-occur vith

adjectival predicates.

*+.a - besr>te&£& • bis theory is useless,

b lornonat' emu - ho-raolezro: (lit. "o help to him is

useless.

Treating infinitives as nouns removes one problem

which plagues linguists vho are concerned only vith class¬

ifying the superficial morphs of Russian. The word

nuznyj (necessary) occurs in both predicate and attributive

position. In predicate position it agrees "ith the noun

in number and gender; in attributive position it agrees

vith the noun ir rn ilur, gender and case. In predicate

position, after the past or "future" tense forms of bvt1

(to be), nuzmpl may occur in the appropr' te instrumental

case form. The following sentences illustrate the use of•

xmznzl''

5*a ,§Lt,ot VllX'V jmhm lit. Th5^ rouble (masc.)

to me (is) necessary,

b Vasa kniga rone mi/na : lit. Your boob (fern.)

to me (is) necessary,

c bto r? I't > Line nuzno : lit. This coat (rout.)

to me (is) necessary.

Yuzno also occurs vith infinitives,

d Mne mzr-o • u it' 'nplui : lit. To me (is) necess¬

ary to buy a car.

5.d can also be expressed as:

e one pad?, KimiLL jaallgii
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Nuzno being replaced by .padp. The problem alluded to

at the beginning of this paragraph concerns the classific¬

ation of nado. The difficulty arises from the fact that

there are no masculine and feminine short forms, r..-d and

nadaT which might occur in predicate position following a

masculine or feminine noun, and there are no forms of nado

which might occur in attributive position, agreeing with
the noun in gender, number and case. Furthermore, the

sole existing form nado, which seems to have a neuter

singular ending, never occurs with neuter singular nouns

such as Da 1'to (coat) or veacestvo (substance). For theso

reasons linguists have teen reluctant to classify nado as

an adjective. Many adverbs in Russian end in -£, tut
nado can hardly be classified as an adverb since it never

occurs with finite verb forms but only with infinitives*

The apparently unsolv«ble problem of finding a satis¬

factory classification for pado is not made any easier by

uncertain rations as to the categoria1 st;tus of infinit¬

ives. (cf. footnote (3 ) to Chapter To), If, however,
one assumes that infinitives are a special type of noun,

then the problem is solved, because the only possible deep

structure of a sentence like Nado knnit' knieu is, and

for convenience sake the terminal symbols are represented

by actual superficial elements,
S

i N I
J[fga nado

i.e. (It -(^1 buy a book)^ - Is necessary)..
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The assumption that infinitives are nouns further
y

leads one to observe other data. (1) The question cto

nado? (lit. What necessary?) is identical in form vith the
V y V

questions Cto nuzno? (What necessary?) and .Qto bespQleZRQ?

(What useless?). It is not important that answers to the

first question, with nado, may contain only an Infinitive

(-Kuolt'knleu nado - To buy a book is necessary), whereas

ansvers to the second and third questions may contain

either nouns or infinitives (Pal'to nuzno - A coat is

necessary; Kunit' knlgu nuzno - To buy a book is necessary;

xgp teoriia besnolezna - His theory is useless; PpgjQgat'

emu frespolssno - To help him is useless).

(2) Granted the assumption that infinitives are nouns,

the sentences Emu sly sen zvuk (lit. To him audible the

sound) and Hne nado kunit' knigu (lit. To me necessary to

buy a book) are identical in superficial form, both consist¬

ing of an animate noun in the dative case followed by an

adjective followed by a noun. There are differences, In

that the adjective slysen agrees In number and gender

with the masculine singular noun zvuk, whereas the infinit¬
ive phrase kunit1 knigu does not have any obvious number

or gender. There seems to be a rule in Russian which assigns

the neuter singular ending to an adjective under the follow¬

ing conditions : A) if there is no subject noun, as in
mne dusno (to me stuffy) : B) if the subject noun has no

obvious grammatical gender and does not refer to an animate

creature. These differences are not crucial, since there

is already a fair amount of evidence in favour of the hy¬

pothesis that Infinitives are nouns and these differences
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are not important enough to shake the hypothesis.

The sentences Ban sly sen ?,ynK and Mne no To kunlt'

knirru can also be assigned highly similar Teep structures,

both deriving from a structure consisting of a predicator

[♦Adjective"] accompanied by an animate noun in the dative

case and an inanimate noun in the nominative case. In

the underlying structure of the second sentence the case

ITOM is expanded as an F + 3, in the first sentence only as

IT.

Hado and nuzno may be treated ys alternative realisat¬

ions of the same lexeme (in the sense of Lyons 196P)• This

lexeme may be re< Used by nuzno in all contexts but by

nado usually only vhen the noun phrase modified by the

lexeme is an infinitive.

The T'ord 'rm- 1 "y* is necessary because of sentences
V

like Cto vatn nado? ("hat to you necessary), Etc nado

(This is necessary) and Kniru nado (A b 1 is necessary).

In the first two examples nado is predicated of undefined

lis, by which I mean that what is necessary has still to be

specified by the speaker. If it is assure d that the sent¬

ences Kinigu nada and nolo nit1 lekarstvo (necessary to take

medicine) have highly similar underlying structures, then
one might argue that these two sentences differ only in that

Krirn nado has an underlying structure N - Fred, whereas

nado nit1 lekarstvo has an underlying structure ir S Fred.

This solution is weak for several reasons. Firstly,
it fails to explain Ay knigu. is in the accusative case and

it d v . not account for the difference between knigu r.ado
V

and kuiga nuzna. Secondly, if one asks F.ussians for some
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possible answers to the question Cto vara nado? they supply

sentences such as T'atio nlsat socinenle/noslat' emu den'ni/

kupi^' lo (It is necessary to Trite ray e. say/to send him

money/to buy butter) but never sentences such as .Inc- viado

Mac Inn (To me necessary a car) • "hirdly, if one presents

Russians 1 ith the sentence Et a v, -i rsido (This to you is

necessary) and asks what gto might refer to, they provide

infinitive phrases but not single nouns in the accusative

case.

"he most satisfactory solution possible within the

framework of a generative grammar is to say, as above, that
the lexeme ATY is realise 1 as w.. lo if it is predicat¬

ed of an infinitive, otherwise as the appropriate form of
nuzen. One has t > say that iine nado knisu derives from an

underlying structure which is approximately "o me necessary

to acquire a l: )ok, and that acquire is deleted. This
accounts for the accusative case cf k;niau. It certainly

seems rather ad hoc to postulate a verb which Is then

deleted, but on the other hand this, no far, is the hy¬

pothesis which accounts for the most facts in the most

satisfactory way.

3. Ozegov paraphrases jflaS* as M.t' , V.. go at 9 janil (be

in a position to) and irriet' v o zm > z n o s t1 (lit. to have the

possibility). The latter phrase is ambiguous between

'Having the chance to do something because the physical

circumstances are favourable' and 'having the chance to do

something because someone has given their permission).

Neither of the paraphrases given by Ozegov allows for the

interpretation of Qn mast QiTi.iU anYU"a (He can come to-
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V v
morrow) as Yozmozng, cto...(It is possible th~t...).
Boms and Christian say only that vozmozno means only 'it

is possible' whereas mozno may mean 'it is possible' or

'It is permitted', while neither Isacenko nor Mazon (a)
have anything to say on the matter.

*+. This proposal completely begs the question as

to the source of the noun 'Dredication'• For a discuss¬

ion of the problems involved see Chomsky (1968).

5. It is possible that the aspect in which the var¬

ious forms of moc* (be able) appear in interrogatives is

influenced by presuppositions on the part of the speaker.

Suppose X and Y are carrying on a conversation and X says*

Vas nlan nrne ne nravitsla (lit. Your plan to me not pleas¬

es). According to one informant, Y can reply Vy mozete

arefllazlt' gto-nibnti'? or Vy Bozete predlagat' sto-

nibud'? Both sentences mean 'Can you suggest something?',
but differ in that the former contains a perfective in¬

finitive, uredlozit'T whereas the latter contains an in-

perfective infinitive, predlagat'. This informant main¬

tained that if Y used the latter sentence with the iraper-

fective infinitive then Y would be presupposing that X

did not in fact have any suggestions to make.

Notice also the sentence Ma uz PrpMlt' toft

do logIke (lit. To where to me to do a course in logic?)

which means 'What's the use of me doing a course in logic'.

This question presupposes that it would be no use for the

speaker to do the course, i.e. a listener can infer that
Ne nado proxodit' knrs (Not necessary to do the course).

The interrogative sentence would be unacceptable if the
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imperfective infinitive, proxodit'T vere replaced by the

perfective infinitive pro.lti.

The preceding example with kuda, followed by a negated

infinitive has to do with something being unnecessary.

Such sentences may also be concerned with the impossibility

of something, e.g. the following sentence spoken about a

woman who had very poor healths Kuda e.i rozdat' rebenka

(lit. To *here to her to give birth to a child), the

implication being that the rigours of childbirth would

kill her.

6. More support for this analysis is provided by

Mazon, who emphasises that in sentences in which infinitives
are used independently the notion of the 'raise en train

de I'action verbale' comes out very clearly, e.g. Tebe
vvblrat1 (lit. To you to choose, i.e. to get on with the

choosing)•

7. Cf. the following unacceptable sentences:

a.^Ne zabolevat1 by vara s Would that you do not

fall ill.

b.^Ne nrovallvat' sla bv : Would that you do not

vam fail (the exam).

The imperfective infinitives zabolevat' and

provallvat1s^a must be replaced by their perfective

counterparts zabolet1 and provallt1 s_1a in order that the

sentences be acceptable, ^hese sentences can be accounted

for provisionally by postulating a semantic structure

which may be glossed as : I hope that it will not fall

to your lot to fall ill/to fall'. The sentence Vam

suzdeno provallt'sia (lit. To you fated to fail) means
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•You are doomed to failure'. Suzdeno is the third

person singular neuter form of the past participle

passive of the verb sndit1 (to judge; and is used mainly
V V

with infinitive phrases. Ozegov explains suzdeno as

meaning 'predetermined, of something unforeseen, as

though not dependent on a person's will*.

I am not suggesting that the underlying structure

of (b) contains the abstract sentences: 'I hope: It -

you fail - to you fated' but rather that on a more ab¬

stract level than this the various components of meaning

are generated, only some of them being realised in the

surface structure. It is impossible at present to describe

in detail the progess of generation, since a sufficiently

abstract level of grammar has yet to be developed.
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SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS.

The main conclusions of this thesis are as follows:

(1) Sentences containing adjectives or verbs in

imperfective aspect derive from a locative structure

which can be glossed as 'be in a state', e.g. 'be in a

state of writing a letter*, 'be in a state of being ill',
etc.

Sentences containing verbs in perfective aspect de¬

rive from a structure which can be glossed as 'go into,

be in and come out of a state'•

(2) Tense is best handled by postulating a basic

distinction between Past and non-Past and a further dis¬

tinction between and Predictions.

(3) Aspect in the infinitive is determined basic¬

ally by two sets of factors. If the infinitive is depend¬

ent on a modal predicator, and if the predicator is ne¬

gated, the infinitive is in the imperfective aspect. If

the predicator is not modal, the aspect of the dependent

infinitive is determined by whether the infinitive is a

nominalisation of a structure 'be in a state' or of a

structure* go into, be in and come out of a state'. If

the latter, the infinitive is perfective, if the former
the infinitive is imperfective.

(W) Various types of predicators can be distinguish¬

ed - stative, static and active. Since each type of pred¬

icator is accompanied by a different set of cases in the

deep structure, and since the opposition of perfective

and imperfective aspect concerns only active predicators,
one can make out a case for making stative , static
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and active features of the sentence rather than feat¬

ures of the predicator, and for making the predlcator

govern how many and vhat type of nouns can co-occur with

it.
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